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The Account of the Ancient Israelite Tabernacle and First Priesthood in the
Jewish Antiquities of Flavius Josephus
Abstract
This dissertation makes an analysis of Josephus' Tabernacle account, found in The Jewish Antiquities 3.
99-207, with the goal of: first, shedding further light on his Biblical text; second, determining what nonBiblical sources, both rabbinic and classical, he used; and third, evaluating his motive in retelling the
Biblical narrative.
Chapter I begins with an examination of Josephus' objectives, which were seen to be: first, to explain to a
curious, not necessarily anti-Semitic, gentile readership the nature of the ancient Israelite shrine; and
second, to make clear to his own people, before whom he appeared to be a charlatan, that he shared their
concern for the Jewish heritage, which was being redefined following the destruction of the Temple. The
balance of the first chapter discusses previous scholarship on the Exodus Tabernacle account, taking
note especially of D.R. Nelson's work that includes an examination of Josephus' Tabernacle account.
Chapter II compares his description of the Tabernacle court and superstructure with the Hebrew and
Greek Biblical text of Exodus, with Ezekiel's vision of the Temple, with Philo, the Mishnah, the Babylonian
Talmud, with various midrashim, as well as with Greek classical sources that describe cultic settings.
Chapter III compares Josephus' description of the Tabernacle furniture with the same range of sources.
Special attention is given to the temple of Apollo at Delphi, to which Josephus calls attention in
describing the table in the Tabernacle. Josephus' interest m the cosmic symbolism of the Tabernacle is
particularly noted in his description of the candelabrum.
Chapter IV examines Josephus' discussion of the priestly vestments. Here it is observed that Josephus
deemphasizes Aaron, though not the High Priesthood, and gives more attention to the ordinary priests
than the Biblical text does.
Chapter V examines the concluding details Josephus' brings into his Tabernacle narrative. This includes
particular notice of the symbolism of the Tabernacle, Aaron's appointment as High Priest, coverings over
the Tabernacle furniture, the half-shekel tax, a postscript on the architects, and the dedicatory sacrifices
for the priests and Tabernacle.
It is concluded that Josephus used the Greek and Hebrew forms of Exodus and Numbers, and the Greek
text of Ezekiel. He shows close acquaintance with Philo's Life of Moses. From Josephus' halakic and
haggadic expansions on the Bible, many of which have parallels in the rabbinic literature, it is concluded
that Josephus drew on a common fund of hagadah and halakha. He is a datable witness to these literary
developments within Judaism.
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THESIS ABSTRACT
Robertson, Stuart Dunbar.

"The Account of the Ancient Israelite

Tabernacle and First Priesthood in The Jewish Antiquities of
Flavius Josephus."
Institute,

Ph.D. dissertation, Annenberg Research

1991.

This dissertation makes an analysis of Josephus' Tabernacle
account, found in The Jewish Antiquities 3. 99-207, with the goal of:
first, shedding further light on his Biblical text; second, determining
what non-Biblical sources, both rabbinic and classical, he used; and
third, evaluating his motive in retelling the Biblical narrative.
Chapter I begins with an examination of Josephus' objectives,
which were seen to be:

first, to explain to a curious, not necessarily

anti-Semitic, gentile readership the nature of the ancient Israelite
shrine; and second, to make clear to his own people, before whom he
appeared to be a charlatan, that he shared their concern for the
Jewish heritage, which was being redefined following the destruction
of the Temple.

The balance of the first chapter discusses previous

scholarship on the Exodus Tabernacle account, taking note especially
of D.R. Nelson's work that includes an examination of Josephus'
Tabernacle account.
Chapter II compares his description of the Tabernacle court
and superstructure with the Hebrew and Greek Biblical text of
Exodus, with Ezekiel's vision of the Temple, with Philo, the Mishnah,
the Babylonian Talmud, with various midrashim, as well as with
Greek classical sources that describe cultic settings.
Chapter III compares Josephus' description of the Tabernacle
furniture with the same range of sources.

Special attention is given

to the temple of Apollo at Delphi, to which Josephus calls attention rn
describing the table in the Tabernacle.

Josephus' interest m the

cosmic symbolism of the Tabernacle IS particularly noted m his
description of the candelabrum.
Chapter IV examines
vestments.

Josephus'

discussion

of the

priestly

Here it is observed that Josephus deemphasizes Aaron,

though not the High Priesthood, and gives more attention to the
ordinary priests than the Biblical text does.
Chapter V examines the concluding details Josephus' brings into
his Tabernacle narrative.

This includes particular notice of the

symbolism of the Tabernacle, Aaron's appointment as High Priest,
coverings

over the

Tabernacle furniture,

the

half-shekel

tax,

a

postscript on the architects, and the dedicatory sacrifices for the
priests and Tabernacle.
It is concluded that Josephus used the Greek and Hebrew forms
of Exodus and Numbers, and the Greek text of Ezekiel.
close acquaintance with Philo's Life of Moses.

He shows

From Josephus' halakic

and haggadic expansions on the Bible, many of which have parallels
in the rabbinic literature, it is concluded that Josephus drew on a
common fund of hagadah and halakha.

He Is a datable witness to

these literary developments within Judaism.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Objectives and Method
The inquiry that follows has as its objects:

1) to describe the

changes, both additions and modifications, made by Josephus in his
retelling

of

the

Biblical

description

of

the

ancient

Israelite

Tabernacle, and to consider why he made the changes which he
made; 2) to discover what his Biblical sources were, and 3) to discern
wh at non-biblical sources may have been before him m reshaping
elements of the Biblical account.
Jo sephu s' Objectives in the Tabernacle Account
Josephus

wrote

the

Antiquities

(hereafter Ant.) after he

finished writing The Jewish War (hereafter War), that is after ca. 7981 C.E. 1

Thus at least nine years had elapsed since the destruction of

the Temple by Titus.

This calamitous event changed the character of

Judaism.

Jacob

2

As

Neusner

has

written,

"When

the

1Shaye Cohen , Josephus in Galilee ru!d Rome: His Vita ru:!d Development
Brill, 1979), pp. 84-90. Cohen cites the comm uni s
opini o, es tablished by Alfred van Gutschmid in "Vorlesungen iiber Josephu s'
Bucher gegen Apion," Kleine Schriften IV. ed. F. Ruhl. (Leipzig, 1893), 335But Cohen
589, th at the Jewish War was written between 75 and 79 C.E.
concludes hi s evaluation of the evidence by reporting that "in BJ 1-6 we have
a re lati vely coherent uniform work fini shed as a whole before 81 " (p. 90). See
also Seth Schwartz , "The Composition and Publication of Jo sephu s's Bellum
Jud aicum Book 7," HTR 79 (1986), 373 -386.
2 Elias J. Bickerman has written of this:
"It was the Roman Emperor
Titus who in 70 C.E. , by destroying the Temple of Jerusalem, put an end to the
blood y sacrifices of the Jews and the Christians and thus eventuall y to
He was certainly the greatest religious reformer in history."
paga ni sm itself.
Th e Jew s in .t.h.e. Greek Ag_e_ (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1988),
p. 139.
Cf. Shaye J.D. Cohen, "The Significance of Yavneh: Phari sees , Rabbi s,
and the End of Jewish Sectarianism," HUCA 55 (1984) , 27 -53 , who li sts th e
theolo gical difficulties caused by "the cessation of the sacrificial cult--the loss
of th e sacred center of the cosmos , the destruction of the physical symbols of

.!!..S..

a Hi s torian (Leiden:

1

Temple was destroyed, it is clear, the foundations of the country's
religious-cultural life were destroyed.

The structure not only of

political life and of society, but also of the imaginative life of the
country , depended upon the Temple and its worship and cult. "3
No longer could the prescribed sacrifices be offered in the holy
Place.

The change from the kind of worship that is described in the

Hebrew Bible was now all but irreversible.

The growing interest in

halakah that led to the codified Mishnah, and then to the Talmudim
of Palestine and Babylon, witnesses to the kind of development to
which the Jewish people was moved by the loss of their Temple.
It is thus of particular interest to see how Josephus, scion of a
priestly family ,4 retold the Biblical account of the ancient Tabernacle.
God 's protective presence, the public display of the power of Rome and her
gods and of the impotence of Israel and her God, and the failure of apocalyptic
dreams and prophecies" (pp . 27-28).
Cohen observes, however, that the sense
of cri sis does not appear in all the literature subsequent to the destruction of
The chief
the Temple , for example, in the apocalypses of Baruch and Ezra.
effec t of this calamity, Cohen argues, is the disappearance of Jewi sh
sec tari ani sm.
It may be that Josephus' interest in describing the sects of
Jud aism in the pre-destruction period was to explain an aspect of Judai sm that
was now gone. See also Baruch M. Bokser, fQil Mishnaic Judaism in Transition ,
Brown Judaic Studies 17
(Chico, Ca.:
Scholar's Press , 1980) , pp 1-2,
in
p articular , note 3, p.10 where Bokser lists pertinent bibliography to th e
changes in Judaism from the first through third centuries C.E.
3 Jacob Neusner, Editor, "Introduction," Understanding Rabbin ic
Jud a is m (New York : Ktav Publishing House, Inc., 1974), p. 12.
4 Life , 1. Cf. War 1. 68. Josephus' description of John Hyrcanus: "He
the
was th e only man to unite in his person three of the highest privileges:
supreme command of the nation, the high priesthood , and the g if t of
prophecy.
For so closely was he in touch with the Deity , that he was never
ig no rant of the future " reflects his self-conscious descent from th e
Has mon eans mentioned in Life 2, coupled with his self-description , found in
W a r 3. 351-54, where he intimates that he had the prophetic gift in the ability
to interpret dreams.
Cf. Gideon Fuks , "Josephus and the Hasmoneans, JJS 2
(1 990) , 166-176, where the author compares Josephus' statements concernin g
the Hasmoneans in the earlier work, War, with the later, Ant. He argues th at it
is the more favorable climate of the later period that prompted Josephu s to
wri te hi s true, favorable , point of view on the Hasmoneans in Ant. He accepts
th at Josephu s was indeed of Hasmonean ancestry, against the challenge to the

2

Here, as Geza Vermes has noted, we find an example of early Jewish
Biblical interpretation "in a society which adopted the Bible as its
fundamental charter [but which was] required [in its] exegesis to
respond to its .
Josephus

. practical, apologetical and doctrinal need. "5
and

Philo

stand

apart

from

their

Jewish

contemporaries in devoting particular attention to describing and
explaining the Tabernacle.

Philo wrote prior to the destruction of

the Temple, and Josephus afterwards, but they were contemporaries.
Josephus explicitly mentions Philo only once,6 but his literary debt to
Philo in the Tabernacle account is apparent, as I shall show in this
study. 7
Although

companson

has

been

made

between

Josephus'

description of the Temple and M. Middoth,8 this comparison has little
to do with Josephus' Tabernacle narrative.

Apart from Philo, there is

no other Jewish writer, contemporary to Josephus, who endeavored

contrary advanced by Shaye Cohen (Josephus in Galilee a.rul Rome, p. 107-08,
note 33) and G. Holscher ("Josephus," PW IX, 2 (1916), col 1935).
5 Geza Vermes, "Bible and Mid rash; Early Old Testament Exegesis,"
Cambridge History Q.f _tkfil.b.k, Edited by P.R. Ackroyd and C.F. Evans (3 vols.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970), I, 228.
6 Ant. 18.259. Here Josephus lists Philo as head of the delegates sent
He calls him, "a man held in the
from Alexandria to the emperor, Gaius.
highest honour, brother of Alexander the alabarch and no novice in
philosophy" (wv l<CXt cptAOOOcpta<; OU1< a1rnpo<;).
7 Roberto Radice and David Runia, in Philo .Qf Alexandria; ,A!!.
Annotated Bibliograph:y 1937-1986 (Leiden:
E.J. Brill, 1988), notes that I.
Heinemann and J.H. Lewy are two modern scholars who deny the dependence
of Josephus on Philo (p. 9).
Heinemann's view is expressed tangentially in an
("Josephus' method in
article and a monograph, c•1,11•11 m'Jmip ;iK•n::i oitio,, <,,.;
the presentation of Jewish Antiquities,") Zion 5 (1940), 180-203 , and 1111K11
(Methodology o.f_tkAggadah) (Jerusalem, 1950). The same view is expressed
by J.H. Lewy in CJ''liltiJ n,Qt,, (Studies in Jewish Hellenism) (Jerusalem, 1960).
8Jsrael Hildesheimer, "The Herodian Temple, According to the Treatise
Middoth and Flavius Josephus," Palestine Exploration furul Quarterly Statement
18 (1886), pp. 92-113 .

,:i,,

3

•:i,,

to unfold for gentile review the nature and significance of the ancient
Tabernacle.9
In Josephus' Antiquities, the Tabernacle narrative was no
doubt influenced by his intimate acquaintance with the Temple, but
he did not often, it seems, deliberately call attention to parallels with
the Temple and Temple worship of his personal acquaintance.

He

apparently intended his Tabernacle narrative, which came early in
the Antiquities, to call attention to the ancient shrine of his people,
quite on its own intrinsic interest.
The Tabernacle, the directions and construction of which are
described in the Book of Exodus, was the earliest precursor of the
Josephus never saw Solomon's

Temple built by King Solomon.
Temple.

The Temple of Josephus' day was begun by Jews who

returned from exile under Sheshbazzar (Ezra 1: 8). It was brought to
its subsequent magnificence by Herod the Great.

Josephus devoted

to the Tabernacle, the first sacred Place, the attention a proud, if
maligned Jew could not avoid in telling of the ancient roots of his
people.
To describe these roots well served at least two purposes.
First, it promoted the aims of apologetic in showing his people had a
venerable heritage.

This effort was directed to his non-Jewish

readership, both the "anti-Semitic" kind Josephus had particularly in
9 Although, according to the Aristeas legend ,
the Septu ag int
tran slation was made in order that the Jewish law could be included in the
g reat library at Alexandria, Egypt, for the sake of non-Jewish savants, and thi s
tran s lation included the Tabernacle narrative, the Greek vers ion is
intentionally a translation of the Hebrew Bible. One can examine it along side
the Hebrew in order to secure an estimate of the Hebrew text that underlies it.
It does not incorporate the legendary material that Philo and Josephu s draw
into their Tabernacle accounts.

4

mind m writing Against Apion (hereafter Apion), 10 and the kind that

1 OThis was not an uncommon objective in apologetic writers of late
antiquity.
Bickerman calls attention to what Pliny wrote of the Egyptian
author, Apion. Pliny wrote that he sought "to free from blame the rites of his
own people."
"Apion offer[ed] a (rationalist) explanation of Egyptian worship
of beetles ad exertsandos gentes suae ritus."
E.J. Bickerman, "The Jewish
Historian Demetrios," Christianity. Judaism .a.n.d.. Other Greco-Roman Cults:
Studies for Morton Smith a_t Sixty. :e.art~ Judaism before 7JJ (Studies in Judaism
in.Late Antiquity • .Y....O.l..11....12,.a..I.l.3..)
(Leiden:
Brill, 1975), 73.
Bickerman
comments on this general motive of ancient historians.
"Speaking of Orientals
in Greek, these intellectuals from the East, display the same apologetical accent
and are univocal in the face of the Greek conqueror.
Josephus and Philo of
Byblus, Manetho and Berossus, reproach to the Greeks their ignorance of
Oriental history and wisdom.
Josephus explicitly opposes the common and true
glory of the Orient to the pretentious self-praise of the Hellenes.
Yet, he
writes his book on the antiquity of the Jews against a pamphlet of the above
mentioned Egyptian Apion."
Josephus was specific in Ap ion 2. 152: "In fact,
each nation endeavours to trace its own institutions back to the remotest date,
in order to create the impression that, far from imitating others, it has been
the one to set its neighbours an example of orderly life under law"
(Thackeray's translation).
Plato remarks on the Greek ignorance of Oriental
history in the Timaeus 22b, as an Egyptian priest says to Solon:
"you ever
remain children; in Greece there is no old man."
Herodotus, in the second
book of his History, called "Euterpe," which is an account of Egypt, writes that
though the Phrygians came into being before the Egyptians, a fact "proven"
as two infants, on their own, without having heard any other words spoken,
each first spoke the Phrygian word for bread, "bekos" (3), the Egyptians could
rightly claim credit:
for first dividing the year into twelve months, for first
using the names of the twelve gods, for first erecting altars, images, and
temples to the gods, and for first engraving the figures of animals on stones
(4).
In short, Herodotus was extolling the greater antiquity of the Egyptian
culture . Origen mentions the attempt of Celsus to undermine the notion of the
antiquity of the Christian faith by impugning the antiquity of the Jews
(Ae:ainst Celsus 1. 22).
Sevenster records various strands of the argument for
the greatest antiquity of the Egyptians, who were acclaimed to be the source of
the Jewish practice of circumcision.
J.J. Sevenster, The Roots Qf Pagan AntiSemitism in th.e.Ancient World (Leiden: Brill, 1975), pp. 134 ff. Cf. Louis H.
Feldman, "Use, Authority and Exegesis of Mikra in the Writings of Josephus,"
in Jan Mulder and Harry Sysling, eds., Mikra: I..ex.L.. Translation. Reading and
Interpretation Qfth.e.Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism a..n.d.~ Christianity
(Compendia Rerum Iudaicarum rul. Noyum Testamentum, sect. 2, vol. 1) (Assen:
Van Gorcum, 1988), 481 f, where the author discusses Josephus' apologetic
goals .
See also Louis H. Feldman, "Pro-Jewish Intimations in anti-Jewish
Remarks cited in Josephus' Against Apion," JQR 78, 3-4 (Jan-Apr, 1988), 230243, where the author discusses the problem of the readership of Apion. He
argues that the increase of the Jewish population during the HellenisticRoman period was partly due to widespread literary propaganda.
Josephus'
A pion no doubt had a place in this propaganda.

5

was

merely

curious_ 11

In the course of his description of the

Tabernacle itself, Josephus makes an aside, obviously intended for
readers such as Apion:
But one may well be astonished at the hatred which men
have for us and which they have so persistently maintained,
from an idea that we slight the divinity whom they themselves
profess to venerate. For if one reflects on the construction of
the tabernacle and looks at the vestments of the priest and the
vessels which we use for the sacred ministry, he will discover
that our lawgiver was a man of God and these blasphemous
charges brought against us by the rest of men are idle (Ant. 3.
179-180).
Second, Josephus could remind his own people, before whom he
appeared a renegade and a charlatan, that he shared their interest
and their place in this heritage.

If the Life was written as a personal

postscript to the Antiquities, as is apparent from the closing remarks
of the so-called second ending, 12 then Josephus intended to identify
himself with the story that he had finished telling.
Josephus was aware, as David Goldenberg has shown, 1 3 of
11 John G. Gager, in The Origins Qf Anti-Semitism (New York:

Oxford
University Press, 1983), pp 83 f writes of the broad and deep interest in the
pagan world in the Jews, which was not characterized by hatred, but by deep
curiosity.
Cf. Louis H. Feldman, "Is the New Testament Anti-Semitic?"
International Christian University Publication IV-B, HUMANITIES Christianity
and Culture 21 (ISSN 0073-3938) (December, 1987), 1-14.
Here Professor
Feldman answers the charge that the New Testament is the source of AntiSemitism that reached its climax in the twentieth century. He concludes that if
the New Testament is read from cover to cover, discerning the intention of
each part, it does not appear to be anti-Semitic. The New Testament exhibits a
special kind of interest in the Jews.
Christianity was a new "religion" coming
into being with its roots in Judaism.
12 Cf. the discussion in L.H. Feldman, Josephus and. Modern Scholarship
(1937-1980) (Berling: Walter de Gruyter, 1984), pp. 837-38. Feldman concludes
that "the absence of any specific reference in Josephus to a second edition
would place the burden of proof on those who argue that there was one."
13 David Goldenberg, Halakhah in Josephus .a..n._d_in Tannaitic

6

currents of development in halakah well underway by 75 C.E.

E.P.

Sanders has observed that some of the controversies between the
Pharisees and Sadduccees were due to halakic disagreements. 14 Louis
Ginzberg has noted that the eminent 18th-century Gaon, R. Elijah of
Vilna, "wished to see the works of Josephus made accessible to
Hebrew readers that they might be helped by them in their study of
Talmud." 15
Literature: A Comparative Study (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation , Dropsie
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1978), passim.
On p . 1, Goldenberg
introduces his study by writing of three categories of halakhah found in
Josephus: paraphrases of biblical laws, small collection of laws in Apion 2, and
laws and customs mentioned throughout the Antiquities. See also the same
author's "The Halakha in Josephus and in Tannaitic Literature," JQR ns 67
(1976-77), 30-43, and "Josephus Flavius or Joseph ben Mattithiah," JQR ns 70
(1979-80), 178-182, in which the author emphasizes that though Josephus was
Hellenized, he was essentially a Jew . In this article Goldenberg argues against
W.C. van Unnik's emphasis on Josephus' Hellenism, to the neglect of his
Jewishness in his Flavius Josephus a.ls. historischer Schriftsteller (Heidelberg,
1978). The bias is particularly conspicuous in Willem C. van Unnik's failure to
mention S . Rappaport's A1rnda Y.llil Exe&ese b.ei Flavius Josephus (Frankfort
a/M, 1930). See also David Rokeah, "The Temple Scroll, Philo, Josephus , and the
Talmud," NTS ns 34 (1983), 515-526, in which the author shows, inter alia,
Josephus' rather intimate acquaintance with the Essene community's use of oil
and of their moderation in use of wine. He notes that while the Temple Scroll
does not support Josephus, neither does it contradict him. He says this by way
of correcting Yigael Yadin's intimation that there is a contradiction between
Jo sephus and the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Rather than there being a contradiction,
Rokeah states that Josephus was writing about daily practice, whereas the
Temple Scroll described a once yearly event, the religious ritual releasing the
new wine and grapes for consumption. See Todd S. Beall, Josephus' Description
of the Essenes Illustrated h ~ Dead s_e_a_ Scrolls (New York:
Cambridge
University Press, 1988), where the author argues that Josephus has given a
trustworthy account of the Essenes.
See also Israel Hildesheimer, "The
Herodian Temple , according to the treatise Middoth and Flavius Josephus,"
Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly 18 (1886), 92-113, in which the author
examines certain disparities between Josephus and the Mishnah, and suggests
how, rather than merely noting the contradictions between the two , to
Josephus' discredit, one may be used to supplement the information gleaned
from the other.
14 E.P. Sanders, ill..\!£~ Judaism (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1985),
p. 66.
1 5Louis Ginzberg, "The Gaon , Rabbi Elijah of Vilna," Understanding
Rabbinic Judaism , Edited by Jacob Neusner (New York : Ktav Publishing House,
Inc., 1974), p. 121.
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The speech of Moses that immediately precedes the Tabernacle
section reveals Josephus' sensitivity to the changing needs of his own
people.

He gives as the purpose of the Tabernacle a usefulness that

would have been particularly reassuring after the destruction of the
Temple.

In the days of the Tabernacle and Temple worship, the

sacrifices were the central element. 16

After the destruction of the

Temple, prayers were the dominant element in synagogue worship. 1 7
Josephus

puts into Moses'

mouth these words

that explain

the

purpose of the Tabernacle: "but that He himself, frequenting the

16 Cf. Ant. 15.248 where Josephus writes:
"For sacrifices could not be
made without these [fortified] places, and it was impossible for any of the Jews
to forego offering these, for they would rather give up their lives than the
worship which they were accustomed to offer God."
Cf. also War 2.409 f.
Sanders wrote that "the notion that the Temple should serve some function
other than sacrifice would seem to be extremely remote from the thinking of a
first-century Jew." ill.Y..S.. .a.n.d. Judaism, p. 84.
17 Cf. G.F. Moore, Judaism (3 vols.
Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard
University Press, 1955), II, 218.
"That prayer takes the place of sacrifice was
deduced from Hosea 14: 3, 'Say unto Him, Altogether forgive iniquity and
accept what is good; so will he render (instead of) bullocks (the words) of our
lips.'
R. Abahu said:
What shall replace the bullocks we formerly offered to
thee? "Our lips," in the prayer we pray to Thee" (Pesikta Shubah, end). "So
long as the temple stood we used to offer a sacrifice and thus atonement was
(Tanh um a Kor ah 12,
made; but now we have nothing to bring but prayer"
near the end). When Philo writes of the purpose of the Tabernacle in Life o f
Moses 2. 73, it is "so that during their journeys and encampment they might
bring their sacrifices to it," and in § 75, it is "in order that his performance of
the rites belonging to his sacred office might be in more than full accordance
and harmony with the fabric."
Philo does not mention prayer as the reason
for the Tabernacle. In the Psalter, Psalm 69, a psalm of David, whose date is
uncertain, yet which surely preceded the Maccabean period (cf. Artur Weiser,
The Psalms, trans. Herbert Hartwell (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press,
1962), pp. 493 f) we read in vss. 30-31, "I will praise the Lord more than an ox
or a bull with horns and hoofs."
Here sacrifices are of less significance than
praises of God. Prayer and sacrifices took place side by side in the Tabernacle.
Josephus reads back into the story of the Tabernacle a point of view that would
have prevailed after the destruction of the Temple. Philo, Life o..f. Moses 2. 108,
after mentioning the importance of the right attitude in the one who
worships, says, "For the true oblation, what else can it be but the devotion of a
soul which is dear to God?"
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tabernacle, may be present at our prayers." 1 8
says:

Exodus 25: 8 merely

"They shall make for me a w7~~ (LXX ayicxoµcx) so that I may

dwell 'I:lPtlJl with them c~in:i; (which LXX changes to "and I will appear
among you," Ka\

04>8~ooµcx1 ev uµ'iv).

The Divine presence at prayers

was important in Biblical times, to be sure, but when there was no
longer a special Place, a Temple, where God was present, it was
particularly important to remind the reader that God was present
when His people prayed.

As I shall show in due course, Josephus

took the opportunity m his Tabernacle narrative to emphasize the
Di vine presence.
In describing the building of the Tabernacle, Josephus tells of
an element in his people's history that touched, one might say, on
both the halakic and the hagadic aspects of Jewish tradition.

It was

h alakic in that the Tabernacle account of Exodus begins with the
record of Israel's obedience to the Divine commands.

The commands

were law. It was hag ad i c in that his account retells part of the
Biblical history.

Josephus reserved a discussion

of the Divine

commands for his projected work on "Laws and Customs," l 9 a plan he
18 Ant. 3. 100. It might be noted that after mentioning the benefit of
the Divine presence at their prayers, he refers to the tables of the Law.
The
Law was central to the development of Judaism after the exile, but even more
so in the Tannaitic period. Cf. Schurer, The History of the Jewish People in the
Age Q.f ill.l!.S. Christ, Revised edition, II, 314-380.
19 Ant. 1. 25; 4. 198. Josephus uses the terms l0wv xa\ atnwv. Although
Josephus projected writing on this subject in a subsequent work, Ant. 3 and 4
includes the discussion of many laws.
Hans Petersen, in "Real and Alleged
Literary Projects of Josephus," American Journal of Philology (1958), 259-274,
argues that Josephus' Against Apion is the intended work "On Customs and
That it was written in two rather than four books, Petersen explains,
Causes."
"It is not to be expected that the prophet prove always right, and it is only in
the course of human events that Josephus, who predicted correctly Vespasian's
accessio n to the imperial throne, predicted incorrectly the number of books
which his own work would contain" (p. 265).
Petersen's interpretation has

9

may have intended to follow at least with regard to the first part of
the Biblical Tabernacle narrative that gives the directions for the
building of the Tabernacle.
From his place of exile m Rome, Josephus seemed to intend to
offer himself to the non-Jewish reader as an apologist, and to the
Jewish reader as a priestly counselor who saw the larger picture,
when the short-range view of his people's circumstances was bleak.
He proposed that prayer was the essential purpose of the holy Place
all along, even in the days of the Tabernacle.
Problems in the Biblical Text from which Josephus drew his Account
of the Tabernacle.
Josephus' account of the Tabernacle has not received much
notice from scholars of either Judaism or the Bible.

Until David

Russell Nelson's 1986 doctoral thesis, 20 Biblical scholars have actually
paid

scant

attention

to Josephus

as

a witness

to

the

Exodus

tabernacle material, even though Josephus is the earliest single,
complete, Jewish witness, apart from LXX, to the Biblical text of his
been refuted by Louis H. Feldman. Feldman states that Against Apion was, in
fact, written in two rather than four books by design, and that the discussion
of the nature of God and of the Jewish code of laws is brief, and not the central
theme of the work. Josephus (Loeb edition) 10. 143, note d. David Altshuler, in
"The Treatise TIEPI E00N KAI AITinN "On Customs and Causes" by Flavius
Josephus," JQR ns 69 (1978-79), argues, in line with Thackeray's suggestion
that Josephus produced more than one edition of the Antiquities (Josephus 4.
415) , that he "revised AJ Book 3 and included what he did not say there in CA
Book 2" (p . 228).
Altshuler calls attention to the work of Samuel Krauss (JE,
"Josephus Flavius") who proposed "that CA supplemented AJ much as the Vita
filled out the Bellum Judaicum" (p. 227).
Dionysius of Halicamassus, it might
be noted, in the Roman Antiquities. I, 5, 2, expresses a like intention, which he
accomplishes in the body of his work.
Dionysius' terminology 1rep\ fie Twv
1rpa~ewv . . . KCXt 1rep1. Twv brm1&oµaTwv, though different from Josephus' seems
to express a like differentiation between cultural and factual information.
20 oavid Russell Nelson, Studies in the Development of the Text of the
Tabernacle Account (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University, 1986).
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day.

The otherwise careful studies of Julius Popper, 21 A.H. Finn, 22

and D.W. Gooding,23 do not even mention Josephus.
brief notice of Josephus in

Were it not for

various encyclopedia articles on the

Tabernacle, he might have been altogether ignored. 24
Yet, Josephus' Biblical text for the first eleven books of the
An tiq u i ties has not been disregarded by any means.

Adam Mez, in

1895, proposed that Josephus' Biblical text for the historical books
was a Greek version different from the Septuagint, close to the
manuscripts described in the Cambridge Septuagint as boc2e2. 25

H.

St. John Thackeray shared Mez's view regarding Josephus' Biblical
text for the historical books.26
Josephus has come to be consulted carefully as a witness to the
text of the historical books.
Judean desert in

The discovery of Biblical scrolls m the

1947, spurred greater interest in Josephus as a

contemporary witness to the history of the Biblical text.

Dominique

Barthelemy's Les Devanciers d'Aquila helped to catapult Josephus to

21 Julius Popper, Der biblische Bericht .i.ili..e..r..dl.e. Stiftshi.itte: Ein Beitrag
zur Geschichte der Composition und Diaskeue des Pentateuch . (Leipzig:
Heinrich Hunger, 1862).
22 A.H. Finn, "The Tabernacle Chapters," JTS 16 (1915), 449-482.
23 D.W. Gooding, The Account oi.t..M. Tabernacle: Translation and
Textual Problems of the Greek Exodus. Text and Studies, new series, no . 6
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1959).
24 E.g., A.R.S. Kennedy, "Tabernacle," Hastings Dictionary of~ Bible
(New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1903), IV, 3151-3159. G. Kittel, "Stiftshtitte,"
R e alencyklopadie fur protestantische Theologie .Y.!1JL Kirche (Leipzig:
Hinrichs'fche Buchhandlung, 1907), III, 33-42.
25 Adam Mez, Die fil.b.tld.e..s Josephus untersucht fur Buch V-VIII der
Archaologie (Basel, 1895). The Cambridge Septuagint has thus described the
miniscules Holms and Parsons designated as 19, 108(b), 82(0), 127(c2), and
93(e2).
26H. St. John Thackeray, Josephus, 1h.e. Man .a.n..d.. 1h.e. Historian (New
York: Ktav Publishing House, Inc., 1967), p. 81.
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the front as a witness to the historical books. 27

Eugene Ulrich's The

Qumran Text of Samuel and Josephus argues that "Josephus used a
Greek

Bible

of

the

proto-Lucianic

tradition

for

his

Samuel

narrative. "28
Serious

consideration

however, has barely begun.

of

Josephus'

Pentateuch

sections,

Thackeray expressed the view that in

the Pentateuch sections, Josephus used a Semitic text with slight use
of the Septuagint. 2 9

But he did not develop this thesis.

Tessa Rajak's doctoral dissertation, Jewish History. and the
Greek World, begins an exploration of Josephus' retelling of Exodus.3°
She notes some parallels in vocabulary between the Antiquities and
"The Septuagint. "3 1

But she observes that "the more recherche words

used by Josephus to describe the Tabernacle, its accoutrements, and
its purifications. . . show no specially close relationship to the Greek
vers10ns as we have them. "32

Rajak recognizes Josephus'

own

contribution to the vocabulary that describes priestly garments in

27 Dominique
Barthelemy, Les Devanciers d'Aguila:
premiere
publication integrale du texte des fragments du dodecapropheton trouves dans
le Desert de Juda , precedee d'une etude sur les traductions et recensions
grecques de la Bible realisees au primier siecle de notre ere sous l'influence du
rabbinate Palestinian (Supplements 1Q. Vetus Testamentum , 10) (Leiden : Brill ,
1963).
28 Eugene Ulrich, The Oumran Tu&Qf Samuel .a..n.d. Josephus (Missoul a,
Montana:
Scholars Press, 1978), p. 258.
In "Josephus' Biblical Text for the
Books of Samuel," Josephus, 1he. Bible, .an.d. History. edited by Louis H. Feldman
Wayne State University Press, 1988), Ulrich
and Gohei Hata (Detroit, Mi.:
concludes that 1. Josephus' text was intimately related to 4QSama; and 2. It was
Greek, not Hebrew or Aramaic. (p. 93).
29 Thackeray, Josephus. lhe. Man .an.d. th.e. Historian , p. 81.
30 Tessa Rajak, Flavius Josephus: Jewish History fill..9 the Greek World
(D .Phil thesis, Oxford University, 1974 ).
31Jbid ., pp. 238-39.
32Illlii., p. 239.
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particular.

Here, she proposes, he was moved by nostalgia, looking

back to his own involvement in the Temple cult.

Josephus, Rajak

writes, mixed
Aramaic terms with the Hebrew ones of the Bible and their
Greek equivalents. "Priests," are called xavava1a (N~Nm~); as
for their special gown, ~µEt<.;
6E
napa
f3af3u11.wv1wv
µEµa0T)KOTE<.; eµiav auT~v Ka11.ouµEv. Clearly these Aramaic
terms are the ones which he knew and had used. It is not
surprising that he describes the garments in his own way;
he would have grown up seeing close associates of his family
wearing them.
And the Temple equipment was of course
also familiar even if there was no Tabernacle in existence.
Nevertheless, Josephus may have sought help in gathering
suitable Greek vocabulary, perhaps. . . from a list of
equivalents.
. .Some process of this kind would seem to
account for the echoes of Ex 30,22 in AJ III, 197.
Particularly significant there is Josephus' use of the word
Ka11.aµo<.; for a kind of perfume, which is apparently obscure
enough for him actually to have to explain it to his readers.
This suggests that he was not taking phrases over from
some Greek versions blindly and unthinkingly. The account
of the High Priests' vestments also shows awareness of
Greek traditions of translation, when the ephod is said by
Josephus to look like the Greek lnwµ1<.; (AJ III, 162), which is
the word used to translate it in the LXX. Since lnwµt<.; is part
of a woman's garment, it is far from an obvious choice for
comparison.
Again, the description of the High Priest's
breastplate loµ~v (1~11) as 11.oyiov (III, 164), an oracle, is
paralleled by the 11.6y1ov of the Septuagint and Philo's 11.oyE.'iov
(Vit. Mos. II, 113) [see Thackeray's note, AJ III, 164,
Josephus IV, 394)]. Here too the possibility of a HebrewGreek glossary of such technical terms arises.3 3
Rajak refers to the unprovable hypothesis of such a lexical aid
as "an attractive hypothesis, for he most often agrees with the
Septuagint

in

precisely

those

points

33 lhld.., pp. 239-240.
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on

which

he

could

have

consulted such aids. "34
Professor Rajak calls attention to Josephus' uniqueness as a
historian of antiquity, basing his work directly on a written source,
the Jewish Scriptures..

"The work of Greek historians of the remote

past consisted in collecting memories, which would exist in a variety
of forms and versions and might be of recondite character, and in
combining, sifting and criticizing them. "35
wrote of his objective:

By contrast, Josephus

"the narrative will proceed through the

Scriptures, rendering them accurately in their original ordering.

For

I have already undertaken to do so throughout this whole work,
without adding or removmg anything."36
Rajak sees Herodotus possibly as Josephus'
enterprise.

model rn this

Herodotus drew on the "native tradition and reports on

many interviews m Babylon and Egypt, especially with priests, some
of whom read

to him from

written records. "3 7

Subsequent to

34 Jbid., pp. 241-42.

35Tessa Rajak, "Josephus and the 'Archaeology ' of the Jews," JJS (1 2) 33
(1982), 469.

36l.12i.d..., pp. 471-72. Cf. Ant. 1. 5; 10. 218. Cf. also the discussion of the
range of opinions on the meaning of this pledge of fidelity to the text found in
Louis H. Feldman, "Flavius Josephus Revisited: the Man, His Writings, and His
Si gnifi cance," Aufstie~ l!.Il.d. Niederun~ ctn romischen ~ II (Berlin: Walter
de Gruyter, 1984), 788-790.
See also Louis H. Feldman , "Use, Authority and
E xegesis of Mikra in the Writings of Josephus ," Mikra: Text. Translation.
R e ading ill..d.. Interpretation oi. lh.e.. Hebrew fil.bl.e. in Ancient Judaism and Early
Chri s ti a nity (Compendia Re rum Iudaicarum .a.d.. Nov um Testamentum , sect. 2,
vol. 1) (Assen:
Van Gorcum , 1988), 466-70.
Here the author fir st di sc usses
previou s attempts to explain this promise:
1.
Jo sephus was dependin g on th e
igno rance of his readers , and
2.
Josephu s was g1vrng a gene rall y
mea nin gless , stock, formula affirming his accuracy .
Then he proposes: 1. that
Josephu s viewed his task as carrying on the tradition of the Septuagint, whi ch
not only translated , but interpreted the Hebrew Bible as well;
2. that Josephu s'
pro mi se extended only to the commandments of the Tora ;
or/and 3. that
Jo sephus had in mind not only Scripture, but aggadic material that had not yet
bee n reduced to writing.
37 Rajak , "Josephus and the 'Archaeology ' of the Jews," p . 473.
Cf.
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Herodotus, of course, are the Greek writers Josephus mentions m
Manetho,

Apion:

Hecataeus

of Abdera,

Menander of Ephesus, Dion, and Berossus.

Ptolemy

of Mendes,

The sacred writings before

Josephus, Rajak observes, were complete, whereas the sacred texts of
the others were fragmentary.38

And only the Jews were so devoted

to their sacred writings that they would die for them.3 9
All in all, Rajak's insight emphasizes Josephus' design of being
faithful to his source.

Furthermore, it was a source with which he

had long, personal acquaintance.
Hebrew,

Greek, and Aramaic.

developing.

It was a source available to him in
Already midrashic tradition was

That this interpretive process was under way Josephus

would have known from his participation in synagogue worship, as
well as from mingling with fellow Pharisees.40
Naomi Cohen writes of Josephus' own refashioning of the
Biblical narrative.

She proposed that in Ant 1-4 "the material has

been entirely recast with the object of bringing the Biblical narrative
into conformity with the style and psychology of the Greek novel. "41
Herodotus, History II, 100.
38Rajak, "Josephus and the 'Archaeology' of the Jews," p. 472-73.
It
might be noted that Josephus' sources would also have included the books now
labeled Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.
39I.b.i.d.., p. 474. Apion 1. 43.
4 0cf. Feldman, "Flavius Josephus Revisited:
the Man, His Writings, and
His Significance," Aufstieg till..d. Niedergang d.e.I romischen ~ II, 789-790.
41 Naomi Cohen, "Josephus and Scripture: Is Josephus' Treatment of
the Scriptural Narrative Similar Throughout the Antiquities?" JQR LIX, 4
(April, 1964), 319. Professor Feldman has noted in his essay, "Hellenizations in
Josephus' Version of Esther," TAPA 101 (1970), that "Josephus has added a
number of Hellenizations to his version of the Esther narrative, including
several touches characteristic of Hellenistic novels." p. 145. In note 8 on this
same page, Feldman notes that "though the earliest complete extant Greek
novel probably dates from the second century, . . . the discovery of the
fragmentary Ninus romance, dating from no later than the first century C.E.
and perhaps a hundred years earlier, shows that the typical motifs of these
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By

this, Cohen refers not only to the stories that easily lent

themselves to such embellishment, e.g., Joseph and Potiphar's wife, 4 2
but even, it would seem, to the description of the Tabernacle
worship.

She refers specifically to Ant. 3 .150, comparing it with

Exodus 27: 2-3.

Her point is not as clear as it might be because her

parallel quotations are in English with little detail being provided
from the Greek of Josephus, or from the Hebrew or Greek Biblical
texts.
She writes

her evaluation

of a few

aspects

of Josephus'

Tabernacle account:
The lists of vessels differ markedly, with only the
cups, - -q>tAat--common to Josephus and the Septuagint
(though even these are not found in the Massoretic text). In
the AJ the vessels are of gold (apparently thought to be a
more appropriate metal), instead of the Biblical brass, and
the 'altar horns' are ignored altogether.
Whereas in the
Bible the main sacrifices are made upon the Pwµo<;;--altar for
flesh offerings, this was minimized in J osephus--as a study
of this section shows. The Pwµoc;;
KCXAKeoc;;--bronze altar--is,
it is true, mentioned and summarily described in section
149, (immediately following the 8ucr1acrr~p10v--incense
altar--in the preceding section), but the vessels that are 'set
over against the altar' in the very next section (the one here
quoted), are of the type appropriate for the BURNING OF
INCENSE and the MAKING OF LIBATIONS (sic) rather than
the 'shovels, basins and flesh-hooks' of brass found in the
Bible, which are essential appurtenances of animal sacrifice.
A comparison of the idealized description in Josephus with
the ideas on the subject current among the Hellenistic
novels must go back to an earlier period." It might be noted that though Cohen
writes of the influence of the "style and psychology of the Greek novel," she
does not propose that Josephus was writing what we might call today a novel
based on Biblical stories and characters.
42 Cf. Feldman, "Flavius Josephus Revisited : the Man, His Writings, and
His Significance," Aufstie& u.n.d. Nieder&an& <ill romischen .w.ili II, p. 797.
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intelligentsia of Josephus' day, will in all probability explain
this tendentious deviation from Scripture.4 3
Cohen concludes:

"The entire section describing the Tabernacle

and its appurtenances is arranged topically rather than according to
Biblical order.

The incense altar described in sec. 148 is based on Ex

30: 1 ff, and immediately following our section is material culled
from Ex 28." 44
It remams to be demonstrated that Josephus' deviation from
the strict Biblical order can be attributed to models borrowed from
the "Hellenistic intelligentsia of Josephus' day."

There is little in the

Tabernacle account that lends itself to novelistic embellishment.
Thomas W. Franxman has compared Josephus' Antiquities with
the

Hebrew

Genesis.45

Franxman is concerned with a kind of

comparison that reveals where Josephus has expanded on Genesis
(ten segments), where he has compressed the Biblical story (twelve
segments), and where there is a balance between Josephus and "the
original."

He does not investigate other translations of the Bible, or

paraphrases, that may have been available to Josephus. 4 6
Harold Attridge has summarized the proposals that have been
offered

on Josephus'

Biblical text in his doctoral

thesis, The

Interpretation of Biblical History in the "Antig_uitates Judaicae" of
Flavius Josephus.47

These proposals may be summarized thus:

1.

A

4 3Cohen,"Josephus and Scripture:
Is Josephus ' Treatment of the
p. 323.
Scriptural Narrative Similar Throughout the Antiquities?,"
44Ibid., pp. 322-23.
4 5Thomas W. Franxman, Genesis and the "Jewish Antiquitie s" o f
Flavius Josephus (Rome: Pontifical Institute Press, 1976).
46I.b.id.., pp. 285-89.
47 Harold Attridge , I.hJ<.. Interpretation .oi. Biblical History in ~
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few earlier scholars maintained that Josephus used only the Hebrew
text.

2.

Some claimed that he used the LXX exclusively.

maintained

that he

used

3.

Some

another version entirely, which

would

account for at least some of the non-scriptural material.

4.

Most

have maintained that Josephus used a combination of the Hebrew
text, the LXX, and perhaps an Aramaic targum as well, with a
different primary source in different sections of the work. 48

I concur

with this last opinion.
Attridge's remarks on the Tabernacle section of the Antiquities
are restricted to his "Excursus: 'Nature' in the Moralizing of the
Antiquities."

Here Attridge writes:

"In the simple description of the

structure of the tabernacle, it was already noted that its partition
was 'an imitation of universal nature' (3.123)."
symbolism of the Tabernacle and

He observes that the

the vestments

of the priests

corresponds to nature, e.g. the "tapestries woven of four materials
denote the nature of the elements. "4 9
Biblical Scholarship on the Tabernacle Account of Exodus
Since this study is concerned with the Biblical text Josephus
used m retelling the Tabernacle account, I shall now turn to a survey
of the Biblical scholarship that has been devoted to the Exodus
Tabernacle chapters.

In particular I shall mention the study by

David Russell Nelson that has taken close regard

to Josephus'

Antiquities.
The account of the Tabernacle in the Book of Exodus has
"Antiquitates Judaicae" Qf Flavius Josephus
Press, 1976).
4 8!.lli.d., pp. 29-32.
49!.lli.d., p. 141.
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(Missoula,

Montana :

Scholars

unusual textual difficulties.

Origen wrote of this problem in his well-

known letter to Julius Africanus:

"What need is there to speak of

Exodus, where there is such diversity in what is said about the
tabernacle and its court, and the ark, and the garments of the high
priest and the priests, that sometimes the meaning even does not
seem to be akin?"5 O
Origen referred to

the differences

between chapters 25-31

( =MT I, Gk I), where Moses tells of God's instructions regarding the
Tabernacle, and chapters 35-40 ( =MT II, Gk II), where the actual
construction is described.

MT II is not a mere reflection of MT I.

Whereas Gk I is a fairly close translation of MT I, not only is Gk II
not reflective of Gk I, it is unlike MT II.

The dissimilarity found in

Gk 36: 8-38: 20 is particularly striking.
Prior to Nelson's work, two kinds of solutions were offered to
this textual problem.
Biblical text.

The first kind of solution focused on a changing

The second, having particularly to do with the Greek

text, focused on the translators' idiosyncrasies.
Julius Popper
Julius

Popper's

Der biblische Bericht iiber die Stiftshiitte

explained the difference between MT I and MT II by proposing that
MT II was added to the developing text to show that the commands
given in MT I were carried out.51

The stages of development

50Qrigen, "Epistle to Julius Africanus," trans. Frederick Crombie, AnteNicene Fathers, ed. Alexander Roberts and James Donaldson (Grand Rapids , Mi.,
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1956), IV, 387. Ti M µE 5t'i )..eyiiv
7rEpt TR<; ' Eeo5ou ; lv0a Ta 7rEpt TflV OlCT]VflV l((ll TflV (lUAflV auTR<; l((ll TflV 1Ct/3WTOV
l( (lt Ta lvbuµarn TOU cxpxtipiw<; l((lt TWV iipiwv br't 7r0AU nap~AA<llCTat , W<; µT]5£
TflV 5tcxvowv 1rapa1r)..noiav dvm 501ei'iv. Migne, PG, Originis Epistola ad Africum
de His tori a Susannae § 16, Origin I, col. 57.
51 Popper, 12.li biblische Bericht ii...b.e.r. fu Stiftshiitte. pp. 99 f , 123-24.
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included a revision of the original form by the "men of the Great
Synagogue" that was the Vorlage of the original Septuagint.

The

Vorlage of the original Septuagint consisted of the material now
found in Gk I and all of Gk II with the exception of 36: 8-38: 20.

This

section Popper reckoned to be a later addition because of its freer
literary style and because of the absence of the phrase "as God
commanded Moses,"

(n~~-m~ mn• m~ i~~:, ) found in 39: 1-40, as well as

in MT I. 52
Popper

proposed

that

the

development

of the

account began with MT I, part of the original Pentateuch.

Tabernacle
This was

revised by the "men of the Great Synagogue" into a form that was
then used as the V or 1age of the original Septuagint, translated in
Egypt under Ptolemy Philadelphus.

This included Gk I and the Gk II

translation of MT II 35: 1-36; 8: 39-40.

After this the Hebrew Bible

was edited to harmonize MT I with MT II.

The process of growth of

the text then included stages represented by the Greek translation of
MT 36: 8-38: 20, MT II, and the Samaritan Pentateuch.53

The

Samaritan Pentateuch, however, he took to be a far inferior work to
the text-tradition that led to the MT.

He wrote:

"Indeed, we must

also recognize the faithfulness and piety of the Palestinian Scripture
transmission, which was unable to erase or distort (like the parallel
Cf. Brevard Child's synopsis of Popper's argument in The Book of Exodus: l!..
Critical. Theological Commentary (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press , 1974) ,
pp . 529-30, and his discussion of the literary history of the study of thi s
problem that follows .
52!.hl.d.., pp. 144-151. Nelson, Studies in the. Development .of the Text of
the Tabernacle Account, pp. 4-5. Popper notes (p. 204) that all usages of this
phrase do not necessarily mean that they are from the same time period.
5 3 Nelson, pp . 6- 7.
Popper, pp. 179-181.
In this discussion I have
drawn extensively on the summary found in Nelson.
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Samaritan one) the original form of the text on the basis of more
recent insights, but offered and dutifully preserved both the old and
the new, faithful and unembarrassed, like a natural structure. "54

The

"levelling tendency" of the Samaritan Pentateuch was, Popper stated,
far inferior to the natural growth of the MT. 5 5
Popper's views were widely influential.
offered

by

Abraham

Kuenen,56

Popper's

With the modifications
understanding

development of the Tabernacle account influenced

the

of the
work of

several scholars in the later years of the nineteenth century and the
early years of the twentieth century.57
A.H. Finn
A.H. Finn, while not mentioning Popper by name, challenged
some of the views Popper advanced.

In his article, "The Tabernacle

5 4 Popper, p. 99.
Ja wir mussen auch hierin die Treue und Pietat der
palastinensischen Schriftilberlieferung anerkonnen, die es nicht vermochte,
wie die mit ihr gleichlaufende der Samaritaner, die ursprungliche Textgestalt
<lurch den jungeren Anstrich zu verwischen und zu entstellen, sondem uns
beides, Altes und Neues, getreu und unbefangen, wie die Gebilde der Natur,
darbietet und gewissenhaft erhalten hat.
In this very literal translation I
had the aid of Dr. Prof. Norbert Muller.
55Ibid., p. 99.
Dieser beispiellosen Treue und Pietat in der Pflege und
Conservirung des heil.
Textes verdanken wir es, <lass es uns heute noch
moglich ist, <las allmalige Anwachsen und Sichentfalten jenes wunderbaren
Schriftdenkmals
wenigstens
in
seinem
letzten
Stadium
noch
wiederzuerkennen.
Ware auch unser massoreth.
Text in dasselbe
Nivellirungs-system, wie der Samar. verfallen, wir batten keine Spur der van
uns aufgefundenen Thatsachen mehr ubrig.
56 Abraham Kuenen, An Historico-critical Inquiry into the Origin and
Composition of t..M. Hexateuch, trans. Philip H. Wicksteed (London:
Macmillan
and Co., 1886).
57 Nelson cites: W. Robertson Smith, The Qld_ Testament in t.ru<. Jewish
Church, 2d. ed (London and Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1892). S.R.
Driver, An Introduction l.Q. t.h.e. Literature o.f 1h.e. Qld_ Testament. rev. ed . (New
York: Scribners, 1913). The 1lQ.o.k o.f Exodus (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1918). Henry Swete, An. Introduction lQ t..M. Qld_ Testament in Greek, rev.
ed. by Richard Rusden Ottley (New York: KTAV, 1968). and A.H. McNeile, The
Book of Exodus (London: Methuen and CO., 1908).
11

11

11

11
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Chapters," he examined and refuted the three contentions that 1. The
translators of Gk II were not the same as for Gk I; 2. The Vorlage of
Gk II was not the same as MT II; and 3. That chapters 30, 31, 35-40
were later additions to the original text of Exodus. 5 8
The case for 1, taken from the studies of Swete, Driver and
McNeile, he stated, "is based solely on the fact that in some cases the
translation of certain Hebrew technical terms in Group II differs
from that in Group I."
and Gk II.

II

the

By "Group I and Group II"

Finn means Gk I

Refuting this, Finn observed first, that in both Gk I and Gk

translators

varied

their renderings

in

the

same

context;

second, that not all the evidence had been taken into account; third,
that

"there

1s

evidence

that

the

translators

of Group

II

were

acquainted with the translation of Group I;" and fourth, that "there
are indications that the translators were the same throughout. "5 9
Arguing against 2, he asked how it could be asserted that the
translators were different for Gk I and II on the basis of different
vocabulary, if it were assumed that the Vorlagen of the two sections
were not the same.60
Finn defended the priority of the full MT to the LXX by making
a catalogue of the variations between the Hebrew and Greek in both
sections

of

the

Tabernacle

account. 6 l

He concluded that "The

evidence taken as a whole rather points to the conclusion that the
variation in both Groups is due to the translators; and that in cc.

58Finn, "The Tabernacle Chapters," p. 449.
59 I.b.i.d.., pp. 450-57.
60ll2i.d..., p. 457.
61 I.bl.d., pp. 457-470.
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xxxvi-xxxix the Hebrew has preserved the true order, from which
the Greek has been derived by a process of rearrangement." 62
Finn, it might be noted, exhibited a reserve in discussing the
Biblical text that disappears m scholars of later generations.

He

began his argument against the view that the second part of the
Tabernacle account was a later addition thus:
already considered.

"The two inferences

. are only of any real importance in so far as

they would serve to confirm a third and graver inference, viz. that
the Massoretic text contains a large amount of matter which does not
belong to the original book but was added subsequently. "6 3
He attributed differences between the MT I and MT II to the
literary intent of the writer of each section.

And the differences

between Gk II and MT II were the result of faulty translation. 64
D.W. Gooding
Gooding's The Account of the Tabernacle focuses on the Greek
Exodus.

He came to conclusions regarding the V orl age and the

translation of Gk I and Gk II similar to those of A.H. Finn, although he
did not discover Finn's article until his own
complete.6 5

study was nearly

He investigates Gk II particularly closely because here

are found the greatest divergences from both Gk I and MT II.

He

notes the disregard for consistency by the Greek translators rn
rendering technical terms.

After examining the Greek Pentateuch as

a whole, Gooding found that "The Septuagint surprisingly makes no

6 2!Jilil., p. 470.
63 !!ilil., p. 470.
64 !!ilil., pp. 481-82.
65 Gooding, The Account Qf 1h.e. Tabernacle. "Preface," p. 1x.
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attempt at a consistent translation of technical terms; m fact its
renderings are often so varied that the variation cannot be due to
carelessness, but must be the result of deliberate style. "66

Since the

Hebrew Exodus is consistent in the terms it uses to describe the
Tabernacle, 67 the lack of consistency in the Septuagint is confusing.
Sometimes, Gooding finds, the Septuagint is not even accurate.

For

example the same Greek word, 0ucricx translates mp~ in Exodus 29: 41,
and

i1~.i)

in 29: 42.

In another group of verses dmpopa translates both

m~ nn, m 30: 13 , 15 ' and t:J'ie.:>
. ..

in 30: 16.68

·•

At other times, the

translator is "quite wrong," as in 25: 4, where '}~ ru,1':?m
literally, worm-scarlet) is translated

KOKK1vov

(scarlet:

5rnt..oi3v.69

We will have occasion to interact with Gooding in the body of
this study.

He attributes the differences between the Greek Exodus

and Hebrew Exodus not to different Vorlagen, nor to different
translators,

but to

simple carelessness.

differences are extreme, he writes:

Of Gk II,

where

the

"The Greek of the second section,

m spite of its abbreviations, paraphrases and maJor differences of
66 1.b..i.d.., p. 8. In a note, Gooding calls attention to Swete's view that the
variation in translation of technical terms DID result from carelessness.
6 7 Ibid., p. 14.
68 I.hl.d.., p. 19. Gooding observes that in this the translator is like the
translator of Leviticus.
69Ibid., p. 20 Here it seems that the translator is not so much wrong as
he is simply woodenly literal.
The Greek here means "double scarlet," with
bmAouv translating •~tzi - Cf. John W. Wevers, Notes Ql!.~ Greek Exodus.
Septuagint and Cognate Studies 30 (Atlanta, Georgia:
Scholars Press, 1990), pp.
392-93, where he writes:
"•itzi nll'?in . . . refers to the worm producing a scarlet
color, the coccus ilicis, and so by extension to stuff dyed scarlet, scarlet cloth.
Exod here interprets as 1C6n1vou
bm)..ouv "doubly scarlet," taking the free noun
as related to •itzi "second," though at the same time aware that it also means
"scarlet."
In a note, Wevers writes :
"Ag rather bizarrely renders the bound
word by a1CUATJ1CO<; "worm" which is what the isolate word may mean but in the
context. it is rather meaningless. The Three all take •itzi as related to the root i1llli,
Ag rendering it by bta<j>opov and the other two by bt'3acpi<;."
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order, was following in its detailed order a Hebrew text materially
the same as the M.T., and, that being so, the most reasonable way to
explain the proportions of the translation of the second section was
to assume that it was in the main by the same translator as the first
section. "70

However, an editor other than the translator, who did his

work prior to Origen, "very near the fountain from which the stream
of the

Greek

text

has

flowed,"

rearranged

the

Greek

text. 7

1

Concerning this editor, Gooding writes:
The truth about the whole matter is that while order
of a kind can be perceived behind the rearrangement of the
Greek text, the order is very general and the rearrangement
is only roughly done. And what is true of the main order is
Chapter xxx viii. 18-20 is very
true of the detailed work.
unsatisfactory and incomplete, judged only as a list of metal
work, which it clearly intends to be (pp. 47-51), let alone its
Then no attempt has been made to reconcile its
howlers.
detailed information with the surrounding chapters, or to
avoid needless repetition (pp. 40-41).
Again the
rearrangement of the list in xxxix. 14 f to group together the
fabrics is imperfectly done and, seen in the light of the
Hebrew which the list originally translated, it borders on the
absurd.
And both this list and the one in xxxviii. 18-20
show that the editor either did not know Hebrew well, or
else did not trouble to consult the Hebrew underlying the
original before rearranging the Greek.
We the refore may
not expect the present Greek order to reveal some
consistent, highly detailed and accurately worked out plan;
such a feat was beyond the intention, if not the ability, of
the editor.7 2
701..bi.d., p. 100.
711..bi.d., p. 100.
72 Th.i..d.., p. 101. In a letter to me from Gooding, dated 11th February,
1988, the author states that "If I were studying this topic afresh . . . I would pay
more attention than I did at that stage to the references to the text of the
Tabernacle chapters in the Torah, that one finds in the Talmud and in the
Midrashim. . . whatever the difficulties of dating, it is certain that we can find
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D.R. Nelson
Nelson, after surveymg the conclusions of Popper, and his
followers, and the quite opposite conclusions of Finn and Gooding,
offers a new approach to solving the question of the text of the
Tabernacle chapters.

He states that "it remains to be demonstrated

whether more than one translator is at work,"73 thus challenging the
conclusions of Gooding.
Gk II.

He reopens the question about the Vorlage of

And with regard to the differences in order between MT/Gk I,

MT II, and Gk II, he writes "it remains to be demonstrated whether
the difference in order is the result of a growth in the text or the
result of the literary style of the Priestly writer. "7 4

He brings to this

study the new evidence provided from the caves of Qumran and
other Palestinian locations.
In the first chapter, Nelson compares 141 Hebrew words from
the Tabernacle chapters with their Greek translations in Exodus, I
Kings 6-8, II Chronicles 3-6, Josephus' Antiquities, and the Kaige
Recension.

He concluded from this comparison,

that the Old Greek lies behind both Greek I and Greek
II. In the central part of the account which describes the
building of the tabernacle, Greek II maintains its Old Greek
readings throughout.
The parallel verses in Greek I,
however, show much evidence of having been revised by a
Palestinian hand. . . this same Palestinian hand revised
chapters 35: 1-36: 8a, 39, and 40 of the Greek II.
The Palestinian Greek which underlies the revision of
much help in understanding some of the peculiarities of the Septuagint text of
the Tabernacle in the Talmud and Midrashim, but which doubtless existed long
before the Talmud was officially written down."
73 Nelson, Studies in fil Development o.f fil Tux1. o.f fil Tabernacle
Account. p. 12.
74lb.i.d.., p. 12.
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the Old Greek has its nearest parallels in 2 Chronicles and in
Josephus.
When compared with the Kaige recension , the
readings agreed only when 2 Chronicles and Josephus
agreed.
Therefore, while sharing a common Palestinian
background, the Palestinian Greek of the Tabernacle Account
does not belong to nor has it been influenced by the Kaige
recension.
This led to the conclusion that there were two hands at
work in the Tabernacle account. The earliest level was the
A later
Old Greek, maintained in the core of Greek II.
Palestinian revision occurred, which is preserved in Greek I
and parts of Greek II. 7 5
The second chapter of Nelson's thesis looks at the reasons for
the view that there were two Greek translators m the Tabernacle
chapters.

Here he traces evidence for the view that the text was in a

process of development.

He sides with Popper, against Gooding, in

attributing different Greek vocabulary to a changing Vorlage, rather
than to carelessness in translation. 7 6
Nelson describes Josephus' Biblical text;
In his Jewish Antiquities 3. 102-207, Josephus
followed a Palestinian Greek text which was related to the
Greek of Gk I and non-core Gk II. In spite of his many
personal glosses on the text, he appears to be following a
text close to the present MT. The inclusion of references to
the holy of holies (3.125) as in 26: 33 (26: 33) [which does
not have a parallel in Gk II], the tablets of the Law (3.138)
as in 25: 16, 21 (25: 15, 20) [which has no parallel in Gk II],
and the loaves of bread on the table (3.142) as in 25: 30 (25:
29) [which has no parallel in Gk II] make it clear that
Josephus has the revised text of the Tabernacle Account
before him.
This would agree with the findings of the
Qumran fragments that in the Herodian period the standard
text was that of a MT type. With that in mind, Josephus'
7 5IllliL., pp. 129-130.
7 61.b.id.., p. 168.
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om1ss10n of specific details, such as om1ttmg the horns of the
altar of burnt sacrifice (3 .149-150) in 27 : 2 (27: 2) [which
has a parallel in MT 38: 2, but none in Gk II] cannot be
taken as absolute proof that they were absent from
Josephus' text.77
Nelson concludes the second chapter by asserting that the
Vorlage of the Old Greek had been revised, and the process of
revision moved in the direction of the "emerging MT." 78

The reason

for the revisions found in the Greek Tabernacle chapters is that the
Vorlage was being revised.
The third, and final chapter of Nelson's thesis cites further
evidence to support the conclusion of chapter two.

Here, again, he

draws conclusions on Josephus' Tabernacle account:
In discussing the contents of Josephus' account in his
Jewish Antiquities 3. 102-207 regarding the building of the
tabernacle, it was pointed out that he used a text which
followed the present MT. After reviewing the general order
which Josephus followed, it becomes clear that he mixed his
order between MT I and MT II. Following is a brief outline
of the order of his account.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.

Materials used and offering taken ( 102-103)
Workers (104-107)
Court (108-114)
Tabernacle (115-130)
Tent (131-133)
Ark (134-138)
Table (139-143)
Lampstand (144-146)
Altar of incense (147-148)
Altar of Burnt Sacrifice (149-150)
Garments (151-178)
Symbolism of Objects made ( 179-187

77 I1ili!., pp. 282-83.

78 I1ili!., pp. 287-88.
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m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

Appointment of Aaron as high priest (188 -192)
Coverings for the tabernacle and objects (193)
Tax (194-196)
Anointing oil and incense (197-199)
Craftsmen (200-201)
Cloud enters the tabernacle (202-203)
Dedication (204-207)

A comparison of this list with that of the chart at the
beginning of this chapter demonstrates how Josephus
follows one order and then another. Except for describing
the court first Josephus follows the order of MT II in items
a-k; apparently he describes the court first merely to
emphasize the tabernacle. Next, he adds his own comments
(items 1 and m). In mentioning the coverings to protect the
objects while they are being transported, he appears to
follow Numbers 4 (item n). He continues with material from
MT I in items o-q. For his closing he combines material
from MT II (item r) and MT I (item s). Therefore, while
Josephus follows the order of MT II for his general order, he
alters and mixes his order with material from MT I,
Numbers 4, and his own explanations in order to emphasize
certain aspects of the account.7 9
Nelson concludes

that the three essential reasons

for

the

changes in the order of the Tabernacle account are: "1. A change in
order may have resulted from a change in text.
also have been rearranged for literary reasons.
in

order may

be generated

by copyists. "80

2. The order may
3.

Finally, changes

The change in the

development of the Tabernacle account, Nelson holds, was from MT
II to MT I to Gk I. 8 I
The view that the emergmg MT governed the changes occurmg
m the development of the Greek Exodus is supported by Kevin G.
79 l.bld.., pp. 356-57.

80 l.bld.., pp. 357-58.
81 l.bld.., p. 359.
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O'Connell's The Theodotionic Revision of the Book of Exodus. 82 While
citing evidence, here and there, from the Tabernacle chapters, he
makes a particular study of MT 28: 22-30, the Greek parallel of
which 1s 28: 22-26, where "Theodotion took over an earlier revision
of the OG and adapted it further toward the present MT."8 3
Proposed Contributions of this Dissertation
The study that follows has particularly to do with Josephus'
text, rather than with either the MT or with one or other form of the
Greek Bible.

Rather than Josephus being consulted as a witness to

the Biblical text, the Biblical text will now be consulted as a witness
to Josephus.
him

both

There are clear indications that Josephus had before
the

Hebrew

and

the

Greek.

Josephus

provided

transliterations of various Hebrew words throughout the Tabernacle
account, which indicates he was using a Hebrew text of Exodus.
When it is discovered that the terminology he uses to describe the
parts of the candelabrum (3 .144-146) is the same as that found in
LXX, it is evident that he is intimately acquainted with the Greek text
of Exodus.

That there should be such clear examples of his using

both the Hebrew and the Greek forms of the Biblical text, when he
generally avoids reproducing his sources verbatim, indicates that he
must have sifted the information from his sources with some care.
That there is this evidence of using both the Hebrew and Greek
forms of the text qualifies the observation of Nelson that Josephus
82 Kevin G. O'Connell, S.J., The Theodotionic Revision of the J1Q..Q.k QJ
Exodus: A Contribution 1.Q.1ill<. Study of 1k lia.rlY. History Q.f ~ Transmission of
the Old Testament in Greek (Cambridge, Mass.:
1972).
83lhi.d.., p. 56, and pp. 56-109.
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Harvard University Press ,

used MT I and II in the way that Nelson proposes. 84

Josephus'

mixing-in of various legends and explanations of cosmic significance
in the Tabernacle that can be traced to Philo or found in later Jewish
sources indicates how Josephus was a participant in a larger hagadic
enterprise.

Josephus

may

have

served

as

the

unacknowledged

source of some legends, or he may be a link in the transmission of
these legends.
Thus the materials I will investigate will go beyond those used
m prev10us studies by Nelson and Gooding to include rabbinic
mater i a 1s,85

even

though

these

materials

are

later

than

the

84cf. note 76 above.
8 5 The Rabbinic documents that I have consulted are :
1. Tar gum
Neofiti L. Torno IL. Exodo. ed. Alejandro Diez Macho (Madrid: Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Cientificas, 1970), which is a "palimpsest manuscript
discovered by Prof. A. Diez Macho in the Vatican Library." (John Bowker, The
Targums and Rabbinic Literature [Cambridge:
At the University Press , 1969],
p. 16). Prof. Macho claims that ":Neofiti represents the Palestinian Targum at a
very early state; in his view it demonstrates that the Palestinian Targum is of
pre-Christian origin even though Neofiti is a first or second century A.O.
recension of it" (p. 16).
Citing M. McNamara, Bowker remarks on the
importance of Targum Neofiti:
"The early date of Neofiti : the close connection
of the Mishnaic and other rabbinic texts with our present MS of Neofiti is
particularly striking. . . Could it be that in Neofiti we have an official or semiofficial text, one that would have taken in Palestinian Judaism the place that
Onqelos enjoyed in Babylon?
Such an hypothesis would explain how closely
the citations follow on Neofiti.
It would also give a reason for the rabbinic
recensi on that appears clear in Neofiti. . . and will explain why no Targum
Onqelos citations appear in writings of Palestinian Jewish provenance" (pp.
18-19).
2. Targum Onkelos.
Alexander Sperber, ed. ~ Bible in Aramaic.
Volume L. The Pentateuch according to.. Targum Onkelos (Leiden: E.J. Brill ,
1959).
This was long considered the official Babylonian version of the
Palestinian Targum" (Bowker, p . 22).
Bowker offers a possible solution to the
identity of Targum Onkelos, suggesting that it was a "deliberate attempt to
make an Aramaic translation, and that it may well have been a part of the
general attempt in Judaism from the second century A.O. onward to provide
authoritative translations as a safeguard against Christian interpretations of
scripture based on LXX" (pp. 24-25). 3. The Mishnah. m'lin '770 n'li'li , ed. p:i'?~ 71m
(:P:ix-'?n 7•:i, . o•'?tli17': p•'?~•:i 7opn ,1953-1959); Jacob Neusner, trans. The Mishnah; A
New Translation (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988). 4. I.h.e Babylonian
Talmud, (English-Hebrew) trans. Maurice Simon, ed. I. Epstein (30 vols ., New
York: Traditional Press, n.d.). 5. Midrash Rabbah, ed. M. Mirkin (9 vols, Tel-
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Antiquities.
difficult

to

As Hermann Strack has observed, "it is exceedingly
ascertain

the

date

of composition

[of the

rabbinic

midrashim]. The greater part of the important works are no longer
available in their earliest form. "86
material that is very early.

Similarly, the Talmudim contain

Orthodox Jewish scholars teach that oral

law began with the giving of the written law on Mt. Sinai. 87

I shall

give several instances in which there are hagadic extras m Josephus'
Tabernacle account with parallels in this undatable body of tradition.
I shall also consult the Samaritan Pentateuch,88 which, as G.W.
Anderson has written, "was essentially conservative. . . preserved in
an archaic script and [to which its scribes] devoted great pains to the
task of transmitting it accurately. "89 Although Josephus' use of the
Biblical text displays considerable freedom, so that his paraphrases
are hard to anchor in any particular textual tradition, it is historically
proper to keep in mind forms of the Biblical text extant in his day m
a form probably very close to the form in which we have it today.
I have also taken note of 4QpaleoExodm ,90 which is a form of
Aviv, 1956-1964);
The Midrash Rabbah, ed. and trans. H. Freedman and
Maurice Simon (5 vols., New York: The Soncino Press, 1977). 6. Pesikta Rabbati;
Discourses :fur Feasts. Fasts. a.n.d.. Special Sabbaths. translated by William G.
Braude (2 vols; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1968). 7. Mekilta de-Rabbi
Ishmael, translated by Jacob Z. Lauterbach (3 vols; Philadelphia:
The Jewish
Publication Society of America, 1933).
86Hermann L. Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash (New
York: Atheneum, 1974), p. 203.
87l.b.id.., p. 10.
88Der Hebraeische Pentateuch der Samaritaner. ed. August Freiherrn
von Gall (Giessen: Verlag von Alfred Toepelmann, 1918).
89G .W. Anderson, "Canonical; and Non-Canonical," Cambridge History
of 1.h.e. Bible. edited by P.R. Ackroyd and C.F. Evans (3 vols.
Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1970), I, 145.
90columns xxvii-xxxvii, xlii-xliv of 4QpaleoExodm have been graciously
provided to me by the courtesy of Patrick W. Skehan, Eugene Ulrich , and
in Discoveries in lh..e. Jude an Desert.
Judith E. Sanderson before publication
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Exodus copied in the archaic script, which was part of "a revival
motivated by a desire on the part of some Second Temple Israelites
to return to their 'roots'. "9 1

I have included this form of Exodus in

my investigation of Josephus' Biblical text because it represents part
of the textual activity of his day, even though, because of the
fragmentary

form of this

text in the columns pertinent to

the

Tabernacle, and because of its closeness to MT, it really offered little
of use in the attempt to discern Josephus' textual sources.
I shall look closely at several of Philo's9 2 discussions of the
Tabernacle material because Philo's objectives in retelling the story
of his people are tangential if not parallel to Josesphus' objectives. 93
Though Philo was not perceived by his own people in a negative
light, as Josephus was, he wrote as a Jew living as an alien in another

Judith E. Sanderson tells of fifteen Exodus scrolls that were found at Qumran,
none of which has yet been published. 4QpaleoExodm, Dr. Sanderson states, is "
the most extensive, the most unusual, and the most significant of the fifteen."
An Exodus Scroll from Oumran: 4OpaleoExodm .and. t.h.e. Samaritan Tradition.
Harvard Semitic Studies 1Q. (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986), p. 1. Cf. Geza
Vermes, T h e ~ £e..a Scrolls: Oum ran in Perspective, 2d ed., (Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1981 ).
9 1 Judith Sanderson, An Exodus Scroll from Oumran: 4OpaleoExodm and
the Samaritan Tradition, p. 8.
92 Philo, with English trans. by F.H. Colson (10 vols. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1984), and Philo Supplement IL.Questions and
Answers QR Exodus, trans. by Ralph Marcus, Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard
University Press, 1970). Josephus seems to draw principally on Life Qf Moses,
whereas Philo scatters references to the Tabernacle throughout various of his
works , thus Philo's broader allegorical perception of the Tabernacle may have
been missed by Josephus.
The books in Josephus' day were scrolls, making
them tedious to consult.
Furthermore, Josephus was not equipped, as modern
scholars are, with indeces and cross-referencing of sources.
93 E.R. Goodenough has noted that Philo's Life Qf Moses "has always
been taken as another apology for the Jews, this one addressed to friendly
rather than hostile pagans, who would like to know who the great Moses was of
whom Jews were so proud, and what he did." An Introduction to Philo Judaeus
(New York : Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1940), p. 33. Philo's discussion of the priestly
vestments in Special 1m 1. 82 f draws on the Exodus rubrics.
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land.

His works were read by Jews and non-Jews, just as Josephus'

works were.
I have consulted Pseudo-Philo's9 4 Biblical Antiquities because
this work, having to do with Israel's history, was composed at about
the same time Josephus was writing.
Since Josephus wrote for a non-Jewish readership as well as for
his own people, I shall look at classical Greek sources, in particular at
those that describe cultic settings, for clues to his revision of the
Biblical account.
elsewhere,

for

This kind of investigation has
narrative

sections

having

to

do

been pursued
with

Biblical

personalities,95 but so far Josephus' description of the worship life of
94 Pseudo-Philon ~ Antiquites Bibliques, Tome I, Introduction et
Texte Critiques par Daniel J. Harrington, Traduction par Jacques Cazeaux
(Paris: Les Editions du cerf, 1976). The Biblical Antiquities Qf Philo, trans. M.R.
James, Prolegomenon by Louis H. Feldman (New York: Ktav Publishing House,
Inc., 1971). The dating of The Biblical Antiguities of Pseudo-Philo, according to
D.J. Harrington, is hard to assign surely.
"The parallels between Pseudo-Philo
and 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch . . . could suggest a date after A.D. 70 . . . The presence of
what may be called a 'Palestinian' biblical text (rather than 'Babylonian' or
'Egyptian' according to the categories of F.M. Cross, Jr. make the latest possible
date around A.D . 100." The Ql.d_ Testament Pseudepigrapha. edited by James H.
Charlesworth (2 vols.
Garden City, New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc.,
1985) , II, 299.
Hence, the writer of The Biblical Antiquities was a
contemporary of Josephus'.
In particular, this is of interest in Ant. 3. 196
where both Josephus and The Biblical Antiquities give a number in the census
different from Exodus. Josephus and The Biblical Antiquities do not, however,
provide the same information here.
9 5 NB the articles by Louis H. Feldman:
"Josephus as a Biblical
Interpreter: The "Aqedah'," JQR LXXV, 3 (January, 1985) 212-52. Hellenizations
in Josephus' Jewish
Antiquities:
"The Portrait of Abraham," in
Josephus.Judaism.and Christianity. ed. by Louis H. Feldman and Gohei Hata
(Detroit, Mi.:
Wayne State University Press, 1987). "Abraham the Greek
Philosopher in Josephus," TAPha 99 (1968), 143-156.
"Josephus' Version of
Samson," JSJ 19 (1988), 171-214. "Josephus' Portrait of Noah and its parallels in
Philo, Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities, and Rabbinic Midrashim,"
PAAJR 55
( 1988), 31-57.
"Josephus' Portrait of Saul," HUCA 53 (1982), 45-99 .
"Hellenizations in Josephus' Version of Esther,"
TAPhA 101 (1970), 143-170.
See Louis H. Feldman, Josephus aml. Modern Scholarship (1937-1980) (Berlin:
Walter de Gruyter, 1984), pp. 143-157, for bibliographical listing on Josephus
treatment of Biblical characters .
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ancient Israel has not been investigated with an eye to the effect of
classical and pagan models on him.
Since Josephus rewords his sources m the places where his
sources seem to be well established, the task of tracing Josephus'
ideas to their font is difficult.

So, the project at hand must often be

described as informed conjecture.

Perhaps some useful contribution

will nevertheless be made to the question of how Josephus retold one
aspect of the story of his people, the Jews.
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Chapter II

1HE TABERNACLE

Josephus' Apologetic Motive
Josephus

begins

the

Tabernacle

different twist from the Biblical account.
Israelites who brought the

i1~1ir-]

section
Whereas

with

a

distinctly

m the Bible the

did so with gladness of heart toward

God (MT i:17 1~:;n~; LXX Ot<;; av bO~lJ Tfj Kapbi<t 25: 2/ KaTabe:xoµe;voc;

Tfj

Kapbi<t, 35: 5), in Ant. 3. 102 their rejoicing is focused on Moses (Oi.

CE xaipovTe:<; ate; TE lwpwv Ka\ ate; t1Kouv rnu 0Tpan1you). 1 Josephus
accentuates

Moses

because

Israel's

great law-giver

was

already

highly esteemed in the pagan world. 2

cbrapxa~ in 25: 2; a<)>ciiptµ~. a1!'cxpxac; Onkelos xm~ii~x.
11w,~•, in 35: 5, Samaritan Pentateuch nn,,n, Onkelos xmw,~x, Neofiti
1 LXX translates n~,r-,1

Neofiti
~m'Lii~X. The change in emphasis is characteristic of Josephus, who, from the
beg inning of his account of Moses' life, describes him with extraordinary
grandeur.
His birth (2 . 210 ff) is announced beforehand with the prediction
that he shall "be remembered, so long as the universe shall endure, not by
Hebrews alone but even by alien nations" (2. 216) John Gager cites Hecataeu s
of Abdera's extended fragment found in Photius' Bibliotheca. "which is in turn
an excerpt from Diodorus Siculus,"
in which Hecataeus writes:
"He says that
this priest [Moses] issues the orders (of the deity), in the assemblies and other
gatherings and that in this respect the Jews are so obedient that they fall on
the ground and worship the priest who has interpreted (the divine
commandments) for them ."
Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism (Nashville ,
Tenn.: Abingdon Press, 1972), p. 27.
Ben Zion Wacholder states that Hecataeus
of Abdera
provided the model for most subsequent pagan and Jewish
descriptions of Moses .
Eupolemus: A.. Study of Judaeo-Greek Literatur e
(Cincinnati : Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, 1974), pp.
85 96.
Sister Mary Ruth Graf comments in her dissertation, The Hellenization o f
Moses (Ph.D. dissertation, Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, Ohio (1976)), th at
"Josephus insists that the laws are God's laws (Ant. 3. 85-87), but he also makes
frequent reference to them as Moses' laws" (Ant. 3.102-187). p. 137.
She
summarizes:
"He idealizes Moses as a sage who approached divinity in virtue. "
p. 140.
2 Cf. Philo , Life o.f Moses 1.1: "I intend to write the life of Moses, whom
some call the lawgiver of the Jews. . . For while the fame of his laws has spread
throughout the world and reached the ends of the earth, not many know him
as he really was.
Greek authors have not wanted to record him as worthy of
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Moses has just announced to the people the plan he received
from God while on the mountain, so that their delight might well be
in the information they

have received from God , but in 3.99,

Josephus recounts their delight at seeing him (xap<i<; 6 ' lvEJTATJOE. TllV
l1T14>avd<;) before telling of the information he brought from

crTpana.v

God.
Josephus, by contrast with the other versions, does not here
refer to the contributions brought by the people as either aJTapxac; or
He gives no name to these spontaneous offerings.

ci¢>aipeµa.3

Why did Josephus take away this element from the Exodus
account?

Was it simply adventitious, the result of a flawed memory?

Was it for apologetic reasons, with a view to non-Jewish readers?

Or

did he have in mind the reaction of his fellow Jews, and in particular,
Pharisees, with their developing sense of halakah?
The reason for this may be, with regard to non-Jewish readers ,
that

since

these

contributions

were

not

the

ordinary

offerings

brought in Israelite worship, it would have appeared odd to the nonJew who did not know the Biblical words, to read a technical term
( aJTapxM) describing these offerings that had nothing to do with

sacrifices. 4

He might have transliterated the Hebrew term,

n~n!l, as

memory, in part out of envy and also because in many cases the ordinances of
local lawgivers are opposed to his." Cf. also John G. Gager, Moses in GrecoRom an Paganism , SBL Monograph Series, 16 (Nashville, Tenn.:
Abingdon
Press, 1972), passim.
3 Josephus uses cbrcxpxfi ten times in Ant. to refer to "first-fruits" (3.235,
250-51; 4.70-71, 226, 242 [MSPL]; 5.26; 9.273; 12.50). Three times it seems to mean
simply "offerings" (7.378; 16.172; 14.272). He uses acpcxipEµcx only once (14.227) .
4 ' A1t'cxpx~ was a widely used term in describing first-fruit offerings in
cultic settings in Greek classical literature.
The word is found twice in
Polybius'
History, twenty-four times in the works of Dionysius of
Halicamassus, four times in Herodotus, twice in Thucydides , thirty-six times in
Plutarch, eight in Euripides, four in Sophocles, five in Plato , twice in Homer's
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he

would

later

vestments

worn

transliterate
by

the

Hebrew

priests,

thus

terms

m

giving

significance to this pious act of his people.

describing
a

special

the

cultic

But, rather than g1vmg

these offerings a name, Josephus simply dispenses with the name.

In

fact, Josephus says that it was at the peoples' pleasure that they
brought

these

<j)1Aonµ11oaµ€.vou

contributions
3.104).

(E.Kaornu

K<Xt

napa

5uvaµ1v

The peoples' pleasure in doing this certainly

is found in Exod. 36: 3-6 which states that the people kept on
bringing all their

i1~li!l

"morning by morning," until they had brought
But Josephus excludes Moses' command.

more than was needed.
Josephus may

well have had apologetic intent as he thus

heightens the piety and public mindedness of the people who do not
need Divine commands to prompt their generosity.

On their own

accord they respond to the need for materials to construct the
Tabernacle.
people

from

As Josephus felt compelled to defend the religion of his
attacks

of

"authors

of scurrilous

and

mendacious

statements about us" (Apion 1.4), it was advantageous to show how
pious and public-minded was the religion of his forbears.
Sevenster has written of the aµt~ta, the "non-mingling with the
Gen tiles, " 5 that hindered the success with which Jews fit into society
in the ancient world.

Josephus quotes Manetho's libel:

"By his

[Moses'] first law he ordained that they should not worship the gods
nor abstain from the flesh of any of the animals held in special
Odyssey, and thirty-five times in Philo.
And, as I have observed in the
preceding note, Josephus used it ten times in Ant. This makes all the more
noteworthy that here he does not use this word.
He avoids giving these gifts
an official category as sacrifices; they were to appear completely voluntary.
5 J.N. Sevenster, The Roots of Pagan Anti-Semitism in the Ancient
World (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1975), p. 89.
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reverence m Egypt, but should kill and consume them all. "6

Greek

religion, as Burkert has written, was "public religion to an extreme
Sacrificial processions and communal meals, loud prayers

degree.

and vows, temples visible from afar with splendid votive displays-this is the image of eusebeia . .. Whoever refuses to take part incurs
suspicions of asebeia. "7

Roman religious sensitivity, Sevenster noted,

was also offended by the Jewish inability to fit in.
third-century C.E. Philostratus:

He quotes the

"The Jews have long been in revolt

not only against the Romans, but against humanity; and a race that
has made its own a life apart (~iov

aµixrnv) and irreconcilable, that

cannot share with the rest of mankind in the pleasures of the table
nor join in their libations or prayers or sacrifices, are separated from
ourselves by a greater gulf than divides us from Susa or Bactra in the
most distant Indies. "8
Josephus illustrates how his Israelite ancestors, once allowed
freedom from an oppressive captor-nation, were far from meanspirited.

This

early

moment in

their

saga

was

preceded

by

deliverance from the Egyptian army through a miracle at the Red
Sea.

This deliverance had a parallel in the wars of Alexander the

Great, when God made the Pamphylian Sea recede for his troops as
an aid to conquering the oppressive Persian Empire.9

Josephus

6 Apion 1.239.
7 Walter Burkert, Greek Reli&ion, trans. by John Raffan (Cambridge,
Ma.: Harvard University Press, 1985), p. 276.
8 Sevenster, Pa&an Anti-Semitism, p. 92.
Theodore Reinach, Tex tes
d'auteurs g m tl romains relatifs al.!. iudai'sme; Publications de la societe des
etudes juives (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1895), p. 176.
Philostratus, Vita Apollonii
V. 33 .
9 Ant. 2.348.
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remarks on Alexander's miraculous deliverance, m order to relieve
some of the odium deriving from that special uniqueness that the
Jews claimed was due to the special favor of their God.

Once

delivered, the Israelites' freedom provided the opportunity for their
essential piety and public-mindedness to flower.

Here Josephus

provides

Jews

an

answer

to

the

accusation

that

the

kept

to

themselves.
Furthermore, it may be that Josephus, in avoiding any mention
of the words arrapx~ or acpaipEµa, was avoiding a complex halakic
issue with his fellow Jews.

Implicit in the bringing of the materials

was the matter of vows the people made in response to the divine
command to bring their ni~,l'\.

The Mishnah (Ned. 1: 1) reads:

"Any

substitute for [the form of words used to utter] a vow, ban, oath, or
Nazirite-vow is as binding as the vow, ban, oath, or Nazirite vow
itself."

This tractate goes on to read (Ned. 2: 4) that "To vows not

expressly defined the more stringent ruling applies, but to vows
expressly defined the more lenient ruling applies."
In Exodus 19: 8 the people had vowed:
spoken we will do."
ruling.

"All that the Lord has

This was an undefined vow, subject to a strict

Thus, the command of the Lord that followed in Exod. 25: 2,

"Speak to the people of Israel, that they take for me an offering

(nq,i11)," became for them a strict vow due to the undefined vow they
had made earlier.

Presuming that this mishna derives from the legal

sensitivities of rabbis in Josephus' day, if he had substituted even a
Greek word in this place, he would have involved the Israelites in a
vow with strict definitions in the halakic reasoning of his own day.
This would have added to the Tabernacle account an aspect violating
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the halakah in Josephus' day.

In g1vmg no name to the offerings the

people brought, Josephus avoided a halakic blunder.

No command or

law is involved in Josephus' account.
In the narrative that follows I shall proceed through Josephus'
account of the Tabernacle section by section, first setting forth
Josephus' description, then drawing such comparisons as are fitting
from the vanous other settings of the Tabernacle account I have
described above.
The Materials
Josephus (3.102), without intimating that any command had
previously been given by God, states that the people brought silver
( apyupov), gold (xpuoov), bronze (xa1..Kov) and wood of the finest

material, not susceptible to decay (euAa TE Tfi<;; KaAAlOTT)<;; DAT)<;; Kat
µT)5£v

t'mo

Tfi<;;

Of1\JfEW<;;

expansion of LXX eu1..a
BT Succah 45b:

rra0E1v

5uvaµEva), which may not only be an

aorirrTa, but also a reflection of the baraitha in

"Scripture expressly states, 'Acacia wood standing

up' (• '7~i> • '<!:>tll '~~) implying that they will stand for ever and to all
eternity." 10

They also brought goat's hair (atydouc;; TE

Tpixac;;), sheep

1 0Three
explanations of
CJ'7r.i, j)
in BT Yoma 72a
are:
"1.
the
[boards/frames] should stand up, even as they grow; 2. they kept up [the gold]
they were overlaid with; 3.
their hope [of restoration] is gone, their
expectation is frustrated, therefore the text says: 'Standing up', i.e ., standing
up for ever and ever." Cf. the comments of Weill in Theodore Reinach, Oeuvres
Completes .d& Flavius Josephe, trans. Julien Weill (7 vols. Paris: Ernest Leroux,
Editeur, 1900-1932), I, 166-67.
Etienne Nodet, Flavius Josephe, Les Antiquites
Juives (Livres I a III, Paris: Les Editions du Cerf, 1990), II, 148. note 3 remarks
that in rabbinic tradition, because there were no acacia trees in the desert, the
acacia wood they had with them they had brought from Egypt.
He does not
here cite where in the rabbinic tradition he finds this.
Ginzberg records the
legend that when Jacob reached Egypt, "he planted a cedar-grove and
admonished his sons to do the same, saying: 'You will in the future be released
from bondage in Egypt, and God will then demand that you erect Him a
sanctuary to thank Him for having delivered you.
Plant cedar trees, then, that
when God will bid you build Him a sanctuary, you may have in your possession
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skin ( 5o p ac;

rrpo(3c:hwv), and wool (lpta) died in a variety of colors:

blue (uaKiv04)), dark red (<t>oivtKt), purple (rrop<f>upoc;

av0oc;), and white

(AEDKr,v), 11 as well as fine linen ornamented with precious stones
(),..ivou

(3ucrcrov

(0uµtaµciTwv

Aieouc;
TE

TE

1TA~0oc;).12

TOUTotc;

!v5E5Eµ€.vouc;), and many spices

When Josephus summarizes this list in

3.108, he mentions only gold, bronze, and the woven materials (n.3v
u<f>avn.3v).13

the cedars required for its construction.
. not all the twenty -four species of
cedar might be used for the Tabernacle,
. but only the species shittim might
be used. For God, who foresees all, knew that Israel would in the future commit
a great sin at Shittim, and therefore ordained that shittim wood be used for the
Tabernacle to serve as atonement for the sin committed at Shittim.
Shittim
furthermore signifies 'follies,' hence Israel was to construct the place of
penance for their folly in adoring the Golden Calf, out of shittim wood, to atone
for this 'folly.' And finally, the letters of which the word 'Shittim' is composed,
stand for Shalom, 'peace,' Tobah, 'good,' Yesh'uah, 'salvation,' and Mehillah,
'forgiveness.'"
III, 164-65.
VI, 66, note 344, which cites Tan . Terumah 9-10 ;
Tan. B. II, 91 and 94-95; ShR 18: 10, 33: 8, and 35: 1, and 94: 4. Shu'aib, Terumah
37b, quotes an unknown Midrash to the effect that the Shittim-wood for the
tabernacle came from paradise, whence Adam took it with him when he was
driven out of that place.
Subsequently it came into the possession of Abraham,
who bequeathed it to Isaac.
The latter, in tum, bequeathed it to Jacob, who
took it with him to Egypt. At the Exodus, the lsarelites took it with them to the
According to Targum Jerushalmi Exod. 26: 28, the middle bar was made
desert.
of the wood taken from the tree which Abraham planted at Beer-sheba.
The
angels felled this tree when the Israelites crossed the Red Sea, and threw it
into the waters thereof, while an angel proclaimed: 'This is the tree which
Abraham planted in Beer-sheba."
Josephus does not include in his retelling
any of this various lore. His use of legendary material is restrained.
11 Though the white is not ever used in the Tabernacle, or priestly
vestments.
12 Ant. 3. 102-103. Josephus omits mention of the lamp oil, anointing
oil, and incense here. But Josephus does include the spices. Either he included
these from memory, or they were there in the source he followed.
If he writes
from memory, perhaps he simply forgot to mention the oil.
The oil is
mintioned in 3.197-99.. In Exod. 30: 22-33, exact quantities of spices are given ,
from which is made the oil for anointing.
Nelson points out that Kuenen
believed chapters 30-31 were later additions to Exodus, a view Nelson rejects .
(See above, note 8, chapter 1).
13 Thackeray includes in his text 1c:a\
cxpyupov, which he adopts from
This ms tradition alters Josephus' previous
the Latin edition of Cassiodorus.
order in favor of the order found in the Biblical text.
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Both MT and LXX (Exod. 25: 3) record Moses' repetition of the
Divine command that the people bring their

ii~ ~it'\/ cmapxac;.

means specifically a "contribution or offering." 14

ii~ ~ir\

The same word is

used in SP, and its equivalent in Onkelos (NmlditiN), and Neofiti (NnlditiN),
which

suggests

that

though

Josephus

deemed

the

word

dispensable, the Samaritan and Rabbinic writers did not. 15

to

be

Indeed,

MT uses the word three times before listing the materials, as do LXX,
SP, Onkelos, and Neofiti.
In Exod. 25: 3-7, the order of the materials to be brought by
the people is:

gold (~iH/xpucriov), silver (~q~/apyupwv),

(nl{in~~/xaAKOv), blue and purple and scarlet
nop<j)upav,

KOKKtvov

5mAoi3v

c-,~

bronze

nll'?.1nn1 ,~n~1/uaKtv8ov,

[whereas Onkelos does not translate the

MT -,~, Neofiti translates it N~n, good, precious]), and twisted linen
(ld!J).,/Ka't

Pucrcrov

KEKAwcrµtvriv).

Onkelos and Neofiti read

which is a transliteration of the Greek Pucrcrov.
with goat's hair (• 'Jl!1/ Ka't
Kpt<DV

(• '~1'Jl')

n"'li71/6tpµara

r,~

for ld!J).,

The list continues

alydac;), ruddy ram's skins
~ pu0po5avwµtva), 16

dugong skins

uaKiv0tva), 17 acacia wood (••~~ '"$.J?J~uAa

acrrinra), 1 8

14Francis Brown, S.R . Driver, and Charles A. Briggs, A Hebrew and
English Lexicon o.f.1.he. Qld_ Testament (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1974), p. 929.
Hereafter BOB.
l 5 Although this word came to have a more specific connotation with
reference to the "heave offering," the Bible clearly suggests here nothing
more than the offering the people brought in response to the Divine command
given through Moses.
16RSV translates this "tanned," which is surely what it means.
LXX
translattion literally means "reddened."
17 The Hebrew does not specifically mean "goat skin," as RSV translates
this.
BOB proposes that it probably refers to the skin of the dugong with an
Arabaic cognate meaning "dolphin." In Ezekiel 16: 10, it is used with reference
to the leather used for a woman's sandals.
I conjecture that LXX translates it
"blue" because this may have been the color of the leather commonly used for
women's sandals.
Onkelos and Neofiti read •moo, •.:iiD~, with a marginal gloss
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lamp oil (i~~'? t?.IJ.!.I lt..mov de; r~v ¢m3cnv), spices for the anointing oil
(nry~iJ 'WIJ.!. □•~~~ /0uµtaµara de; ro lt..mov r~c; xpicrewc;), and [spices] for

reading 'l1lono,.
Jastrow cites BT Shabb. 28a, which explains that the reason MT
o'tlinn n,ll is translated kJiloo is that "it glistened with many colors" (p. 1008). The
Talmud here cites R. Nehemiah in explanation of o'rzmn m,ill who said that it
meant "like a squirrel's" 'J:l rm,,, rrn.
H. Freedman, translator of the Soncino
edition, explains:
"It is doubtful, however, whether a squirrel is meant, as the
context shows that a striped (or speckled) animal of many colours is referred
to.
Kennedy described the dugong as "a seal-like mammal found in the Red
Sea." "Tabernacle," HDB IV, 659. Ginzberg recounts that the skins used in the
Tabernacle were from the animal Taqash, that was used exclusively for the
Tabernacle. It was so large that out of one skin could be made a curtain thirty
cubits long. This species of animal disappeared as soon as the demands of the
Tabernacle for skins were satisfied. The Taqash was like the unicorn, with one
horn on its forehead, and was gaily colored like the turkey-cock, and belonged
to the class of clean animals (BT Shabbat 28b). One is tempted to raise the
question if this animal was like the now extinct dinosaur.
A baraitha here
compares the "tahash of Moses' day" to the tzi,p, a one-homed, wild beast. Cf.
Jastrow, IVl"!l'\, where he cites Numbers Rabbah 6: 3, BT Yebamoth 102b, and
Koholeth Rabbah 1: 9, where R. Judah says that the skins used to cover the
Tabernacle were violet-colored skins.
R. Nehemiah says they are ermine, and
R. Johanan says "The Holy One, blessed be He, showed Moses a large species of
animal, the skin of which he used for the requirements of the Temple.
[God]
then stored it away [note: for the hereafter when its skin would be used as
clothing for the righteous] . The name of the animal was k,eresh." The Midrash
Rabb ah, trans. H. Freedman and M. Simon (5 vols. New York : The Soncino
Press, 1977), IV, 32-33.
1 8There is a direct Greek equivalent for the Hebrew n~iz/, ch:mcia, for
which LSJ gives the meaning, or transliteration, "Shittah tree, Acacia
arabica." (p. 46). It is a term that is found in the first century C.E . Greek
source, Diosscorides Medicus, according to LSJ.
Philo (Life Qf. Moses 2.77)
leaves out any preceding description of the materials Moses used.
He begins
by describing the 1eiovtc; 1elf>pou Tf\<; cxon1rrnT<hnc;, "pillars of cedar not likely to
decay."
(See below in this note concerning the material from Mid rash Rabb ah
Exodus on the acacia as one of seven kinds of cedar.) But in Questions and
Answers OJl Exodus 2.53, Philo says: "it was natural that the material of which
it was made should by some necessity be unlikely to decay and be corrupted,
since the Law, of which it was the repository, was also incorruptible.
In the
second place, the sanctuary and all the order of things arranged in it were
ordained not for a limited time but for an infinite age.
For this reason the
lawful material, especially
artificer, namely the divine Logos, chose the most
that which could remain permanently with it. That is the literal meaning. But
this is the deeper meaning.
In reality nothing terrestrial is undecaying or
incorruptible.
Accordingly, when (Scripture) says "undecaying wood," it
alludes symbolically to the parts of the world attached to one another, of which
it consists and is compacted and which hold fast to one another. To me it seems
that (this property is found) also in the rational virtues of the soul, each of
which happens to be unwithered and unaging and incorruptible."
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the fragrant incense (c::r~i~m t1':)ioR'?1/dc; T~v cruv0Ecrtv roi3 0uµtciµaroc;). 19
crap5iou/Onkelos

Then Exodus lists the onyx stones (ci1w--.~~~/At8ouc;
transliterating the Greek (3~pUAAoc;/Neofiti

~?i1:l,

"interprets"

with

r:i,~), 20 and those for setting in the ephod and breastpiece (, ti~~

•_p~ 11qn"21/Ka't At0ouc; crap5iou

Kat

At0ouc; de;

T~v

yt.u¢~v

de;

0•~7~
TflV

brwµi5a Kat rov 1ro5~pTJ).21
Josephus begins his list as MT and LXX with gold, silver, and
bronze.

After that, he departs from following either Biblical list.

Like the Greek text as it was in his day, he omits any mention of the
19 The Greek here of MT Exod. 25: 6 is found in neither the Cambridge

Septuagint nor the Gottingen Septuagint, but it is found in the cursive mss b, f,
i, listed in the critical apparatus of the Cambridge Septuagint.
The critical
apparatus of Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia here notes that this verse is
missing in (>) LXX AB, that is, codices Vatican us and Alexandrinus.
Wevers
makes no comments on tha absence of MT v. 6 in LXX. One may wonder how it
was that this was not in the original Greek translation, when the verses before
and after are translated carefully . No doubt this verse that presents the oils
and incense was not in the Greek text available to Josephus. This verse is one
of many lacunae in 4QpaleoExodm.
(This needs to be compared with the
Meg ti 11 at Sam man i m (~•mo n'?m), the "Roll of Spices," which treats of the
preparation of incense in the Tabernacle and Temple.)
2 0Nelson writes concerning the 011iil :
"The gem to which this word
refers is mentioned more frequently than any other gem in the Tabernacle
Account, but its exact meaning seems to have been uncertain to translators
and has led to a number of translations.
In the Tabernacle Account it is
translated by oµapciyf>ou, oapbiou , and 13npu}..}..iov. Josephus translates the same
word by oapMvuxt~ and either ovux or 13npu}..}..o~ (cf. note 303, Jos. Ant. 3. 165, 185
read oapMvuxt~. In 3. 168 Josephus lists both ovux and 13npu}..}..o~ for ontzi and m:iill•.
Since either Greek word translates oniD in other sources, it is difficult to
determine whether Josephus is still reversing his order or has returned to the
MT order" (p. 156).
21 John W. Wevers comments on these lists: "The list of contributions
to be taken from the Israelites are the same in MT of A and B both having 16
items; the only difference in the two texts concern the absence of a w a w
before items numbered 12, 13 and 15 in the A text. The texts of [LXX] Exod A and
B are identical except for item 6 which is glossed with 6iavtvf1oµivov . . . Both
lists omit items 11, 12 and 13; these are the supplies for the lampstand and the
incense altar and are probably omitted because they are not construction
materials. Over against MT Exod lacks a conjunction before nos. 2345 and 6; a
1wi is supplied in the tradition in each case for which hex is usually the
source." Notes Q!l 1.h.e Greek Tux1 .o.f Exodus (Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1990),
p. 392.
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contents of MT Exod. 25: 6, which lists the oil and incense.

This may

be an indication that here he was looking at LXX, or it may be just
another one of his freely chosen editorial omissions.
He mentions next the wood and goat hair.

Rather than

mentioning the colors as independent entities, he says that the
sheepskin and wool were dyed with the four colors.

He changes the

order of the colors from blue, purple, scarlet, and linen, to blue,
scarlet, purple and white.

Though he mentions "white" here, where

Exod. has linen, he never brings this up in the description of the
Tabernacle.

Whereas in the Biblical lists, linen is introduced as a

color, Josephus introduces it as a cloth, some of which is already
ornamented with prec10us stones.
Last of all, Josephus mentions the spices, while the Biblical lists
mention the various precious stones.

His paraphrasing of LXX

interpretation of the wood as ~u1..a TE rfic; KCXAAtOTTJ<; UATJ<; K<Xt µ T)f>Ev
urro

rfic;

o~wHu<;

rra0dv

5uvaµEva

bears more than a passmg

resemblance to the baraitha found in BT Succah 45b.

While the

baraitha may simply be an explanation of the significance of

t:1'19.iJ,

emphasizing that the wood would remain standing a long time, it
may draw on the Greek cxoT)rrTa, which describes something about the
wood's

fundamental

quality.

While

I

do

not

infer

deliberate

influence from the baraitha on Josephus, or from Josephus on the
baraitha, the similarity of explanations is noteworthy.
A suggestive difference between Exod. and Josephus is that he
states that the offerings the people brought were not prescribed, but
were their own freely offered contributions.

Perhaps his reason for

omitting the Biblical list of offerings that was commanded to be
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brought by the people is apologetic.

To fellow Jews, who knew the

Biblical prescriptions for the Tabernacle, he might have assumed that
they

would

automatically

read-in

"as

God

commanded."

Furthermore, in excluding mention of the cimxpx~ or ci¢a1pE.µa,
Josephus may have avoided a halakic issue.

Non-Jews reading his

summary would not be prompted to think ill of the Jews because of
another reminder of their self-consciously unique relationship to
God.
Tabernacle or Temple?
Josephus

makes

a

comment

about

the

Tabernacle,

after

describing the materials the people brought for its construction, that
has the effect of increasing the dignity of the desert structure for
which Moses was the construction manager.

Josephus writes, "the

tent was nothing but a portable and traveling temple" ( ~ 5 ' ou5Ev
µuaq>E.pouµlvou

Kat

auµ1TE.plVOOTOCVTO£;

vaoi3

3.103).

He made

reference to the Tabernacle as a temple no fewer than seven times in
his Tabernacle account.22

LXX refers to the Tabernacle as a temple in the poetry of some
of the psalms attributed to David, who was refused permission by

22 Ant. 3.103, 125, 129, 130, 139, 142, and 202.

In subsequent references
to the sacrifices and other cultic activities, Josephus continues to refer to the
Tabernacle as vao<;, e.g. 3.242, 243, 245 as he describes the burnt offerings;
3.270 as he tells of the test a woman accused of adultery must endure; 3.278
simply referring to the sacred Place in which the priest must be free from any
defect. The references in Ant. 4 come by way of outlining various laws (4.200,
201, 203, 313, 314). The Tabernacle at Shiloh is likewise referred to as vao<;
(5 .68). When, however, the Tabernacle was brought across the Jordan into
Canaan Josephus referred to it as OKTJV'l (5.17), as well as when it was first set
up at Shiloh (5. 79), in Phineas' speech following the crossing of the Jordan
(5 .107), and elsewhere (5.112, 150, 343-45; 6.66)
In 7.86 the ark is brought
temporarily into a OKTJV'l (here meaning simply "tent" rather than Tabernacle)
after David rescues it from the Philistines, and brought it to Jerusalem .
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God to build a temple.

N aoc; occurs mne times m the psalter prior to

For example, in Psalm 17: 6, we read:

Psalm 72.

ifKouaev

EK

vaoi3

µou; and in 26: 4 the psalmist,

(MT 18: 7 ',~•ry) auroi3

presumably David, expresses considerable longing for the temple:
µtCXV l]TT]OUµT]V Jrapa KUptOU.
L;,~•iJ) auToi3.

EJrtaKEJrTecr0at TOV vaov (MT 27: 4

Perhaps these poetic references to the Place where God

lived with Israel as His "temple" gave occasion to Josephus (and
Philo) to refer to the Tabernacle as a temple.
MT also used the term ?~'iJ in I Sam. 1: 9; 3: 3 with reference to
the structure that contained the Ark at Shiloh.

The song of David

recorded in II Sam. 22: 2 f, with its parallel in Psalm 18, reads:
,L;,~•iJ~ ll~~~),

"You have heard my voice from your temple."

'? ,p

But these

references date from a later period, long after the Temple of Solomon
had been built.
Before Josephus, Philo referred to the Tabernacle specifically as
¢opriTov

\.epov, a "portable temple. "23

While he used aKrivti for the

most part, he often used vaoc; or a compound word including vaoc;
(npovaov, vewKopwv). 24 In Questions and Answers on Exodus 2.83, he

writes specifically, "For the tabernacle is a portable temple of God
and a stationary or fixed one."

Philo seems to be leading into the

allegorical lesson he intended to teach.
23 Life Qf Moses 2.73. Questions a.n.d. Answers OJl. Exodus 2.83 . PseudoPhilo's L..i..h..e.r. Antiquitatum Bjblicarum XI, 15 reads at the very end: Facite (or
faciant, in mss WYZ, or facerent in mss 60) mihi sanctificationem, et erit
tabernaculum glorie mee in vobis.
Sources Chretiennes. Pseudo-Philon , Les
Antiguites Bibliques, ed. Daniel J. Harrington (Paris:
Les Editions du cerf,
1976), p. 124.
Sanctificationem here, literally meaning "a sanctification,"
identifies the tabernaculum (tent) as the place of God's glory among them.
24 Life Qf Moses 2.89, 136 (vcx6<;), 101 (11'p6vcxov), 174, 159 (vEwx6pwv).
Philo is quite unambiguous in the comparison of the Tabernacle to a temple in
2.89: ' Hµh ol)v CJlCT]Vfl xcx0cfaEp VEW<; . . . 1CCXTECJ1CEuao8T].
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"And (similarly) those things which are below heaven are
mutable and changeable, while heaven alone 1s
unchangeable and self-consistent and similar to itself.
Since they were passing through a wilderness where there
were no courts or houses but (only) tabernacles which were
made for necessary purposes (such as) giving the help of
warmth against the cold, he thought it right that there
should be a most holy temple to the Father and Creator of all
things. Moreover, he showed that the divine name, which is
in need of nothing, dwelt together, so far as one might
believe, with those who were in need of a tabernacle, to
receive piety and worthy holiness" (2.83)
Josephus
Tabernacle as

may

have

µua<j)epoueµvou

drawn
Kat

from

Philo

auµrrep1voaTouvTo<;

crystal clear what determined Josephus' use of
given place.

the

idea

of

vaou.

It is not

<JKTlV~

or

vaoc:;

the

in a

It appears, however, that when the Tabernacle is being

described in a particular location, functioning as the Place where
Israel's worship had its focus, then Josephus calls it

vaoc:;.

Before the

Tabernacle is built, or when it is in transit, then this portable temple
is called

<JKT1V~.

The prestige of the Tabernacle was summoned for the benefit
of the first Temple, according to Eupolemus, the second-century B.C.E.
Jewish diplomat. 25 He mentions that King Solomon used the pattern
of Moses' lampstand from the Tabernacle in making the ten golden
lampstands for the Temple.26

Wacholder comments that "Eupolemus

went out of his way to stress that the desert tabernacle served as a

251 Maccabees 8: 17; II Maccabees 4: 11
26u1rof>Eiyµa A<X~OVTa i~V U7r0 Mwaiw<; tv ifj Ol<flVQ iOU µaprnpfou iE0dav.
Eupolemus, Fragment two, 9-10. Carl R. Holladay, Fragments from Hellenistic
Jewish Authors. YQL I.;_ Historians (Chico, Ca.: Scholars Press, 1983), p. 126.
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blueprint

for

Solomon. "27

As Eupolemus enhanced the glory of

Solomon's Temple by including elements of the glory of the first
sacred Place in Israel's history, so Josephus imputed to the primitive
desert Tabernacle the prestige of the Temple by referring to it as a
temple.
Eupolemus'

mentioning

of

the

pattern

of

the

Tabernacle

lampstand serving as the blueprint for the lampstand in Solomon's
Temple was part of a glorification of Moses in Hellenistic Jewish
writers that Wacholder attributes to the encouragement they found
in the writings of Hecataeus of Abdera, the fourth-century B.C.E.
Egyptian

philosopher-historian.

He

linked

(Menes),

"the founder of the Egyptian

Moses

state." 28

with

Mneves

Josephus cites

Hecataeus' book about the Jews, quoting from it a description of the
Temple ( o'{Kriµa

µiya) with its altar (r3wµo<;), and lampstand (A uxviov).

He reported that in it were found no statues, votive offerings, or
plants, and that the priests, who never touch wine in the Temple,
kept it ceremonially pure.29
The Tabernacle Architects

27 Ben Zion Wacholder, Eupolemus: A Study

Q.f Judaeo-Greek Literature
(Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, 1974), p. 85.
2 8.I..l2.lll., p. 86.
Cf. Menahem Stem, Greek .a.n.d.. Latin Authors illl. !.e...YLs.
and Judaism (3 vols.
Jerusalem: The Israel Academy of Arts and Sciences ,
1974), I, 20-44. See also Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman Paganism, pp. 26-37.
29 Against Apion 1.183-200, 214. For bibliography on Hecataeus, see
Carl R. Holladay, Fragments from Hellenistic Jewish Authors, Y.cl.... L. Historians
(Chico, Ca.:
Scholars Press, 1983), p. 291, note 1.
Holladay states that the
earliest reference to Hecataeus' work Q.n. lh.e. ~ is in Josephus' Against Ap ion
1.183. An abbreviated form of this appears in Eusebius, Praeparatio Evangelica
IX.4. Apion also mentions the Jews in his Q.n_ 1h.e. Egyptians. which is found in
Diodorus Siculus, History. Book I. In 1,28,2 he mentions that the Jews were
emigrants from Egypt. In History XL,3,1-8 Diodorus gives more details about
the Jews.
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Whereas the Exodus Tabernacle account makes plain that the
choice and architectural skills of Bezalel are the work of the Divine
Spirit,30 Josephus explains this as though there were no particular
supernatural element in the design of the Tabernacle.
Moses set architects over the project.3 1

He says that

Josephus seems to diminish

the supernatural element in this choice by first, implying that the
architectural skills were the natural endowment of Bezalel, rather
than a gift given to him specifically for the purpose of designing and
building the Tabernacle, and second, by saymg that though the
architects were chosen according to the Divine command, the choice
would have been that of the people anyway. 3 2
The Talmud records a similar tradition in the name of R. Isaac,
who says, "We must not appoint a leader over a Community without
first consulting it, as it says:

See, the Lord hath called by name

Bezalel, the son of Uri. The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Moses: Do
you consider Bezalel suitable?

He replied: Sovereign of the Universe,

if Thou thinkest him suitable, surely I must also!
All the same, go and consult them.
consider Bezalel suitable?

Said [God] to him:

He went and asked Israel: Do you

They replied: If the Holy One, blessed be

He, and you consider him suitable, surely we must!3 3
30ivfaA Tl oa mhov 1rvtu µa 0t'iov oocpim; Kat ouvfotw<; 1w't imoT~µ T]<; iv
1ravT't lpyc.ii/ i1~X~~-i,~~1 mrp:i i1~':l:Jt")~1 m~-=1rp CJ'r:t?~ l]n ink x'?.~~) Exod. 31: 3. See
Exod. 35: 31 in both MT and LXX where Moses tells of the Divine appointment of
Bezalel, using the same words found in 31: 3, where God tells Moses whom to
choose for this work.
3 l cxpxiTiKrnva<; To'i<; lpyot<; icpioTT]Ot 3 .104.
3 2 KaT ' EVTOA riv 0wu oi5<; Kat TO 1rAij80<; &.v i-rreM(cuo Tfl<; i(ouoia<; i1r '
aun_;, ye;voµEVT]<; 3 .104).
3 3 BT Berakoth 55a.
By contrast, emphasizing the Biblical view,
Midrash Rabbah, Exodus (Vayakhel), Chapter 48 is devoted to a discussion of
the calling of Bezalel and Oholiab. It stresses, at one point, "And He hath filled
him with the Spirit of God," that the endowment of wisdom from God for the
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Comparing Josephus with the saying of R. Isaac in the Talmud,
R. Isaac clearly emphasizes the Divine element, by reporting a
conversation between Moses and God, as a result of which Moses
consulted the community of Israel.

Josephus mentions no such

conversation between Moses and God, nor does he say that Moses
ever actually consulted the people.
Of course, Josephus' style is laconic, while the Talmud is
expansive.

Though it seems Josephus is aware of a tradition similar

to the one found in the Talmud, Josephus' intention is not the same
as R. Isaac's.

He intends to say that the people were not, in fact,

consulted, but if they would have been, they would have concurred
with Moses.

The Talmud says the people were consulted, but it was

at the Divine prompting, and they conceded to the Divine will rather
than expressing their own.

The Talmud emphasizes the Di vine

element, while Josephus emphasizes the natural.
Ironically, as Professor Feldman has pointed out, "Josephus
criticizes the Epicureans for excluding Providence from

human

affairs, "3 4 yet here he diminishes the effect of Divine Providence on
the affairs of his own people, when the Scriptures plainly stress the
Divine element at this point.
Philo,

by

contrast,

accentuates

the

extraordinary

communication from God to Moses regarding the Tabernacle.

Twice

work of the Tabernacle extended even to the animals." This comes in a play on
words of the Hebrew n~ n ~. in 36: 1, interpreting it as n,oi:q, the behemoth, or
simply "cattle."
3 4 Louis H. Feldman, "Hellenizations in Josephus' Portrayal of Man's
Decline," Studies in the.History o.fRelieions li {Relieions in Antiguity; Essays
in. Memory Qf Erwin Ramsdell Goodenoueh. ed., Jacob Neusner (Leiden: Brill,
1968), p. 343.
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within the opening lines of his Tabernacle account, Philo states that
God

instructed

Tabernacle. 35

Moses

concernrng

the

construction

of

the

Philo does not mention Basael or Elibaz by name m

Life Qf Moses, but he alludes to them.36
Josephus exceeded necessity in diminishing the Divine element
m the architectural design of the Tabernacle.

It 1s reasonable that

Hecataeus, an Egyptian, should describe the work of the Tabernacle
by

saying;

accomplished

"He

[Moses]

selected those who were

and capable of governing

the

entire

the most

people

and

appointed them as priests; M assi~ned them 12. ~ responsible fur~
temple as well as the sacrifices to and worship of the deity."3 7 It is
odd, however, that Josephus should have minimized the Divine
element, even if targeting apologetically a Gentile readership. If
Hecataeus, a non-Jew said of the source of the laws Moses gave to
Israel, that "Moses heard these things from God and announced them
to the Jews,"38 it would seem that Josephus, a Jew, would not be
reluctant to attribute to God something that Exodus, his source,
clearly states was from God.

Furthermore, since Josephus did not see

35 1.i.k Qf Moses 2.71,74. In Questions an..d Answers QD Exodus 2. 49 he
writes that Moses was on the Mountain where "was constructed in words the
portable temple, which is called the Tent of Testimony." This accentuates even
more that the project of building the Tabernacle was totally the work of God.
3 6 ~ Q.f Moses 2 .141. "When he had been taught the patterns of the
holy tabernacle, and had passed on the lesson to those who were of quick
understanding and happily gifted to undertake and complete the works in
which their handicraft was necessary . . . " In Allegorical Interpretation 3.95,
however, Philo wrote that God announceed Bazalel by name as the chief
architect. Also, in Qn.Noah'sWork.u.a.Planter 26-27, Philo refers to Bezalel as
second in rank to Moses, and gives the meaning of Bezalel as tv 01e1cx1<; 1ro1wv,
"working in the shadows."
37 Gager, Moses wGreco-Roman Paunism. p. 27. Emphasis mine.
38lhi.d.., p. 27.
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fit to diminish the miraculous element in describing God's giving of
the tables of the Law, which he said, were written by the hand of
God, 3 9 it is difficult to understand why he chose to diminish the
supernatural element in the preparation for the building of the
Tabernacle.
Josephus (3.105) states that Moses appointed two architects
( cipx1 TEKTOvm;) for the building of the Tabernacle.
Basael (Baaa1111.o<;), son of Uri (Oop\
' Iouba

Their names were

,ra'i<;) , of the tribe of Judah ( Tfj<;

<f>u11.fj<;), a grandson of Moses' sister Miriamme ( uio<;

be

Mapiaµ 11<; Tfj<; ci~e11.<f>fj<; Too aTp<XTflyoo), and Elibaz {E11.i'3ato<;), a Danite,
son of Isamach (1~ctn~) (~e 'Iaaµaxou).40
to these two men gives Basae141
helper.42

The initial Biblical reference

prominence, with Elibaz as his

Later, the two men are presented more as equals, though

Basael is clearly primus llllirr pares.43

Josephus calls the two men

"architects," a designation that summarizes in a word the elaborate
description of them found in Exod. (31: 1-6/36: 1/37: 20).

LXX here

39 A.n.1.. 3.101. "He showed them two tables on which were graven the
ten words, five on either of them; and the writing thereon was from the hand
of God ( ica't. xt't.p tiv t1r't. Tfj ypruj>fj Toi> 8toi>)" .
40 A.n1... 3.105. The names of the two architects appear in various forms .
Neise lists variants of Baaari>.o~ (f}tatri>.o~ SP, f}tat>.tri>.o~ L, Btatri>.ov E, and
basahel Lat.). A variant of 'Iaaµaxou is 'Iaaxaµou SP. Weill comments on the
difference between the name of Elibaz's father as it appears in Josephus and
the Bible.
"Les premieres lettres sont peut-etre tombees dans le texte de
Josephe, a moins qu'il ne les ait supremees dans le souci de greciser, seduit par
l'allure grecque du mot 'Iaaµaxo~." Oeuvres Completes ~ Flavius Josephe . I,
167, note 4. Nodet remarks that Josephus omits "son of Hur," which may reflect
the Biblical text Josephus had. II, 148, note 5. Wevers, Notes o.n. tM Greek I.e.a1
Qf Exodus. p. 588, note 28, alludes to the discussion in I.he.~ History .o.f. lh.e
Greek Exodus VII. K. for a discussion of Oup't. uiou. This volume is yet in press,
so I have not seen this discussion).
41',~~~.al Btat>.tti>. Exod. 31: 1.
42Exod. 31: 6 ::l)$n7Q)$ / 'D.taf}.
43 Exod. 35: 32.
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uses the same term, both in its verb and noun form, in the
'
,..,
,
Kata' 1T<XVT<X
ta'
parenthetic summary of Basael's task: <XPXlTEKTOVElV
epya tfic;; apXlTEKTOVtac;; (35: 32).

Although Exodus gives Basael prommence over Elibaz, Josephus
describes them here as equals. 44

While this may have been merely a

literary convenience in his general summary of the Biblical material,
perhaps Josephus mentioned the two men together because he was
already aware of a Rabbinic tradition on these two men found later
m the Midrash Rabbah.
In the Midrash Rabbah, Exodus (Ki Thissa), Bezalel, along with
several illustrious men in Biblical history, is called by several
different names, a factor in his greatness.

The last of Bezalel's six

names is Lahad
because he gave glory (hod) and splendor to Israel, for
the Tabernacle was their glory. Another reason of [his being
called] Lahad was given by R. Abba b. Hiyya: Because even
the smallest (ha-dal) of the tribes associated itself with him.
R. Hanina b. Pazzi said: No tribe was greater than Judah and
none more lowly than Dan, which descended from one of the
maidservants. . . God said: "Let him [Dan] come and be
associated with him [Judah], so that no man may despise
him or become arrogant, for both great and small are equal
in God's sight; Bezalel comes of the tribe of Judah and
Ahaliab from Dan, yet [the latter] is associated with him.' R.
Hanina said: The great and the small are equal, and one
should never ignore his help.
The Tabernacle was
constructed by these two tribes and the Temple likewise
[was the work of two tribes], for Solomon was of the tribe of

44 Though in Anl. 3.200, Josephus writes -rou-rwv
µtv-rot
oovt~'l 1ept8~vai -rov 1epano-rov, Bezalel was the better of the two.
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BMEAlf}AOV

Judah, and Hiram was the son of a widow of the tribe of
Naphatali (I Kings 7: 14).45
Once again, Josephus' account has a reflection in a later
Rabbinic work, which may allow the inference that Josephus was
aware of the tradition that raised Elibaz from his lowly place as a
Danite, to parity with the Judahite, Basael.

But Josephus gives no

clue that he does this for the same reasons as explained in the
Midrash.
The Response Qf ~ People
Thackeray has noted the difference between Josephus and
Exodus on the response of the people to the command to bring
offerings for the construction of the Tabernacle. 4 6

Exodus says that

the people brought an abundance of materials, while Josephus says
the people, both men and women, not only contributed exuberantly,
but also volunteered in such numbers that Moses had to restrain
them. 4 7

Here Josephus paraphrases Exod. 36: 6, which both in MT

45 ~

Midrash Rabbah, translated by H. Freedman and Maurice Simon
(5 vols. London: The Soncino Press, 1977), II, 465-66. (Exodus, Ki Thissa, XL, 4).
Rabbi Abba hen Hiyya was a fifth generation Tanna (2nd century), a disciple
and friend of Rabbi, Judah Hanasi, according to Hermann Strack, Introduction
1.Q. ~ Talmud illli1 Mid rash (New York:
Atheneum, 1974), p. 119. Although a
tradition may be reported under the name of a particular rabbi, it is difficult to
assess when the tradition began.
Josephus was not accustomed to mentioning
the sources of alterations he makes in the Biblical stories.
BT Sanhedrin 69b
refers to Bezaleel making the tabernacle: pwo ',M',~:,. ,:,.l) '.:>i.
46 Josephus IV, 367, note d.
47 Cf. Exodus 36: 3b iP,~~ iP,~~ il~l~ 01lJ ,~~ 1M'~iJ cn1/lca\ mho\ 1rpoatMxovro
E1l T(l ,rpo<J<j>tpoµtva 1rapa TWV ct>£povTWV TO ,rp<.i, 1rpwt Josephus writes: TO 5t
7rAt180<; oihc3<; 01ro 1rpo8oµta<; Tot<; tyxttpooµtvot<; t1ri,A0tv, wan Mwoai,<; civt'ipetv
mhou<; 01ro1eripoxcxµtvo<; a:pn'iv Tou<; ovTa<; 3.106. This eagerness to participate in
the building of the Tabernacle would have appeared good to Josephus' nonJewish readers.
As Walter Burkert has written of Greek religion of classical
antiquity:
"Eusebeia . . . guarantees the integration of the individual into the
community. Whoever refuses to take part incurs suspicions of asebeia." Greek
Reli~ion. p. 276. The lack of inclination of his people to take part in the civil
religion of Rome might be off-set by their enthusiastic participation in their
own, as a people in the dawn of their own history as a nation.
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and LXX seems to say that the people's freely offered work was in
bringing

the

offering,

but

which

Josephus

interprets

volunteering for the work on the Tabernacle itself.
presumably are referred to when Josephus writes TO
women he designates specifically by: E4>1Xonµo£vTo

to

mean

The men,

1r>.fj8oc,;, and the

l>t yuvai1eic; 1tEpt

TE CJTOA<X<,; iEpanK<X<,; K(ll 7rEpt T<X (XAA(l ocrwv EXPtJtE TO tpyov Kocrµou
TE Kat XEtToupyiac,; lvEK<X To£ 8Eoi3 (3.107). 48

The Celebration Before tM Construction Qf the. Tabernacle,
Whereas the Exodus account precedes the building of the
Tabernacle with the sad tale of Israel's worshiping the golden calf, an
incident that first became known to Moses as he descended the
mountain

and heard the sounds of merriment (Exod.

31:

18),

Josephus precedes the building of the Tabernacle with a command
from Moses for a feast and sacrifices. 4 9

Did Josephus transpose the

idolatrous merriment of the Israelites into feasting and sacrifices as
though at Moses' command?
In I Kings 8: 52-65, King Solomon offered sacrifices and held a
feast m celebrating the completion of the first Temple.

Josephus

summarizes that event, telling of those who saw its magnificence:
Kat 8ucru.3v !1r ' <XUT<¼) µEyw.wv Kat topn3v µETaXaf3ovTE<,;.so He uses the

'
'
two terms EOPTTIV.

1ea\

8ucriac,; together

one other time in

recounting the speech of Nicholas of Damascus to Agrippa, defending
the Jews. Josephus lists Ta<,; 1roµ1ra<,; T<X<,; 8ucriac,; T<X<,; topT<X<,; as customs

4s"~~i'J~ C~iJ M'7.~~) qj,tm r.Qlif1'? n;M~q ,1.1nU1.\?~-',~ nqj~J qj~~ 7Av~p K(lt
yuv~ µT)Ktn tpyattaewoav Ei<,; T<Xt; a1rapxac,; TOU cxyiou (Exod. 36: 6).
49 A.nl.. 3. 108. topT11v. . . 1ea\ 8"cnm;.
5 0 A.nl.. 8.125.
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so precious to the Jews that they would prefer to give up life rather
than

Ta mfrpta

l811.s 1

In I Esdras 5: 50-52 the celebration of Tt)v

Tllc;

aic11vo1r11yiac;

eopniv, 52 the Feast of Booths, is accompanied by 0umac;, but this

juxtaposition of the words eopT~ and 0uaia seems unlikely to have
been the precedent for Josephus here.

But in II Maccabees 10, the

purification of the Temple desecrated by Antiochus Epiphanes is
accompanied by sacrifices, after which there was an eight-day period
of feasting such as took place at the Feast of Booths.

Sacrifices and

feasting are prominent in this episode that was precious in the saga
of Israel's sacred Place.
Josephus describes the delight of the people as they anticipated
the building of the Tabernacle in terms reflecting the joy expressed
in Scripture at the completion of Solomon's Temple, as well as at the
time when the Temple was reconsecrated after its desecration at the
hands of Antiochus Epiphanes.

He is adapting to the celebration of

the earliest Israelite sacred Place the celebrations that took place
fallowing the consecration of later Temples.
The Tabernacle Court
Kennedy has written of the overall symmetry in the lay-out of
the

Tabernacle

Pentateuch.

court

found

in

the

priestly

document

in

the

He states that "Nowhere is this fondness for symmetry

and proportion so evident as in the measurements of the tabernacle.

51.Anl. 16.35.

5 2Josephus uses this term in four places: .w.ar_ 2.515; A.nl. 4.209; 8.225;
and 15.50, which is found in LXX in Deut. 16: 16; 31: 10; Zech. 14: 16, 18, 19; I
Mace. 10: 21; II Mace. 1: 9, 18.
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Three, four, seven, ten, their parts and multiples, dominate the whole
(sic)."53
In Josephus' account, however, this concern for symmetry does
not appear until he makes his "allegorical" description of the interior
of

the

Tabernacle

proper

(3.123).54

Josephus

Tabernacle as if to lead the reader on a tour of it.

describes

the

Approaching the

Tabernacle, one enters by the outer court, which he calls the at8p1ov.
The prophet Ezekiel (40: 5) also began to tell his vision of the Temple
by describing the wall surrounding the Temple.

M. Middoth follows

the same plan in telling of the measurements of Herod's Temple,
though this temple was far more developed than the simple desert
Tabernacle.

Whereas in Exodus the court is described following the

description of the altar of sacrifice, an element of the Tabernacle
furnishings Josephus leaves out of the court narrative, in which it
was located, 55 Josephus describes the court first because it was the
first part of the Tabernacle that one would come to.

This would

begin a clear picture of the Tabernacle complex for a Gentile reader.
Josephus uses at8p1ov with regard to the Tabernacle court, and
once to describe the portico of a Roman theater.56

The Hebrew i:;P1 is

translated in LXX au>..~ here as well as in the accounts of the Temple
courts in I Kings 6: 36 and II Chronicles 4: 9 f.

Josephus does not use

53 Kennedy, "Tabernacle," pp. 657-58.
54 See Chapter V where I shall discuss Josephus' allegory.
55 MT I and LXX I (27: 9-19), and MT II (38: 9-20) at the conclusion of the
description of the Tabernacle furniture, and just after the description of the
priests' garments in LXX II (37: 7-13) no doubt due to its relative lack of
importance, compared to the Tabernacle proper.
56 An.L. 3.108, 114, 204, 243 with regard to the court, and 19.90 with
regard to the Roman theater portico.
In the last example at8ptov may be
virtually a transliteration of the Latin atrium, that would have been used to
describe this portico.
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au1.ti in his Temple passages of Ant., but he does once in ~ . 5 7

Frequently Josephus uses auAti to mean "palace." 58

Twice Josephus

refers to the court area of the Tabernacle as 1rtp1'361.o<;.59
Why does Josephus use at8p10v?

LSJ proposes that this word is

an adaptation of the Latin atrium, citing three examples, one of
which is from Josephus here.60

Conversely, Lewis and Short report

that the Latin atrium is, "according to Scaliger, from a'{8ptov, subdiale,
since it was a part of the uncovered portion of the house (but the
atrium of the Romans' was always covered). "61
In LXX at8piov is found in Ezekiel's vision (9: 3 ), apparently as
a synonym for auAti (8: 16). In mss A, S, and R, but not B,62 a'{8p10v
is found in 9: 3 as the place to which the f>6l;a 8too Too lapatiA goes
after rising up from the cherubim.
B, in Ezek. 10: 18 one finds:
aiepiou

Too

1ea\

tl;rf1.8tv

f>6l;a

1eupiou

011eou, with a'tepiov translating l~~Q=threshold.

it translates i~11phrases:

Again in mss A, S, and R, but not

It translates

c~,~

in 40: 15,

To 1rAaTo<; Tfj<; au1.fj<; Too

ci,ro

Too

In 40: 14

and in 40: 19 the two

a'tepiou Tfj<; 1ru1.fi<; and

i;,r\ To

51Yf..M 5.227.

58Life 46, 66, 295,
5 9Anl.. 3.111, 114.

lC.T.A.

60LSJ, p. 37. The other two examples are from the second century C.E.
writer Lucian's Anacharsis 2, and POxy 268.22, which dates from the first
century C.E. Weill writes here that Josephus uses the word to give a "souce de
Librairie Orientaliste
modemisme."
Thackeray's Lexicon 11> Josephus (Paris:
Paul Geuthner, 1930), p. 12, offers the same explanation as Weill. Nodet II, 149,
note 5, as LSJ, writes: "FJ emploie ai8ptov, forme hellenisee du latin atrium; Ex
27: 9 "parvis" (,tin, LXX auA~). II, 149, note 5.
6 1 Charlton T. Lewis, and Charles Short, A. L.w.n Dictionary, founded QJ!
Andrews' edition Qf Freund's L.i1in. Dictionary. (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press,
1879), p. 193.
6 2A=Codex Alexandrinus, S=Codex Sinaiticus, and R=the Sixtine Edition
of 1587.
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Here both

aUAfl

and

at8p1ov

are used, suggesting that

at8p1ov

is to be

taken rather specifically in the sense of "in the open air," as LSJ gives
the meaning of the adjective

at8p1oc;.

The court was an open space,

with no overhead covering, surrounding the Tabernacle.
Philo writes in Uk .Qf Moses 2.80 of r<i)
1

'I.

o KEKAllKEv

Then in §94, 106, and 146 he refers to the placement of the

I

aU/\llV.

altar, opposite the entrance to the court, iv
the same setting Josephus describes.
words

\nraiep<¼). . .

aietip

at0p1oc;

u1tai8p<¼),

which suggests

Josephus used the cognate

("ether, the heaven, as the source of the soul")6 3 and

("clear of weather").6 4

Although the Vulgate was translated

later on, and the Cambridge LXX apparatus does not list a variant
a'i0p10v,

parallel to the Latin atrium, the command to build this

element of the Tabernacle in the Vulgate is:

facies et atrium

tabernaculi (27: 9), after which comes the carrying out of the
command: erexit et atrium per gyrum tabernaculi (40: 31).
Perhaps, as Weill and Thackeray suggest, Josephus was g1vmg a
hint of modernity to his vocabulary, thus catering to his hoped-for
Graeco-Roman readership.

But perhaps Josephus had more in mind.

Since the word is found in the vision of the Temple in Ezekiel,
and since there is an Aramaic equivalent to be found in Targum
Isaiah, perhaps Josephus was simply drawing on a fund of words
that he had heard in the synagogue, as the Scriptures were read.
The prophet Ezekiel was evidently important in the Rabbinic
understanding of the Temple.

In M. Middoth, of the seven occasions

63 Thackeray, Lexicon. p. 12 ~ 2.54; 6.47; Apion 2.11).
64 1.h.id., p. 12. Jastrow lists the word p,cq~~, meaning "watchman" that is
found in Targum Isaiah 9: 13; 19: 15. The place in which the watchman would
do his duty would be the alepiov.
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when a scripture citation is preceded by "it is written," four of . the
citations are from Ezekiel.65
Targums Onkelos and Neofiti used Mr,TI when the Hebrew i~rJ
was available, and still in use in the vocabulary of the time.
merely for the sake of variety?

Was this

Jastrow suggests that there was a

drift in the meaning of i~rJ such that it suggested the idea of "private
property," and it even had the meaning of "cemetery."

Perhaps it

was because the meaning of the word was changing that the
Targumim use

M~T'l,

Since Josephus uses aux~ customarily to refer to a palace, or to
a courtyard of a secular space, perhaps he intended a'iep1ov to serve
a special function, a special choice of word for the courtyard of the
Tabernacle, drawn from the precedent of Ezekiel.
Josephus' description (3.108) of the dimensions of the court is
the same as MT and LXX Exod. 27: 18.
cubits and in length a hundred" (To
eKaTov

be

To

Josephus:

'
µEV

EOpoc;

"in breadth fifty
I

1TEVTTJ KOVTa

7rTJXWV

µfiKoc;)/ LXX: "the length of the court one-hundred by

one-hundred, and the width fifty by fifty" (TO
EKaTOV E<I>' EKaTOV' Kat EOpoc; 1fEVTijKOVTa

tm

be

µijKO<;

Tii<;

auXfic;

1fEVTijKOVTa).

Since the vocabulary in Josephus and LXX is virtually the
same, and since Josephus nowhere gives the details of the orientation
of the court, as is found in MT66 and LXX,67 it is arguable that
65Middoth 2: 5--Ezek. 46: 22;
Ezek 41: 23; Middoth 4: 2--Ezek. 44:
Middoth, the rabbis at Jamnia debated
13b we read that "but for Hananiah b.
been hidden for its words contradicted
and Menahoth 45a.
66MT Exod 27: 9-13; 38: 9-13
67LXX Exod 27: 9-13; 38: 7-11.

Middoth 3: 1--Ezek. 43: 16; Middoth 4: 1-2. Though Ezekiel is clearly important in
its place in the canon. In BT Shabbath
Hezekiah, the Book of Ezekiel would have
the Torah." Cf. the same in Hagigah 13a
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Josephus drew upon LXX Exod. 27: 18 at this point.68

The east and

west sides are fifty cubits, the north and south, one hundred cubits
(27: 9-13). Josephus does not give the compass orientation of the
court, as MT and LXX do; he simply gives its dimensions fifty cubits
m width and one hundred cubits in length.

Josephus' understanding

of the orientation of the court is derived from his later explanation of
the orientation of the Tabernacle itself (3.115).

The shorter two

sides of the Tabernacle were the east and west; the longer,
and south.

the north

The similarity of Josephus' vocabulary to LXX suggests he

was reading from LXX at this point.
Josephus, with LXX, gives the height next as he tells of the
length of the poles supporting the curtains surrounding the court.

68MT 27: 9 ::l}}, 27: 11 11ll~, 27: 12 c~. 27: 13 r,q 1 p.LXX 27: 9 >.i~a (south, but
also means west, cf the expression >.i~a tic; a1rn>.1wnv, "from West to East,"), 27:
11 <X7rr]At6Tf'IV (east), 27: 12 1rpoc; 8<XA<XOO<XV (west), 27: 13 1rpoc;· v6TOv (north). MT
38: 9 bg,n,, 38: 11111)~, 38: 12 c~. 38: 13 r,r,q7j?.. LXX 38: 9 ~oppav, 38: 9 v6TOV, 38: 10 1rpoc;
8a).aooav, 38: 12 1rpoc; avaTo>.ac;. NB: Whereas MT II is the same as MT I, LXX II
uses different words for west (>.i~a) and east (a1rn>.16Tnv) from LXX I.
Furthermore, LXX I and II do not have the same order of directions of the
compass as MT. The order in Onkelos is .-c,,, ,:::i•.11 (south 27: 9/38: 9), MJill~ (north
27: 11; 38: 11,) .-:::i,.11c (west 27: 12/38: 12), and .-c,,p (east 27: 13/38: 13). The order
in Neofiti is M•c,,,, r,•Jill~, MnJic, which follows the order of MT and Onkelos,
althought the word for "east" .-m,c differs from Onkelos and MT. The remnants
of 4QpaleoExodm include 27: 9 :::i[lJ], 11 1ill~, and 13 r,r,cip (col. XXX). Cf. Nelson,
Studies in. the Development Qf lll'- '.Ia1 Q.( lll'- Tabernacle Account. pp. 210-212
for a summary of the textual varieties found in the Greek Exodus.
Gooding,
Account Q.( ~ Tabernacle, pp. 23 f discusses this problem. He writes: "It is
v6TOv,
fairly certain that the Greek order was originally (and correctly) 1rpoc;
1rpoc; ~opp<iv, 1rpoc; 6a>.aaaav, for in V. 35 of this same ch. xxvi, 1rpoc; VOTOV stand
for n~Q•r:,, and 1rpoc; ~oppav for 111:l~." Nelson documents the variety of this textual
problem, and summarizes his conclusion: "The MT order appears to be original
and has the support of the Old Greek and most of the Gk I witnesses. The
Palestinian texts, however, followed a tradition where the order began northsouth" (p. 212). In note 80, p. 304, he writes: "Josephus (Ant. 3.115) presents
the order: east, south, north, and west. His placement of east first, however,
seems deliberate in order to mention the entrance to the tabernacle.
Therefore, his text Vorla~e would have been the same as the MT with regard to
the order of the directions."
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KaµaKac;

l>e larnae

X<XAKiac; 1revram1xe1c; ro

ih1Jo<;. 69

LXX gives the

height of the court's encircling curtain, rather than the length of the
poles. LXX uses aro).01 to translate MT c~il12. 70
Kaµal; is found only once in LXX, in II Maccabees 5: 3, where it

means "spear."

All of the occurrences of Kaµal; in Josephus are found

in Ant. 3.109-113. Philo uses Kiwv7 1 in one place, and aro).oc; directly
afterwards to describe the poles supporting the curtain surrounding
the court. 7 2
Josephus mixes terminology suitable to describe a column in a
temple with terms suitable to describe a spear, as he gives the
details of the KaµaKt<;.

As a general in the Galilean campaign against

the Romans, Josephus would have had ample opportunity to see
spears, perhaps used to support curtains separating small areas
within a military camp.

The KaµaKt<; are like columns in that they

have capitals (K1ov6Kpava) and bases (~aae1c;).

But they are like

69 Inadvertently, Thackeray translates 1rtv-ra1nixt1~ "fifty cubits" rather
than "five cubits."
70 MT 27: 10/38: 10. LXX 27: 10/38: 8. Nelson draws together the
evidence from the Biblical text:
",10.11:
This Hebrew word for 'pillar' is
translated throughout the Tabernacle Account by forms of o-ro>.o~. In all but
one example, I Kings and 2 Chronicles translate the same.
In 7: 18(7: 6)//3:
xptµao-rov. When speaking of the pillars of the
16(3: 16) - I Kings uses
tabernacle, Josephus uses xiov~. However, when he refers to the pillars of the
court, he uses xaµal;. The Old Greek is certainly o-ro>.o~ "(p. 83).
7 1LiRQf Moses 2.89, 90.
72 Josephus uses the word 1etov61epava once again in 15.414 to tell of the
capitals on the columns ( xiov~) of the Temple as it was in his own day. There
he writes: 1CtOV01CP<XV(&)V ao-roi~ xa-ra T0V Koptv8tov 1rpo1rov iml!ttpyaoµtV(&)V
y>.o<j>at~ l1e1r>.11w1!1v iµ1rotoooat.
~t(l -rnv TOU ,rav-ro~ µtya>.oopyiav. LXX is sparing
in the use of 1Ct(l)V. It is found there in Judges 16: 25-29, which tells of the
pillars in the Philistine hall that Samson broke. It finds an odd use in I Kings
15: 15: xa\ tio11vty1CtV TOU~ 1CtOVa~ TOU ,ra-rpo~ ao-rou xa\ TOU~ 1CtOVa~ ao-rou
do11vty1CtV ti~ T0V Ot1COV 1COpt00, apyopou~ xa\ XPOOOU~ oa\ 01Ct01l, Here the 1Ct0Vt~
surely does not mean "pillars," referring instead to gifts.
The pillars in
Solomon's Temple are called o-ro>.ot, and their capitals are im8tµa-ra
(Ill
Kingdoms 7: 3-4).
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spears m that their "bases" are really oaopoorfipec;, spikes that can be
stuck firmly into the ground (tm rfic; yfic; tpT)pe1oµlva1). 73
The peculiar description Josephus makes of the material of
these bases (r3cioe1c; l>e xpooa1. . . xaAKa1 l>e ~oav) may find some
explanation in the Midrash Rabbah, 74 where we read:
seven kinds of gold used in the Temple:

"there were

good gold, pure gold, beaten

gold, overlaid gold, refined gold, gold of Parvaim, and the finest gold."
Josephus may have been describing "overlaid gold" covering the
bronze spikes at the end of the pole.
Josephus seems to draw his description of the poles from more
than one place in LXX.

Like the poles in 27: 17 and 38: 20, the poles

in Josephus' Tabernacle are made of bronze, topped with silverplated 1eE4>aAil>ec;,75 with ~cioe1c; that are gold-plated.76
equipped with silver rings (1epi1eo1).77

They are

In Exod. 38: 20 the rings are

called ciyKoAac;, actually meaning "hooks. "78
Josephus tells of no lllaAtl>Ec; (fillets) on these poles.
does LXX Exod. 38: 18-20.

Neither

Instead, LXX here seems to substitute

µoxAoc; (bar) for wa>.ic; (fillet) which translates p1wn of MT 27: 10/38:

18-19. 7 9

In the description of the poles that were actually used to

7 3 A.nl. 3.109.
Nodet observes that Josephus' likening these poles to
spears, with metal points, is comparable to the description found in the I.l.ll.a
10. 153 and Herodotus 7. 41, but is contrary to a rabbinic tradition found in
Melekhot haMishkan 1. 1 (he made the base hollow [r',i',n]). II, 149, note 7.
74Exodus-Terumah XXXV, 1.
75 Gooding discusses this peculiarity in Account o.f. t.w Tabernacle, pp.
44-47.
76Exod. 27: 11, 17 ... lCCXt cxi ~<XOttc; mp111pyopwµ£Vcxt apyop<½).
77Exod. 27: 10--lCCXt oi 1Cpt1COl CXOTWV. . . apyopcx'i.
78 Kcx\ <XYlCOACX<; broi11oiv apyopdc; bn TWV OTOAWV.
79 Gooding writes:
"It is not clear whether the Hebrew denotes an
ornamental band round the pillar just beneath the capital, or whether it
means a connecting rod running between the pillars."
Account of the
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form the court parameter, LXX here describes them with golden bars
instead of with the silver fillets mentioned earlier (Exod. 27: 11).

MT

38: 19 lists hooks, capitals, and fastenings/fillets, 80 which has no
counterpart in LXX.
The µoxAoi (bars) m 38: 18, unlike llfCXAt<; in 27: 10, are either
made of gold or gold-plated (1<:a\
MoxA<><;

'
,
expuaoocnv

'
rou<;

is the only translation listed in HR for 11•1~ which in the

Tabernacle chapters is part of the support structure for the walls of
the Tabernacle.

LXX is unclear.

The Targums reflect the uncertainty of LXX.
the latter part of 27: 10

E)o.:, 1in•w,:J.:,i n•,,ol) n,,i,p,

and their fastenings shall be of silver."

Neofiti renders

"the clasps of the pillars

Onkelos:

E)O.:, pn•wi:J.:,i M'i10l) .,,

which has been translated by Rosenbaum and Silbermann, "the hooks
of the columns and their cross-bars shall be of silver." 81
mean fastening or cross bar?

Does

wi:J•.:,

Onkelos, which is thought to be a

careful translation of the Hebrew text of its day, is the same as the

Tabernacle, p. 15.
He points out uncertainties in the Greek Exodus in the
meaning of the word 11f<XAt<;. Here in 27: 10 it seems to mean "fillet." "But," he
goes on to say, "in 30: 4 it refers to the rings of the incense altar through
which ran the staves that were used to carry the altar.
This opens the
possibility that the translator intended 11f<XAtbt<; in 27: 10 to mean rings, in spite
of the fact that elsewhere (e.g. 26: 29) he uses ~mcToAot for the Hebrew word for
rings, ni, ~~- Maybe he thought that each of the court pillars was equipped with
rings at the top just beneath the capital, from which the hangings were
suspended by means of the hooks, that were fastened to the hangings and
slipped through the rings.
But however it is, 11f<XAt~t<; is certainly meant to
represent the Hebrew c•p.~q" (pp. 26-27).
80cv•j?.~tp CiJ~1 •~~1 -'19-? CiJI"\)J.
81 Pentateuch lti1.h. Targum Onkelos,

Haphtaroth uu1. Prayers

.uu

Sabbath illlil. Rashi's Commentary, trans. and annotated by M. Rosenbaum and
A.M. Silbermann, in collaboration with A. Blashki and L. Joseph, Exodus
(London: Shapiro, Vallentine & Co., 1930), p. 149.
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Hebrew at first (•,,, hooks), but in the puzzling word 1in•!d1:J.:>1, it is the
same as Neofiti, which differs from MT (cry•p.~ti),
Jastrow cites two meanings for !d1:J•.:>:

1. a conquest or dominion,

b. ascent, grade, c. (only in plural) means of subduing one's pride;
reproof; evil prediction, penitence; 2.
an example the Tar gum here. 8 2

fastening, connection, listing as

Perhaps the word is to be taken m

the sense of the first meaning, suggesting the idea of the ascent, the
top, or the capital of the pole, as Josephus has it.

But Neofiti

reflects MT t>o.:> pn•!d1:J.:>1 11n•!dMi •it>ni. Onkelos differs from Neofiti only in
the spelling of 1in•!d•i.

The Targums may reflect the same kind of

picture of the poles as Josephus' poles, with rings (or hooks) and
capitals, but no fillets.
Although there is ambiguity regarding the description of these
poles m LXX and the Targums, Josephus offers a clear, if abridged
picture.

He describes them, it would seem, accurately as KaµaKt<;;;

that is, they resemble in length and girth spear shafts, made of
bronze.

But they are more than mere spear shafts; they have

something of the dignity of columns, complete with base and capital.
Perhaps the Targums reflect a similar line of understanding of these
poles

that supported

the curtain surrounding

the court of the

Tabernacle.
All the sources agree that a ring, or hook (KpiKo<;;) was fixed at
the top of each pole, to which was attached a cord running from the
top of the pole to a stake, much as a tent today is secured.

Josephus

does not say, as LXX does, of what material the rings are made.

82 Jastrow, Dictionary. p. 630.
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This

must

be

an

accidental omission,

smce

there

1s

no

particular

significance to this part of the Tabernacle court's circumference.
Both MT and LXX, as well as SP and the Targums say that they are
made of silver.
The encircling curtain was fixed to the KaµaKE<; on either side of
the twenty-cubit opening that served as the entrance to the court.
These two poles dat~Keaav

Kata

imitation of gate-pillars" 3.111).

µiµt1cnv

1l'OAwvwv

("they stood in

The difference between these two

poles that stood at each side of the gate and the poles at the
circumference of the court which were EPllPEtaµivat (planted), seems
to be that the former were planted so firmly in the ground that they
were able to stand without any supporting ropes, whereas the latter
needed the ropes tied to stakes for support.
specific

information

about the relative

Josephus does not give
thickness

of the poles

standing around the court compared with the poles on either side of
the entrance.
µiµt1cnv

po 1es.83

But he seems to mean, in describing them as Kata

1l'OAwvwv,

that they were more substantial than the other

The term 1l'OAWV implied something grand.

These are

overlaid with silver, except for the bases, which are bronze.

Unlike

the bases of the poles surrounding the court, these are not gilded.
The number of poles at the entrance to the court in Josephus'
account differs from Exodus.

Josephus gives the same dimensions as

83 Diodorus Siculus describes a pylon outside the sanctuary built by the
Egyptian King Ramses II:
"At its entrance there is a pylon, constructed of
variegated stone, two plethra in breadth and forty-five cubits high; passing
through them one enters a rectangular peristyle, built of stone, four plethra
long on each side; it is supported, in place of pillars (civn -r<.i3v 1ei6vwv), by
monolithic figures sixteen cubits high, wrought in the ancient manner as to
shape." Diodorus oJ Sicily, with an English translation by C.H. Oldfather (10
vols. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1956), I, 167.
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MT's east side of the court.

But Exodus tells of three pillars

supporting the fifteen cubit span of curtain on each side of the
entrance, 84 whereas Josephus tells of three in addition to the poles
resembling pylons on either side of the entrance.

37: 13, 14; 38: 16 and 39: 9, 20 mention

~

course, merely reflects the Hebrew ill~.
here from memory, mistakenly mentions

m,x~

LXX Exod. 27: 16;
Tfi<; auXfic;. IluXtf, of

Perhaps Josephus, writing
~

xuXtf as an entity apart

from the Kciµmctc; that make up the gateway to the court, thus
describing pylons in addition to the Biblical three poles supporting
the two fifteen cubit sections of curtain on the east side of the court,
where the gate was.
Curiously, LXX Exod 27: 14-15 states that the curtains on either
side of the entrance were fifteen cubits high.85

And the tapestry, or

veil (KciXuµµa) before the entrance to the court was twenty cubits
high.86

84Exod. 27: 14-15; 38: 14-15.
85 1ea\ dvn 1ea\ M1ea 1nixiwv -ro 01110<; -rwv iotlwv -r<i3 lCAtt'tt -r4' hL . .
1ea\ -ro 1CAfroc; -ro l>tunpov M1ea dvm 1r11xwv -rwv iotlwv -ro 01110<;.
861ea\ -rfj 7rUAIJ -rnc; <XOAll<; 1C<XAoµµa t't1eoat mixtwv -ro 01110<;. See Nelson's
careful explanation of the textual history of this problem in Studies i.n. t.lll
Development .of th.e. I.e.u .oi th.e. Tabernacle Account. pp. 214-15.
Gooding,
Account Qf 1.h.e. Tabernacle. p. 25, writes "The Greek in v. 16 gratuitously adds to
the measurements the words -ro 01110<;, 'in height,' and so represents the gate as
being twenty cubits high, that is twice the height of the tabernacle itself! And
in vv. 14, 15 it has 'the height of the hangings (shall be) of fifteen cubits,'
which makes these hangings five cubits higher than the tabernacle.
Once
more it is very apparent that the Greek is simply mistaken; it is not dependent
on some Hebrew text that was different from the M.T." (See above, chapter 1,
n. 11).
Perhaps LXX 01110<; represents a scribal mistake, substituting 111 for <j).
Otherwise, the dimensions are correct as they are found. The screen across the
Likewise, the
entrance was twenty cubits, wide, however, rather than high.
curtains on each side of the entrance were fifteen cubits w i de, rather than
high.
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The curtain surrounding the court in Josephus; account is
'
EK

otv5wv

f3uooou

,ro1KtAOOT<XTT1, "linen of finely worked flax. "8 7

Josephus paraphrases LXX EK f3uooou

KEKAoooµivT)<; (MT i!~~ w~) Exod.

27: 9 in his description of the curtain on the two long sides, and on
the side opposite the entrance, atv5wv t, EK f3uooou 11'01K1AOOT<lTT). 88 A
i54>0<;

aiv56vo<;) hung on either side of

the entrance in Josephus' account.

He is not altogether clear m

fine linen tapestry (f3uoo1vov

describing their relationship to the KaµcxKE<; attached to the KaµcxKE<;
Kara

µiµT)atv

,ru).wvoov at the sides of the entrance.

He says they ~v

1rEptT)yµtvov, that is, the fine linen tapestry was wrapped around the

poles.
Josephus, like Exodus, describes another tapestry, richer than
those on the two sides of the gates, that hung m front of this
entrance.

The height, or rather the depth (f3a0o<;) of this tapestry

( i5<t>oc;) at the gate, as the rest of the curtain around the court, was five
cubits. 89

Josephus does not say how this tapestry is supported.

must be pure forgetfulness on his part.
with four pillars.90

This

In Exodus, it is supported

Philo ascribed four pillars to the "propylaeum" at

the entrance, "on which was stretched a piece of woven work of
various colours, made in the same way as those within the tabernacle
8? Anl.. 3.110. Niese cites the variant µa).mcwT<XTf'I, "softest," in MSPLat.
Pausanias remarks of the ~oaaoc; of'ID.tic.t that it was "as fine as that of the
Hebrews, but it is not so yellow (lan ~t 001e oµoiwc; eav8~)." Description of
Greece with English translation by W.H.S. Jones (6 vols. London: William
Heinemann, 1951), V, v, 2.
88MT, LXX, SP, the Targums, and 4QpaleoExodm , insofar as the
fragments indicate (27: 18), have the same material for all the curtains around
~oaaou 1Ct1CAW<Jµ£Vflc;/MT 38: 16 iJ~~ !D~ :l'~Q i~fliJ '.V.~P--',~.
the court (27: 9 h
Neofiti i'1W f1:J.
89A.n1. 3.113.
90Exod. 27: 16, <JTo).01 aoTwv Ttaaapt<;/ i1Jl~7~ CiJ''J~ll
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and of like materials". 9 l

Likewise, Josephus described it as rich in

ornamentation, but he adds the disclaimer that it had no likenesses
of living creatures included in the design. 92

He was careful here not

to violate the second commandment, prohibiting the making of
graven images.

When he described the cherubim on the ark (3.137),

he was careful to explain that they were "in form unlike to any
creatures that man's eyes have seen. "93

He may have wished to

disarm any notion that the cherubim were like the griffins that were
Pausanias

well-known on the helmet of Athena in the Parthenon.

described these · "beasts like lions with beaks and wings of eagles" in
relief (brt1pyaoµtvo1) on Athena's helmet.9 4
There is some variation here from LXX Exod 27: 16, Kat

ie
KEKAwoµtvou

Kat r3t5ooou

TlJ

U<XKtv8ou K(ll xoP<f>opm; K(ll KOKKtOU

KEKAwoµtvT)<;

r~ 1ro1K1Ai~ rou

p<X<j>t~Eurou

"and the veil for the gate of the court. .. of blue and purple and spun
scarlet and spun linen by the weaving of the embroider."
has <t>oiv1Ko<; (scarlet) for LXX KOKKivou

KEKAwoµtvou.95

Josephus

He ordered

91 L.i.k Qf Moses 2.93 tv cipxfj Ttj<; ti<; Tr)v ao>.r)v tia6~ou 1CaTtCJ1CtuaCtTO
f>ia TtTTapwv 1ei6vwv, 1ea8 ' <.Sv iTttVtTO 1rOt1ClAOV u<j>aaµa TOV mhov Tp61rov TOt<;
t'fow 1eaTa Tr)v a1envr)v 1eci1e Ttj<; &µota<; u>.n<; ci1rtipyaaµtvov.
92 Anl.. 3.113 "l"<l>o<; ~v 1rop<j>upa<; (j>otVtlCO<; CJOV \la1CtV8<¼) 1ea\ f3uCJCJ<¼)
1rt1roinµtvov 1r0AAWV aOT<() auvav8o\JVTWV 1Cat 1rOt1ClAWV, 61r6aa µr) Cl¼)WV tetTU1rOOfO
µop<j>a<;.
93Nodet remarks here that there is a rabbinic tradition (Melekhet
ha Mish k an) representing cherubim on the curtain of the entrance to the
II, 150, note
outercourt. Cf. Ezek. 41: 18 where there are cherubim and palms.
2.
94 Pausanias, Description Q.f Greece. (Attica ) II, xxiv, 5-6. The
cherubim on the ark, Josephus wrote (3.137), ~aav
1rp6arn1roi, that is, were "in
bas-relief," ( Nodet II, 154--"en bas-relief sur le revetement d'or."
9 5 In the list of offerings found in Exod. 25: 4, this last is translated
~m>.oov. Philo, L.i.k Qf Moses 2.84, lists four colors; i>a1eiv8'1)
literally as 1eo1e1e1vov
1ea\ 1rop<j>opc, 1ea\ 1eouiv<t> 1ea\ f3uCJCJ<¼) 1eamxpwµtvo<; (which Colson renders
"bright white," which seems to be somewhat of an exaggeration for "colored
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the colors differently:

purple, scarlet, blue, and linen. 96

calls the hanging iS<t>oc;, while LXX calls it 1ea).oµµa.
section of LXX Tabernacle account, we find

Josephus

In the second

KaTa1reTaaµa

(38: 16),

instead of K<XAoµµa. K<XAoµµa and KaTa1reTaaµa both translate MT 1qq,
which in Exodus is the word used for the hanging that covers the
entrance to the court (27: 16), to the Tabernacle (26: 36-37), and to
the Holy of Holies (35: 12; 39: 34; 40: 21). In each case 1q'1 stands for
a hanging over an entry way.

Josephus employs iS<t>oc; variously to

refer to any kind of fabric.97
The texture of the tapestry m Josephus' account is described as
,rg,rouiµevov

1f0AAWV

mhc.i3

aovaveouVTWV

K<ll

1fOtK1AWV,

that is, being

linen."). Philo does describe the hanging before the entrance as LXX does; it is
He also
no higher than the rest of the curtain surrounding the courtyard.
calls this hanging 1eaTa1rfraoµa (2.87).
He refers to the entrance as To
1tpo1toi.afov.
96Philo at this point simply states that this tapestry was the same as
those inside the Tabernacle. Li.k gf Moses 2.93 i1'tivtto ,roi1ei.Aov iS<f>aaµa tOv
athov Tp61tov TOt~ tfow 1CaTa TflV OlCTIVflV 1Ca1C Tij~ oµoia~ OATI~ Cl7tttpyaoµtvov.
9 7 Cf. Ant. 3.112=the curtains on the fifteen cubit section beside the
entrance to the court; 3.113=the hanging in front of the entrance to the court;
3. l 28=curtains served by 1epi1eoi; 3.129=the multicolored tapestry, it seems,
covering the entrance to the court (n3v ~aµµaTwv · o<j>o~); 3.167=the fabric of the
priest's breastpiece (too~v); 5.229=woven material recovered after the defeat of
the Midianites and Arabs by Gideon; 8. 72=the hanging separating the Holy of
Holies from the Holy Place in Solomon's Temple.
Here the colors of the
hanging are oci1Civ8o~ 1ea\ 1roP4>opa 1ea\ 1e61e1eo·~ 1tt1t0tT1µtvot~, blue, purple, and
scarlet; 11.18=the covering spread by King Ahasuerus over poles (1eiwvwv) for
the banquet at which he requested Queen Vashti to display her beauty, which
moment sets the stage for the story of the Jews' deliverance in the Book of
Esther. Josephus often uses <J)apoo~ as a synonym for o<j>o~; 3.126 where it is used
as a synonym for i><I><>~ that appears just previously in 3.125; 3.128, where again
<j>apoo~ is used as a synonym for o<j>o~; 3.130 where it refers to the Tabernacle
curtain; 3.131 where it refers to a part of a curtain; 3.161 where it refers to the
material of the tunic of the priest; 3.183 where it is found in conjunction with
a participial form of the verb o<J)aivo, cognate to 0<1><>~ 3.193 where it refers to
material used as covering for the Tabernacle; 8.207 where it refers to the cloak
worn by the prophet Achias, which he tore into twelve pieces as a sign to
I.iv~wv is another
Jeroboam of the division of the twelve tribes of Israel.
synonym found in Ant.. 3.110, 112, 129, 131, 153, and 158.
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made with flowered embroidery and many different colors. 98

MT

and LXX Exod. 27: 16 have -,l~q iz;qi/'3oaaoo
1ro1KtAi~

rou

pcx4>1~eorou, which corresponds closely to the second

section of the Tabernacle account, differing only in the absence of the
flowered embroidery.

Neofiti translates the colors of the hanging

before the entrance: -,•lid ri:n M:l~

.,,m, .1>:i~, 1m,M (blue and purple and

precious crimson material and twined byssus, 27:
Onkelos: -,•lid ri:i,

.,,m .1>:i~, Mm,M,

16, 38:

18).

which reflects MT, leaving out any

translation of ,,~, which Neofiti translates M:i~.
The Tabernacle court contained two items of furniture:
laver and the bronze altar.

the

Nelson has observed that MT/Gk I refer

to the altar simply as the altar (n:iu~n/8omcxartip1ov); MT II calls it the
altar of burnt sacrifice (n':i.1>n n:ilo), and Gk II refers to it as "the bronze
altar" (ro

8omcxartip1ov

ro

XCXAKouv), which, with a change in the

word for "altar," is the reading followed by Josephus (3.149, f3wµo<;
XCXAKEo<;).99 Josephus adds that it was ornamented with gold ( rc.i3
XPOO<.t) KEKOOµT)µivo<;).

In the first section of the Exodus account, the altar is described
before the details of the perimeter curtain are outlined (27: 1-8).
The laver is mentioned, seemingly almost as an afterthought (30: 1721 ).

In the second section the altar of sacrifice is described first,

with the laver coming directly afterwards, albeit very briefly (38: 1-

98The translation of this phrase is illusive.
I.ovcxv8oov-rwv, from
oovcxv8lw, means "blossom together," according to LSJ.
Ilot1ei).wv, "of many
colors," stands at odds with the specific mention of the three colors: blue,
purple, and scarlet.
I take it that Josephus means that the tapestry is
embroidered in shapes resembling flowers, using the aforementioned colors.
99 Nelson, Studies in th!:. Development .o.f th!:. I.e.n .o.f th!:. Tabernacle
Account. p. 233.
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7, 8).

This is followed by a description of the hangings, poles, and the

gate at the perimeter of the court.
In Josephus' account, the court perimeter is described first
(3.108-113), after which comes a terse remark about the laver.
Without mentioning the gold-ornamented, bronze altar of sacrifice,
he concludes the court section (3.114) by saymg:

"Such was the

arrangement of the precincts of the outer court" (tea\ 6 µEv Toi3
a'tep1ou ,repir3o).oc:; Toi3Tov Tov ,rpo,rov ~v f>1atcetcoaµT)µevoc:;).

He does

not mention the altar of sacrifice until much later, in 3.149,
seemingly as a postscript, following the last piece of the furniture in
the Tabernacle proper, TO

8uµ1aT~p1ov, the incense-altar.

may be because he wished to emphasize the prayers.

Why?

It

Prayers were

offered by the people in the courts of the Temple.
The Laver
Josephus

(3.114)

uses

a

different

word

for

(,rep1ppavT~p10vl00) than the Greek Bible (30: 18 ).ouTfipa

He also places less emphasis on its importance.

the

laver

xa).tcoi3v).

Exodus stresses that

Aaron and his sons must wash hands and feet before entering the

lOONodet-1rtptpavnipiov, citing 1rtptppavTtiptov in S2P 2Edd. This term is
found
only here in Josephus.
Herodotus uses 1rtptppavTtipiov for two
"sprinkling bowls," one of silver and the other of gold, sent by Croesus to
Delphi. It is among other bowls (Kpf1Tijpac;) Croesus gave, one of which was to
be to be used at the 8t<>4>aviot0t, the Feast of the Divine Appearance (History
1.51).
Later on (3.139), Josephus makes a comment on the table in the
Tabernacle, Tpaxttav i~potTat au.~.:a'ic; 1rapa1r>.flotav, "he set a table like those
at Delphi." Here Josephus uses a term for the laver which is a term used by
Herodotus for one of the bowls at Delphi used for ceremonial sprinkling. LXX
Numbers 19: 13, 19 uses the verb 1rtptppavnCttv for the sprinkling with water
required to cleanse anyone who touched a dead person.
The related verb
1rtptppaivttv is used in Lev. 14: 7, 51; Num. 8: 7; 19: 18, 19, 21 for ceremonial
cleansing. So, while Josephus may have drawn on Herodotus for this word, he
would have encountered verbal cognates already in LXX.
Cf. LSJ's other
citations under 1rtptppaivw, 1rtptppavotc;, 1rtptp«VTf1piov, p. 1385.
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Tabernacle or servmg at the altar of sacrifice on pam of death (Exod.
30: 20).

It is an eternal statute (30: 21). LXX reflects MT fully in this

emphasis. 1 0 1
Philo does not mention this sanction of death for not usmg the
bronze laver {Xournp

xaX1eouc,;), but he introduces the zeal of the

women who brought their mirrors to be melted down to provide the
bronze for the laver . 10 2

Here Philo uses the term d.1rapxti to describe

these contributions, which is in line with Exod. 25: 3, MT
LXX d.1rapxti, the "firstfruit" offerings of the people.

il~1ir-\

and

Philo interprets

the mirrors allegorically as symbols of purity. 103
Why did Josephus pay so little regard to the laver?

First, it

may be conjectured that Josephus paid little attention to the laver,
which Philo said was made of mirrors brought by the women,
because of his apparently low regard for women. 10 4

Second, he may

have been restrained from describing the laver fully by the severe
sanctions described in the Biblical account for failure to use the laver,
since this harshness did not make the religion of the ancient

1 O1 "When coming into the Tabernacle, they will wash with water and

they will not die. . .and it will be for him an eternal statute, for him and for his
descendants after him." Neofiti, Onkelos and SP are essentially the same as MT.
102 L.ifi..Qf Moses 2.136-37. Cf. Also ~ Miiration cl Abraham, 98,
where after telling of the enthusiastic provision of their jewelry for the the
Tabernacle, Philo again describes their giving their mirrors for the laver.
Cf.
MT Exod. 38: 8/ LXX 38: 26 "He made the bronze laver, and the bronze base of it
of the mirrors of the women that fasted, who fasted by the doors of the
tabernacle of witness, in the day in which he set it up."
103L.i.fe. Q.f Moses 2. 138-140.
l0 4 cf. Evelyn and Frank Stagg, Women i.n.W World~ Jesus
(Philadelphia, 1978), pp. 45-48, where the authors argue that Josephus is
biased against women.
Professor Feldman has shown that Josephus did not
play down the courage and beauty of Esther, which he might have done if he
was a complete misogynist.
"Hellenizations in Josephus' Version of Esther,"
TAPA 101 (1970), 147, 149.
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Israelites attractive.

Third, since he also neglects to mention every

aspect of the altar, the other item in the court, while he describes
fully the furnishings within the Tabernacle, he may have wished to
emphasize the interior of the Tabernacle, rather than the court.
The Bronze Altar Qf Sacrifice
Though the bronze altar was within the outer court, Josephus
described it after telling of the altar of incense, which was within the
Tabernacle (3.147-148).

Since the bronze altar was within the court,

I shall comment on Josephus' account of it here, rather than writing
of it in the strict order of Josephus' narrative.
bronze altar ('300µ0<;

Even though the

X<XAKEO<;) (LXX 0omaCJTflptov) was essential to the

purpose of the Tabernacle court, Josephus may have been reminded
that he omitted it in its proper place after he wrote of the altar of
incense (80µ1aTrip1ov), a word closely resembling 8omaCJTflp1ov, which
was within the walls of the Tabernacle.
The altar in Josephus' account is described tersely, and differs
from the Biblical description.

In this section of Exodus, Nelson has

pointed out that "the number of textual problems . . . clearly point to
a development of the text within

the Tabernacle account." 1 O5

Josephus appears to try to follow the Biblical text, with only slight
changes:
There was erected moreover in front of the tabernacle an
altar of bronze, this too having a wooden interior; each side
measured five cubits and it was three cubits high; while
likewise adorned with gold, it was plated with sheets of
bronze and had a brazier resembling network; the ground
105 Nelson, Studies in~ Development Qf ~ Tull of~ Tabernacle
Account. p. 233.
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was, in fact, the receptacle for all burning fuel that fell from
the brazier, the base not extending beneath the whole of its
surface. Over against the altar were set wine-cans and cups,
along with censers and bowls; these were (of gold).10 6
The Biblical description of the altar of sacrifice in LXX Exod. 27:
1-8 is the same as MT Exod. 27: 1-8 up to verse 3, where LXX
introduces a oT£<i)cxvT)

(crown) and Tov 1ea>..o,rrfipa

and presents a slightly different list of utensils.

' ~
aOTOO

(its cover),

Nelson has charted

the utensils listed in the MT, Gk, and Hex. Gk II of Exodus, along side
MT and Gk of Num. 4, together with Josephus' list. 1 07
discussion

of the differences

between

these

lists,

For a

see Nelson'

study. 108
The instruments Josephus lists for the use of the priests m
doing the service of the altar are To£
for pouring out wine), 4>ia>..a1

xpootoo

oivoxoa1 (a gold vessel

(cups), 6011emc;

(censers),

and

1eparfipo1v (mixing bowls) "and whatever other objects were made
for the sacred services, which were of gold" (oaa re: a>..>..a ,rpoc; r<ic;
ie:poopyiac; ,re;,rotT)TO xpooe:a ,rcxvra imfip~e: 3.150). Josephus' is unique
in listing 1eparfipo1v (bowls) = Hebrew, 1>~:D (according to Nelson).
Kparfipmv may be seen as a synonym for '3cxmv, = Hebrew nnn~ (Exod.

l06AIU. 3.149-50. '{6poro f>£ ,ca\ ,rpo r11c; OlCTlV'l<; f}wµoc; XClAlCtO<; 01r6Co>.oc;
,ca\ mhoc; t1CCXOTT1V 1rA.topcxv mvn 1rtixtcnv hµtµtTPTlµtvoc;, TO l)t uwoc; Tpt1r1'lXO<;,
oµoiwc; ni3 xpoa<i3 1et1eooµT1µtvoc;, xa>.1etiomc; >.tno1v ttT101CT1µtvoc;, l>11ero<¼J rriv
toxcxpav tµ<j>tptic; . tCt6£XETO yap ii Y'l TO ci:1ro r11c; taxcxpac; m3p xara¢Ep6µtvov T'l<;
f}cfotw<; 6tCX 1raVTO<; Ol>X 01r01CttµtV1'l<;, CXVnlCpO t, ETt8tVTO TOU XPOOfoO oivox6cxt TE
xa\ <jncx>.m oov 8ofoxmc; xa\ 1c:par11pcnv...m1rotT1TO xpoata 1ravra 01r11pxt. Niese
notes that the Latin omits xcx>.uoc; in the first line. And in the last line xpoow,
Josephus has the support of the Latin aurea, where Exodus 27: 4 reads XaA1Ca
(brass).
107 Nelson, Studies in. 1h.e Development g.f ~ Tabernacle Account, p.
237.
108lhi.d.., pp. 233-241.
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38: 23 and Hex. Gk 11)_109 Josephus' 6utaKT) (censer)

= Hebrew

nnnr.i,

is equivalent to xupe'iov/xupia, found in each of the other Greek lists
of utensils.

Josephus includes oivoxrf (= Hebrew i•o) found in MT

I/II, but which is missing from all of the Greek forms of the Biblical
text.

So, Josephus' list includes four of the five utensils mentioned m

the Hebrew text, which is as close to MT as any of the Greek forms of
the Biblical text.
LXX describes a border (arF.Cf>avT)) on the altar, the coverings
( Kat. uxr11 pa), cups (4>1Ma~), the flesh hooks ( 1epeaypa~), the censer

( xu pdov ), and the rest of the implements that were made of bronze

(27: 3).

Josephus (3.150) concludes his description of the utensils

used at the altar by saying that they were all made of gold.
Commenting on Josephus' difference from LXX here, Thackeray, in a
note, remarks,

"There is a further difference as regards their

material; according to Exodus 'all the vessels thereof thou shalt make
of brass,' but Josephus has the support of the Old Latin version of the
LXX ('aurea' for xat.1e<i) and the text may therefore stand." 110 Since
the Old Latin undoubtedly followed one form of the developing text,
it would seem that Josephus was either privy to the same form of
Exod. or he gratuitously made a change that happened to conform
with the Old Latin.

l09Nelson comments on Josephus' 1epaT11pcnv: "The 1epaT11pcnv of
Josephus is normally [according to H-R, p. 784] rendered for v•:iJ, although
here it may simply be a variant translation for npitr.i, both meaning bowls."
llili1.., p. 238.
11 0cf. Thackeray's note a, Josephus IV, 386.
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MT's list of implements includes its pots for fat drippings or
ashes (i~~1? i•Q·rt;,), shovels (i•.ii~). bowls (i•QP71~). forks (i•t1J?i~). censers
(p~r-ll1~).

and the rest of the utensils which too were made of bronze. 111

Of the various forms of the Biblical text cited by Nelson, there
is most resemblance between Josephus and MT.

Josephus lists four

of the five items found in MT (wine-cans, bowls, censer, and cups),
and has only three items in common (cups, bowls, and censer) with
the rest.

Apart from this it is significant that Josephus uses a

different word than LXX for altar.
while LXX calls it 800taani p1ov.

Josephus calls the altar J3wµ6c;,

This difference may simply be due

to Josephus' independence in retelling the Biblical account in his own
words.

He reserves 800taanfp1ov for the altar in the Temple.I 12
111 Nelson,

Studies in. lh.e Development Qf 1h!t I.e.il Qf lh!t Tabernacle

Account has thoroughly compared the text of MT and LXX on the vocabulary of
the altar instruments, as on other vocabulary questions of the Tabernacle
account. For ,,o (pot), see pp. 94-95, along with notes 208-211, p. 149; for ll'
(shovel) see pp. 65-66, along with notes 106-09, p. 140; for n,rn:i (basin) see p. 67,
along with note 153, p. 145; he does not include l'nc (three-pronged fork) in his
list on pp. 42-47; for nnnc (tray or pan) see p. 72, along with note 54 on p. 136,
which cites Josephus A.nl.. 3.145, 150, and 174, without comment.
112~ 5.229. Anl.. 7.361 (where he writes of Adonias seizing Tc.3v Too
eumaaTtiptou
,cepchwv). See also 8.13, 22 (where, ironically, even though he says
in the earlier description of the altar that it was "bronze ornamented with
gold," Josephus refers to Too xa>.,coo 8ua1aaTtip1ou Too 1CaTaa,ceuaa8lioc; u1ro
Mwuafoc;, omitting any mention of the gold ornamentation. While he refers to
the altar as ~wµ6c; in the Tabernacle account, he describes it as 8umamtip1ov
elsewhere--§8.88, 105, 230-32, 242-44, 341; 11.13; 12.250, 253 (where he uses
~wµ6c; to refer to the altar for sacrificing swine, built by Antiochus Epiphanes,
and 8umaaTtip1ov for the Temple altar.); 13.68 (where Josephus refers to the
prophecy of Isaiah: lmat 8umamfip1ov tv AiyuTI(¼' ,cupt(¼> Tc.3 8ec?.
LXX Isaiah
,ca\ yvwaovmt oi Aiyu1"'tot Tov ,cuptov i:v Tfj tiµtp~ he1vu ,ca\
19: 21 reads:
1ro111aoumv 8umac; lC<Xt eoeovTat euxac; T4> lCUPt<¼) lC<Xt ci1rol)waoumv. MT 27: 1 calls
the altar rt~l.~il. while 38: 1 calls it il~l>il rnn~.
According to LSJ, the word
eumaaTtiptov is never used in pagan literature. It is cited in LXX, Matt. 23: 18,
Johannes Behm cites only Jewish and
Josephus, and the Code of Justinian.
Christian use of 8umamnp1ov in his article, "8uw, 8uma, 8ua1aaTtip1ov,"
Theolo~ical Dictionary Qf t..h-'. ~ Testament. edited by Gerhard Kittel,
translated and edited by Geoffrey W. Bromiley (10 vols.
Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1965), III, 180-190.
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Philo uses J3wµo<; as the generic term for altar, and 8ucnaaTnp1ov as
the specific name for the altar of burnt offerings in the court. 1 1 3
While stating, with LXX, tha_t the altar is five cubits square, three
cubits tall, and made of wood, coated with bronze, he does not here
mention the kind of wood.

LXX Exod 27: 1, reflecting MT 27: 1, once

again says the altar is made EK ~UAC/JV <ianxTwv.1 14
The bronze coating on the altar Josephus (3.149) describes as
xaAKda1<;

Atmcnv

t~riaKriµtvo<;,

"plated with sheets of bronze."

He

uses similar terms to describe the coating on the "wooden incensealtar, encased in a sheet of metal" (8uµ1aTnp1ov ~UAlVOV µEv. . . O'Tf~PE<l

lie

7rEpltAnAaT '

mh<i3 AEID<;

(3.147).

LXX Exod. 27: 2 reads: "and you

will cover them with bronze" (Kat KaAUllfEt<; mha XaAKw).
LXX

describes

the

bronze

Tabernacle furniture in various ways.
'
Kat

gilding of the Tabernacle poles:
xpuai4).

plating

of elements

of other

LXX Exod 26: 29 describes the
TOO<;

O'TUAOU<;

Josephus omits mention of the poles.

Describing the gold

plating on the inside and outside of the ark, he writes:
' EVTO<; Kat T<l E~C/J8Ev 7rEpltAnAaOTO miaa

,

KaTaxpuawat1<;

xpua<i3

lie

Ta T

(3.135). Josephus, like LXX

employed a variety of verbs to describe the coating of bronze and
gold on the Tabernacle furniture.
Josephus adds a detail to the altar perhaps drawn from the
description of the altar in

Solomon's Temple, 1 l 5 as he writes:

"likewise adorned with gold" (oµoiw<;

T4)

xpua<i3

Moses 2.106 TOV ~ ' iv o,rcxt8pl¼) ~wµov
8ocncxoni p1ov.
114 LXX Exod. 38: 22 does not mention the wood ooTo~
8ocncxonfp1ov TO XCXA1Couv.
115 I Kings 7: 48 refers to the golden altar.
11 3 L,ik Q.f
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It is

KeKoaµriµtvo<;).

dw8t

lCCXAtl.V

E.xo1.notv

TO

not clear how the gold ornamented the altar, while being essentially
plated with bronze.
Josephus makes no mention of the horns ( ra

KEpara) on the

altar here, though he writes of the horns of the altar grasped by
Adonias, who attempted to find sanctuary after King David declared
his son, Solomon, his successor to Israel's throne (I Kings 1: 5O/Ant.
7.361).

Presumably, Josephus thought the altar in King David's day

was the altar made for the Tabernacle.

Josephus does not tell of

horns on the bronze altar for Solomon's Temple (Ant. 8.88). 11 6 II
Chron. 4: 1 does not mention horns on this altar (here, as in Josephus,
"bronze") either. The altar in the Tabernacle in LXX I (Exodus 27: 2),
however, does have horns.

LXX II (38: 22-24), as Nelson points out,

does not mention the horns. I I 7

He writes:

"If Josephus does not

mention horns in either altar section, it is reasonable to expect a

Vorla&e of Gk II." 11 8 Josephus may not

similar lack of mention in the

mention the horns because the text he was using at this point did not
mention them.
Josephus vocabulary for the basic elements of the grating 1s the
same as LXX.

Josephus (3.149):

Exod. 27: 4: K<Xl xoui <JEt<;; <XOT4)
38: 24 lpyov

l>tKTuwrov. 119

l>tKTO<¼)

taeapav

r~v

i:axapav

i:µ<t,Epric;/ LXX

EPY<¼' l>tKTUWT4) K<XAK]lV. Exod.

Philo does not provide details of this sort

when he mentions the altar.120
11 6111 Kingdms 6: 21 gives the rubric that the 8\)atacrr11p1ov was to be
covered with gold (1rtp1taxtv mho XP\)Ot(¼').
117 Nelson, Studies in 1h.e Development of~ I.e..31 of t.w Tabernacle

Account. p. 238.

11s11w1., p. 239.

the

119 Thackeray calls attention to a slight difference between iaxapa and
Hebrew i~=!Q: "The Hebrew mikbar is generally taken to be a 'grating' (so
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In describing the Tabernacle court Josephus gives a personal
account that is informed by the developing Biblical text, by Rabbinic
traditions, by Herodotus' vocabulary in describing a gift to the Delphi
temple (m:p1ppavr~p1ov), and sometimes by his own faulty memory.
It is hard to tell whether his Biblical text is Hebrew or Greek because
he nowhere consistently follows either the Hebrew or LXX. Josephus
follows MT most, but he is also aware of LXX.

Josephus clearly

makes Moses the most evident force standing behind the Tabernacle
construction, while never losing awareness that God's commands
governed Moses.121
The Tabernacle

A.V.) nsmg vertically from the ground as a support for the 'ledge round the
altar,' on which the priests presumably stood" (note e, Josephus IV, 385).
120Life Qf Moses 2.94, 106, 108, 150, 152. Here I may report as well that
Pseudo-Philo's account of the Tabernacle, though dividing the account as the
Biblical record does, between the commands and the response to the command
to build, is a very brief summary statement not comparable in any way to
Josephus' account.
Pseudo-Philo's Liw Antiguitatum Biblicarum is most
complete in the first section (XI, 15) where we find written: Et precepit ei de
tabernaculo et area Domini, et de sacrificio holocaustomatum et incensorum et
de observatione mense et candelabri, et de labro et base eius, et de eppomede et
de logio, et de preciosissimis lapidibus ut faciant sic filii Israel. Et ostendit ei
similitudinem eorum, ut faceret secundum exemplar quod viderat. Et dixit ad
eum: Facile mihi sanctificationem, et erit tabernaculum glorie mee in vobis.
Pseudo-Philon L.tt Antiguites Bibligues. Tome 1, Introduction et texte critiques
par Daniel J. Harrington, Traduction par Jacques Cazeaux (Paris: Les Editions
du Cerf, 1976), p. 124.
l 2 l In Burkert's description of animal sacrifices in ancient Greece the
artifacts accompanying the sacrifice bear little resemblance to the utensils
mentioned in the Tabernacle account.
He mentions the garland of twigs worn
by priests and victim, ribbons on the victim, gilded horns on the victim.
A
"blameless maiden" precedes the procession earring on her head a basket in
A pitcher of
which are the sacrificial knife and grains of barley or cakes.
water is also included.
He mentions a basin for catching the blood which is
then spryed over the altar. Greek Reli&ion, p. 56. Nodet observes (II, 157, note
4) that Josephus (A.n.1.. 3.233-234) omits the libations prescribed with the
holocaust (Exod. 29: 40 and Num. 25: 5-6).
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The Exodus Tabernacle account describes the parts of the
Tabernacle project before telling, virtually as a postscript, of the
erection of the completed structure.
a structure already in place.

By contrast, Josephus describes

Josephus' objective was to shed light on

Israel's ancient shrine for the benefit of readers, who, for the most
part, did not have any background in Israelite history.

As I have

noted above, Josephus began the Tabernacle account by describing
the court, the first element that a visitor would see.

Having

described the court, with its laver (as I have noted, he leaves the
altar of sacrifice till much later, after describing the 8uµ1aTT1ptov, the
mcense altar) he turned to a description of the Tabernacle proper.
Once again, Josephus begins with the entryway to the tent.
The Tabernacle Entrance
Josephus elaborates on the reason for the eastern orientation of
the Tabernacle:

"in order that the sun, at its rising, should shed its

first rays upon it" (3.115).

Whereas MT Exod. 27: 13 stipulates that

the opening of the court of the Tabernacle is to be eastward,
Josephus only gives the dimensions of the court, fifty by onehundred cubits.

Conversely, though the Exodus Tabernacle account

does not expressly command or describe the compass orientation of
the Tabernacle proper, Josephus does, for the reason expressed
above ("so that the sun, when it rose, might shine its first rays on
it."). 122

He may have tied-in a rubric followed by ancient Israel in

122 Nodet observes the difference between Josephus and Exodus, and
Josephus' similarity to Ezeliel 43: 4; 47: 1. He notes that "Josephus has perhaps
also a remembrance here of the temple of Herod, (Nicanor Gate), cf. § 103." He
notes that the Egyptian temples were constructed with an eastern orientation
II, 150,
because of the importance of the sun to the Egyptian national cult.
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setting up the Tabernacle (Num. 3: 38 "before the Tabernacle on the
east, before the tent of meeting toward the sunrise.)

Repeatedly the

instruction is given as the Israelites traveled in the wilderness, that
the orientation of the camp and of the Tabernacle is eastward. 123
The reason for this is clear.

Canaan lay to the east.

In telling of the

movement of the Israelites, the direction was given xipav

roi3

lopl:>avoo CX71'0 civaTOAWV ~>..ioo.124

But Josephus is not describing a practical command, having
only to do with the journey eastward to Canaan.

Josephus' editorial

comment is reminiscent of Philo' view that, in Ginzberg's words,
"light appears. . . as the image of God's wisdom." 125
Ginzberg writes the legend that "As the sun sets forth on his
course in the morning, his wings touch the leaves on the trees of
Paradise, and their vibration is communicated to the angels and the
holy Hayyot, to the other plants, and also to the trees and plants on
earth, and to all the beings on earth and in heaven.
for them all to cast their eyes upward.

note 3.
35.

Cf.

E.

It is the signal

As soon as they see the

Nodet, "La Dedicace, les Maccabees et le Messie," RB 93 (1986), 334-

123Num. 2: 3; 10: 5; 21: 11.
124Deut. 4: 41; Josh. 1: 15; 12: 1; 13: 27, 32; 1e.,.>..
12 5Louis Ginzberg, Leeepds Qf lh.e.~ (7 vols. Philadelphia: The
He deduces this from
Jewish Publication Society of America, 1968), V, 112.
Philo's Q.n, ~ Creation 8, 18. Cf. E.R. Goodenough, An Introduction 1.0. Phi lo
Judaeus. p. 23, where the author remarks on the importance of the sun to Philo
in a day when "the sun was the source of life, human, animal, vegetable, and
divine; it was the vivid symbol of God to the philosophers, God himself in
popular religion; it was the symbol of thought and perception and, in Philo
and the Mystery Religions alike, of revelation and mystic illumination."
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Ineffable Name, which is engraved in the sun, they raise their voices
m songs of praise to God." 126
One is reminded of the exilic prophet Ezekiel's vision of the
Temple. In Ezek. 43: 2 we read:

"And behold, the glory of the God of

Israel came from the east," and again in verse four, "As the glory of
the Lord entered the temple by the gate facing east."

The pertinence

of this was altogether different from the sun-worship described by
the prophet as an abomination in Ezek. 8: 16.

Here the prophet

specifically identifies this light coming from the east as the glory of
the God of Israel, whereas Josephus only identifies the light as from
the sun.

I assume, however, that Josephus' reason for this editorial

detail is to suggest that the glory of God entered the Tabernacle as
the sun's rays shone in at dawn, as Ezekiel seems to suggest.
Elsewhere Josephus describes the awesome effect of the sun's
nsmg on the Temple.

"For, being covered on all sides with massive

plates of gold, the sun was no sooner up than it radiated so fiery a
flash that persons straining to look at it were compelled to avert
their eyes, as from the solar rays." 12 7
Josephus cites the anti-Semite Apion, who wrote of Moses:
"Moses, as I have heard from old people in Egypt, was a native of
Heliopolis, who, being pledged to the customs of his country, erected
prayer-houses (,rpootuxa~). open to the air, in the various precincts of
the city, all facing eastwards; such being the orientation also of
126 Ginzberg, Legends .Qf 1.h.e.. ll..l\'..S.., I, 25-26. This seems to be a
Zohar
generalization that Ginzberg draws from a number of sources he lists.
Hadash Bereshit 4, 23a (on Gen. 2: 8) says that God's name is engraved in the
sun. This is found also in PRE 6, and in the Baraita de-Ma'aseh Bereshit 50. Cf.
Ginzberg, Legends Qf ~ kn V, 38.
127 w_n 5.222.
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Heliopolis.

In place of obelisks he set up pillars ( Kiovm;), beneath

which was a model of a boat; and the shadow cast on this basin by
the statue described a circle corresponding to the course of the sun in
the heavens. "128

Josephus takes exception to Apion's inference that

there are images in the 1rpoaeoxa<;, calling Apion's comment a 'l'Euaµa
Aoywv.

But he does not attempt to refute what Apion says about the

eastward orientation of these 1rpoaeoxa1, nor does he refute the
implied assumption, as Gager has noted, that Moses was an Egyptian
priest who transferred to Jerusalem a practice learned in Egypt. 12 9
But the pagan Egyptians, Josephus would have known, were not
the only ones in Egypt who found the dawn an auspicious time for
pious reverie.

Philo tells of the practice of the Therapeutae, who

"stand with their faces and the whole body turned to the east and
when they see the sun rising they stretch their hands up to heaven
and pray for bright days and knowledge of the truth and the power
of keen

sighted

thinking." 130

This was like the practice of the

Essenes of Josephus' day, who "Before the sun is up they utter no
word on mundane matters, but offer to him (i.e. God] certain prayers,
which have been handed down from their forefathers, as though

128 Apion 2.10.
129 Gager, Moses in Greco-Roman

Paunism, p. 123.

l 30Philo, I.h£ Contempt atiye Life. XI, (89). There is a similar remark in
III (27), "At sunrise they pray for a fine bright day, fine and bright in the
true sense of the heavenly daylight which they pray may fill their minds."
Philo. with an English translation by F.H. Colson (10 vols. Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1985), IX, 167-68. See the discussion in Emil Schilrer,
~ History of t..h.e. Jewish People l.n t..h.e. ~ o f ~ Christ, revised and edited
by Geza Vermes, Fergus Millar, and Matthew Black (3 vols. Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, Ltd., 36 George Street 1979), II, 591-92.
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entreating him to rise." 131

The Community Rule (10) may be

Josephus' source here, which at one point reads, "With the coming of
day and night I will enter the Covenant of God." 13 2
Excursus: Josephus ruld Ezekiel
Josephus does not explain why he adds the editorial note about
the sun's rays first shining on the Tabernacle entrance, but it may be
more than mere coincidence that the closest Biblical likeness to
Josephus comment here is found in the prophet of the exile,
Ezekiel. 133
Josephus mentions Ezekiel by name only in Ant. 10 (79, 98,
106, and 141).

In 10.79 Josephus says that Ezekiel "left behind two

books which he was the first to write about these matters." Josephus'
1 3 1 ~ 2.128.
Cf. also Josephus' description of their practice of
voiding "wrapping their mantle about them, that they may not offend the rays
of the deity ( we; µ ii T<X<; aoya<; o~ptCttv TOU 8to6 2.148. BT Berakoth 61 b also
speaks to the issue of voiding in the gemara on M. Berakoth 9: 5, "One should
avoid showing disrespect to the eastern gate because it is in a direct line with
Schilrer discusses the question of the Essenes as sunthe Holy of Holies."
worshipers:
". . . there can of course be no question of any sun-worship
among the Essenes.
Therefore, although Josephus asserts that before the sun
is visible 'they direct towards it certain ancestral prayers as though
entreating it to rise,' this cannot be meant in the sense of adoration but only of
invocation.
It seems more likely that Josephus is describing here an Essene
custom in a form intelligible to Hellenistic readers, rather than defining the
meaning it had for the Jewish sect itself. . .It may perhaps be worth noting
that from Talmudic times the recitation of the morning Shema' has been
Schurer,
preceded by a benediction thanking God for the creation of light."
History Qf ~ Jewish People in 1h.e. A.G. Qf illll.S Christ II, 573.
132 "The Community Rule, X" in Iil_~S,aScrollsin.En~lish. trans.
and ed. by Geza Vermes, 2d edition (New York: Penguin Books, 1975), p. 90.
l 3 3 According to the listing of bibliography in Louis H. Feldman,
Josephus A.lli1. Modern Scholarship (Berlin:
Walter de Gruyter 1984), the
subject of the relationship between Josephus and Ezekiel has been approached
only by Moshe Greenberg in his article, "On Ezekiel's Dumbness," JBL 77
(1958), 101-105, about which Feldman comments: "Greenberg cites a parallel
between Josephus' account of Jesus, son of Ananias, who cried his message of
woe for seven years and five months (:W..U. 6.300-304), and the Biblical account
of Ezekiel, whose dumbness lasted seven and a half years (Ezekiel 3: 24-27); the
coincidence, despite Greenberg, is hardly remarkable."
(p. 182).
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division of Ezekiel into two parts reflects the way some scholars
believe LXX Ezekiel was translated from the Hebrew . 134

Thackeray

observes that the rabbis also divided Ezekiel into two equal parts of
twenty-four

chapters.135

Josephus thus seems to stand within

rabbinic tradition and he provides evidence to the propriety of the
scholarly

opinion

that

Ezekiel

was

translated

m

two

parts.

Apparently the Greek Ezekiel Josephus was acquainted with was in
two parts.
In Ant. 10. 98 Josephus, adding to the sparse description of
Ezekiel 1: 1, writes that Ezekiel was taken away to Babylon as a boy
(mx'i<;

wv).

He summarizes the prophet's message in 10. 106:

"He

prophesied the misfortunes that were to befall the people and wrote
them down and sent them to Jerusalem."

Then in 10: 141, Josephus

tells

and

of

the

fulfillment

concerning King Zedekiah.

of Ezekiel's

Jeremiah's

prophecy

He makes the wry remark that the

prophecy was not strictly fulfilled, in that since Zedekiah's eyes were
blinded, he did not see the face of the king of Babylon, as it had been
foretold.

This is the sum of Josphus' explicit references to Ezekiel.

Yet there are thought-provoking similarities between the way
Josephus describes the Tabernacle and the way Ezekiel described the
1 3 4 H. St. John Thackeray "The Bisection of Books in Primitive
Septuagint MSS," Journal Qf Theoloiical Studies 9 (1907-08), 88. Reprinted in
Sidney Jellicoe, ed,i tor, Studies in. tw Septuaiint; Oriiins. Recensions • .a..n.d
Interpretations (New York: Ktav, 1974), pp. 459-469.
135 H. St. John Thackeray, I.he Septuaiint u.d Jewish Worship, second
edition (London: Oxford University Press, 1923), p. 37. He cites BT Baba Bathra
14b in evidence. Thackeray calls attention to his previous article on the same
theme found in JTS 4, 245 ff, 398 ff. It may be noted that in BT Menahot 97a,
"the Divine Law" concerning the table in the Temple, is quoted (,oMl~) from
Ezekiel 41: 22, rather than from the Pentateuch, which suggests the
importance here of Ezekiel's vision of the Temple to the rabbis.
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v1s10nary Temple that suggest Josephus attempted to appropriate
something of the grandeur of Ezekiel's visionary Temple for the
ancient Tabernacle.
The differences between the situation and subject of Ezekiel
and Josephus are clear:

Ezekiel was a prophet whose vision was of a

glorious Temple yet to be; Josephus was not considered by his people
as a prophet, however much he might have considered himself to be
one; l 36 and his was a vision of a Tabernacle from Israel's glorious
past.

Josephus offered no hope for a restored Temple to the Jews;

instead he lifted up before the pagan world and his own people the
glory that Israel once had (Ant. 1.5).
Despite the differences between Ezekiel and Josephus, Josephus
perceived his likeness to Ezekiel in that both were prophets of
priestly descent, 1 37 and both expressed grievances with the Jews of
their respective days.

The prophet Ezekiel wrote before and after

the destruction of the Temple. 1 38

Before the exile, Ezekiel chided

Israel for the internecine bloodshed that would lead to captivity and
the destruction of the Temple.

In 22: 3, Jerusalem is referred to as "a

city that sheds blood in the midst of her."139

Though Ezekiel's words

were issued as warning prior to the destruction of the Temple, and
13 6 Josephus described his "power of insight into the future" after
being captured by Vespasian at Jotapata, when he predicted that Vespasian
would be emperor ( ~ 4.629).
l37 An.1.. 10. 80. ~ 1. Cf. David Daube, "Typology in Josephus," JJS 31,
1 (Spring, 1980), 26-27.
l38Ezekiel 1-24 contains "oracles of warning," and are dated prior to
the fall of Jerusalem.
Chapters 33-48 belong after the fall of Jerusalem.
So
Victor R. Gold, "Introduction" to The Book of Ezekiel, ~ &lY Oxford Annotated
Oxford
Study Bible lti1h. 1h..e.. Apocrypha. Expanded Edition (New York:
University Press, 1977), p. 1000.
l39see also 9: 9; 16: 6, 22, 36; 18: 10; 22: 3-27).
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Josephus' WAI. tells of bloodshed that happened m the past, leading
up to the destruction of the Temple, the theme so prominent in the
prophet's mind is obviously the same as that in Josephus' mind.1 40
As a moderate general during the war with Rome, Josephus had, he
said, protested the policies of Justus, son of Pistus, who not only
furthered the ill-fated revolt against Rome, but turned Jew against
Jew in the process.141
In Wll 4. 560-61 Josephus excoriated Simon, son of Gioras, and
his henchmen:

"The murder of men and the violation of women were

their sport; they caroused on their spoils, with blood to wash them
down."
11. 1J aTai,

He chided his compatriots for the

aTam<;

instigated by the

deeming the war with Rome to be less of a misfortune than

the result of the

aTaat<;

within.

LXX Ezekiel 22: 9 describes similar

conditions, using similar vocabulary:
EKXtwmv ev ao't alµa.1 42

a01'

"
01l'W<;

Josephus used words more characteristic of

14 0see also ~ 5.17-20 where Josephus tells of the bloodshed within
the Temple. "The dead bodies of natives and aliens, of priests and laity, were
mingled in a mass, and the blood of all manner of corpses formed pools in the
courts of God. . . For thou wert no longer God's place, nor couldest thou survive,
after becoming a sepulchre for the bodies of thine own children and
converting the sanctuary into a chamel-house of civil war." Also ~ 6.372 ,
where Josephus tells of the last days of the resistance when famine
accentuated the misery, that the AIJOTat not only would take bloodied food from
the dead, but would have gone so far as to practice cannibalism.
In this
regard, observe Josephus' hyperbole in War 6.541, where he tells of Simon,
who "in the extravagance of his rage [was] almost gnawing their very
corpses."
141 L.i.k, 33-42.
14 2 "Men among you who are bandits , how they have shed blood
among you!" Josephus laments the a-racnc; eloquently in War 4.397: "While the
ship of state was thus labouring under the three greatest of calamities--war,
tyranny, and faction--to the populace the war was comparatively the mildest;
in fact, they fled from their countrymen to take refuge with aliens and
obtained at Roman hands the security which they despaired of finding among
their own people." Josephus' passionate disgust with a-racn' is similar to that of
Dionysius of Halicamassus who called it the greatest of evils (Rom an
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Ezekiel than of any other of the Biblical prophets.

Josephus deplored

the acreJ3£icx143 and the al:>11eicx144 among the masses, who were
exceeded in their lawlessness and cruelty by the Sicarii, who were
themselves outdone by John of Gischala.1 45

Josephus writes as a

prophet after the event, telling of the reason for the calamity that
came to the Jews at the hands of Rome.

Antiquities 1.85,4; 86, 1). Dionysius said it was prevented by good laws (2.76,3).
"So secure was the
He idealized the Roman avoidance of "mutual slaughter."
Roman's harmony, which owed its birth to the regulations of Romulus that
they never in the course of 630 years proceeded to bloodshed and mutual
slaughter. . . they setled their disputes in a manner befitting fellow citizens"
(2.11,3).
He wrote that "concord is a source of strength to weak states while
mutual slaughter reduces and weakens even the strongest" (4.26,1).
Attridge
has written that "Josephus adopted the model of Dionysius at least in part
because of the warrant which that model provided for writing patriotic and
apologetic history" ( ~ Interpretation .o.f Biblical History in. the. A ntiquitates
Judicae .o.f Flayius Josephus. p. 60). By contrast with his own people's penchant
for stasis, Josephus admired the Romans for the order they preserved by their
strong government.
143Cf. Ezekiel 12: 19; 14: 6; 16: 43, 58; 18: 28, 20-32; 21: 24; 22: 11; 23: 27,
29, 35, 48-49. Ezekiel uses aotf3ticx more often than any other of the Biblical
prophets.
This word appears once in Isaiah (59: 20), three times in Jeremiah
(5: 6, 26; 6: 7), and nineteen times in Ezekiel.
Attridge draws attention to
Dionysius' emphasis on tootJ3ticx as necessary to stability within the state (The
Interpretation of Biblical History in.filAntiquitates /udicae of Flavius
Josephus, p. 64). Cf. Dionysius of Halicamassus, Roman Antiquities 2.62,5.
144Cf. Ezekiel 3: 18, 19; 4: 4-6; 7: 16, 19; 9: 9; 12: 2; 14: 3, 4, 7, 10; 17: 21; 18:
8, 17-20, 22, 24, 30; 21: 2-25, 27, 29; 22: 7, 25, 29; 24: 23. Although at>t1Cicx appears 8
times in Isaiah, and 19 times in Jeremiah, it is found 44 times in Ezekiel.
Attridge writes that "The most common virtue to be proffered as an object of
emulation is surely 'justice' (t>t1Ccxt0oov11). It is so common as to be virtually
without content.
ai1Cextoc; is applied by Josephus to almost every positively
The term thus functions as the most
evaluated figure in biblical history.
inclusive designation for virtue in general.
If there is any limitation to its
range, it is that it applies to relations among men, while 'piety' (tootJ3ticx) is
used for man's relationship with God. The fact that the two terms often occur
together probably indicates that they do delimit one another in precisely this
way." p. 115.
14 5 Cf.~ 7.263, 268. "In this [avoµicx] the so-called Zealots excelled, a
class which justified their name by their actions; for they copied every deed of
ill, nor was there any previous villainy recorded in history that they failed
zealously to emulate."
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The Temple of Ezekiel's v1s10n 1s described with all the
expansiveness

befitting

correspondences

between

Josephus described.

a

vision.
Ezekiel's

Admittedly,
Temple

and

there
the

are

few

Tabernacle

However freely Josephus often embellished

ha~adic elements of Israel's past, in the Tabernacle account he may
be accused more of not giving every detail rather than of adding to
the Biblical account.

His is an abridgement clearly based on what

was in the Biblical text of Exodus.

Josephus chose to change the

order in which he described elements of the Tabernacle, to choose his
own terminology for its various elements, and to tell of the
significance of its parts in a way suitable to his special purposes.
Taking these differences between Josephus and Ezekiel into
account, it is noteworthy, nonetheless, that Ezekiel, as Josephus after
him, began with the court surrounding the Temple, referring to it as
To

at6p1ov, as Josephus does.1 46 Ezekiel writes of Too

1ruAc3vo<;, that is,

of the eastern gate of the Temple court (40: 9, 11), which is the only
place in LXX where such terminology is used of the gate of the
Temple court.

This compares with Josephus in An1... 3.111.

And, as

has been noted above, Ezekiel's description of the eastern gate of the
Temple, through which "the glory of the Lord entered the temple by
the gate facing east ( 43: 30-5), gives a special purpose to the eastern
gate like that mentioned by Josephus.14 7
146Ezekiel 9: 3; 10: 18; 40: 14, 15, 19: 47: 1.
14 7Walther Zimmerli writes of the coming of the glory of the God of
Israel from the east as "the climax of the vision of the temple of the future ."
Ezekiel, trans. by James D. Manin, ed. by Paul D. Hanson with Leonard Jay
Fortress Press, 1983), II, 412.
Zimmerli
Greenspoon (2 vols.
Philadelphia:
explains:
"Yahweh's arrival follows in the reverse direction the way along
which the prophet, almost twenty years before, had seen the departure of
Yahweh's majesty from the temple precinct." p. 413.
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Though it is not possible to enter into Josephus' mind to
discover the reason why he added the detail about the sun's first
rays lighting on the eastern gate of the Tabernacle, one is tempted to
infer that since the vision of Ezekiel was surely known to Josephus,
and since Josephus heightens the glory of the Tabernacle in this
remark, and since it was politically inexpedient to speak, as Ezekiel
did, of a glorious Temple yet to come, Josephus read the glory of
Ezekiel's vision of the Temple back into the Tabernacle built by
Moses, his ancestor who was so widely admired, even by non-Jews.
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Josephus

The Tabernacle Superstructure
(3 .115)

wrote that the Tabernacle was thirty cubits

long by ten cubits wide.
describes

He does not clarify if this

the inside or the

outside

of the wall.

Cassuto states that "the difference between the outer
and the inner dimensions is quite small and without
significance." 14 s

Up until A.R.S. Kennedy wrote the

article "Tabernacle," in the Hastings Dicitionary of the
Bible, 149 it was customary to think of the surrounding
structure of the Tabernacle as made of "boards," that
is, of flat pieces of wood without speculation on their
thickness,

which

difference

between

circumference
importance.
surrounding

would

of

the
the

Kennedy
the

make

the

inside

and

Tabernacle
argued

Tabernacle

issue
the
of

of

outside

negligible

that the c•~ lP,

were

the

"frames"

15 O

rather
~ \. '"-"\~ .t-~.,~... ,
-:~

than boards.

i"

What were these

·~ ~ -\, ~
~,+;. ~ \!;"""' ..._
- ---------~-~

~ !!..·

..........;4i,,_,:

,1---,i-'I

CJ'~lP, ? Since W".)R appears only

'i

'

\' 4_

~

I

once m Ezekiel 27: 6, outside of a context that
describes the Temple, there is little evidence in the Bible to bring to
bear on this question.

The citation in Ezekiel 27: 6 CJ'".IW,}:p1~ 114-~ILil? 7147R

which Zimmerli translates "Your deck (?) they made from <cypresses>
148 u. [Umberto] Cassuto, A Commentary Q.11.the Book QfExodus
(Jerusalem:
The Magnes Press, The Hebrew University, 1983), p. 357.
Commentators generally have not written about this question of the difference
between the interior and exterior dimensions of the Tabernacle.
14 9 A.R.S. Kennedy, "Tabernacle," Hastin&s Dictionary Qf lh.!<. Bible
(New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 1903), IV, 3151-3159.
150Exod. 27: 15
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(?)," 151 offers little help.

He notes that in "Ex 26: 15 ff and elsewhere

in the description of the Tent of Meeting [it] means "a plank," l 5 2 a
view which is like the older understanding reflected in the King
James Version of Exodus.

"Deck" is an educated guess that fits m

with the ship-imagery of Ezekiel's message at this point.

The sides of

Israel's "ship of state" are made of rJ~fJl17. (planks, v. 5). The Tarium Q_f
Ezekiel proposes that the prophet means to say in v. 6 "the frames of
your doors they made of boards of box-wood." 15 3

The Targum on

Ezekiel 27: 6 proposes an understanding of the meaning of

q;"'.)R.

like

that offered by Kennedy.
Josephus (3.116) translated the Hebrew

C'qj1P, KtoVE<;.1 54

LXX

translated it an5>..oi,155 and Philo, whose Bible was LXX, chose to use
here a synonym for an5>..01, KtOVE<;, the very word Josephus used.
Josephus, it may be remembered, used Kciµae, a word that is mostly
poetic,

to describe the C'1 ~-~ supporting the curtains around the

court, while Philo substituted, once again, KiovE<; for the LXX an5>..ot
there.

This use of aru>..01 and KtoVE<; leads quite naturally to the

151zimmerli, Ezekiel, II, 43-44, note 83.
152lhi.d.., p. 43.
l53samuel H. Levey, ed. and trans. I.w.. Tauum SlJ Ezekiel (Wilmington,
Delaware: Michael Glazier, Inc., 1987), p. 80. I.w.. Tauum o..f. Ezekiel has been
dated all the way from the time of the Qumran scrolls (2nd century B.C.E.) to
the time of the Jerusalem Talmud (5th century C.E.).
But Levey writes:
"Regardless of the date of their [i.e., the Targumim generally] origin, what is
certain is that being a vernacular rendering delivered orally, they were
subject to some modification from time to time, but only by the Rabbinic
authorities who guided the synagogue ritual" (p. 2).
Kennedy translates
Ezekiel 27: 6, "thy panels are of ivory inlaid in boxwood," which he argues
"suits admirably" the sense of the Exodus Tabernacle account. "Tabernacle," p.
660.
154 Kiwv is found often in Homer's Odyssey, in Herodotus, and in
classical literature generally.
155 I.To>.o<; meaning the same thing as 1e1wv is rare in prose, according
to LSJ being found only in Herodotus 2.169.
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assumption that "pillars," or "columns" were at the circumference of
the court and of the Tabernacle in Philo's description, in LXX, while in
Josephus' Tabernacle account these columns are found only in the
Tabernacle proper.

KaµaKEc; are found around the court..

Though Josephus (3.116)

uses the term Kiovtc;, he clearly does

not have ordinary pillars, or boards, in mind.
rectangular in shape (TETpaywvoi µtv

To

ax11µa), "one cubit wide and

four fingers thick," or "a third of a span" ( rpiTov
and stood ten cubits high.

He says they were

amOaµ11c; 3.119), 156

They were covered inside and out with

plates (AEml>tc;) of gold (3.117).

This suggests not merely gold leaf,

but a plating somewhat thicker than leaf.1 57

He described structures

that may be similar to the frames that Kennedy proposed, that were
six inches thick with cross-bars three inches thick. 15 8
Philo, who, it can be said with some assurance, was not fluent
in

Hebrew,159

derived his picture of the Tabernacle from LXX.

He

156Josephus uses the word am8cxµti six times in the Tabernacle account
(3.119, 135 [2x], 139, 163, and 174). It is found in LXX three times in giving the
dimensions of the breastplate of judgment worn by Aaron (Exod. 28: 16 [2x],
and 36: 16).
l57 Among the meanings of >.tm~ found in LSJ, meaning "4,"-- "plate,"
(of gold or silver) as found in Polybius, Historicus. 10. 27, 10 applies to
Josephus' intentions here. p. 1039.
158Kennedy, "Tabernacle," p. 661.
15 9 Concerning Phil o's knowledge of Hebrew, it is instructive to note
what Harry Austryn Wolfson has written on this subject in Philo (2 vols.
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1948), I, 88-90. He writes: "It is
not to be inferred . . . that Philo had no knowledge of Hebrew. Writing in Greek
for Greek readers, he would naturally quote the translation familiar to his
readers, even though his knowledge of Hebrew was such that he could himself
without too much effort provide his own translation. . . That he had a
First,
knowledge of Hebrew may be derived from the following · facts.
sometimes his interpretation of a verse turns upon the wording of the original
Hebrew which is not represented in the Septuagint (p. 88)."
As one example,
Wolfson cites Philo's rendering of Deut. 19: 14, "Thou shalt not remove thy
neighbor's landmarks which thy forerunners have set," in which Philo's
1rp6,tpot "is a more literal translation of the Hebrew r is hon i m than the
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comments that these pillars ( 1eiovt~) had "no interval left between
them, but each joined and fitted on to the next, so as to present the
appearance
concerned

of a
with

single
the

wall." 160

allegorical

Philo was apparently more

meaning

Tabernacle, than with its logistics.16 1

and

symmetry

of the

He did not elaborate on how

the pillars were made.

Septuagint m:x-rlpt<; (p. 190). Another example is found in Sh[. 11, 44 and .Yin.
30, 164; ~
- I, 51, 279, where Philo "describes [God] as lightgiving (4>w<J<j><Spo<;)
or the "intelligible sun," the latter term evidently based upon a combination of
Plato and of the scriptural verse, which in the masoretic Hebrew text reads
"For the Lord is a sun and a shield," when the Septuagint reading is "Because
the Lord loveth mercy and truth( Psalm 84: 12)" (p. 211, see notes 50, 51, and
53). Second, Philo's "etymologies of proper Hebrew names, though containing
some errors, show that he had a knowledge of Hebrew, for only one who had
some knowledge of Hebrew could unconsciously make such errors, and only
one who had a thorough knowledge of the language could deliberately allow
Wolfson acknowledges
himself to depart from the true meaning of words."
that Philo may have used Greek translations closer to the Hebrew original
than LXX, or he may have drawn his knowledge of Hebrew from others who
knew it.
He argues that "there can be no doubt that provision for instruction
in that language [Hebrew] was made by [Alexandrian Jews] and the more
He concludes:
"The question
learned among them had a knowledge of it."
therefore is really not whether Philo knew Hebrew, but rather to what extent
he knew it. . . he knew enough of it to read Scripture in the original and to
check up on the Greek translation whenever he found it necessary." pp. 8990. NB note 27, page 90 where Wolfson includes a brief bibliography of writers
on the question of Philo's knowledge of Hebrew. In the revision of Schtirer's
IM. History of 1.h.t Jewish People in. the. AG. of Ie.s.lll Christ, III, 479, note 27, we
read: "The question of Philo's knowledge of Hebrew should be left open, cf. E.
von Dobschtitz, 'Philo', 12.lia... ~ c.h.r.. II (1918), 229a." In III, 873-74, we read:
"It has been argued that his Hebrew etymologies indicate first-hand
knowledge of the language, but others regard the spurious nature of these
etymologies as proof of Philo's ignorance of Hebrew; it is possible that he
Note 12, p. 874 provides an
relied on some sort of etymological handbook."
extensive bibliography on the subject of Philo's knowledge of Hebrew, with
the opinions ranging from Wolfson's view that Philo knew enough Hebrew to
check the Greek translation, to Nikiprowetzky's view that Philo knew no
Hebrew.
16 0L.ife. o.f Moses 2. xvi, 78. µri~v tv µfo<¼) ~icio-rriµc:x 1ro1ouµtvo<;, d:XX '
t~fj<; bpc:xpµ6Cwv xc:x\ oovci1r-rwv, 'tv ' otc:x -rtixoo<; 01111.<; µfo 1rp0<jxx{vri-rm.
l 6 l Samuel Sandmel has written that Philo "dissolve[s] the history in
Scripture." The spiritual meaning of Scripture is the essential for Philo, not
the facts themselves. fhilil Qf Alexandria (New York: Oxford University Press ,
1979), p. 25. Goodenough has written that "for Philo Judaism had no history or
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Josephus (3.117) wrote that each "pillar" had two arp64>1yye:<,;I62
at the bottom, which were driven into two bases (!Xauv6µe:vo1
fn5o

(3<iae:oov).

Kara

The pillars were gold-plated, and the bases into which

the pins were inserted were made, apparently entirely, of silver
(3.116-117).

Rings of gold (Kph:ou<,;

e:lxe:

xpuaiou<,;) rooted, it would

seem, like screws reaching into the wood beneath the gold-plating of
the pillar, were to be seen on the outside of each pillar.
Josephus does not say how many such rings were to be seen on
each pillar, but it would seem he pictured one long row of parallel
rings, fixed presumably at the top, on each of the two long sides of
the Tabernacle.

Gold-plated rods (emxpuao1

aKuraXil>e:<,;), five cubits

long, connected one to the other "artificially" (re:xv11r<i3) by a pin fixed
,

into something resembling a shell ( arp64>1yy1

TP07l'OV

l>e:l>11µ1oupy11µiv<¼)) that is, like a screw turning into a "nut," as

Thackeray puts it (3.120).

These connected rods passed through the

rings on either side of the Tabernacle, so that once anchored at the
rear, the walls were secure.

Josephus uses arp64>1y~ shortly after this

(3 .135) in a slightly different sense, to refer to the golden rings on
the Ark of the Covenant.

The term refers specifically to the manner

of attachment of the implement being described.

It is imbedded,

screw or dowel-like.
The rear wall (rov

oma8e:v

ro'ixov) of the Tabernacle that

secured the north and south walls, was held in place, in Josephus
account (3.121), by one rod (<t><iXay~) ten cubtis long, extending across

development or fundamentally important literature between Moses
own time." Ju Li&ht. Li&h1, p. 78.
I6 2LSJ translates <JTp64,tyytc; "pivot, axle, or pin,"
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and his

the width of the Tabernacle, to which the smaller gold-plated rods
01<.:utaXif>E<;) on the two long sides of the Tabernacle were

(e1rixpuao1

attached

at

the

corners.

He

describes

the

connection

as

a

male/female connection (auvtf3a1vEv aora'i<; y1yXuµo1<; rc.i3 8riXEt roi3
appEvo<;

auvEX8ovro<;

3.121).

Josephus says that the ends of the

aKuraXif>E<; were attached by being inserted sideways into the ends of

the <t>aXay~.

Thus Josephus describes three sides of the Tabernacle,

the north, south, and west walls.
At the front, that is, the east side of the Tabernacle there were
five gold pillars resting on bronze bases ( . . .
7rE7r01TWEV01, KtOVE<;
ap18µov

,rivrE

e~

oo rriv Elaof>ov

~aav

earaaav XPUOEOl XaAKEt<ll<; '3aaEOlV E<l>EOTOOTE<; TOV

3 .124 ).

The dimensions of these pillars are not given,

but one may infer that they are to be thought of as similar in
porportion to the pillars within, that separated the sanctuary from
the rest of the Tabernacle.

These, Josephus says, were "constructed

like the rest and resting upon similar sockets, but placed slightly
apart" (f>1aXd1rovra<; ftAAflAulV K<l ' oXiyov 3.122).

Since there were

four pillars spaced in a ten-cubit distance, there was a one-cubit
space between each pillar within the Tabernacle.

Each stood ten

cubits high, and measured one and one half cubits across.
made of wood, covered with gold.

Each was

They were fixed in silver bases.

The five pillars on the east were made of gold, and were fixed
in bronze bases, rather than being constructed of gold-plated wood,
with silver bases.

These did not form a wall.

Slightly less space was

available between these five pillars than there was between the four
pillars within the Tabernacle.

The lower half of the front was left

open for the priests to enter. People outside could see through this
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openmg, particularly on feast days (3.128).

The top half was covered

by a beautiful linen curtain, colored purple, blue, and cnmson
(3 .124 ), that was fixed to the . pillars by rings at the corner of each
pillar (KaT<X ywvtav £K<XOTOO KtOVO<; KptKOO KaT£XOVTO<; aOTO 3.127).

This front was covered only during inclement weather.

Then,

another linen curtain, that was ordinarily kept furled, would be
released to cover the entrance (3 .129).16 3
Exodus gives a somewhat different description of the structure
of the Tabernacle.

As I have already noted, Exodus begins with the

several coverings of the Tabernacle rather than with the supporting
structure.

The dimensions per se of the Tabernacle are never given.

Instead, we read that the "upright frames (C'1'1.lJ ... C'~lP,i1 ), made of
acacia wood (c'~qJ ',S.~), ten cubits tall (':,':)k
cubits wide (n~~ry

'~Q) n~~i :ll'J'l

p~~

ife~), one and one half

Exod. 26: 15-16; 36: 20-21).16 4

LXX follows MT closely for 26: 16-17.

The same word (aru11.01)

1s employed in LXX to translate both C'~lP. of the Tabernacle proper
and the

C'1Q.l?

of the court.

LXX does not include any mention of these

aru).01 in the · second section. I 65

163 Pausanias describes a woolen curtain (,rapmrt-raoµa
eptoov) in front
of the temple at Olympia, adorned with Assyrian weaving (1ee1eooµ1iµivov
o<j>cfoµmnv 'Aooupiou; 1ea't ~a<l>ti 1rop<j>upa~). This curtain is not drawn upwards to
the roof as is that of the Temple of Artemis at Ephesis, but is led down to the
ground by cords (V, xii, 4-5).
Though Pausanias wrote more than onehundred-fifty years later than Josephus, Josephus may well have known of
the temple at Olympia, which would have been a noteworthy memory for his
well-educated non-Jewish readers to associate with the Tabernacle.
l 6 4 The "pillars" in the court are perhaps better termed simply
"upright poles" (C'1~_l?) since C'11'i~ is used as an adjective describing the
frames of the Tabernacle.
165 Cf. Gooding, Account of~ Tabernacle, pp. 74-75 for a discussion of
this "minus" of the second section of the LXX Tabernacle account.
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Two pms (n1i!, ay1ewvia1eo1 26: 17)166 were on each frame,
fitting into silver bases (-'JQ~-,n~, J3aoE1c;
supported the frames from beneath.

apyopac;, 26: 19).

This

It 1s not altogether clear how

their acacia wood bars 1 67 secured the frames from above.

There

were five bars for each of the north, south, and west sides.

The

middle bar, half-way up the frame 168

extended

the

length of the two long sides, and the width of the west side.

No

apparently

mention is made of how these bars are connected so as to stabilize
the Tabernacle.

The other four gold-plated bars on these three sides

of the Tabernacle apparently passed through the gold rings 1 69
attached to the frames.

Kennedy is worth quoting at this point as he

offers this explanation of these bars:
To provide the necessary rigidity for the frames the simple
device is adopted of running five wooden bars along the
three sides, passing through rings attached to the woodwork
of the frames.
Much needless discussion has been raised
over the expression "the middle bar in the midst of the
boards (v .28), which has been taken by various writers to
mean that the middle bar of the five is intended to pass
from end to end through a hole pierced in the heart of the
massive "boards" of the traditional theory . . .But the phrase
is merely an epithet, after P's well-known manner,
explanatory of the bar in question, the distinguishing
feature of which is that it runs along the whole length of its
side, north, west, south, as the case may be, in
contradistinction to the remaining four, which we may
presume run only half-way along--one pair at the top, the
166The Hebrew ,~ means "hand," but has other special uses as well .
Here the n1,~ refer to the anchoring pins sticking down from the "frames" into
the bases beneath. The Greek a:y1ewvi01coc; may mean "ends," or "arm." Its
meaning must be clarified from the context.
16726: 26/36: 31 C't,VJ ~~ crt'J~
168c~1P.iJ
169c,r,1>~~

11n~

1:,'1:liJ IJ'".l~iJ

26: 28.
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other pair at the bottom of the frames. This arrangement of
the bars suggests that the frames were provided with three
cross-rails--one at the top, rounded like the ends of the
uprights to avoid injury to the curtains, another in the
middle, and a third immediately above the bases. We thus
obtain a double row of panels right round the dwelling.170
It is clear that Kennedy's translation, "frames" is not so much a
translation

of c•~ "1P. as it is a description of the assembly he

understands was made from the five bars.

His word, "frames," has

been widely accepted, however, as the meaning of c•q.ilP.·
The first section of LXX reflects MT closely.
the MT 0•11-,~ (bars) as

l'i)J

Neofiti refers to

which means "door-bolts" according to

Jastrow, though Martin McNamara and Michael Maher, the English
translators of Macho's edition of Neophiti, reflect the customary
translation of the Hebrew

c•rr:i:i

"bars." 17 1 Here l"Ji', stands for the MT

w-::i p, for which Jastrow gives the meaning "tablet, board."

It is the

word used for the tablets on which the Ten Commandments were
written (Berakoth Sb).

Onkelos renders

ni:i
. . ,, 'i:ll> '

"bolt ' " or "bar·'' and

cqJ lP. with ']1, "plank."

Jastrow does not list rn:i, so I conclude that

Neophiti and

used words

Onkelos

appropriate

to translate the

Hebrew before them.
Josephus describes a Tabernacle that apparently has the same
dimensions at the top as at the bottom.

But MT Exodus (26: 23-

24/36: 29) says that the corner frames at the rear were separated at
the bottom and joined at the top; thus making the Tabernacle slightly

170Kennedy, "Tabernacle," p. 660.
171 Neophiti I, p. 485.
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wider at the ground level than at the top. 172
MT at this point.

LXX is different from

Although the meaning of LXX Exod. here is not fully

clear, it may offer a clue to why Josephus mentions nothing about
this difference between the top and the bottom of the Tabernacle
wall.
LXX Exod. 26: 23-24 reads:

"And you will make two pillars on

the corners of the tent to the rear, and it will be equal below, and
they shall be equal in the same place ( Ka Ta

mho) at (EK) the

µiav). 1 73

capitals where they meet (ii<;
concludes:

TO'

Verse 24

"You will make the two corners in this way; they will be

equal." 174

The difference between MT and LXX here must be

deliberate.

Perhaps the LXX translators were concerned with the

need

for

absolute

apparently was.

symmetry

in

the

Tabernacle,

as

Josephus

Josephus' omission of this detail regarding the

difference between the top and the bottom is either inadvertent or
due to the influence of LXX at this point.
Having looked at the Biblical text as it was available to
Josephus, the inference may be drawn that Josephus' difference from
Exodus is due to his attempt to explain something that is not clear in
MT or LXX.
reasonable.

Kennedy's explanation of the "frames," is certainly

But, he appears to make the "frames" to consist of the

bars, rather than allowing the bars to provide support for the
"frames," as the Bible seems to, and as Josephus clearly does.
17 2 Cf. Kennedy's illustration of this and the discussion in his article,
"Tabernacle," p. 661.
I 73 xa't l>l'O <JiUAOU<; 1roitj (Jtl<; b't ywviwv ill<; 01Cf'lV11<; t1C iWV oma81wv I lC(Xt
foovtm
foou 1CCXfW8tv xa\ 1CCXTCX TO atho foovtm foot £1C TWV 1et4><x>.il>wv tic;
auµ~Afl<JtV µiav.
174 >.ihw 1rouiattc; aµ4><>Ttraic; Ta'ic; l>ua't ywviatc; . fom laTwoav.
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Josephus, by distinguishing two kinds of "bars," or "rods," aKOT<XAt~E<;
and <J>ciAay~, I 7 5 preserved the two kinds of bars or rods found in
Exodus.

The aKOT<XAt~E<; passed . through the golden rings on the north
<f>aXayt on the west side, larger in size, formed

and south walls; the

the anchor to which the smaller lateral bars were secured.

Josephus

changes the "five bars" to a side into five-cubit long bars, joined, each
to each, on the north and south sides of the Tabernacle to form a
twenty-cubit-long bar.
ten cubits long.

The bar on the west side, however, was fully

Here he integrated the elements of the Exodus

account creatively, to be sure.

Since the picture m the Exodus

account is hard to visualize, Josephus may be seen as attempting to
present a more easily visualized description.
When Josephus used Ktwv to translate ut-:,R,, he did not thereby
transform the c~~1P. into columns, as would be found in a temple.
Having used the word Kiwv, he proceeds to describe more fully just
what he meant.

Rather than being large and round, they were four-

fingers in breadth; thicker than "planks," or "boards," but certainly
not pillars in the ordinary sense of the word.

In his description of

their connection by (presumably) smaller bars along the long side,
securely fasted to a (presumably) larger bar on the west side, he
presents a well-designed structure, able to withstand the desert
winds, and easily disassembled for transportation.
Exodus does not set forth these dimensions neatly.

First of all,

Exodus tells of the curtains covering the Tabernacle before describing
the

supporting

structure.

The covering

layers

175Literally, "phalanx, battle line" (LSJ, p. 1913).
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of curtain

are

seemingly more essential to the Tabernacle than the frames in the
Biblical account, as well as in the Targums and the other versions.
Josephus and Philo emphasize the walls, made up of the goldcoated frames, perhaps as a further support to their description of
the Tabernacle as a Temple.
Second, the command pertaining to the dimensions of the
Tabernacle was given in terms of the measurements of the "frames"
or "boards" rather than in terms of the length and width of the
Tabernacle per se.

The C'~lP. should be ten cubits long (MT 26: 15/36:

20; LXX 26: 16)176

and one and one half cubits wide.

The north and

south walls, then, comprised of twenty C'~lP., were thirty cubits long
on the inside, but thirty-one on the outside, but the west wall of the
Tabernacle, made of six

C'~1P, plus the one corner ~lR, on either side,

that is eight "frames (MT 26: 25/36:30) would total twelve cubits! 177
Kennedy translated these as "frames of wood," rather than as
"boards," as the KJV has it.

His translation has been followed in the

RSV and in most recent translations.
Although Josephus calls these "frames" Kiove<;, clearly he does
not have pillars in mind, even as LXX translators did not.

Pillars

stand independently as supports to a ceiling, or some other structure.
Josephus (3.117) writes:

"The western wall (l:n5otv

roixoo) had six

176Missing from the second section of LXX. Cf. Gooding, Account of~
Tabernacle, pp. 74-77 for a discussion of this minus in LXX.
177 Kennedy writes: "With an inside area of 30 x 10, requiring on the
traditional hypothesis an outside measurement of 31 x 12, the symmetry of the
whole sanctuary is ruined. "Tabernacle," p. 661. He arrives at 31 cubits for the
length of the outside by computing that the frames were six inches wide,
resulting in one foot greater circumference on the outside than on the inside.
He writes "P has omitted to give the third dimension: a frame has, strictly
speaking, no thickness!" p. 660.
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pillars, and all so perfectly united. . . they seemed to coalesce into a
single wall.I 78

Philo states that the width was ten cubits with ( m5v)

the thickness (r3a8e:t) of the piHars, which thickness I take to be the
combined width of the pillars, measured from the inside.I 79 In
Questions a.rut Answers .o.n. Exodus 2.89, he writes of the unity of the
pillars comprising a wall.

He then provides the allegorical meaning

for the bar.180
The Tabernacle Interior
Josephus' description of the division of the interior of the
Tabernacle (3.122-124) is more explicit than that of Exodus.

He

writes (3.122) that "internally its length was divided into three
parts."

Situated ten cubits from the innermost part ( rou

µoxou),

which means the west wall, l 81 the wall opposite the front that faced
east (3.115), were set up four pillars ( rtooapa<;;

"t<JTfl<Jt

Kiovm:;), that

separated the sanctuary ( al>orov) which occupied two-thirds of the
inner space.182

we;

178 aovdtaav r, ' <XAA'lAOtc; 0:1Cpt~c.3c; a,ravnc;, W<Jt't µtµo1e6,wv TWV apµwv
£Va r,01C£tV tivat TOtXOV.
1791Jk Qf Moses 2.xix, 91.
1 8 O"Above this straight line of the single walls there is a bar between

For by 'the bar' He
the twenty pillars to take firmer hold of their joining.
indicates the Logos ascribed to necessity, which in heaven above tends toward
heavenly things.
For by these everything is held together as by an
indissoluble bond."
l 8 1 Thackeray at this point, note a, is in error in interpreting this as
"the east wall."
18 2..Ar,o,ov was the term used by Pausanias for the innermost part of
the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, into which few people went (!c; f>£ -rou vaoil ;o
!aw,a;w, 1rapfoa1 Tt tc; au,o o>.iyoi) Pausanias, Description Qf Greece. with an
English translation by W.H.S. Jones (6 vols. London:
William Heinemann,
1931), X, xxiv, 5. Philo, in Lik.o.f Moses 2. 95 writes that the ark was placed "in
the untrodden ground of the sanctuary (ti f>£ 1et~w,oc; !v a:M,q, 1ea\ a:~<XT<¼')-
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Somewhat later (3.125) in descrbing the overall arrangement
of the interior of the Tabernacle, he calls the al>uTov

Toi>

ayiou

To

aytov, "the holy of holy," distinguishing it from the Temple (vao<;) as a

whole, which he calls aytov, "holy (place)." 183 LXX Exod. 29: 37 cites
the singular term aytov Toi> ayi.ou with reference to the 8uataaT~ptov
(altar), meaning simply that it is "most holy."

MT and LXX

customarily give this term, with reference to the most sacred interior
place of the Tabernacle, in the plural, c~~1Ri1 w7p, Toi>
ayfo.lv.184

Josephus may use the singular Toi>

ayiou

ayiou
TO

Twv

"
aytov,

confusing the singular term in LXX used to describe the furnishings
with the plural term TOU ayiou TWV ayiwv used to describe the Holy of
Holies.
Josephus (3.123) offers his first explanation of the symbolism
m the Tabernacle in telling that the dividing up of the Tabernacle
"into three parts" (3.122) was "an imitation of universal nature (T~v
µivTot l>taµiTp11a1v T~v TOt<XOTllV Tii<; a1e11vfi<; 1ea\ µiµ11mv

Tii<; Twv

011.wv <t>oatw<; auvif3atvtv t1vat). As Attridge has noted, 185 in Ant. 1.24,

Josephus wrote that everything God revealed to Moses was "set forth
in keeping with the nature of the universe" (iravTa yap Tfj Twv 011.wv
aoµ<f>u)vov

,,

EXEt

T~V

l>ta8tatV).

Josephus continued to write:

"Some things the lawgiver shrewdly veils in enigmas, others he sets
1 8 3 1ea\

6 µtv ,rci~ vao~ ayiov ha>.t1To, TO f> • a~aTov TO ivTo~ Twv
Ttooapwv 1e16vwv Too ayfoo To aytov.
I8 4 MT Exod. 26: 33, 34. In 29: 37; 30: 10, 29, 36 it refers to elements of
the Tabernacle furniture as "most holy." LXX 26: 33, 34; The altar of sacrifice is
referred to in 30: 10 as ayiov Tc.3v ay{wv. This term is also found in 30: 29, 36 to
describe collectively the altar, table, with their furnishings, the laver, and the

incense as "most holy."
l 85ffarold W. Attridge, '.Ill. Interpretation of Biblical History in fu
Q.f Flavius Josephus. p. 140.
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forth in solemn allegory (ra µev aivtrroµtvou rou voµo0trou l>e~tw<;, ra
5 'ci11.11.rwopouvro<;

µera

aeµvornro<;).

The division of the Tabernacle

was a "solemn allegory" a further piece of evidence, needing to be
explained for the benefit of his non-Jewish readers, and perhaps
even

for

the

benefit

of his

uninformed

Jewish

readers,

that

reinforced his certainty that God's Law was in keeping with nature.
This was an element in Josephus' reasoning in which he
exhibits a correlation between his Pharisaism and Greek Stoicism. 186
186cf. L.ifi.. 12, in which Josephus explains that there are points of
resemblance between the Pharisees and the Stoic school of philosophy.
Bertil
Glirtner, ~ Areopagus Speech
Natural Revelation. trans. by Carolyn H.
King. (Uppsala: Acta Seminarii Neotestamentici Upsaliensis, 21, 1955). Of this
work, Feldman writes:
"Glirtner pp. 116-133 compares the concept of the
knowledge of God in Philo, in the Wisdom of Solomon, and in Josephus. He
finds (pp. 215-217) that Josephus (Ap ion 2.190) uses the terms mhch:pwx,
ciicxpcxe1.cx, and cbrcx8ttcx in the same was as Plato and Philo." Josephus and
Modern Scholarship, p. 417.
For Josephus' dependence on Philo, see the
bibliography on pp., 410-412, with the annotations on pp. 413-418.
In
particular, Jean Danielou, L.a. symboligue d.ll temple .d.e. Jerusalem .c.h.e.z Phil on
ej Josephe. in L.e symbolisme cosmigue
monuments religieux. Actes de Ia
conference intemationale qui a eu sous les auspices de l'Is. M.E.O. a Rome,
Avril-Mai 1955 (Serie orientate, no. 14). Roma, Instituto italiano per ii medio ed
estremo oriente 1957, pp. 83-90. Cf. also Ursula Frilchtel, ~ kosmologischen
Vorstellungen l2tl Philo Y..O..ll. Alexandrien; e.iD Beitrag m Geschichte d...tl
Genesisexegese (Leiden, 1968). G.F. Moore, in "Fate and Free Will in the Jewish
Philosophies According to Josephus," HTR 22 (1929), observes that Josephus'
use of the term "Heimarmene" (sic), for which there was no Hebrew
equivalent word or concept (p . 379) was in keeping with its current
philosophical definition, a definition offered by the Stoics (p. 376-389). Moore
observes that Philo's ideas on astral fatalism in .Q.n.trulMigration Q.f Abraham
adapt the Stoic doctrine of fate (p. 380). The Stoic view is found still more
broadly in the Psalms of Solomon, that date from the mid-first century B.C.E.,
in the Tanquma Midrash on Exod. 38: 22 (Pe~ude, § 3), and in the Talmud
(Niddah 16b) (pp. 380-81).
Moore expresses a pessimistic view of Josephus'
philosophical sophistication:
"Josephus acquaintance with philosophy will
hardly have been sufficient to make him aware how incompatible it
[Heimarmene] was with Jewish religious thought.
One may even imagine that,
in the singular clause in which it is said that the Pharisees tiµcxpµEVIJ
-rt 1ecx\
8t<i3
1rpoacx1r,oucn 1rcxv-rcx, the words 1ecx't 8t<i3 are a correction introduced at the
instance of Josephus to give God something to do with it.
It is, of course,
possible that in conversation with his literary advisers Josephus himself used
the word 'Heimarmene', understanding by it, as a Jew, divine determinism, not
Fate in the Stoic sense" (p. 383).
Moore attributes Josephus correlation

w

w
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Louis Feldman has written of Josephus "treatment of such biblical
figures as Abraham, Moses, Joseph, Saul, David, and Solomon [that] all
represent the Hellenistic (especially Stoic) ideal of the sage; and
Josephus

is

eager

to

show

his

audience,

which

consisted

that Jews are in no way inferior to

predominantly of non-Jews, .

the philosophers and wise men produced by the pagans." l 8 7 If
indeed the infiltration of the Stoic world-view was so strong in the
Jewish intelligentsia, it is no wonder that Josephus explained the
meaning of the Tabernacle in Stoic terms.

This was an apologetic

tactic in his description of the Tabernacle that was in keeping with
his description of the Biblical heroes in terms of Hellenistic ideals of
virtue.
Before Josephus, Philo used this device in correlating the laws
of God and nature.

Philo wrote:

"the world is in harmony with the

Law, and the Law with the world, and .

. the man who observes the

law is constituted thereby a loyal citizen of the world." 1 88 Sandmel
between the Stoics and the Pharisees, on the doctrine of fate to Josephus'
indebtedness to Nicolaus of Damascus (p. 384).
187 Louis H. Feldman and Gohei Hata, editors, Josephus. Judaism, .a.n..d
Christianity (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1987), p. 30. Professor
Feldman has developed this thesis in articles discussing these Biblical persons.
E.g. "Hellenizations in Josephus' Jewish Antiquities: The Portrait of Abraham,"
Christianity, pp. 133-153. "Josephus'
Feldman and Hata, Josephus, Judaism,
Portrait of Saul," HUCA 53 (1982), 45-99. "Josephus as an Apologist to the GrecoRoman World: His Portrait of Solomon," Aspects Qf Religious Propaganda in
Judaism .md. E..a..rll'.. Christianity. ed. E.S. Fiorenza (Notre Dame, 1976), 69-98. Seth
Schwartz refers to "the apparent Stoic tendencies" in Josephus' Tabernacle
account in An.1. 3. Josephus .lllil. Judean Politics. p. 41
18 8.Q.n.lh.e. Creation 3. 1ea\ Too 1e60µ00 T<t) v6µ<¼) 1ea\ Too v6µoo T<t) 1e60µ<¼)
oov~f>ovTO<;, 1ea\ TOO voµtµoo <iv~po<; to8o<; OVTO<; 1C00µ01l'OAtTOO. Nodet calls
attention to Tan}J.uma Pequide 2 and Midrash Tadshe 2 where the Tabernacle is
compared to the work of creation. p. 163. In Q.n. Drunkenness XXXIV (§ 134)
Philo refers to the tabernacle as "a symbol of incorporeal virtue (aptTll<;
<iowµcfroo), while the altar is a symbol of its sensible image (aio8f'IT11<;
ti1e6vo<;).
Ginzberg, Legends o.f.lh.e.k.lu.. III, 151 states that "the Tabernacle in its

w
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writes of Philo:

"Creation by God . . . signifies that the world is in

harmony with the Law and the Law with the world.

Because of this

harmony, the man who observes the Law 'is constituted thereby a
loyal 'citizen of the world,' regulating his doings by the purpose and
the will of 'nature."' 18 9
Philo gives an allegorical explanation of the colors of the
curtains covering the Tabernacle in Life Qf Moses 2. 88 that describes
how they reflect the same universal reality.
"In choosing the materials for the woven work, he [Moses]
selected as the best out of a vast number possible four, as
equal in number to the elements--earth, water, air, fire--out
of which the world was made, and with a definite relation to
those elements; the byssus, coming from the earth, purple
from the water, while dark red is like the air, which is
naturally black, and scarlet like fire, since both are bright
red. For it was necessary that in framing a temple of man's
making, dedicated to the Father and Ruler of All, he should
take substances like those with which that Ruler made the
All.190
Writing of the Temple in The Special Laws I, 66, Philo says:
"The highest, and in the truest sense the holy temple of God is, as we
must believe, the whole universe."

Again in Questions .a.rui Answers

separate parts corresponded to the creation of the six days."
Documentation
for this section in vol. III is found in vol. VI, 62-63, note 321, where Ginzberg
cites Tanl}uma Pekude 2; Midrash Aggada, Exod. 38: 21; Yelammedenu in Yalkut
I, 719, and supplement No. 54 (=BHM VI 89); Shu;aib, Pekude 41c. He writes:
"The Tabernacle is also explained to be, in its form, a symbolic representation
of the human body, see Shu'aib, Terumah 36b-36c, and Shibbale ha-Leket 3 (BR
is given as the source of this passage); Tadshe 2 and 10."
189samuel Sandmel, fhil.Q. Qi Alexandria, p. 53.
l 90Ta~ ~ TWV ocpaoµ<XTWV o).a~ aptOTlV~f'IV t1rt1eptVtV tlC µuptwv oowv
t>.6µtvo~ TOt~ OTOXtlOl~ ioapt8µou~.
<Sv ann>.ta8ri O 1e60µ0~. 1ea't xpo~ mha
Myov txoooa~. Y'lV 1ea't ooop 1Cat atpa 1ea't m3p. ti µtv yap !30000~ tlC Y'l~.
obaTo<; f>' ii xop<J>opa, ii f>' O<X1Ctv8o<; dtpi 0µ01.o\1T(X1.--<j>oati yap µt>.a<; o,ho<;--' TO f>t
1C01C1ClVOV xupt, bt6n <l><>tVllCOOV hanpov.
~v yap avay1ea1ov itpov Xttp01r01f'ITOV
1CClTa01CtO<XtovTa~ T~ XClTpt 1Cat f1ytµ6vt TOO XClVTO~ Ta~ oµota~ ).aj3t1V 00<11Cl~, ai~
TO o).ov tf>ri µtoopytt .

ie
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Q.11

Exodus 2. 51 Philo explains that the sanctuary signifies the world,

and in 2.52, Philo answers the question:

"What is the meaning of the

words, 'Thou shalt make, according to all that I shall show thee on
the mountain, the patterns of the tent and the vessels?"'--"That
every sense-perceptible likeness has (as) its origin an intelligible
pattern in nature. . . For it was indeed proper and fitting to reveal to
an intelligent man the forms of intelligible things and the measures
of all things in accordance with which the world was made."
Craig Koester has written that "the cosmological interpretation
originated with the temple furnishings and was only later applied to
the tabernacle," 19 1 but it would seem that for Philo and Josephus, it
was the Temple itself, before the furnishings that provided the
cosmological imagery that was applied to the Tabernacle.

Though, as

Seth Schwartz has noted, Josephus does not give a detailed account of
the symbolism of the Temple as he does for the Tabernacle.
however, write about articles within the Temple.

He does,

Schwartz writes:

"that the articles inside the Temple are said to symbolize parts of the
cosmos may imply that for Josephus the Temple as
symbolized the cosmos as a whole." 19 2

a whole

He concludes that both Philo

l 9 1 Craig R. Koester, The Dwelling Qf Q.Q.d;.. The Tabernacle in the Ql.!l
Testament. Intertestamental Jewish Literature. ~ 1h1'. ~ Testament: CBQ

Monograph Series 22 (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic Biblical Association of
America, 1989), p. 61.
192 Schwartz, Josephus .ilD.d. Judean Politics, p. 42. Cf. note 69 where the
author raises the question, "Is it possible that it [the symbolism] applied only to
the Tabernacle and not to the Temple?" as Jean Danielou proposes in "La
symbolique du temple de Jerusalem chez Phil on et Josephe," l&. .Sx ml2 oIi s m,
Cosmigue dtl Monuments Religieux: Actes ik !A conference internationale Q..Y..i
.a. .e..u.. r n lll auspices ~ I'Instituto Italiano p_e_r_ il Medio ~ Estremo Oriente.
(Rome, 1955) (serie oreintale 14), 83ff.
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and Josephus "drew on priestly traditions which Josephus presented
unadorned, and Philo in a characteristically philosophical manner." 19 3
The third

section of the Tabernacle, the part which the

ordinary priests could not enter (8 To'ic; iepeucnv ~v ar3aTov), Josephus
wrote (3.123), "was like heaven devoted to God," while the other
two-thirds of the Tabernacle was "even as earth and sea . . . accessbile
to men."

Oddly, Philo seemed to describe just the opposite.

He

wrote: "I have said that the simple holy (parts of the tabernacle) are
classified with

the

sense-perceptible heaven,

whereas

the inner

(parts), which are called the Holy of Holies, (are classified) with the
intelligible world."194
Josephus' view seems more reasonable.

If indeed he adopted

the idea of associating the Holy of Holies with heaven from Philo, not
being a subtle philosopher, though perhaps considered to be a
philosopher by some,195 he failed to appreciate the subtlety of Philo's
allegory, with the result that he explained things opposite to the way
Philo explained them.

It is more immediately understandable that

193 Schwartz, Josephus llli1 Judean Politics, p. 42.
194 ouestions .iW.d Answers .on Exodus 2. 94. Philo's words are ,aTTemi
aioari,ov oupav6v.
Feldman has noted that Nehemiah Brull ("Eine
talmudische Nachricht iiber Josephus" In: Jahrbiicher .fiiJ Jiidische Geschichte
u.w1 Literatur 4, 1879, pp. 40-42) and Hayim Leshem, ("Flavius on the Antiquity
of the Jews Compared With the Greeks," Mal}anaim 112, 1967, pp. 92-95) "find a
hidden reference to Josephus in a minor Talmudic tractate, Derekh Erez
.Rabbah 5, which speaks of a nameless philosopher who is visited by four
rabbis when they come to Rome to protest the Emperor Domitian's decision to
kill all the Jews in the Roman Empire." Feldman writes that "one of the rabbis,
Gamaliel, objected to visiting the philosopher, and this may be understood in
light of the fact that Gamaliel's father had tried to remove Josephus from his
Galilean command." "Flavius Josephus Revisited: the Man, His Writings, and His
Significance," Aufstieg u..n.d. Niedergang d.ll r6mischen ~ (Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, 1984), II, 21, p. 779. Thackeray remarked that "the deeper philosophy
of Philo [was] beyond his grasp." Josephus.~M.a.n.ill.d.~Historian. p. 94.
1<:<XT<X TOY

195 Professor
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the sanctum

sanctorum would be like heaven than the place the

ordinary priests could enter routinely.
Whereas the Exodus account of the Tabernacle accentuates the
veil at the entrance to the Tabernacle, and the hangings separating
the holy place from the Holy of Holies, mentioning the supporting
posts for the hangings at the end (MT/LXX Exod. 26: 32, 37; MT 36:
36, 38/LXX 37: 4, 6), Josephus (3.122, 124) describes a sanctuary in
which

the

conspicuous

features

supporting the curtains (Kiovt~).

in

its

division

are

the

posts

Josephus described five golden

pillars, on bronze bases at the front of the Tabernacle (3.124), and
four pillars (3.122) which separated the Holy of Holies at the rear of
the Tabernacle.

Josephus wrote that these four pillars were made

like the others (oµoiw~

roi~

aXXot~

tipycxoµtvou~), which means that

they were made of gold, set on bronze bases.

This emphasis on the

pillars was no doubt intended to create the impression of the
Tabernacle as a Temple rather than as a less impressive structure, a
mere tent.
It may have been an oversight on Josephus' part to omit
mentioning that these pillars were made of acacia wood, overlaid
with gold, as Exodus reads.

On the other hand, if Josephus was

conscious of Philo's thoughts on these posts, he would have had the
impression, as Philo wrote, that "The four columns are made
solid." l 96

Philo does not say they are solid gold, however.

The pillars

in Josephus' description were impressively, but impossibly grand;

196 ouestions

lWil Answers

Qll

Exodus,
113

2.93.

pillars made of gold would have been impossible to carry m the
wilderness sojourn.
Josephus' description of the first layer of covering of the
Tabernacle differs from the description found in the Greek Exodus,
but seems to be developed from it.

The differences may be

explained as either editorial embellishment or as the result of a
moderately flawed memory.
He writes (3.124):

"They covered (KaTE1I'ETavvuaav) the

Tabernacle with curtains (i5<t>Em)197 of fine linen (r3oaaou), of purple
(,rop4>opac;), of blue (uaKiv8ou) and of scarlet (4>oiv1Koc;), of dye

blended together (r3a<l>fic;

auyKEKpaµtvT)c;)198. After a brief comment on

the pillars dividing the Tabernacle interior, and the terms used with
reference to the two divisions, Josephus (3.126), in a description not
found in Exodus, says that the covering ( TO
( wpa'iov)

4>apaoc;) was adorned

"with every manner of flower earth produces,

and

interwoven with all other designs that could lend to its adornment,
save only the forms of living creatures. "199
In MT/LXX Exod. 26: 1-14; MT 36: 8-19 the first layer of the
covering ( aoAaiac;) of the Tabernacle is made of spun linen (r3oaaou
KEKAwaµivT)c;) blue ( uaKiv8ou ), purple (,roP4>opac;) and spun scarlet
( KOKKtVOU

KEKAWaµivou) . 200

At the end of this list of details

l97Philo, Life Qf Moses 2.xvii, 84--o4><faµamv .
l 98For ouy1et1epaµtvric;, Niese gives the variants: ouy1et1epaµtvot (R),
ouy1et1epaµµtvoi (0) and ouy1enpaµtvotc; MSPL [in Niese's note on this last word a
medial sigma rather than a final sigma is found at the end.] .
l 99 Thackeray's translation of oaa yn8tv
avtpxt-rat,
6ta1rt1rot1et.>-µtvov
TOt<; Tt <XAAOt<; Cl7r<XOtV tvu<j>cxoµtvov, oocx 1e6oµov o'fottv lµt>.At, 7rATIV C<¼)WV µop<j>nc;.

2 00The colors Philo lists for the covering of the Tabernacle are the
same as LXX. Cf. L..ik .o.f Moses 2. 84-87. Philo offers allegorical explanations
for the dimensions of the curtains as well as for the colors.
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concerning the curtains stands the rubric: xipou(3i1.µ
no1~at1<;

aoTa<;

i:pyaai~

o<t>avTou

(26: 1) "with cherubs in the workmanship of a weaver

you will make them" .201
Apart from using the words iS<t>l'I for

ao>.aia,

4>o1v1~ for

KOKKivo<;,

adding KEKA(J)aµtvl'I to (3t5aao<; and appending the editorial

(3a<t>~<;

KEKA(J)aµtvl'I<;, changing the order of the colors mentioned,

adding

the

embroidered

flowers,

and

omitting

the

cherubim,

Josephus' description of this curtain resembles the description of the
first curtain in LXX.

Although these differences are not insignificant,

if Josephus' editorial additions and changes are disregarded, it is
apparent that Josephus is writing about the same covering being
described in LXX Exod.

In each case there are four colors describing

the covering, and the four colors are the same, though Josephus
substituted a synonym 4>01v1~ for KOKKivo<;.

Since Philo 20 2 used the

word o<t>aaµa, which is cognate to o<t>ll, and omitted mention of the
Cherubim on the covering, as Josephus did, it is not unreasonable to
infer that Josephus may have taken his lead from Philo here; though
this is less than overwhelming evidence.
Josephus'

elaboration

on

the

flowered

embroidery

simply

accentuated the beauty of the Tabernacle covering, even though this
would not be seen, due to the additional layers of material put over
it.

As Thackeray has remarked, Josephus probably omitted the

cherubim because "He is concerned, as apologist, to give no handle to

201 John Wevers notes that "A popular variant has changed tpyam~ to
the accusative, presumably taking xtpoofftµ
tpyacnav as a phrase meaning
"cherub workmanship," an error caused by copyists unaware that xtpoo~tµ was
a Hebrew plural noun." Notes Wl. iG. Greek t.e.n o.f Exodus, p. 412.
20 2Life. o.f Moses 2. xvii, 84-88.
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current slanders about Jewish worship of animals; and when later
(§137) he cannot avoid a mention of cherubim, he is careful to note
that they are unlike any creatures that man's eyes have seen. 11203
Nodet offers the explanation that Josephus may have considered the
word

C':Ji.:>

as derived from

(or

:Ji

:iii),

from which he drew his

explanation of the profusion of flowers (3.126) on the covering. 2 0 4
This seems unlikely.
the Bible.

Josephus was no neophyte in the language of

The Targums reflect MT closely here.

Josephus apparently describes more layers of covermgs for the
Tabernacle than Exodus.

Exodus 26: 1-14 describes three coverings,

while Josephus tells of four.
fine twined linen, 2.
goatskin.

The coverings in Exod. are:

vs. 7 f of goats' hair, and 3.

1.

vs. 1 f of

vs. 14, of ram and

In addition to the elaborately embroidered covering over

the Tabernacle, which

reflects 1. above, Josephus (3.128) describes

first, a linen covering ().. ivtov. . . 4>apaoc;), that could either be left
unfurled as a covering over the entrance, or rolled up, so as to allow
people to see into the Tabernacle, particularly on notable, i.e., festival
days (e:v ra'ic; e:mariµotc; ~µepatc;).

While it would seem that Josephus

means that people could see into the Tabernacle when this linen
covering was rolled up, he states (3.129) that when the weather was
inclement, it was unfurled to cover and protect the "dipped curtain"

203Josephus IV, 375, note e.
204 Nodet observes that the Vulgate here translates the Hebrew
varietas, (pulchra varietate). He calls attention to §91 where Josephus insists
on a strict understanding of the second commandment, and § 113 where
Josephus explains that on the tapestry before the gate of the court, was a
beautiful, multi-colored, embroidered curtain, which did not have anything
representing the form of an animal, yet in § 137 Josephus mentions the
Cherubim. Nodet II, 152.
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( ro EK rwv r3aµµcirwv

.,Av. ) 205
0-.,v<;
•

In this addition, he imputes to the

Tabernacle a design found on the Temple of his day, as though the
Tabernacle were the source of the Temple custom of putting a
curtain in front of the entrance.206
A second additional covering (3 .130), apparently of wool (3 .131
EK

Epiwv), lay on top of the linen covering.

rwv

made up of ten 207 curtains (l>tKa

This covering was

4>cipaT1), four cubits wide and

twenty-eight cubits long, with golden male to female couplings. 208
This covering reached over the top, extending to one cubit from the
ground all around.
A third covering (3.131), made of eleven curtains of woven
hair ( o<t,aaµtva1 l> ' EK rp1xwv) also four cubits wide to a section, but
thirty cubits long, reached to the ground on each side of the
Tabernacle.

The eleventh curtain served as a porch at the door of

the Tabernacle.

This covering reflects Exod. 26: 7-13.

26: 9 reads

"thou shalt double over the sixth curtain in the forefront of the tent,
which, as Thackeray writes, Driver suggested formed a "valence" of
two cubits length.209

205 Josephus uses ~aµµa in four places, all in the Tabernacle account:
3.129, 159, 163, and 171, to mean "colored." Since this word is cognate to the
verb ~amw, it would seem to be an odd word to give the meaning he intends,
since this was an embroidered covering, rather than a covering that would
have had the random hues of a fabric dipped in a dye made of multiple colors.
206Nodet observes the same thing in II, 152, note 6.
He remarks that
in the desert there was little snow. He finds an analogous anachronism in the
midrash halakha, where the term iiOM lM:>O "this is what they deduced"
provides for a later verse support from an autonomous oral tradition.
207Nodet here cites the reading &i.Sf>£1ea of mss MSPL.
208xpu0£tol)<; lxovt'a yiy).oµou<;

tm

<Jl>VttAtlCTO.

209 Josephus I, 379, note a.
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ouvact,~ 8T1A£ta<;

TE

1ea\ dpptvoc;

A fourth covermg (3.132) made of skins (l>uf>8tpc3v), is
superimposed

over

the

previous

three

coverings

( u<j>avTa1c;), to protect them from the elements.

of

"textiles"

This reflects, though

in an abbreviated fashion, Exod. 26: 14--"rams' skins dyed red, and
blue skins" (l>tpµaTa

Kp1<3v

~pu8pol>avooµtva,

Kat

bnKaXoµµaTa

l>EpµaTa UaKtV81va).

Even though the beautiful embroidered covering was covered
by these additional layers, remarkably, Josephus said that "Profound
amazement struck all who beheld these from afar, their colours
seeming so exactly to resemble those that meet the eye in the
heavens. 210

This imputation of celestial glory to the outside

appearance of the Tabernacle completes Josephus' description of the
Tabernacle itself.

210 An1. 3. 132.
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Chapter III
TIIE TABERNACLE FURNITURE
Since, as David Nelson has pointed out, there is considerable
difference between the Hebrew and the Greek Bibles' presentation
of the Tabernacle, 1
varied.

the Biblical material available to Josephus was

Thus, his promise neither to add to nor to omit anything

from the Scriptures2 was no mean feat to fulfill!

When Nelson

examined Josephus' account of the furniture in the Tabernacle
along side the two Greek and two Hebrew forms available to him,
he concluded that
. . . Josephus follows one order and then another.
Except for describing the court first, Josephus follows the
order of MT II in [sections 102-178]; apparently he describes
the court first merely to emphasize the tabernacle. Next, he
adds his own comments [in sections 179-192]. In mentioning
the coverings to protect the objects while they are being
transported, he appears to follow Numbers 4 [section 193].
He continues with material from MT I in [sections 194-201].
For his closing he combines material from MT II [sections
202-203] and MT I [sections 204-207].
Therefore, while
Josephus follows the order of MT II for his general order, he
alters and mixes his order with material from MT I, Numbers
4, and his own explanations in order to emphasize certain
aspects of the account. 3
After describing the construction of the Tabernacle Josephus
proceeds directly to the furnishings.

His plan apparently, was to

tell of the Tabernacle complex, working from the outermost to the

1 Nelson, Q.12.. ci.1., pp. 323-24.
Professor Feldman has pointed out that
Josephus also apparently used an Aramaic targum as well as the Greek and
Hebrew texts in retelling the Biblical story. "Mikra," pp. 458-60.
2 Anl.., 1. 17.
3 Nelson, Qll. .ci.1., p. 357.
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inmost part, which is the order he followed in describing Herod's
Temple (:w.a.r_ 5. 184 f, A..n.1.. 15. 380 f).
Philo's De Vita Mosis

Goodenough referred to

as "his primer for proselytes." 4

Though it

might be presumptuous to think that Josephus envisioned making
proselytes to Judaism through writing his Antiquities Qf 1h.e. Jews,
he did envision making Judaism clear and attractive to Gentile
readers.
One might wonder why Gentile readers would be interested
in a description of the Tabernacle.

It is clear that the author of

the Letter of Aristeas (51 ff) was confident that his readers would
be interested in Jerusalem and its Temple.

Josephus apparently

assumed there would be a like interest in the Tabernacle.
'

Josephus' description of the Tabernacle is methodical.
he

describes the court before telling of the Tabernacle proper.

Thus
As

I have previously noted, this is the order of the description of the
Temple measurements in Mishnah tractate Middoth as well.
The laver was presented in Chapter II that had to do with
the court.

Although in the Tabernacle the altar of sacrifice was

found in the court, and certainly was very significant to the
purpose of the Tabernacle, Josephus tells of it almost, it would
seem, as an afterthought, at the end of his description of the
furnishings within the Tabernacle.
4 E.R. Goodenough
Ju. L.uhl, Li~ht; Ill. Mystic Gospel ilf Hellenistic
Judaism (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1969), p. 96. Cf. Chapter IV, note 20 for a
fuller discussion of the issue of Philo's Wk ilf Moses as a primer for proselytes.
Werner Jaeger writes:
"Philo tried to demonstrate that his Hebrew religion
could be represented and understood in terms of Greek philosophy and he so
justified it before the judgment of reason."
Early Christianity a.,rulGreek
Paideia (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1961), p. 37.
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I can see no reason why Josephus did this.

He must have

overlooked the altar of sacrifice during the time he was composing
the description of the Tabernacle court, and then detected his
oversight as he came to the end of his description of the
furnishings

inside

the

Tabernacle,

being

reminded

of

the

0umacrni p1ov (altar) by its resemblance to the word for incense

altar, 0uµ1ar~p1ov.

However he substituted the generic term

~wµoc; for 0umacrr~p1ov (3.148).

In LXX Exodus 38: 26 one detects the hint that the laver
may have been made last ("He made the bronze laver. . . in the
day in which he set it [the tabernacle] up.")
Mid doth

Mishnah tractate

(3: 1-6)5 describes only the altar of sacrifice and the

laver of all the Temple furnishings.

The comment on the laver is

laconic, merely mentioning its position between the porch and the
altar.

I have written of the laver and the altar together in the

earlier account of the court.
Philo groups together the various furnishings in a summary
statement:

"With these were also made the sacred vessels and

furniture, the Ark, the candlestick, table and the altars for mcense
and burnt offerings." 6

He omits any mention of the laver here as

well as in the Questions J.rul. Answers

Qil.

Exodus, and The Special

Laws I, where he describes the pertinence of other elements of
the sacred furnishings.

One can only assume that Philo was

5For the laver Cf. also M. Yoma 3: 10; 4: 5; Sukkah 4: 10; Sotah 2: 2; and
Tamid 1: 4, 2: 1, and 3: 8. For the altar cf. M. Erubin 10: 15; Shekalim 4: 4, 9;
Yoma 1: 8; 4: 3; 5: 5,6; Sukkah 4: 5; 5: 5; Nedarim 1: 3; Gitlin 5: 5; Kiddushin 4: 5;
Eduyoth 7: 9; Zebahim 9: 1 etc; Menahoth 4: 1; Arakin 8: 7; Temurah 7: 1; Meilah
3: 5; Tamid 1; 2, 4; 6: 1; 7: 3.
6~
o.f Moses 2. 94.
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writing from memory, and simply forgot to include the laver m
this list, as Josephus may have forgotten to mention the altar of
sacrifice m his preoccupation with describing the details of the
court of the Tabernacle.
Yet, as I have previously noted, Philo mentions the laver
and interprets the Biblical description in L.ik Qf Moses 2.136-140
and The Mi~ration Qf Abraham 98. In these two places he writes
expansively on the symbolism of the mirrors brought by the
women, which were melted to make the laver.
the purpose of the laver:

Philo explained

"Those who are about to perform sacred

rites, as they are washing hands and feet, that is, the purposes
which they take in hand and which form the base and support of
the

mind,

may

be

helped

to

see

themselves

reflected

recollecting the mirrors out of which the laver was fashioned:

by
for

if they do this they will not overlook any ugly thing shewing itself
in the apperance of the soul" (Mi&ration Qf Abraham 98).
The Ark Qf t.he Covenant
Without

a

syntactical

narrative, Josephus writes:

break,

fivtTat

l>e

following

the

Tabernacle

1ea1 1e1(3wTo<; T<¼) 0t4l "And

there was made an Ark for God" (3. 134).7 The term 1e1(3wToc

T<¼)

7In :w.ar_, 5. 219, when Josephus tells of the tvoo-ra-rw (inmost place) of
the Sanctuary that was called ayfoo f>t ayi.ov (literally, "Holy of Holy," rather
than "Holy of Holies") of Herod's Temple, he says "it was altogether empty"
hti-ro b' oubh o>.ux: tv au-r4' The Holy of Holies of Herod's Temple had neither
the Ark of the Tabernacle nor the large cherubim of Solomon's Temple. In II
Maccabees 2: 4-5, it is said that Jeremiah hid the tent, the Ark, and the altar of
incense in a cave. Cf. Ginzberg IV, 320-21, and VI, 410-11.
In the latter
reference, Ginzberg notes the legend in Rest of the Words of Baruch 3 that is
based on the reference in II Maccabees. In the Apocalypse of Baruch 6: 7-10,
'Baruch sees an angel descend into the holy of holies and take from there the
veil, the holy Ark, the mercy seat, the two tables, the holy raiment of the
priests (the high priest?), the altar of incense, the forty-eight precious stones
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8t4' does not appear elsewhere in Josephus, in Philo, or in the
Greek Bible. 8

It would appear that Josephus deliberately chose

the dative case ( r4' 8t4') in introducing the Ark of the Covenant as
a means of emphasizing again the purpose of the Ark as a place
for the presence of God in the Tabernacle.

At the beginning of the

Tabernacle section (3. 100), we observed that Josephus said the
purpose of having this sacred place was so that "He himself,
frequenting the tabernacle, may be present at our prayers."9
Philo comes very close to describing the reality of the divine
presence on the Ark. Io
Although Josephus paraphrased the Greek Bible's rendering
<iarixrwv) of the Hebrew

c~<QqJ ~~.\? in describing the wood

brought by the people for the construction of the Tabernacle ( ~uAcx
wherewith the priest was adorned, and all the holy vessels of the tabernacle."
Those who tried to map where Jeremiah had taken them failed to do this
successfully.
This apparently explains the absence of the Ark in Zerubbabel 's
Temple that Herod made so extravagant later on.
The Ark was placed between
the wings of the large cherubim in the Holy of Holies of Solomon's Temple (I
Kings 8: 7). In Anl.. 8. 71 Josephus refers to this as the a~uTov. In this a~ornv
he describes the large cherubim as is found in I Kings 6: 23, with the Ark
situated between them (8. 73, 101, 103, 104).
8 See JE, II, 104-105, for listing of the terms found in Scripture with
reference to the Ark of the Covenant.
9. · · aoTCK br$>tT<.i3v Tfj 01C1')Vfj ,rapaTOYX<XVtJ Ta'i~ ~µ£Tipau; £oxa'i~. In
Pesikta Rabbati, Piska 5: 1, we read: "Hence the verse 'I am come into My
garden (Song 5: 1) is taken to mean that at the time the Tabernacle was
finished, God returned to the world from which, in the wake of Adam's sin, He
had removed Himself." Goodenough ventures the opinion, after noting the use
of the menorah in ancient Jewish inscriptions, that "the menorah was the
symbol of God, and that it symbolized God by virtue of its lights." Jewish
Symbols in. 1W Greco-Roman Period (13 vols., Princeton: Princeton University
press, 1954), IV, 82.
We shall note in the appropriate order Josephus'
discussion of the candelabrum itself.
lOL.ife..QfMoses 2. 96. "It [the Ark] appears to be a symbol in a
theological sense of the gracious power of God; in the human sense, of a mind
which is gracious to itself and feels the duty of repressing and destroying with
the aid of knowledge the conceit which in its love of vanity uplifts it in
unreasoning exaltation and puffs it with pride."
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3.102), he here adds that the wood for the Ark is l;u).wv
., "stron& wood not subject to decay." 11

I

1CJ)(upwv ..

He provides (3.134) a

Greek equivalent for the pronunciation of the Hebrew word (11i~)
for Ark, tpuSv, which may suggest how this was pronounced in the
first century C.E. 12

Professor Feldman has commented that the

apparent reason for the epsilon instead of an alpha at the
beginning of the word is that the Hebrew has a hataf pathah
under the aleph.1 3
The dimensions of the Ark are the same as found in
Scripture, though Josephus changes the unit of measurement from
cubits (1r~xe:wv) to spans (µiiKoc; .
r3cx0oc

Tptwv

am0aµwv

. 7rEVTE am0aµwv, e:u poc; K<Xl

3. 135). Like the Biblical Ark, Josephus'

Ark is gold plated, inside and out.
no golden wreaths around it.1 4

Unlike the Biblical Ark, it has

Since the targums follow MT here,

which may reflect the way Josephus would have heard the
Tabernacle described in the course of synagogue readings, this
omission is of Josephus' choice, or the product of an incomplete

11 Nodet II, 148, note 3, observes that Josephus, with LXX, and the rabbis
knew that there was no acacia wood in the desert, thus the paraphrastic term
expressing the wood's indestructability. But R.K. Harrison writes of the Acacia
seyal, to which the Bible probably refers, that it is "common in the Sinai
Peninsula in parts of the Jordan Valley."
"Acacia," International Standard
Bible Encyclopedia, edited by Geoffrey W. Bromiley (4 vols. Grand Rapids,
Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1979), I, 22.
12 Josephus' transliteration of the Hebrew word for Ark may show that
in pronunciation there was a distinction between pathah and hataf pathah.
1 3Professor Feldman made this comment in a personal note.
14 Cf. LXX Exodus 25: 11 ,ca\ 1roufatu; mh~ 1euµana xpua<i aTptmcx 1eu1Ct.4'.
and the Hebrew equivalent: .:i•~9 .:ivJ ,.1 1"?-v:
NB the difference between the word
for "wreathing" around the table and incense altar (<JTE4>av11) and that around
the Ark.
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memory.

Philo did not mention the wreaths on the Ark in Life Q..f

Moses 2. 95-100.

The wreaths were entirely decorative, it would

seem, else Philo would have remarked on their meaning.

Perhaps

Josephus omitted them because, as Philo, he found no particular
significance in them.
One element in Josephus' description of the Ark that seems
to suggest he followed the Hebrew closely with respect to the Ark,
avoiding a Greek "interpretation," is his reference to the top of the
Ark as tiri8Eµa
etc.) 15

(3.

135) here, and later on, as aKE7rfl (8. 73, 138,

The top of the Ark is the "cover," which is a close

translation of the Hebrew nie~. 16
"interprets" njb~ as i>.aarripiov,

The Greek Bible (Ex 25: 17)
which is "interpreted" to mean

"mercy seat" in the English RSV.

'Thaarripiov connotes

the

function of the top of the Ark.
Philo was evidently aware that this was an interpretation,
even though He did not know Hebrew well. 17

He refers to the

l 5 Here Josephus follows closely his stated objective (Anl.. 1 .5) of
translatingfrom the Hebrew records (b
T<.3v
' E~pcxi1c<.3v
µt811Pµnvtuµlvwv
ypcxµµ(frwv).
For a discussion of this issue see Louis H. Feldman, "Use, Authority
and Exegesis of Mikra in the Writings of Josephus," Mikra : Text, Translation,
Reding and Interpretation of the Hebrew Bible in Ancient Judaism and Early
Christianity (Compendia Rerum ludaicarum ad Novum Testamentum, sect. 2,
vol.1) (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1988), 466-70.
l6 Cassuto writes of this translation: "The word kapporeth is explained
by some to mean covering (Arabic -ff kfr, 'to cover'), because the kapporeth
used to cover the Ark; whilst others connect it with the word ,111~ kip p u r
['atonement'], since it was particularly associated with the service of the Day
of Atonement (Lev. xvi 2, 13-15). In the final analysis the etymology is the
same, since even the word kippur signifies the covering up of iniquity, as the
thought [though a different verb is used for 'cover') is expressed in Psa. xxxn
1: 'Blessed be he whose transgression is forgiven, whose sin is covered."' .Q.12.•
.cit.., p. 332.
17 In Schiirer, The History Qflh.e. Jewish People in t.h.e..~QfJesus
Christ. revised edition, III, 873-74, it is proposed that Philo's grasp of Hebrew
must have been "superficial at best."
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Xeyoµevov

cover of the Ark as bri8eµa.

iXaor~ptOV

<L.ik .Qj

Moses 2. 95, 97), which reflects the LXX of Ex 25: 17, "You shall
,

make an iXaor~ piov

XPUOlOU

in adding iXaor~piov to bri8eµa,
interpreting
iXaor~piov

n7e~.

Ka8apou." 18 The LXX itself,

seems to be intentionally

The only occasion in which Josephus uses

is in Ant. 16. 182, where he tells of Herod's building a

white, marble memorial at the entrance of King David's tomb as a
propitiation (iXaor~piov)

for having dared to enter this hallowed

spot.
Perhaps Josephus so deliberately avoids using iXaor~piov
because the Christians used this word christologically (Romans 3:

24-25).19 The Christian community may well have been strong m
Rome

when Josephus lived there.20

known as the Apostolic Fathers,

The first of the writings

I Clement, was written during

w

18Philo uses i>.aOTtiptov exclusively for n-:,i~ in .Qn.
Cherubim 25 (Ta
Cf. Bilchsel's article, '~{>.tw~.
xtpooj3{µ) vtuovTa ,rpo~ To i>.aoTtipiov ,rnpo'i~.
ii.cxmcoµai,
ii.aoµ6~ .
and
ii.aoTtipiov" in Gerhard Kittel, Editor, Theological

Dictionary of till..~ Testament, translated by Geoffrey W. Bromiley (10 vols:
Grand Rapids, Mi.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1965), III, 318323.
19XptOTC() ' Inooo ov ,rpotOtTO 6 Oto~ ii.a<J<JTflptov l>ta mOTtW~ EV TC() mhoo
a'{µan.

20suetonius, in Claudius 25 writes: "Because the Jews at Rome caused
continuous disturbances at the instigation of Chrestus, he expelled them from
the city."
This may represent Suetonius' confusion as to the identity of the
That he was aware of the
Christians, if "Chrestus," indeed, refers to Christ.
distinction between Christians and Jews seems evident from his remark in
~ 16, "Punishment was inflicted on the Christians, a class of men given to a
new and mischievous superstition."
Acts 18: 2 suggests that Claudius thought
of the Christians and the Jews together. It relates that Claudius commanded all
Of course, at this time in Church history, the
the Jews to leave Rome.
Christians did not see themselves as distinct from the Jews. Acts 18: 2 refers to
Aquila as a Jew from Pontus.
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Josephus' time in Rome.

Professor Andre Paul has argued, in fact,

that Josephus' Antiquities was "an anti-christian manifesto. "21
21Andre Paul, "Flavius Josephus' "Antiquities of the Jews': an AntiChristian manifesto," ~ Testament Studies 31 (1985), 473-80. He illustrates
this thesis by Josephus' alleged avoidance of the word l>1a8111c:11 due to the
l>1a8111c:11, as well as by other changes in
Christians' emphasis on the 1eawri
emphasis from the Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible that may be
explained reasonably as a response to the "particularly menacing evolution"
of Christianity in Rome
(pp. 4 75-76).
Another possible clue to Josephus'
awareness of the developing literature of the Christians in Rome may be found
In this brief, much discussed section of Ant.
in the Testimonium Flavianum.
18. 63-64, there is a possible parallel between Josephus' description of Jesus as
616aa1ea).o<; av8pw,rwv -rwv ril>ov~ -r<iA118~ t>txoµtvwv, "a teacher of such men who
receive the truth gladly," and a comment on Jesus found in the Gospel of Mark.
An ancient Christian tradition ascribes the Gospel of Mark, composed in Rome,
In Mark 12: 38 it is written: Ka\ 6
to John Mark, cousin of the Apostle Peter.
,ro).oc; ox).oc; 111eootv ao-roo rif>twc;,
"And the great crowd heard him gladly."
Josephus does not use the exact words found in the Gospel of Mark, but the idea
is quite the same. It is not unlikely that Josephus had some source before him,
perhaps Mark's Gospel.
The correspondence between Josephus and the Gospel
of Mark at this point is not, it would seem, adventitious. This may be another
pointer towards Josephus' sensitivity to and awareness of the developing
Christian community in Rome.
The Gospel of Mark may have informed this
brief allusion to Jesus.
See the reply of Professor Feldman to Andre Paul's
thesis in "The Portrait of Noah in Josephus, Philo, Pseudo-Philo's Biblical
Antiquities, and Rabbinic Midrashim," Proceedinis 2.f.tw American Academy
fu.r Jewish Research 55 (1988), 56-57, note 30.
Professor Feldman calls
attention to the thesis of Pierpaulo Fornaro, which is similar to Andre Paul's,
found in "II Christianesimo Oggetto di Polemica Indiretta in Flavio Giuseppe
(Ant. Jud. IV, 326," Revista c1i .s.twli Classici 27 (1979), 431-446. There Fornaro
suggests that Josephus, in his depictions of the deaths of Enoch (A.nl.. 1.85),
Moses (A.nl. 4.326), and Elijah (A.n1. 9.28), was carrying on an indirect polemic
against the views of the early church about the death and resurrection of
Jesus.
But, Professor Feldman argues, "if so, we may counter, none of the
church fathers, who so admired Josephus, perceived this.
We may add that
Christianity in Josephus' day seems to have been not sufficiently important
for such a polemic.
If he were interested in carrying on a polemic, it seems
more likely that Josephus would have done so against the Samaritans, whom he
hated with a passion and who, indeed, did elevate the personality of Moses
beyond the status that he held among the Jews." However, I would reply that
since Josephus was writing in Rome, where there were no doubt few if any
Samaritans, and where there was a Christian community, it is conceivable that
Josephus would have been concerned about this developing sect, still within
Judaism.
Menahem Stem comments on Suetonius' remark in Claudius 25: 4,
"Iudaeos impulsore Chresto assidue tumultuantis Roma expulit" (Since the Jews
constantly made disturbances at the instigation of Chrestus, he expelled them
from Rome."), that this "reflects the earliest stage of the diffusion of
Christianity within the city of Rome." Greek .lfill Latin Authors Q1l. k_w_s_ and
Judaism (3 volumes, Jerusalem:
Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities,
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Josephus adds that this cover tm0Eµa . . . ElXE 0auµaorc3c;
"was wonderfully [ornamented] with golden hinges orp64>1yt1

TE

is an adverb modifying 1rpooT)vwµivov

xpuoiotc;." 0auµaorc3c;

("unite with, insert into"), which refers to the golden hinges.
Josephus

writes

wonderful way.
superfluous.

that

the

golden

hinges

are

attached

in

a

This remark on the hinges would seem to be
The

hinges

were

not

decorative;

they

functional necessities, though not mentioned in Exodus.

were

It may be

that Josephus attributes to the golden hinges the ornamentation
actually being referred to in the Biblical text in describing the
wreaths on the Ark.
Of course, Josephus could not have been writing from
personal experience as a priest who had seen the Ark.

Arguing

against this possibility is that the Holy of Holies, in Josephus' day,
contained no Ark!
Josephus performed.

We do not know what actual Temple service
Perhaps Josephus has in mind a tradition

found in the brief song found in the Talmud, which ends by
extolling the adorning of the Ark:
Sing, 0 sing, acacia tree,
Ascend in all thy gracefulness.
With golden weave they cover thee,
The sanctuary-palace hears thy eulogy,

1980), II, 114. Parallels to Suetonius are found in Acts 18: 2, and in the work of
the fifth century C.E. historian, Orosius, Adversus Pa&anos, VII, 6: 15, "Anno
eiusdem [scil. Claudii] nono expulsos per Claudium urbe Iudaeos Iosephus
refert, sed me magis Suetonius movet, qui ait hoc modo." Stem comments on
this that "There is no record of the expulsion in the works of Josephus. Orosius
depends here wholly on Suetonius, except for the date." One may well wonder
why Orosius would have made reference to Josephus, if indeed, Josephus made
no reference to this expulsion.
Perhaps some reference to this expulsion was
found in the Josephus read by Orosius.
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With divers jewels art thou adorned. 22
Josephus' remark on the absence of any eeoxri seems to
imply that the cover of the Ark he had in mind was perfectly
But the Ark is enhanced 8aoµaorc.ilc;;

smooth.
Josephus'

picture

of

these

with its gold hinges.

ornamented

hinges

bears

little

resemblance to the picture in Exodus, which doesn't even mention
hinges. He evidently is thinking of the hinges on the Ark being
embellished

as

the

writer

in

Avodah

Zarah

describes

the

ornamentation of the Ark itself.
Although the Biblical record does not suggest how the cover
of the Ark was attached to it, Josephus says that it was attached
with hinges ( orp<>4>1veO.

The pertinence of this added feature, in

Josephus' attempt to explain the ancient Tabernacle reasonably.
would have been to show how the lid was opened to put in the
tables of the law. 2 3
Josephus follows the Biblical description of the rings and
staves by which the Ark was carried, with two minor differences.
First, whereas the Bible (LXX Exodus 25:13; 38: 11; MT 25: 13; 37:
15) says that the staves were made of uncorruptible wood,
overlaid with gold ( <iva<l>opt'ic;;

aura

eu>..a

dorprra

'
Kat

I

Karaxpoowottc;;

xpooiq,), Josephus (3.136) calls them oKora>..il:>tc;;

t

I

tmxpooot

(gold-covered rods), without mentioning the imperishable quality
22 Avodah Zarah 24b. The "golden weave" must refer to the wreaths on
the ark.
23 Perhaps Josephus adds this reasonable explanation of an Ark with
hinges to compensate for the miraculous features associated with the Ark
which no one in his day had seen. In M.Shekalim 6: 1-2 tells of the fourteen
prostrations that members of the House of Gamaliel and of R. Hanina would
make in the Temple.
One prostration was added to the customary thirteen
prostrations in honor of the Ark that lay hidden, according to tradition,
opposite the wood-store.
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of the wood, as he paraphrases the Greek elsewhere. :E1euraAH>tc;;
was the word Josephus used earlier to tell of the rods that bound
together the frames inside the Tabernacle (3. 120-121). Second,
whereas the first part of the Biblical account, which gives the
Divine commands concerning the Tabernacle (LXX Exodus 25: 15;
MT 25: 15), states that the staves are to remain fixed in the rings
on the Ark, Josephus omits this detail, which is also omitted in the
second part of the Biblical account, that tells of the building of the
Tabernacle (Exodus LXX 38: 10; MT 37: 4-5). Conversely, when he
describes the table in the sanctuary (3. 140), he says the staves
(arti..toi) were not to be removed (ooK

exaiptro1), when no such

direction is mentioned in Scripture.
The

reason

for

Josephus'

omission

of

this

rubric

m

describing the Ark may be simply that he was using the second
part of the Exodus account.

Or, he may have had in mind the

information provided in Numbers 4: 5-6, "When the camp is to set
out, Aaron and his sons shall. ..cover the Ark of the testimony .

.a.n..d shall 1lfil. in i.t.s poles." This implies, of course,

that the poles

were not fixed at the sides of the Ark.
When Josephus writes:

"It [the Ark] was not drawn by a

yoke [of oxen], but was carried by priests" (3. 136), he alludes to
Deuteronomy 10: 8 in giving the purpose for the staves:

"At that

time the Lord set apart the tribe of Levi to carry the Ark of the
covenant of the Lord."

Josephus here specifies "priests" when the

Biblical passage he apparently has in mind says only "Levites."
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Of

course, the priests were from the tribe of Levi. 24

Exodus 25: 14

states merely that the purpose of the staves is to carry the Ark,
without saying who is to do the carrying, or that it must be
carried by priests and not in a cart.

This element of the

Deuteronomic history suggests that the Levites were the ones who
would carry the Ark, whenever it was carried, while not setting
this forth as a command. 25
II Samuel 6: 3 tells of the Ark being transported by a new
cart, which suggests that though the Levites were the only people
permitted to carry the Ark, the ancient Israelites did not believe
that it was always to be carried by people.
was,

The Ark could

be, and

transported in a cart, drawn by yoked beasts (tEoyooc).

Nothing in the tragic account of Uzzah in II Samuel 6 suggests that
carrying the Ark in a cart was inappropriate;

though Ginzberg

cites the Rabbinic opinion that the reason for the death of Uzzah
was that "Instead of following the law of having the Ark carried
on the shoulders of priests, David had it put on a wagon, and so
incurred the wrath of God."26
24 11 may be noted that in Apion 1.188, Josephus quotes from Hecataeus
of Abdera who says that the priests receive the tithe, when actually it was the
Levites.
In Josephus' case, this is probably a instance of synechdoche, where
the part stands for the whole; that is, the priests stand for all the Levites, the
tribe to which they belong.
25Though EJ 5. 763, no. 34, s.v. "Commandments, the 613," lists this as a
commandment (Num. 7: 9).
2 6 Ginzberg, Le &ends Q.f 1.h.e.. l.m, IV, 96.
Cf. his reference to
Yerushalmi Sanhedrin 10, 29a; BaR 4: 20, ER 31, 157, which reads: 'The Ark was
suspended in the air, and Uzzah "put forth his hand" to take hold of it. The
sinners in Israel then said:
"Were it not for Uzzah, the Ark would have
dropped down to the ground."
No sooner did they utter these blasphemous
words than Uzzah dropped dead. All then became convinced that the Ark was
able to support itself without human help. According to Sotah 35a, Uzzah eased
himself near the Ark, and as a punishment was smitten dead."
Ginzerg,
Le&ends of ~klu.. VI, 257. Cf. also Ginzberg, Ill, 194-95 where he says "the
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Josephus, one might say, reflects in a nut-shell, the opm1on
of the rabbis on how the Ark was to be transported.

In retelling

the Uzzah episode, 2 7 after the Ark leaves the house of Obadaros,
to which it brought considerable good fortune, Josephus says "It
was carried by the priests" (Ant. 7. 85), whereas the Bible only
reads:

"And when those who bore the Ark of the Lord . . . " (II

Samuel 6: 13).
µET'

mhou

The Greek Bible, oddly, .il.d.d£ to the MT: Kat ~aav

<XtpOVTEt; T~V Kt'3WT~V t1I'T<X XOPOl

. (And there were

with him bearing the Ark seven dancers. . .), which may be a
midrashic extra drawn from the picture of David dancing before
the Ark as it was brought to Jerusalem (II Samuel 6: 16).

Perhaps

Josephus' similarity to the rabbis in mentioning the priests here
merely is a witness to a common practice of interchanging the two
terms, priests and Levites, at this time.
Josephus (3.137) describes cautiously the Cherubim whose
wings spread over the cover of the Ark.

He omits the detail found

in the Biblical account (25: 18) of how the Cherubim were made,
and their manner of attachment to the cover of the Ark. In
describing the Temple (8. 72) Josephus provides these details of
the

larger

Cherubim

1n

Solomon's

Temple

that

have

no

sons of Kohath, the third division of the Levites, received no wagons, for they
were entrusted with the transportation of the Holy Ark, which might not be
Cf also the numerous Biblical notices about the
lifted upon a wagon, . . ."
priests' carrying the Ark:
Deuteronomy 10: 8; Joshua 3: 13; 4: 9-10, 16, 18; 6: 12;
8: 33; I Chronicles 15: 2. Although there is no indication in MT or LXX that
Uzzah was a Levite, Josephus (Ant. 6.18) says that Abinadab and his sons, one of
whom was Uzzah, were Levites.
josephus (7.79) seems to indicate that they
were priests.
2 7There is no indication in MT or LXX that Uzzah was a Levite; but
Josephus (6.18) says that Abinadab and his sons (one of whom was Uzzah) were
Levites. Josephus (7. 79) seems to indicate that thy were priests.
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counterpart in the Tabernacle.

Why he described how the latter

were made, and not the former, when he never saw either of the
two braces of Cherubim, may be due to the heightened sanctity he
attributed to the first sacred Place of his people, the one whose
design was given to Moses at Mt. Sinai.
In transliterating the Hebrew word c~~,i~ Xtpou'3iµ28, rather
than attempting to translate this word in some way, he does more
than he did in transliterating the Hebrew word for Ark, tpuSv.

In

the case of the Ark, Josephus first uses the appropriate Greek
term, K1'3u,ro<;, before giving the transliteration of the Hebrew
term.

He does not do this for the Cherubim.

states:

Indeed, Num 8: 73

"As for the Cherubim themselves, no one can say or

imagine what they looked like." Liddell and Scott's Lexicon does
not list Xtpou'3iµ .

The very lack of definition or descriptive detail

of a transliterated word adds to the mystery of the object
described.
Josephus does not mention the Cherubim m his account of
Adam and Eve's banishment from Eden (Ant. 1.51), where they
are first introduced in the Biblical record (Genesis 3: 25).2 9
Perhaps this was a marvelous element in the Hebrew Biblical saga
that he thought unsuitable in this apologetic restatement of his
people's story.

Their posture there 1s hostile, suggesting that the

deity of his people was greatly stern toward the forerunners of
the human race.

28Mss ROE Lat.
29 He mentions xipoo~i.µ in five places: Anl.. 3. 137; 7. 378; and 8. 72, 73,
and 108.
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Josephus

describes the Cherubim of Solomon's Temple

without any reservations, even though in this place they were two
free-standing images in the alhnov:
He set up two cherubim of solid gold, each five cubits
in height and each having two wings with a spread of five
cubits; for that reason he set them up not far from each
other, in order that they might with one of their wings touch
the southern wall of the adytum, and with the other the
northern wall, while their inner wings joined each other so
as to form a covering for the Ark, which was placed between
them" (8. 72-73).
This description of the Cherubim, which corresponds closely
to LXX III Kingdoms 6: 23-28, except for the LXX saying the
Cherubim were gilded olivewood, rather than solid gold, depicts
figures far larger than the Cherubim attached to the cover of the
Ark in Moses' Tabernacle.

There Josephus risked describing what

he apparently deemed indescribable in the Tabernacle account.

Of

course, the Exodus account (Exod. 25: 18) did not describe the
Cherubim as fully as III Kingdoms 6: 23-28.
The purpose of the Cherubim on the Ark was to ornament,
it would seem, r<i3 8pov~ rou 8eou.

Josephus (3.137) says they

were molded (,rpoanmuii<;), 1Q or 2!!. (dative case-r<i3
throne of God.

8pov~) the

Weill and Nodet translate this literally:

"Morse dit

qu'il les a vus sculptes en bas-relief sur le trone de Dieu."

This

translation takes at face value the definition of ,rpoaro,rot; in LSJ.30
Yet Nodet observes that "the context suggests that the cherubim
were statues. "31

high

The Talmud (Avodah Zarah 43b) forbids making

30np6annro~executed in low relief, is in contrast to t1eT01ro~executed in
relief.
31 Nodet II, 154, note 1.
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images "of the attendants who are in the highest stratum," among
which were "Ophannim, Seraphim, holy Hayyoth and Ministering
Angels." Josephus appears to be trying to avoid suggesting (to a
non-Jewish reader) that the Cherubim are idols.

When Josephus

declared that even representations of animals are forbidden by
Jewish law (Life, 65; Ant. 8. 195) he apparently takes a rigorous
stand with the halakah found in the Mishnah at the beginning of
Chapter three of Avodah Zarah.:

"All images are prohibited." 3 2

Perhaps this sensitivity to making images was in Josephus' mind
in choosing ,rpoarumk.
"peut-etre ici

Weill proposes, in a footnote,

that this is

un souvenir de la vision d'Ezechiel," without

mentioning what particular reminiscence he has in mind (Weill,

rut.~.).

He no doubt make reference to Ezekiel 10: 1, where the

prophet writes:

"Then I looked, and behold, on the firmament

that was over the heads of the cherubim there appeared above
them something like a sapphire, in form resembling a throne."
In Ezekiel 43: 7 the prophet hears the Divine voice:
man, you have seen the place of my throne. "33

"Son of

This voice comes

from the inner court, which was full of the Divine glory (43: 5).
Presumably by inner court (r~v

ao)..~v

r~v

tawrtpav) we are to

3 2 Cf. Feldman, "Mikra," p. 509, 517. The pertinent section of Avodah
Zarah reads:
"The Torah only prohibited the making of the likeness of the
four faces together [i.e. of the heavenly creatures described in Ezekiel 1: 10,
each of which had four faces, viz., of a man, lion, ox and eagle]. According to
this, a human face by itself should be permitted; so how can it have been
taught: 'Of all faces are permissible except that of a human face'!--R. Judah the
son of Rabbi Joshua said: From the discourse of R. Joshua I learnt: Ye shall not
make itti [with me]--this should be rendered as though it was] 'ye shall not
make Me' [othi] (note: And since man was made in God's image (Gen. 1. 27) the
reproduction of the human face is not allowed.)
33LXX TOV T61rov Toi> 8p6voo µoo, MT '"C!~ ~,pq.
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understand the Holy of Holies. Cassuto reminds us of Ezekiel's
description of the Cherubim who "carry the Divine chariot, upon
which rests the throne of glory (10: l)." 34
imagery in Psalm 18: 11:

He notes similar

"He rode on a cherub, and flew; yea, He

came swiftly;" and in I Samuel 4: 4:

"and brought from there the

Ark of the covenant of the Lord of hosts, who is enthroned on the
"The Ark of God,

cherubim;" and again in II Samuel 6: 2:

whereupon is called the Name, even the name of the Lord of hosts
who sits enthroned on the cherubim."
Josephus may be mistaken about the source of the
reference to the Cherubim "sculptured" (7rpoannre'i<.;) on the throne
of God.

He says "Moses," while his true source is apparently

Ezekiel, who used imagery from I and II Samuel.
have

observed

previously,

despite

the

Ezekiel, as we

reservations

about

it

expressed by some of the rabbis at Jamnia, was an important
resource for Mishnah tractate Middoth, where four out of seven
times that the introductory phrase, "it is written" is used, the
quotation is from Ezekiel.
To bring in this comment about God's throne in the early
Israelite

Tabernacle,

written

m

the

decade

following

the

destruction of the Temple by Titus, calls to mind the melancholy
remembrance found in Pesikta Rabbati 36: 2:
At this moment, thy pain is like My pain. Ever since
the day that the wicked Nebuchadnezzar came up and
destroyed My House and burned My Temple and banished
3 4 U. Cassuto, A. Commentary .o.n. lh.e. Book Q.f. Exodus, trans. Israel
Abrahams (Jerusalem:
The Magnes Press, The Hebrew University, 1983), pp
332-333.
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My children among the nations of the world--and this I
swear by thy life and the life of My own head--1 have not
been able to bring Myself to sit upon My throne.3 5
Josephus recalls the first time when God was present with His
people on His terrestrial throne located above the Ark of the
Covenant.
Whereas the Biblical text says, quite laconically, "And you
shall put into the Ark the testimonies which I shall give you"
(Exodus 25: 16), Josephus spells out the mode in which these
testimonies are present:

on two tablets, Tac lh5o ,r)..a1eac, on which

the Decalogue was written. In 3.101, Josephus said that five words
were

on

each

tablet,

but

here

he

states

that

the

Ten

Commandments are found, as Thackeray put it, oma86ypa4>a, 1.e.,
written on both sides. Two and one half commandments were
written on each face, front and back.

Josephus does not contradict

his earlier remark, but the previous description, as Nodet and
Weill observed, was more in line with rabbinic tration.3 6

Josephus

does not state how each command was divided to accomplish this.
The Table
3 5 Pesikta Rabbati, like other Rabbinic treatises, is hard to date .
William Braude writes that "The date of the Pesikta Rabbati 's compilation in its
present form is considered by many scholars to have been the ninth century
of the Common Era. . . The date is debatable, . . . but it is certain that the
greatest part of the material in the text goes back to Talmudic times." Pesikta
Rabbati. trans. by William G. Braude, 2 vols (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1968), I, 2-3.
36Nodet II, 148, note 1, oserves that Mekhilta de Rabbi Ismael 2.264, in
the name of R. Hanina hen Gamaliel, says that five commands were on each of
the two tables. Weill, .QJl. m., p. 166. He goes on to write: "Cette discussion se
trouve dans Mechilta (sur Ex. XX. 16), j. Schekalim, VI, 1; j. Sota , 22d; Ex. Rabba,
XL VII; Cant Rabba (sur Cant., V. 14). Josephe ajoute plus loin (§ 138) que les
cinq commandements de chaque table etaient graves deux et demi par colonne.
Cette disposition comportant deux colonnes par table ne parait pas connue de la
tradition rabbinique."
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Josephus adds one detail, and two Hellenistic allusions to the
Biblical description of the table in the Tabernacle.

He mentions

only the shewbread and golden vessels filled with incense to be
set on the table.
The table and the candelabrum were the two items of the
Temple furnishings taken by Titus to Rome, and put in the temple
of the goddess Pax. 37

Though it is difficult to know precisely why

Josephus periodically uses vao<; to refer to the Tabernacle, perhaps
he does so here because he mentally identifies the ancient table
with the table captured by Vespasian from the Temple.
This table, he says aeX4>1Ka'i<;

xapmrXT)aiav, with the lower

half of its legs being like those the Dorians attach to their couches.
What were the tables at Delphi like, and what were the lower
parts of the legs like on Dorian couches?

And why would

Josephus choose to compare the Tabernacle table to these Greek
models?
It might be noted that though LXX uses the word dl>urov
only once, in a place in which the Holy of Holies is not being
described (one manuscript of

II Chronicles 33: 14 A, translates

'?~1' as dl>urov), Josephus often refers to the sanctum sanctorum of

the Tabernacle as the al>urov, as Philo does (Life .Qf Moses 2. 95).3 8
3? Schiirer, illl.· ci.1., I, 510. and Josephus, ~ 8. 161, where he reports
'Iou~cxiwv xpuooa 1ecxTcxo1etuaµcxrn
that Vespasian Ta i1e Tou itpou Twv
otµvuv6µtve><.
The table and the candelabrum are mentioned specifically by
Josephus a few paragraphs earlier in the list of spoils captured from the
Temple (§149-152). These items are pictured, in relief, on Titus' victory arch
in Rome.
38Josephus uses d~uTov for the Holy of Holies in: ~ 5. 236; An.1. 3. 122,
125, 138; 7. 378; 8. 71, 72, 73, 90, 103, 104; Apion 1. 249. In Ant. 3. 125, he also
refers to it as Tou ciyiou To ayiov . Philo refers to the Holy of Holies as ciMTe><
(Lik .of Moses 2. 95).
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This is the generic word for the most holy part of a temple m
Greek classical literature.39

Plutarch, whom I believe there 1s

sufficient reason to think was known to Josephus,
less often than other terms such as
XPT1arrip1ov43

itpov, 41

used al>urov 40
µcxvrt'iov, 42 and

to refer to this sacred place.

One further apparent allusion to the temple at Delphi is
found somewhat later in the Tabernacle section, where Josephus
uses the word oµ<l>cx)..oc to refer to an element in the top part of the
head-dress

(,r'i)..oc) of the high priest.

I shall discuss the high

priest's garments in due course, but I now call attention to the use
of the word oµ<l>cx)..oc, which, though not at all an uncommon word,
was the name given to the most sacred object in the temple of
Apollo in Delphi.

It was taken to be the "navel of the earth."4 4

While this inay be entirely coincidental, an unavoidable wordchoice in Josephus' botanical excursus on the Hyoscyamus

niger,

he may have taken this tangent in order to use the word oµ<l>cxA6c.
If there were any Greek cultic shrine whose reputation

Josephus

might

have

found

useful

in

adding

prestige

by

39 See the examples in LSJ, p. 25. It is substantive taken from the
adjective al>u-rcx;, meaning "not to be entered."
40 e.g., I.w< Obsolescence Qf Oracles, 50 (437).
41 The Oracles .al Delphi, 17 (402), lill. md. Osiris. 2 (352), et passim. Cf.
Josephus, ~ 5, 207 -ro ayiov itp6v.
42 0racles a,t Delphi, 21 (404). Obsolescence Qf Oracles, 9 (414). Cf.
Josephus, Apion 2, 162 ... to atA4>t1eov ao-roo µav-rpiov (which represents a text
emended by Niese because the ms is corrupt here).
43 0racles at Delphi, 21 (404), 29 (409). ~ Ji a1 Delphi. 2 (385).
Obsolescence elf Oracles, 9 (414). Josephus does not use this word.
44 Peter Hoyle, Delphi (London: Cassell & Company Ltd., 1967), p. 44.
Goodenough notes that the omphalos with the snake was the symbol of Apollo.
Jewish Symbols in t.h.e. Greco-Roman Period (13 vols. Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1968), VIII, 170.
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association with the ancient Israelite Tabernacle, it would have
been the shrine at Delphi.

Peter Hoyle writes of Delphi:

Delphi was not the home of a local deity, but the
centre, political as well as religious, of a faith which was
essentially Greek. It was the sanctuary of a powerful and
sometimes terrible god, but a god found worthy of love and
respect by the greatest men of their times, and it was here
that he was worshipped. This god was known as Phoebus
the 'shining one.' As Apollo he was worshipped by Greeks
and Romans alike. He was the only Olympian god whose
name was not changed from Greek to Latin.45
There may have been, in Josephus' mind, some striking
parallels between the temple

at Delphi and the Tabernacle.

Burkert has written that "the furnishings [of the temple at Delphi
include a table of offerings, incense stands, and occasionally an
ever-burning

lamp." 46 There was no image in the <il>uTov

temple. Burkert

wrote

that

"The

Greeks

themselves

of this
later

proposed the theory that the pure and earliest worship of the
gods was without images."47
One is tempted to think that Josephus may have drawn
useful parallels between Apollo the sun god, whose temple was at
Delphi, and the God of IsraeJ.48

Gager has drawn attention to the

451lilii., p. 51.
46 Walter Burkert, Greek
Reliiion. translated by John Raffan
(Cambridge, Ma.: Harvard University Press, 1985), p. 91.
47 lhid.., p. 88. See note 53, p. 383 for bibliography on this theme.
4 8 Martin Hengel calls attention to the opinion of the influential
Syrian philosopher Posidonius of Apamea (135-50 B.C.E.), which was dependent
on the view of Hecataeus of Abdera, that the God of the philosophers and the
God of the Jews was the same.
Martin Hengel, Jud aism u.d.. He II en ism,
translated by John Bowden (2 vols., Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1974), I, 260.
While it is precarious to impute a hidden agenda to Josephus, it seems not
unreasonable to infer that he found it useful to use the finest elements of
Greek monotheism to support his apologetic effort.
Cf. the discussion in
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mid-first century B.C.E. Latin writer, Varro, who "sought to
identify the god of the Jews with Jupiter and praised the Jewish
cult for its prohibition of images.

In his effort to fit the Jewish

deity into the pagan pantheon, he is but one among many--pagans
and Jews--to use the technique of theokrasia, that is, the
identification of different national deities as a single, universal
god. "49

Gager

amply

demonstrates

the

"broad

and

deep

penetration of Judaism in the Greco-Roman world of the first
century. "50

Josephus may be entering into the discussion from the

Jewish side, explaining his people's history for the benefit of an
interested

readership.

I have noted above Josephus' fascination with the eastward
orientation of the entrance to the Tabernacle, with the sun's rays
striking it m the morning.

I have called attention to Ezekiel's

parallel interest in the glory of God entering the Temple, in his
v1s10n, from the east ( 43: 2-4 ). 51

Hoyle writes of the similar

situation of the temple at Delphi:
Hengel, I, 261 f on "The Identification of the God of Judaism with the Greek
Conceptions of God." In Apion 2.112-114 Josephus tells the story told by Apion
of an Idumaean, Zabidus, who fooled the Jews into thinking Apollo was visiting
their Temple. With a wooden apparatus of some kind over him, with three rows
of lights inside, that gave the appearance of stars on the earth (quasi stellae
per terram), he got into the Temple and was able to steal the golden head of the
While this story,
pack-ass that was the central object of worship there.
attributed by Apion to Mnaseas, taunts the Jews' worship, it suggests that a
pagan critic of the Jews had the view that among the Jews there may have
been some regard for Apollo.
49 John Gager, The Ori&ins Q.f Anti-Semitism (Oxford:
Oxford University
Press, 1983), pp. 41-42. The Neo-Platonic doctrine of theokrasia held that the
gods of various nations were identical except for their names (p. 95).
50Il2id., p. 82-88.
51 It should be noted that once every twenty-eight years devout Jews
recite a brief blessing, the Bircas haChammach, a blessing of the sun. The
Talmud, Berachoth 59b, says: Our Rabbis taught: He who sees the sun at its
turning point [the point at which it was at the moment of its creation (Rashi)].
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"The ancient site lies at the foot of the two vast
perpendicular cliffs, which face each other across a deep,
echoing gorge. The two precipitous cliffs were well named
the Phaedriades, "the shining ones', as they seem to catch
the burning sunlight of summer and intensify it in a focus
on Delphi. One of them is now called Rhodini, or 'rosy one',
because at dawn it shines with early light, the other is
Phlemboukos 'the flamboyant' and in the afternoon the sun
fires the rock face with an everchanging glow of colour."52
Plutarch wrote: "Practically all the Greeks identify Apollo
with the sun."53

He wrote of Apollo:

"The god Apollo is not

. . should recite [the blessing] 'Blessed. . . Who makes creation'." Cf. Rabbi J.
David Bleich, Bircas haChammah (New York:
Mesorah Publications, Ltd.,
1980), p. xiii. The rising of the sun is remembered in the Bircas haChammah
because it points to the Divine renewal of creation.
Neither Ezekiel nor
Josephus say this is the reason for their notice of the rising of the sun (in fact,
Ezekiel does not even mention the sun, per se, because he has already objected,
in 8: 16, to "about twenty-five men, with their backs to the temple of the Lord,
and their faces toward the east, worshiping the sun toward the east.") and the
Zimmerli writes of Ezekiel's
shining of its rays on the Tabernacle/I'emple.
words concerning "the glory of the God of Israel [coming] from the east,"
"The vision of the return of the divine glory into the reconstructed sanctuary
represents the climax of the vision of the temple of the future." Ezekiel II, 412.
Zimmerli does not mention the sun here, as the evidence of God's glory
entering the Temple. The East was the direction of Jerusalem as well as of the
nsmg sun.
But there was no inherent glory in Jerusalem.
Its glory was
derived from the One who filled it with His glory. It would seem that Ezekiel
drew on stock imagery that gathered around the sun when he emphasized the
glory of God coming from the east.
Here, it is clear, Ezekiel thinks of the
Zimmerli draws attention to
"recreation" of the Temple that was destroyed.
Herbert G. May's article, "Some Aspects of Solar Worship at Jerusalem," ZAW 55
(1937), 278-281, where the author finds in Ezekiel 43: 1 "the reflection of a
spring equinoctial ritual."
Zimmerli disagrees with this interpretation.
2
5 Hoyle, QJ2.• .cil., p. 2.
53 Plutarch, Moralia. Loeb edition, 5. 386/4. fi>.iw l> ' 'A1r6>.>.wva ,ov
au,ov ck l,roc; ti1rt'iv ,rcxv-rac;
'E>.>.11vac; voµiCtiv .
Plutarch was roughly ten
years younger than Josephus (Cf. "Introduction," Plutarch's Moralia, with an
English Translation by Frank Cole Babbitt, (14 vols, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1959), I, ix. While he was still a young man, he was chosen as
a member of a committee sent from Chaeroneia to the Roman proconsul (lb id.,
p. x). The similarity of this experience to Josephus' part in a mission to Rome
from Palestime (Life.., 13) no doubt did not go unnoticed by Josephus, if he
knew about Plutarch, which I propose he did, since there were literary circles
in Rome Plutarch's time as well as in Augustus' time. Cf. G.P. Gould "A Greek
Professorial Circle in Rome," (TAPA 92 (1961), 168-192), and he "had familiar
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conversation with many of the highest men in Rome."
"Biographical Note,
Plutarch.~ Books Qi~ Western World. 14 (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1952), p. v. Gager has written of the distinct likelihood of "a Roman
circle of Greek writers and their patrons under Augustus and his philhellenic
It would not appear that Judaism occupied an important
successor Tiberius.
place among the concerns of this circle."
Orieins Q.f Anti-Semitism, p. 75.
Babbitt writes that Plutarch's "most important journeyings brought him to
Rome, where he spent a considerable time between the years, approximately,
of A.O. 75 to 90 . . . , where he made many friends among prominent men of
Rome" (lhi.d.., p. xi). Josephus lived in Rome then. Plutarch became a priest at
Delphi in 95 C.E., an office he held for the rest of his life.
His prestige as a
priest and a writer from Delphi would not have been unknown, one would
of the pleasantness of
think, to Josephus.
Plutarch shared Josephus' view
circumstances under Rome's rule( Cf. w..a..r. 3. 34 7, where Josephus cites
Nicanor's argument to him at Jotapata concerning the Romans' "innate
generosity to those whom they had once subdued," without any rem Ark to the
contrary.) . In the latter part of "The Oracles at Delphi," Plutarch writes: "I
am well content with the settled conditions prevailing at present, and I find
them very welcome, and the questions which men now put to the god are
There is, in fact, profound peace and
concerned with these conditions.
tranquility; war has ceased, there are no wanderings of peoples, no civil
strifes ( cmfotc;), no despotisms, nor other maladies and ills in Greece requiring
many unusual remedial forces" Moralia, 5. 408. It might be conjectured that
Josephus, whose patrons were the Flavian emperors,
was acquainted with
Plutarch's essay, "That a Philosopher ought to converse especially with men
in power," Moralia, 10. 776 f., where he writes, "In clasping Soracanus to your
bosom, in prizing, pursuing, welcoming, and cultivating his friendship--a
friendship which will prove useful and fruitful to many in private and to
many in public life--you are acting like a man who loves what is noble, who is
public-spirited and is a friend of mankind, not, as some people say, like one
who is merely ambitious for himself." To associate elements in Israel's history
with elements of special interest to Plutarch would have been a useful tactic in
Josephus' apologetic project in the Antiquities. While comparisons have more
often been drawn between Josephus and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, or
Thucydides, I propose there is seemingly more than an adventitious likeness
Delphi's temple was to
between Josephus' situation and that of Plutarch.
Plutarch as the Tabernacle and Temple were to Josephus.
I offer the
conjecture that Josephus' projected work np\ t8c.3v 1ea\ ainwv (.A.nl. 4. 198),
often alluded to throughout the Antiquities,
might well have been prompted
by Plutarch's Moralia, which covers a host of topics, some of which Josephus
may have considered discussing in his projected work. (In support of the view
that Josephus projected work on Customs and Causes is found in Apion see Hans
Petersen, "Real and Alleged Literary Projects of Josephus," American Journal
Q.f Philoloey 79 (1958), 259-274. David Altshuler, in "The Treatise mp\ t8c.3v 1ea\
ainwv 'On Customs and Causes' by Flavius Josephus," JQR ns 69 (1978-79), 226232, argues that Josepus project was fulfilled in a rewriting of A.n.1.. 3, with the
supplemnt of Apion 2. Feldman refutes Petersen's view in an extended note in
his translation of An.t... 20, Loeb edition, 10, p. 143. A useful investigation would
be the themes in Josephus' Anti g u it i es that directly accompany his
John Gwyn Griffiths has remarked on
mentioning of this anticipated project.
Plutarch's "philosophical eclecticism," which inclined him to treat "the myths
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several, made up of an infinite number of things, as we are.

He is

with reference to no time, but only to the eternal, the immovable
and timeless.

There is nothing before, nor after, nor more, nor

past, nor older, nor younger; but He being One with the 'Now' hath
filled up the 'Ever."54
Josephus certainly would never have admitted any identity
between Apollo and the God of Israel, but, for apologetic purposes,
it may have been useful for him to borrow from the prestige of
the temple of Apollo at Delphi.

Why else would he liken the table

in the Tabernacle to the famous table(s) at Delphi?55

of other peoples in the same spirit as he did those of the Greeks." Plutarch's ~
University of Wales Press, 1970), p. 19. He notes
that Plutarch shared the attitude of the majority of Greek writers on religion,
that they "believed that the gods existed and that they cared for all men; they
saw in foreign deities their own gods under different names" (p. 19).
54 Hoyle, OJ2.. m., p. 66. From Plutarch's Moralia. 5. 393 (p. 244 in Loeb
edition). In I.h.S<. E. .al Delphi, Plutarch writes: "But God is (if there be need to
say so), and He exists for no fixed time, but for the everlasting ages which are
immovable, timeless, and undeviating, in which there is no earlier nor later,
no future nor past, no older nor younger; but He, being One, has with only one
'Now' completely filled 'For ever'; and only when Being is after His pattern is
it in reality Being. . . Under these conditions, therefore, we ought, as we pay
Him reverence, to greet Him and to address Him with the words, 'Thou art'; or
even, I vow, as did some of the men of old, 'Thou art One."' The similarity of
this last remark to the shema is remarkable. LXX Deut. 6: 4--Kopioc; tk ion/
Plutarch, ~ E. .ill Delphi 20--tt lv.
55David Daube calls attention to the phychological phenomenon of
"transfer," in which "we. . . credit the one [thing] under notice with features
familiar from other, related ones." "Typology in Josephus," JJS 31. 1 (Spring,
1980), 21-22. He goes on to observe that "Historians, desirous of bringing order
into chaos, are given to these comparisons: . . . Delphi is the ancient Vatican."
So, it would appear, Josephus let the known aura of Delphi's temple be the type
Rather than choose
to suggest the unknown aura of the ancient Tabernacle.
the aura of the Temple in Jerusalem, which also would have been known, but
which was known as a place that had been desecrated and destroyed, he used a
pagan temple with a suitable aura as his type. In An1.. 2.346 Josephus writes
that Moses composed a song at the Red Sea tv ieaµfrpl¼) T6v4), "in hexameter
meter."
This Hellenization of Moses' poem brings to the ancient prophet's
composition an elegance comparable to the comparison of the table in the
Tabernacle to the tables at Delphi.

I.s.i.d.1' ki Osiride (Cambridge:
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Actually, there was one table at Delphi that was famous,
one on which the oracle sat.

the

It was, however, three-legged, a

tripod, rather than a four-legged table.5 6 The term ~ps:i't1 is found in
the Mishna (Kel. 22: 1; 24: 6; 25: 1), as well as in other Rabbinic
writings (Ex. Rab s. 42; Num. Rab. s. 2; J.T. Ab. Zar III,42C), with
reference to a "three-legged table used as a toilet or a waiter"
(Jastrow, ~- ~.).

The coins of Herod the Great included the

tripod among the emblems stamped on them.5 7

None of these

examples refer to the table in the Temple or Tabernacle, however.
But, the Targums refer to this Tabernacle table as M°J1n- which is
derived from a root
semantic

""l?J-

meaning "interpret."

resemblance

between

interpreter of Divine messages,

""l?J~

and

The phonetic and
Ilo8ov1Koc,

the

is manifest.5 8

The table in the Tabernacle could not have been a tripod.

It

had rings attached to the junction of table-top and legs, through
which staves were passed.

Of course, this would be impossible

with a three-legged table.
Josephus clearly gathers to the Tabernacle table the prestige
associated with the famous tripod at Delphi,59 without meaning
that the Tabernacle table was three-legged.
56 Hoyle, QJ!.. ili., p. 61. Cf. Plutarch, I.!ut Ji .11 Delphi, 2, 6, etc. A scene
popular for many vase paintings showed Apollo's dispute with Herakles who
attempted to steal the tripod. G.M.A Richter writes that "the rectangular table
with three legs is the prevalent type during the archaic and classical periods."
The Furniture of the Greeks, Etruscans, and Romans (London: Phaidon Press,
Ltd., 1966), p. 66.
57Daniel Sperber, "Coins and Currency," EJ 12, col. 717.
58 Cf. Jastrow, p. 1250.
59Pausanius tells of the tripod at Olympia on which were displayed the
crowns of victors (V, xii, 5). Herodotus writes of the tripod at Delphi (VIII, 27,
82), that rested on the bronze three-headed serpent (IX, 81).
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His allusion to the nether part of the legs being similar to
those of Dorian couches is also a forensic device to enhance the
prestige of the table.60

Poulsen has written that "the Dorians

brought Apollo with them [to Lacedaemon], after having earlier
received him from Asia Minor."

He cites Pindar's song about

Apollo who was the leader of the Dorian wanderings.6 1

The

Dorians were most often identified with the Spartans, who had
tremendous

prestige

in

antiquity.

Josephus

provides

some

evidence to support the contention that they were related to the
Jews from the days of Abraham.62

Professor Feldman observes

that "the stubbornness of the Jews in their obedience to the law,
which is ridiculed by the anti-Jewish Agatharchides (Apion 1.
209-12), would have elicited praise from many of the ancients,

since this was a quality possessed by the Spartans (2.225),
inasmuch as they had remained faithful for so long to Lycurgus'

60 Pausanius writes of a couch at Olympia, not large, on which were set
the crowns for victors (V, xx, 1). Though this is not described as a Dorian
couch, it, like the tripod, received the crowns of victors.
6l F. Poulsen, Delphi (Washington, D.C.: McGrath Publishing Co., 1973),
p. 11. W.G. Forrest has written that Plutarch, in the biographies, left "the most
extensive writings on Spartan history we have."
A History Q.f Sparta. 905-192
.B...C.. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1968), p. 19.
6 2 Cf. Louis H. Feldman, "Pro-Jewish Intimations in Anti-Jewish
Remarks Cited in Josephus' Against Apion," JQR 78, 3-4 (January-April, 1988),
208, note 44, which comments on I Maccabees 12: 20 f. In I Maccabees 12: 5 f
Jonathan writes to the Spartans, who had not joined the Achaean league
against Rome:
"Jonathan the high priest, and the rest of the Jewish people to
their brethren the Spartans, greeting. . . " (emphasis mine). Cf. Anl.. 13. 166-70.
Josephus cites a letter written by Areios, king of the Lacedaemonians, to Onias,
in which Areios says "We have come upon a certain document from which we
have learned that the Jews and Lacedaemonians are of one race and are related
by descent from Abraham" (Ant. 12. 226). This letter goes on to say: "It is
right, therefore, that you as our brothers should send to us to make known
For further bibliography on the
whatever you may wish." (emphasis mine)
Spartan relationship to the Jews, see Schilrer, .QJ2.. ili., I, 184-185.
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laws." 63

The Dorian name added luster to the image of the

Tabernacle table.
Beyond this imputed prestige, what picture did Josephus
wish to project of this table?

He describes the dimensions of the

table m nearly the same terms as LXX (Josephus 3.139:

TO

µfjKoc

µEV l>uo m1xwv, TO l>E 1fA<lTOC EVOC mixiwc Kat om8aµ<3v Tpt<3v TO
04><>c. LXX Ex. 25: 23:

l>uo mixu>v TO µ11Koc, Kat 1r~xiu>c TO iupoc,

Kat 1r~xiu>c Kat 1r~xiwc Kat ~µioooc TO owoc.)
1fA<XTOC

He substitutes

for iupoc, the equivalent in spans (om8aµ<3v) for cubits

(1r~xiu>c),

and changes the word for height from uwoc to O<t><>e .64

For Josephus, this is very close to outright copying.

A similar

instance of near copying LXX will be seen below in Josephus'
description of the candelabrum. 6 5
Strangely, whereas the Biblical text stresses that the table
was made of gold, with LXX pleonastically reading 1ro1~otic
Tpa1ri,av xpoo11v xpooioo 1ea8apoo, Josephus fails to mention that

the table is made of gold.

He specifies only that the rods CoTtAtoO

were gold-plated wood.66
63Feldman, "Pro-Jewish Intimations," p. 209.
Dionysius of
Halicamassus wrote of Lycurgas, that he paid visits to Delphi, forming his code
of laws under the instruction of Apollo." Roman Antiquities II, lxi, 2.
64 Aristeas 57 also reads 01110< .
65 cf. Andre Pelletier, Flavius Josephe, Adaptateur <k la. Lettre .d..' Ariste,
~ Reaction atticisante contre ti Koine (Eludes et Commentaires, 45), (Paris,
1962), where Professor Feldman notes that the author observes that "Josephus,
while closely following the Letter, seldom has more than a few words that are
exactly identical; in other words, his practice was to vary the wording simply
for the sake of varying it." (Professor Feldman wrote this in a pesonal note to
me.)
66 John W. Wevers observes the "more reasonable" description of the
table found in MT that the table was plated with pure gold, rather than made
entirely of pure gold. Notes Q.11. 1h.e. Greek I.e.31 o.f Exodus (Atlanta, Ga. : Scholars
Press, 1990), p. 401-02.
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The legs of the Greek couches illustrated in Richter's classic
work on The Furniture of the Greeks, Etruscans and Romans, are
either "turned legs," or rectangular legs.6 7

Those with turned legs

usually fasten to the frame from beneath.

Those with rectangular

legs are connected to the frame at the corners.

Josephus

states

that the tops of the legs on the table in the sanctuary were foursided ( n:rpaywvo1).
In describing the tops of the legs in this way, while
specifying that the lower parts were Dorian, perhaps we are to
understand that the difference between the lower and the upper
parts of the legs is that the lower parts were rounded.

This

describes a contemporary table in an ancient setting, much as
Renaissance artists depicted biblical scenes with people dressed in
modern garb.
Josephus adds the. details of how the legs were attached to
the table top, which he here calls the body ( ac3µa). Josephus uses
three terms in Ant. 3. 140 to describe the top of the table:

ac.3µa,

tf><X<l><K, and em8iµa. 68 'Em8iµa is the same term he uses to
describe the top of the Ark.

The top of the table was surrounded

by a ridge that was a hand-breadth high.69
was spiral ornamentation (tX1e).
7r01J10Elt:;

'

A

<lUTlJ

OTP£1tTOV

1euµdnov

On this ridge there

This reflects the LXX Ka\
OT£4,dV1J

ICUKA<.\)

(2 5:

6 7.QJ!.. cil., Cf. Illustrations numbers 308-340.
68 Cf John W. Wever, Notes M th.e. Greek Ton of Exodus, p. 398. "The
term \AaOTflptov "propitiatory" is used only for n,ll:i in the Pentateuch. Since
this is its first occurrence Exod defines it as an !m8tµa "lid, cover." It lay as a
lid on top of the Ark as a kind of plate made of pure gold, its dimensions being
coincident with the length and width of the Ark."
69This seems to be the meaning of 1eotA<XtV£Tat ~ 1ea8 ' haoTov 1rAwpov
1COtA(ltVOtO<X 7rW< 1C(lT(l 7r<XA<lt0T11V TO Ucx4><><.
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24) _10

MT prescribes around the table top a n·::i.~c:i~

n~~

. (a

hand-

breath rim), with a :in i.l(border of gold).
The rings were spheres interrupted before the circle was
closed by straightening the material into pins (,ripovi~ac)
connected each leg to the table top.

which

Josephus' rings (KptK01,c)

resembled croquet wickets, turned sideways, fixed, dowel-like
into the legs? I.

It would seem that holes must have been bored

into the legs for the ring-pins, which joined (3.141 Ko1vw0tvrac)
the legs to the table top. Presumably similar holes were prepared
in the table top to receive the other pin of the rings.

All of this

extra-Biblical explanation was no doubt based on the construction
of tables Josephus had seen.
Josephus reverses

the Biblical order in

describing

elements found on top of the table in the sanctuary.
describes first the utensils, and then the bread.

the

The Bible

Josephus says less

than Exodus about the utensils, and more than Exodus about the
bread.

Josephus seems to be trying to give a composite picture of

what was on the table, bearing in mind not only what was written

70 The Letter of Aristeas describes the border of the Temple table (58):
TCX f>t 'YMATIA I:TPEilTA, TT)V

I:TE4'ANHN f>t txotriaav IlAAAil:TIAIAN KrKAO0EN.
civayA uct>nv lxoVTa axotvif>wv hTt>XOV.
7 1 Richter describes the joining

of various parts of furniture in
antiquity: "To join the various parts of a piece of furniture the ancients used
wooden dowels and tenons, metal nails, and glue.
The wooden tenons and
dowels appear to have been the most popular--just as they were in premachinery days. The y6µ<f>o<; is the usual word employed when such fastenings
are ferrered to . . . " Q.12.. ili., p. 125. Josephus' description of rings with pins
(xtpovif>ac;), leads to the inference that the pins must have been gold-plated,
metal dowels. They could not have been pounded into the table legs and top
Aristeas
because of the ring, which would have made hammering impossible.
(61) tells of the pins put through holes that held together the table in the
Temple (1rtp6vaic; ,rpoc; Tf1V ci<J<j><XAttav).
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m MT Exodus, LXX Exodus and Leviticus 24, but what Philo wrote
as well.
Josephus goes beyond what 1s found in Exodus, including the
rubric found in Leviticus 24: 5.

Philo also adds elements to the

bread on the table drawn from Leviticus 24.

He says that there

was also salt on the table, in accord with LXX Leviticus 24: 7. 72
MT does not mention the salt.

This addition of LXX to MT is

perhaps in order to follow the rubric found in Leviticus 2: 13:

"On

every gift of yours you shall offer salt to the Lord your God." 7 3 It

72Lili. QJ Moses 2. 104. In Questions .ilW1 Answers .o.n Exodus 2. 69, Philo
writes: " . . . the table indicates a kind of communion among those who receive
a common share of salt and sacrifices. For this leads to loving one's fellow for
one's own sake."
This suggests that he saw the Table in the Tabernacle
sanctuary as a "communion table" between God and man, in a way reminiscent
of the Christian eucharist. In ~ Special L.a.Es_ 1. 172 f, Philo writes: "But on
each seventh day loaves are exposed on the holy table equal in number to the
months of the year in two layers of six each, each layer corresponding to the
equinoxes . . . " In 1. 289, Philo says, alluding to the requirement in Levitucus 2:
13: "On every gift ye shall offer salt,' by which he signifies, as I have said
before, complete permanence. Salt acts as a preservative to bodies, ranking in
this as second in honour to the life-principle." LXX Leviticus 24: 7 says that on
each row of loaves is to be put At~cxvov 1ecx8cxpov 1ecx\ aAcx, pure frankincense and
salt.
MT mentions only the pure frankincense il~J il~!l~ In Questions and
Answers o.n. Exodus 2. 71 Philo also mentions censers, libation bowls and ladles
Plutarch says of the Egyptians: "one of the things forbidden them is to set salt
upon a table." Isis and Osiris, 363. It should be noted that salt is added in the
as an attempt
"Alexandrian" Greek translation of Leviticus, perhaps not only
to be consistent with the requirement found in Levitucus 2: 13, but also to
accentuate the difference between the Jewish laws and the Egyptian, if indeed
what Plutarch writes was a principle followed by the Egyptians, even though
mentioning the salt added something to the sacred text.
In Questions a..nJl
Answers o.n. Exodus 2. 71, Philo writes: "Why are there, upon the table, cups
and censers and libation-bowls and ladles." In ~ i s . ~ lli.ir. 44 (§226), he
interprets the aspects of the table: "Its wood is of earth, the incense offered on
it of water, . . . while the perfume is of air and part which is ignited of fire;
moreover the compound made of frankincense, galbanum, cloves and oil of
cinnamon is a symbol of the elements. In the table we have thanksgiving for
the mortal creatures framed from these elements, since loaves and libations,
which creatures needing food must use, are placed on it."
73!,n 1rCXVT0C; ~wpoo oµwv 1rpoaot0ETE Kopt<¼) T~ 0E~ oµwv <lACXc;. Cf. Philo,
Special L..a.w..a_, I, 289.
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1s noteworthy that Josephus omits mention of the salt, which, for
one who knew the Hebrew, the Greek versions of the Bible, and
Philo, would lead to the inference that he gave the greater honor
to the Hebrew at this point.

Ginzberg observes that "the Rabbis

know nothing of salt. "7 4
The Bible (Ex. 25: 30) calls the bread c,,~ ci::i'?,/ apTot>e
'

,

EVW11'lOOC,

Josephus (3. 142) calls it

bread of presence, while

merely apTooc . . . <iCuµooc, "unleavened bread," leaving out the
"presence," and adding "unleavened."

Omitting mention of

"presence" here is odd in view of his stress on the Divine presence
as the reason for the Tabernacle elsewhere.

He may have omitted

"presence" in his concern to emphasize that the bread was
unleavened, rather than bread baked with yeast. 75

This may

imply that yeast bread was placed on the table at some time, or
that he heard the view expressed that yeast bread was placed
there.

He may have wanted to correct an eroneous point of view

as he writes of "unleavened bread."
Whereas Exodus 25: 30 is laconic,76 mentioning only that
"table showbread" (c,,~ ci::i'?,/TpanECav

,,
apTOOC

!vwmooc) is to be set

before the Lord continually, Josephus' description is expansive,
like that found in Leviticus 24: 5, which emphasizes

the order

74 Ginzberg, Le&ends Qf 1llil J™ VI, 65, note 337, Cf. BT Menahot 11, 5-

8.

75 A.nl. 3. 100 1rapa-royciv1J

-rat~ ~µttipat~ toxa'i~. In A.nl. 3.255, where
Josephus is describing the Jewish feast of Pentecost, he refers to the bread as
oho~ omo~ Cuµn~ dµoipo~. "baked bread without leaven," substituting oho~.
which usually means "grain," for dp-ro~. Nodet II, 155, note 3 remarks that "The
'unleavened bread' of Josephus [in 3.142] confirms §255, which seems to be a
hint of an actual custom of a known interpretation, because the verse, lacking
precision, suggests as well, 'raised bread.'
76 This is followed closely by the Samaritan Pentateuch and targums.
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and number of the loaves.

They are placed in two parallel rows of

six loaves on the table.77
Later on, when Josephus explains the symbolism of the
various parts of the Tabernacle, he briefly states that the twelve
loaves "signify that the year is divided into as many months." 7 8
In War. 5. 217 he explained more specifically that the twelve
loaves represented "the circle of the Zodiac and the year." 79 I
shall

describe

Josephus'

interest

in

this

speculative

astral

interpretation when I discuss the candelabrum.
Whereas in Leviticus the rubric calls for a pure table (24: 6
MT ii'l~ij lll~~-ij /LXX T~V Tpa,re:,av T~V Ka0apav) and fine flour (24:
5 oe:µil>aXic), Josephus omits mention of the table being made of
gold, while stating that the bread is to be made of completely pure

.fl.run: (Ka0apoo

,ravu TOO <iXe:upoo ).

Josephus may have inadvertently omitted mentioning that
the table was made of gold.

He writes (3.140) that the poles used

to carry the table were made of wood covered with gold ( oTe:Xe:o\
77 Nodet II, 155, note 3 remarks on the placement on the bread that
Exodus 25: 29 is interpreted by BT Menahot 97a as describing a radiance
(rayonnage) of six superimposed levels (niveaux), more elaborate than a
simple layer." BT Menahot 97a reads: "At the outgoing of the Sabbath he used
to enter again, lift up the ends of one cake and insert the rods underneath it,
and then lift up the ends of another cake and insert the rods underneath it.
The four [middle] cakes each required three rods underneath them, the
topmost cake required but two rods underneath it for there was no burden
upon it, while the bottom cake required no rods at all for it stood upon the
The purpose of the rods on the table here is clearly
surface of the table."
different from anything Josephus describes.
For Josephus the rods are only
used to carry the table. In the Talmud, the rods are somehow needed to support
the bread.
78 An1,. 3. 182.
79 In the pseudepigraphical I Enoch72-82 the anonymous writer refers
to the twelve signs of the Zodiac which determine the destinies of men. Cf. D.S .
The
Russell, IM Meanine a.rul. Method of Jewish Apocalyptic (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1964), p. 230. 328.
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xpucre:01

~uXou

rave:p8e:v), which surely implies that he wanted the

table to be thought of likewise as being made of wood with gold
plating over it.

This is how he describes the Ark (3.135).

The quantity of the flour used in making the bread, he ~ays
(3.142) is "tWO assaronS, aCJCJapulVu)V (or aCJCJ<lpu)V) a transliteration

Though no note is found in the

of lii~l?, though MT reads 0,,-,~ll

critical apparatus of the Stuttgart B iblia H ebraica at this point, it
would seem that the Hebrew text that Josephus had before him
read piw» rather than O'JiW».

It may be noted that Josephus'

phonetic transliteration of 11iw» (acrcrapuSvu)v or acrcrcipu)v)

suggests

that the vocalization of the word was different in his day from the
eleventh century C.E., when the Masoretes pointed the Hebrew
text.

He pronounced 11,w» 11,~~ rather than liiW».,
Josephus says acrcrcipu)v is a Hebrew measure equivalent to

"seven Attic cotylae" (3. 142).80

LXX Leviticus 24: 5 states that

"each loaf shall be of two tenth parts" (l>uo l>e:Kcitu)V ecrra1

.

0

"' )
EK,

o

,,

aprouc;

an uncertain measure reflecting the MT o,,.,~ll while

omitting the full lexical meaning, "tenth of an ephah."
Josephus says that the loaves were replaced every seven
days (3. 143), which reflects the directions of Leviticus 24: 8.
Apart

from

the

bread,

the

only

other items

Josephus

mentions on the table in the sanctuary were two vessels filled
SOconcerning this, Thackeray remarks:
"There is an apparent error
of about one half in this estimate. In terms of pints, an assaron or omer = c. 6
1/2 pints (arts. on Weights and Measures in Hastings B.D. and Encycl. Bibi.); an
Attic cotyla = nearly 1/2 pint, 7 cotylae = c. 3 1/4 pints." Josephus 4, 382. Cf.
Weill, QJ2.. ili., p. 174, note 3: Cette assimilation parait erronee, Le cotyle vaut
ol, 27 et lissaron 31,64 (cf. J. Benzinger, Hebr!ische Archaeologie, 1894, p. 179):
or 7 cotyles ne feraient en tout que 11 ,89. Peut-etre faut-il lire dans le grec 27
·
cotyles (27 X 0,27 = 7,29 = 2. 2,64).
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with incense (l>oo

XPOOEat

Atj3avou

1rAllPElC 3.143), 81 which, as

Thackeray observes (.a.d.. ~-), corresponds to the carvings on the
Arch of Titus.

By contrast, Exodus 25: 29 and 37:12 refer to "its

dishes (Ta Tpuj3Aia aoTii<.;), and its censers (1ea\ Tac 8u101eac), and
its bowls (1ea\ Ta o,rovEia), and its cups (1ea\ Tooc 1eua8ouc), with
which you shall offer drink offerings. "82
,~~e~

MT lists

its pans, ,,~i~P. its jars, and ,,r1~p,,q its bowls.

,~~-um

its dishes,

The RSV translates

r~e~ "dishes for incense,"83 apparently understanding incense to
be implied, even though part of the furniture of the Tabernacle
included an altar of incense (30: 1-10/37: 25-28), placed in front
of the curtain separating the Holy of Holies from the rest of the
sanctuary.
Contrary to his practice in telling details of the candelabrum,
Josephus does not use any of the words describing the utensils on
the table that are found in LXX Exodus 25: 29 or Leviticus 24: 7.
In fact, his term, xpo0Ea1, is properly a feminine adjective
meaning "golden things" which LSJ declares is frequently used "in
the Epic dialect especially of what belonged to gods."8 4

Perhaps

8 l Later on (3.147-48), in telling of the incense altar, the word for
·
incense is 8oµiaµaTo<;.
2
8 Exodus 37: 12 specifically refers to the furniture of the table (,a
01etori Tti<; Tpamtric;), whereas 25: 29 uses the relative possessive pronoun auTTic,
referring to the table.
8 3 Cassuto states that all of these utensils were to remain empty so long
as they were on the table. "When the priest wished to use them for pouring
out libations, he brought them out from the sanctuary to the court, where he
filled them with wine, subsequently pouring from them the wine upon the
flesh that was on the altar-fire; there were no libations inside the sanctuary
(XXX/ 9)." Exodus. p. 339.
84 .E.n.. ~-, p. 2009. Rengstorf groups xpoooo<;
xpootoc;, and xpoottoc; as
three forms of the same adjective. One or other of these forms appear often in
Jospeh us' works.
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the appearance of two cups on the Arch of Titus, captured from
Herod's Temple, is the principal clue that the golden objects
holding the incense that Josephus describes were, in fact, cups, as
Thackeray translates xpuotat.

Though, in WAI. 5. 217, Josephus

mentions only the twelve loaves on the table. Presumably this
would have been the table captured by Titus.

Perhaps Josephus

omits mention of the cups that were there, in fact.

His omitting

mention of them may imply he had not seen them personally.
In A.nl. 8. 89 Josephus described the quantity of vessels
made for the tables in Solomon's Temple.

There he describes, in

particular, ra 0Keu11 <l>t<XAat rt Kat 01rov~t'ia xpuoea, the vessels,
golden bowls and (golden) cups.

The one table chosen to put "on

the north side of the temple over against the lampstand" has only
loaves (aprout;) on it.

This is in keeping with III Kingdoms 7: 48,

which refers to r~v rpa1retav i-4>' if< oi aprot rt;<; 1rpoo<t>opci<;.
LXX Leviticus 24: 7 says:
pure frankincense and salt,
Kat a.°A.a.

Ka\

"And you shall put on [each] row
i:m8~otrt i:1r't

ro

8tµa

Ka8apov

None of the items mentioned on the table in Exodus 25:

29 are required in Leviticus 24: 7.

Conversely, the requirement of

incense and salt in LXX Leviticus is missing in LXX Exodus.
Leviticus 24: 7 calls for pure frankincense

MT

il~! ntJ~.85

Josephus concludes his description of the table (3.143) with
another of his reminders of a proposed explanation of the reason

85 The Greek word At~avov, found often in Herodotus, Pindar, Euripides,

etc., bears a strong phonetic resemblance to the Hebrew n~!l ':?, which surely
suggests the influence either of the Greek word on the Hebrew word, or vice
versa.
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( ainav) for these things, yet to be written, that he first
adumbrated in Ant. 1. 25.86
Josephus appears to write from memory in describing the
Tabernacle table.

In describing it he made the comparison with

the table(s) at Delphi either as a means of entering into an
exchange of familiar ideas with a circle of Greek intellectuals with
whom he was "comparing notes," or as a means to further his
apologetic.

It is inviting to think that it was the former rather

than the latter because, if his intention was apologetic, the tactic
of mentioning the table at Delphi might have been seen as a bit
blatant, particularly since the table at Delphi was so different, a
tripod rather than a four-legged table.

Yet, it may be observed,

that in Ant. 15.371, he does not hesitate to state that the Essenes
followed the teachings of Pythagoras, and in Life 12, he states that
the Pharisees are like the Stoics.

If he was "comparing notes,"

with Greek intellectuals interested in the antiquity of the Jewish
people, it would have made good sense to compare a famous
element of the temple at Delphi (and Olympia) about which they
were aware, with the article of the ancient Jewish Tabernacle
about which they knew nothing.
861n Anl.. 4. 198 Josephus calls this proposed work an explanation of
customs and causes (tk TflV mp\ i8<.3v 1ea\ ain<.3v <i1r6~o<nv). In 20. 368, at the
close of the Antiguities. he says that this work will be in four books. See
Feldman's extended note, discussing the scholarship that has been offered on
this issue, Josephus 10, p. 143. It bears notice, in the overall attempt to list
resemblances between Plutarch and Josephus that suggest Plutarch's
influence on Josephus, that three times in Plutarch's l1i.s. a,wJ Osiris, he makes
similar promises to discuss a particular issue in another place. In §4 he refers
to 1rtp\ wv tTtpcx >.6ycx, in §7 he writes· a1>8tt; <iv<XAtf111oµa1, and in §29 he writes·
ooTtpov b101etw6µt8a .
I did not notice these allusions to another projected
Of course,
explanation in Plutarch's other writings having to do with Delphi.
many other authors also promise to discuss particular issues elsewhere.
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The Candelabrum
Josephus' description of the candelabrum differs from his
description of other elements of the Tabernacle furniture.

Not

only does he display some liberties in retelling the Biblical details,
both adding to and taking away from the Biblical account,

but he

also interprets the candelabrum in a way specifically calculated to
impress

devout,

mystically

inclined

Jews,

as

well

as

his

anticipated non-Jewish readers, whom he expected would be
interested

m

astrological

symbolism. 87

By contrast with his

word-choice in describing the utensils on the table, where he
avoids any of the words used in LXX, Josephus uses a slight
revision of the same words found in LXX to describe the various
parts of the branches on the candelabrum.
Carol Meyers has written of the inconsistency and variety
characterizing the translation of technical terms relating to the
candelabrum found in LXX.88

If Josephus had both MT and LXX

before him, he could well take some liberties in offering the
"Biblical" description of the candelabrum!

87 In ~ 5. 217 Josephus wrote that the twelve loaves on the table in
the Temple represented "the circle of the Zodiac and the year; while the altar
of incense, by the thirteen fragrant spices from sea and from land, both desert
and inhabited, with which it was replenished, signified that all things are of
God and for God."
The twelve loaves in the Temple shared with the
candelabrum astro-theological significance.
But he does not impute this
significance to the loaves in the Tabernacle, or to · the altar of incense.
88 Carol L. Meyers, I.h-'.,Tabernacle Menorah (Missoula, Montana:
Scholars Press, 1976), p. 18.
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Josephus disregards the funnel ( Tov brapuaTfipa) 89 and
snuff-dishes ( Ta

oxo8tµaTa)90 of LXX Exodus 25: 38, and MT

Exodus 25: 38 its tongs (ry'rJP.~_~) and its snuffdishes (ry•~t-111~1).

This

may suggest that Josephus considered these utensils used in the
refueling and extinguishing of the candelabrum unimportant, or
that he forgot them, or that as he read the Greek text of Exodus, 91
his

eyes

skipped

snuffdishes.

over

Josephus

the
does

part describing
not

explaining the Temple candelabrum in

mention

the
these

funnel
utensils

and
m

Wllr_.

Josephus' interpretation of the candelabrum was similar to,
but not nearly so detailed as Philo's.9 2 Goodenough has written
that

"Josephus describes and evaluates the Temple or tabernacle

cultus in terms of astral mysticism in a way essentially identical
with Philo's explanation, but with such minor variations of detail

89 According to LSJ, !1rapooT1fp is not found outside LXX, hence Josephus
may have omitted it since his audience of non-Jews would not have understood
its meaning.
90 'r1r68tµa is found elsewhere in the literature, according to LSJ (p.
1881).
91 As I will point out in explaining Josephus' description of the details
of the branches on the candelabrum, he follows closely the Greek terms,
This last element can be
adding pomegranates as a separate element.
reasonably explained from the vocabulary of the Greek Exodus.
9 2 Goodenough distinguishes two distinct stages in Philo's "Mystery."
The higher stage is his Mystery of Moses, and the lower stage is his Mystery of
Aaron. The Mystery of Aaron seems to be the kind upon which Josephus drew
wherein he has elements of similarity to Philo's symbolism in the
candelabrum. This was a kind of symbolism based on the Jerusalem cultus, the
Temple and the Priesthood.
The Mystery of Moses was more deliberately
It "abandoned the material world and led the worshipper above all
Platonic.
material association . . . " E.R. Goodenough, h Light, Light: The Mystic Gospel of
Hellenistic Judaism (Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1969), p. 96.
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that Josephus could hardly have been drawing directly upon
Philo's writings."93
Josephus
inspiration.

could

have

drawn

on

many

sources

for

his

Martin Hengel has written of "the victorious progress

of astrology in the Hellenistic era. . . which became more and more
the

spiritually

dominant

force

among

the

Goodenough shared this view as he wrote:

educated."9

4

"Throughout the

literature of antiquity more or less elaborate allusions are made to
the stars, their nature and relation to men, allusions which for our
purposes have even more importance than the formal treatises."95
In another place this same author wrote:

"Philo and Josephus

alike give these allegories of the menorah, . . . in order to integrate
into Judaism the current idealistic astralism as contrasted with the
materialistic. "96

Josephus

said enough

in describing

the

candelabrum, for the reader interested in astrology, to allow him
to infer much more than he says explicitly.

He may have wished

93 Goodenough, Jewish Symbols. VIII, 212-13. Cf. his Ju. Lwu, L.wll,
p. 99.
In an unenthusiastic evaluation of Josephus, Goodenough describes his
dependence on Philo overall in the Tabernacle/Temple material:
"Josephus
presents the basic elements of Philo's cosmic-mystic interpretation of Aaronic
worship, robes, and instruments, as a dull listing, completely different from
As Goodenough has
the passionate fancy of Philo." Jewish Symbols XII, 47.
noted (Jewish Symbols. IV, 85), Philo's most extensive discussion of the
candelabrum is found in ~ i£ ~ H.c.i.r., 216-229. There is no resemblance
between anything found here and Josephus' brief discussion of the symbolism
of the candelabrum.
Philo also mentions the candelabrum briefly in Th e
Preliminary Studies. 8.
94 Martin Hengel, Judaism .a.ru1. Hellenism (2 vols., Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1974), I, 236.
95 Goodenough, Jewish Symbols. VIII, 178.
96 1.,bjjl, IV, 86. Plutarch writes that "The Chaldeans declare that of the
yivt8Aiooc;
xaAoilcn), two are
planets, which they call tutelary gods (8tooc;
beneficent, two maleficent, and the other three are median and partake of
both qualities (I.s.i..s. .a.ru1 Osiris 48).
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those of his readers who knew of Philo's work to plug into the
Alexandrian philosopher's broader explanation of the symbolism
of the candelabrum.
Josephus explained earlier in An.1.., that in effect, all of this
importance of the stars began with Abraham who had the ability
to infer wisdom from "the course of the sun and moon, and from
all

the

celestial

phenomena."97

He taught astrology to the

Egyptians, who, in turn, taught the Greeks.98
Goodenough

has

noted,99 that the sixth-century prophet

Zechariah may be referring to the seven lights of the candlestick
in the Temple as planets, when he says they are "the seven eyes
of Yahweh, wandering through the whole earth." 1 00
Josephus wrote:

"Each branch bore one lamp, recalling the

number of the planets (3.146)."

This closely reflects Philo's words:

". . . on all these are set seven lamps and candle bearers, symbols
of what the men of science call planets" (Life Qf Moses 2. 103). 101
97 A.n.1.. 1. 156.

He cites Berossus' high estimate of Abraham as a man
"versed in celestial lore." (Anl. 1. 158).
98 Ant. 1. 168. Eusebius quoted Anapanus who said that Abraham
instructed King Pharethothes of Egypt in astrology (Preparation fu.L ~
Gospel IX, 18). Cf. Schiirer, History Qf 1h.e. Jewish People in. t.h.e. A.ll .o.f JtlJ.l..S
Christ. II, 349, note 37.
99 Goodenough, Jewish Symbols. IV, 72-73.
l00zechariah 4: 10.
1 0 1 It is beyond the scope of this study to explore this theme in its
broader representation in the Judaism of this period.
Manin Hengel discusses
how "the Essenes shared with apocalyptic and the whole Hellenistic
environment the widespread conception of a 'sympatheia" between earthly
and heavenly events." Judaism .a.n.d Hellenism (2 vols. Philadelphia: Fortress
Press, 1974), I, 232. He writes that "The only disruption in the ordering of the
cosmos came from the fall of the heavenly 'watchers', who were also said to be
stars; among other things they led men astray into star worship and thus to
idolatry in general."
Philo specifically avoided astral determinism by calling
the stars lieutenants, intermediaries, under the control of the Father of all.
Special Laws 1. 13-14. Philo says that the sun, moon, and other stars are
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The prophet Zechariah (4: 2-14) provides, perhaps,
evidence before

the

Hellenistic period,

symbolism in the menorah.

a piece of

of perceived

astral-

No doubt the widespread Jewish

interest in this symbolism during the period in which Philo and
Josephus

wrote,

was

due,

most immediately,

to

Hellenistic

influence.
D.S. Russell attributes the rise of interest in the "heavenly
luminaries and especially the seven planets whose movements
were believed to control the lives of men and nations" to
Babylonian worship.102

The Jews made intimate contact with this

during their Persian exile.

Russell notes the irony that the

principal evidence of astral

symbolism is found

among the

Hasidim, the very Jews who tried most to resist alien influence. 103
The Qumran sectarians, Hengel observes, found "in the law. . . the
perfect harmony of the whole of creation, as it is expressed above
all in the ordering of the seasons and movement of the stars." 104
Though the Hasidim were unlike the Qumran sectarians in many
ways, these two Jewish sects shared an interest in the significance
of the stars.
magistrates governing "such beings as exist below the moon, in the air or on
the eanh." In this role they are "lieutenants ( 01r<xpxou<;) of the one Father of
all, "copying the example of His government exercised according to law and
justice over all created beings." Philo avoids astral determinism by com paring
the Divine influence to a Charioteer who controls the team of horses pulling a
chariot.
He notes that while some would say that the horses that pull the
chariot control it, actually the Charioteer controls it because he tells the
horses what to do.
102 0.s., Russell, I.il. Method u.d.. Messa,e .of Jewish Apocalyptic
(Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1964), p. 19.
1031Jilil.., pp. 19-20.
104 Hengel, Judaism and Hellenism I, 223. In II, 147, note 732, he cites
1QS 10. 1-17, 23 "for the constant praise of God and for accord with the orbits of
the sun."
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Let us look closely at Josephus' description of the Tabernacle
candelabrum.

He

begins

by

telling

the

location

of

the

candelabrum (Aoxvicx 3.144) in the sanctuary facing the table, near
the south wall ( KcxTa
µEaT)µ(3picxv

,

TETpcxµµEVC\)

,

'
7rpoc:;

7rpoaumov
TOlXC\)).

This is the position of the table

described in MT and LXX Exodus 26: 25.

MT Exodus 40: 24 also

gives this information, while LXX of this verse omits the detail of
the candelabrum's relationship to the table,105

In Exod. 25: 37 we

read that "the lamps shall be set up so as to give light upon the
space in front of it."
Whereas

the

Bible

(Exodus

candelabrum is made of pure gold (tK

25:

31)
,

xpom.oo

states

the

xcxecxpou/ im<Q :liJJ)'

Josephus (3.144) says it is made of cast gold (tK
KEXWVEoµivcx),106

that

xpoaou

While Josephus does not contradict the Biblical

105 Philo, in il.n.. Matini fillh. W Preliminary Studies 8, remarks that
the candelabrum gives light from one part only, that is the part where it looks
towards God. . . it sends its rays upwards towards the Existent, as though feeling
that its light were too bright for human sight to look upon it." This seems to
imply that its light must be thrown in the direction of the Holy of Holies,
rather than towards the table. In BT Menahoth 98b, Rabbi R. Eleazar son of R.
Simeon says that the candelabrum stood with its branches extending north and
south because 'it is written, Aaron and his sons shall order it . . . [before the
Lord]', that is toward the Holy of Holies. The table is described here with its
ends pointing east and west, so that the candelabrum could not be casting its
light over the table. Strangely, both Weill and Thackeray cite Exodus 25: 31 as
the Biblical support for this detail in Josephus.
1 06 Josephus uses the verb xwnuw in four other places (Ant. 8. 79
[twice], 179, and 10. 57). In 8. 79 he is describing the cast bronze laver in
Solomon's Temple. In 8. 179 and 10. 57 the verb means "melt." Carol Meyers
proposes that "a clue concerning the nature of the specific technical
dimension reflected in :lilt ,ml0 as a terminus technicus can be found in a
passage in Malachi [3: 2] " which refers to the "smelter's fire." The root ,ill0 "in
the sense of purity, is firmly associated with the actual washing and also with
metals."
I.he.. I ab ern acIe Menorah. p. 29. The melting of the gold in the
smelter's purifying process may have been Josephus' cue to employ the verb
xwnuw. Though LSJ gives as the principal meaning of this verb "coat jars
with pitch" (p. 2014), it is a denominative verb based on the noun xwvttcx,
"melting and casting of metal." Each of the cognate forms of this noun found
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rubric in this, he adds the seemingly gratuitous suggestion that
the candelabrum was cast, that is, made in a mold, while omitting
to say that the gold is pure.
from Exodus 25:

He may have inferred that it was cast

31, which implies that the vanous ornate

elements of the candelabrum were not added to the simple stem,
but were a unified object.107

Philo provided an allegorical

explanation for this unity of the parts of the candelabrum.

The

candelabrum reflected the unity of heaven. I 08
In a detail that 1s unique to Josephus, 1 09 he states that the
candelabrum was hollow (l>1.aKEvoc), a detail that contradicts the
in LSJ have to do with smelting. Meyers proposes that actually the gold was
overlayed on a wooden (probably acacia wood) form.
She notes that only one
other object in the Tabernacle furnishings is described "as being made of 1-ni=ir.i
gold work, the cherubim."
"Technologically," Meyers writes, "they too would
need to be constructed over a wooden form"
(pp. 32-33).
She observes that
other utensils used in the Tabernacle possibly "were fabricated . . . of casting
the metal in molds," but these were only "accessories rather than major
appurtenances" (p. 33).
Josephus, however, seems to describe this major
appurtenance, the candelabrum, as made by being cast in a mold.
He did not
have Professor Meyers' technological considerations, as an archaeologist, in
mind as he retold how the candelabrum was made.
10 7LXX reads o xao).oc; aoti;~. xa\ o 1ea).aµio1eo1, xa\ oi xpari;pK, xa\ oi
O<j>aipwtiiPK, xa\ ta 1epiva
aori;~ form . MT specifies that the candelabrum
was to be solid (n~p,Q), and after listing the elements of the ornamentation it
reads: ' 117 n,~i. they will be with, or on it. This could reasonably be interpreted
to mean that this ornate candelabrum was cast in a mold.
108 Philo, in Questions
Answers .o.n Exodus 2. 74 answers the
question: "Why is it that the shaft and the branches and the bowls (and) the
knops and the lilies were all 'of that' [it
aULi;~
lMat="all of a piece,"'
according to the note of Ralph Marcus]." "Since the theologian (o 8t0My0<, i.e.
Moses) was all wise, he clearly knew in his wisdom that the heaven itself is a
harmony and union and bond of all those things which are in heaven, just as
the limbs which are arranged in the body are all adapted (to one another) and
grow together." In§73 of this work Philo says that the lampstand was "turned"
and made of pure gold because "the lampstand is a symbol of the purest
substance, namely the heaven (ooµ~o).ov tii~ 1ea8apwrar11c; too oopavoo). "Other
parts of the world were wholly made through the four elements, earth, water,
air, and fire, but the heaven of (only) one."
109 The candelabrum in the Temple invaded by Pompey, like the other
items in the Temple, as Josephus described them, was o).6xpooa
1ravra QY.n 1.
152), which does not rule out the possibility that this candelabrum was hollow,
though Thackeray translates oMxpooa "solid gold." •0).6xpoaa simply denotes

te

w
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Biblical description, which explains that the candelabrum was
made of solid gold. LXX Exodus 38: 14 explicitly states that the
stem of the candelabrum was solid ( artptav rov 1ea0Xov ), while the
parallel verse in MT (Exodus 37: 17) states that the base and stem
were hard, or, perhaps better put, solid (il~P,~).110

The Talmud (BT

Menahoth 28b) states "The candlestick had to be made from one
mass and of gold (~mil 1~ n~»il 1~ ilM~ iln~il il"ii.JJ).
Josephus may have made this small, though explicit change
m describing the candelabrum for halakic reasons.

Professor

Feldman has noted that "Josephus is at times more strict than the
rabbis in his interpretation of law." 111 BT Menahoth 28b, Avodah
Zarah 43a, and Rosh Hashanah 24a, b for bid making a menorah
like those in the Temple.112

The Tabernacle was the precursor of

the Temple, but it was not the Temple.

Josephus' slight change m

:w.n

:w.n

that it was made entirely of gold. It is the same in
6.388. In
7. 148
Josephus simply says the >.oxvta is made of gold (xpoon).
11 Ocarol Meyers writes that the word rn!.:ic indicates the use of sheet
gold. I.fil Tabernacle Menorah, p. 32. She rejects the possibility that the
menorah was made of solid gold. See her note 109, p. 53.
111 He writes this in Jan Mulder and Harry Sysling, eds., Mikra: ~ .
Translation, Readin& AlUl. Interpretation 2.ilh.e.Hebrew Bible in Ancient
Judaism .illli1. Early Christianity (Compendia Rerum Iudaicarum ad Novum
Testamentum, sect. 2, vol. 1) (Assen:
Van Gorcum, 1988), 517. Professor
Feldman notes, for example (Life. 65), where Josephus "Indicates to the Jews of
Galilee that he will lead them to destroy Herod the Tetrarch's palace because it
had been decorated with images of animals, and when he condemns (Anl 8.
195) King Solomon for breaking the Second Commandment in putting the
images of bulls and lions in the Temple, whereas the Bible (I Kgs 7: 25, 10: 20)
has no such rebuke."
112 Cf. Goodenough, Jewish Symbols, IV, 71. In Menahoth 28b, as I
have noted above, R. Papa hen R. Hanin says that "The candlestick had to be
A Baraitha forbad making a candlestick
made from one mass and of gold."
after the design of the candlestick in the Temple. In Avodah Zarah 43a, Abaye
explains: "A man may not make . . . a candelabrum after the design of its
candelabrum.
He may, however, make one with five, six or eight [branches],
but with seven he may not make it even though it be of other metals." Rosh
Hashanah 24a repeats Abaye's explanation.
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describing the construction of the candelabrum would not have
been visible outwardly.
One finds it hard to know why he would have said the
candelabrum was hollow unless he wished to be scrupulous in not
describing

the

Tabernacle

candelabrum was made.

candelabrum

as

the

Temple

This small difference, not noticeable to

the eye, would have satisfied the rabbinic prohibition of making a
candelabrum like the Temple's candelabrum, if, indeed, this was
Josephus purpose in stating that it was hollow.
Another possible explanation is that Josephus confused the

LXX

hollow altar (Exodus 27: 8,

Ko1>..ov

OUVl~WTOV

aura./ MT il~.\?~ nn'z :n:J~ .1nk) with the candelabrum.

I

7r01T)OEK

In his brief

comment on the altar, he does not say it was hollow (3. 149).
Josephus (3.144) says that the candelabrum weighed one
hundred minas (µvac;;

tKarov), which the Hebrews call 1eiyxapte. He

explains that this is equivalent to the Greek talent.

Philo, it may

be noted, wrote that "the talent consists of sixty minas." 11 3
Philo's reason for giving this detail is allegorical.

Here

He states this m

explaining the allegorical significance of the one-talent weight of
the candelabrum.

"He appointed the talent (to be) its form, for the

talent consists of sixy minas," which, he said because "the parts of
the earth, according to those who study astrology, are said to
measure sixty."
Answers

Q.D

Marcus notes that Philo writes in Questions a.rut

Genesis IV, 164, of the sixty parts of the cosmos

rather than of the earth." 114
113 Philo, Questions~
114lhli1.., note g.

Answers WI Exodus,
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II, 81.

Again Josephus gives a Greek phonetic rendering of a
Hebrew word ,~~.

This time, however, he apparently does not try

to reflect the way the Hebrew word would have been pronounced;
he simply Hellenized the Hebrew word 1eivxapte.
Josephus seems to be aware, at this point, of both the
Hebrew and the Greek Bibles.
and LXX reads

T<XAaVTOV

MT Exodus 25: 39 reads i1il!Q :liJJ
,
XPUOlOU

xa8cxpoi3 so that the Greek

TcxXavTov is equivalent to the Hebrew ,~~.

transliterated in the Greek µvci.

i~~

The Hebrew il~'1 is

One hundred µvci<;

were

equivalent to one Greek T<XAavTov or a Hebrew ,~~Thackeray, Weill, and Nodet have observed that Josephus is
m error in saying that the candelabrum weighed one hundred
µvci<;.

They note that the Greek talent was equivalent to sixty

mmas, rather than to one hundred. 11 5 But this is not so.
First, it may be noted that the ordinary talent may have
been equivalent to fifty minas, rather than sixty. 11 6
may be noted that in BT Bekoroth 5a, Abaye says:

maneh was double the common."117

Second, it
"the sacred

Josephus was referring to the

115Cf Nodet' reasoning in II, 155, note 7.
11 6E.M. Cook has written that "Assuming a sixty-shekel mina and a
three-thousand-sekel talent, the mina must have been one-fiftieth of a talent.
This contradicts the surrounding metrologies, which had sixty-mina talents.
International Standard B..i.hl.t Encyclopoedia (4 vols., Grand Rapids, Mi.: William
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1988), IV, 1053.
11 7The Abaye referred to was either one of the Amoraim, or from an
earlier generation.
Moses Mielziner, Introduction 1Q. ~ Talmud (New York:
BLock Publishing Company, Inc., 1968), p. 293. Rashi said "Now the ordinary
talent (weighed) sixty manehs, but the sacred (talent) was double (that), one
hundred and twenty manehs."
I.h.e..Pentateuch .a..rul.Rashi's Commentary: A
Linear Translation into English, by Rabbi Abraham Ben Isiah and Rabbi
Benjamin Sharfman (Brooklyn, New York: S.S. & R. Publishing Company, Inc.,
1949), p. 307. See Jastrow, 11.d.. ~- where he surely gives the opposite of what is
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sacred rather than to the common maneh in giving the weight of
the candelabrum.

Of course, this was quite appropriate in telling

of a sacred object in the Tabernacle.

Josephus provides datable

evidence of this special computation of the weight of the sacred
maneh.
The

ornamental

candelabrum

are,

with

elements
the

Josephus

exception

describes

of

his

on

addition

pomegranates (po·tmcou;), the same as those described in LXX.
,

of
He

1epcxr11p1l>io1<;, and po101eo1<; (knops, lilies, little

lists a<1>cx1picx ,

1ep1vcx,

bowls,

pomegranates),

and

the

which

rearranges

spelling of LXX (Exodus 25: 31) 1epcxn1pt<;,

the

order

and

a<1>cx1pwrfipt<;, and 1epivcx.

Thus, Josephus lists four elements to the candelabrum branches,
while the Bible lists three elements.
In LXX, the 1epcxr11pfi<; are in

~

shape of 1ecxpo101eoo<;

(almonds); the 1ecxpo11eo1 are not a separate element on the branch.
LSJ defines po101eo<; as "small pomegranate: hence, knob or tassel
shaped like a pomegranate." 118
closely resembles a 1ecxpo101eo<;.

One may infer that a po"fo1eo<;

Each is small and round.

Apart

from the prefix 1ecxp, the phonetic resemblance of 1ecxpo·fo1eo<; to
po·t1eo<; prompts me to suggest that Josephus adds po11eoo<; to the

list of parts on the candelabrum either by design or by mistake,
perhaps because of a hurried consultation with LXX.

The names of

intended: "Maneh, a weight in gold or silver, equal to one hundred common or
fifty sacred shekels."
118 In LXX, golden pomegranates (po1cncoo~ . . . pota1eov xpoaouv) are
See the
mentioned on the vestments of the high priest (Exodus 28: 29-30).
discussion on the high priest's vestments below.
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the parts of the candelabrum in LXX too closely align with
Josephus' words to be adventitious.
Josephus was surely aware of the Hebrew text as well.
'Po10Kooc;

reflects MT Exodus 25: 31, which reads ~•1r--.£l~, which

means "its capital" or "its pomegranate."
this

itn,

Targum Neofiti renders

for which the nearest equivalent in Jastrow is

ii,tn_,

"little

apple, or crab-apple." 119
Josephus may have added the pomegranates in order to
heighten the "tree of life" symbolism of the menorah. 120

The

addition of pomegranates on the menorah, as specific parts of it,
rather than as describing the shape of the little bowls into which
olive oil was poured, certainly increases the likeness of the
menorah to a tree.

The golden pomegranates are as fruit on the

branches. 1 21
Goodenough has noted that the tree motif of the menorah in
the vision of Zechariah (4: 2-10) resembles "the Egyptian tree with
Nut in it, pouring the fluid of life from a spout." 122

Zechariah

envisioned
119sp reads as MT. Targum Onkelos is similar to Neophiti, ·nu1 . BT
Menahoth 28b likens the knops to Cretan apples (c,,n,.:m •n1£1n).
120 cf. Carol Meyers, ~ Tabernacle Menorah. p. 84, where she writes:
"It has long been recognized that because of the language employed to
describe the menorah and because of its assumed appearance as a thickened
stem or shaft from which branches project that the whole shape strongly
resembles that of a stylized tree." See Chap. IV, "The Sacred Tree in Ancient
Near Eastern Iconography," and Chap. V, "A Typology of Tree Motifs in Ancient
Israel."
1211.12.id. , p. 54, note 124, where Professor Meyers notes that the
pomegranates were also "symbols of fertility in antiquity." It would seem that
Josephus' addition of pomegranates to the candelabrum was an amplification
of something already suggested in both the Hebrew and Greek forms of the
text.
122 cf Goodenough, Jewish Symbols, IV, 73.
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a lampstand all of gold, with a bowl on the top of it, and
seven lamps on it, with seven lips on each of the lamps
which are on the top of it. And there are two olive trees by
it, one on the right of the bowl and the other on its left. . .
Then I said to him, 'What are these two olive trees on the
right and the left of the lampstand?' And a second time I
said to him, 'What are these two branches of the olive trees,
which are beside the two golden pipes from which the oil is
poured out?'. . . Then he said, 'These are the two anointed
who stand by the Lord of the whole earth."'
The

trees

beside

the

menorah

in

Zechariah's

vision,

Goodenough suggests, may "simply preserve the original meaning
of the menorah as a tree."

He continues to say:

"The form of the

menorah suggested to Cook and many others that it originally
represented the sacred tree, the Tree of Life, with lights or fruit
hanging on it, since light and life were from early times almost
interchangeable." 123
Josephus does not explain how the various elements are
found on the candelabrum branches, as LXX does.

He was

apparently more concerned to describe the significance of the
candelabrum than to describe exactly how it looked.
This view of his purpose is supported by his peculiar
statement

that

the

elements

seventy in all (tf3l>oµtiKovTa l> '

of the

candelabrum

"numbered

tiv Ta mivTa 3. 145).

(3.182), Josephus tells how he came to this number.

Later on

"By making

the candelabrum to consist of seventy portions, he hinted at the
ten degree provinces of the planets, and by the seven lamps
thereon the course of the planets themselves, for such is their
123n
.. :A
73
~ .• p. .
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number." 124

Philo had written that "the lampstand [indicates] the

sense-perceptible

heaven." 12 5

Was seventy the heavenly number

of perfection for Josephus?

EXCURSUS: The number seventy in Josephus' Writin&s

Rengstorf

lists

sixty-four

appearances

t'3f>oµtiKovra in the works of Josephus. 12 6

of

the

word

In several of these

instances t'3f>oµtiKovra is part of a larger number, as in War 1. 53
and Apion 1. 299 (EKarov Ka\ t'3l>oµtiKovra).1 27
Eight times Josephus recalls that seventy years elapsed
between the fall of Jerusalem and the edict of Cyrus that the wall
and Temple should be rebuiJt.128 This is more frequent than in
Scripture, where this detail of Israel's history is mentioned only
when it is predicted in Jeremiah 25: 11-12, 29: 10, and alluded to
in Daniel 9: 2, which refers to Jeremiah's prophecy.
124 Thackeray's translation.
NB Thackeray's comments in note "a"
He observes, in note "c" that the component portions
found in An.1. 3.182.
enumerated in Exodus 25: 33 ff seem to amount to 69 only (see Encycl. Bibi. i.
645, n 3).
Meyers remarks that "The biblical combination of tree form with
actual lamps, i.e. the tabernacle menorah, must be seen against [the]
~
background of continued association of plant life and celestial light."
Tabernacle Menorah, p. 121. Cf. Nodet II, 155, note 9.
125 ouestions .and Answers M Exodus II, 95. aivin-tTm . . . Tflv aio811Triv
oumav 1ea\ . . . . T<>v aio811Tov oupav6v.
In II, 81, he says the lampstand is "a
symbol of the whole heaven."
126~ 1. 53, 511, 647, [673); 2. 482, 570, 571; 4. 336, 341, 467; 5. 160, 208,
242, 389; 6. 425, 439, [440), 441; Ant. 1. 63, [87), 154, [256]; 2. 176, 214; 6. 16, 52, 78,
89; 7. 389; 8, 57; 9. 125, 270; 10. 112, 147, 184; 11. 2, 69, 137; 12. [40). 57, 86, 107, 140,
369; 13. 213, 430; 14. 206; [18. 32]; 20. 233; Lill.. 56 (twice), 58, 79; Apion 1. 132,
[154), 299.
127E.g. also :WU 6. 425, 439; Anl.. 1. 63, 154: 5. 123; 6. 78; 8. 57: 10. 147: 11.
69, 137; 12. 107, 140; 13. 213, 430; 14. 206; and 18. 32.
128:wn 5. 389; A.nl. 10. 112, 184; 11. 1-2; 20. 233; Apion 1. 132, 154.
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Clearly, Josephus' frequent mention of this Biblical detail
indicates his view of its significance.

We might say that, whether

the period of time had been seventy or one-hundred years may
be beside the point;
history.

it was a very significant period of Jewish

To report it often, in different contexts, was a matter of

reporting Israel's history.

This was part of Josephus' overall

purpose in everything that he wrote.
Josephus sometimes reports without change the occurrence
of the number seventy in the Biblical passage he is retelling.
example,

For

in Ant. 2.176 he notes that Jacob and seventy sons left

for Egypt.

In Ant. 7. 3 89 he states that David died at seventy

years of age; and in 9. 125, he reports that Ahab had seventy
sons.

Surely, if Josephus' primary purpose in using the number

seventy was to stress perfection, or superior virtue, or special
significance, then he would have omitted mention of Ahab's
seventy sons.129
Once, Josephus uses the number seventy to express a
negative value judgment.

In An.1. 3. 9-12, when Josephus tells of

the seventy palm trees at Elim, which was Israel's first stopping
place after leaving Egypt, he stresses that there were 2.Il.ly_ seventy
palm trees.

This was a fact that, in his estimate, amplified the

l.a.d of water at this oasis.

Josephus states that from a distance

12 9See also Ant. 2. 214; in Ant. 6. 16 Josephus is using a text different
from both MT and LXX. Josephus says that seventy people from Bethshemesh
were killed for touching the Ark, while MT and LXX (I Sam. 6: 19) say it was
seventy plus fifty thousand, which is highly unlikely. See Thackeray's note.
A.n.1. 6. 52 is a place where Josephus draws on LXX, rather than MT. MT says
that Samuel had about thirty guests (I Sam 9: 22), while LXX, as Josephus, says
that Samuel had about seventy guests at the feast at which he recognized Saul
as the first king of Israel.
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the oasis seemed to have a good water supply, but that on closer
inspection the Israelites found only a trickle of foul water.
Whereas a desert oasis with seventy palm trees, watered by
twelve springs, would seem to be abundantly supplied, which was
surely the reason why Moses, in the Biblical narrative, chose this
place for Israel to rest, Josephus changes the significance of the
seventy palm trees.

Merely seventy palm trees testifies to the

meager water supply of the oasis.

One brief verse in Exodus 15

tells of the Israelite pause at Elim.
encamped there by the water" (v. 27).

It says, in conclusion, "they
This can hardly be read as

a statement about the shortage of water there.

Josephus changes

the significance of the seventy palm trees from something positive
to something negative.
Most commonly, however, Josephus expresses a positive
value judgement in mentioning the number seventy.

At the end

of Antiquities 3, Josephus provided a current illustration for the
long-standing attitude of reverence the Jews had for their lawgiver, Moses.

During the famine that occurred in the mid-first

century C.E., no priest would eat any of the unleavened bread
made for the Feast of Unleavened Bread.

Josephus heightens the

significance of this bread by reporting that it was made of seventy

cors of flour (3. 321).
Here Josephus empahsizes not only the regard the Jews had
for Moses, but the sacredness of the bread as well, made from
seventy cors of flour.

Thackeray notes that in Ant. 15. 314,
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Josephus said that a cor was equivalent to ten Attic medimni. 1 30
The Attic medimnus was equal to about one and one half bushels.
One wonders if Josephus realized how much bread would have
been prepared from seventy cors, that is, 70 X 15 = 1050 bushels
of flour!

It would seem that he thought it desirable to use the

number seventy to show the dignity of this bread, rather than to
suggest the extraordinary abundance of it.
A similar nuance is found in An1 5. 233, where we read that
Gideon had seventy sons born in wedlock, and the one not
included in this number, born a bastard, was Abimelech, who
became a tyrant.

That he was not of the seventy legitimate sons

emphasizes his lack of virtue.

Here, Josephus gives the essence of

the account found in Judges 8: 29-9: 57.
Similarly, in Ant. 5. 274, Josephus remembers the otherwise
insignificant judge, Agdon, mentioned in Judges 12: 13-14.

His

one claim to notice seems to be that the number of his sons and
grandsons totalled seventy.

"They rode on seventy asses," says

the anonymous chronicler. Josephus concedes that only his happy
paternity (tu1rmMm;) is noteworthy.
Sometimes Josephus implies the infamy of certain deeds
done to persons who were in groups of seventy.
particular

infamy

1s

implied

when

Noarus

In War 2. 482
slaughtered

the

deputation of seventy preeminent citizens that came to him,
seeking protection.

That there were seventy of these citizens

emphasized the dignity of the delegation.

130cf note to Anl.. 3. 121.
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In a similar case, we learn that the Zealots (War 4. 336 ff)
tried to persuade their fellow citizens to join against Zacharias, son
of Baris, by summoning seventy of the leading citizens to their aid
as a kangaroo court; but the seventy do not play into the Zealots'
scheme. That there were seventy in this group is a clue to its
virtue.

Their unanimous verdict is for Zacharias.

The seventy are

too wise and virtuous to succomb to the influence of the Zealots.
War 2. 570 tells of Josephus' choice of seventy mature
persons of greatest discretion to serve as magistrates in Galilee.
Here Josephus seems to make himself appear parallel to Moses,
who, at his father-in-law's urging (Exodus 18: 13), chooses elders
to help him care for Israel.

In Exodus 24: 1, we discover that the

number of elders Moses chose was seventy.
Josephus,

m

War

4. 467,

heightens the value of a

miraculous spring near Jericho, that had been changed from toxic
to sweet by Elisha, by saying that it was able to irrigate a plain
seventy furlongs long and twenty wide.
from barrenness to fruitfulness.

The plain was changed

The seventy furlong length of the

plain made fertile amplifies the spectacular change Elisha effected
m the spring's water.
This expands on a story found in II Kings 2: 19-22, in which
no mention is made of this spring as the source of water for
irrigating a plain seventy-furlongs long.

Ginzberg does not

mention any legends reporting this consequence of Elisha's second
miracle.

He does report the legend that as a consequence of this

miracle, Elisha drew the anger of merchants who had sold
wholesome water to the people living near this spring of bitter
174

water. 131

Josephus' haggadic amplification of the Biblical story

may draw

on a source Ginzberg does

not report. 1 3 2

It is

noteworthy that the seventy-furlong length of the plain irrigated
by the spring emphasizes the wonderful effects of Elisha's miracle.
War 5. 160 tells of the most wonderful feature of Herod's
The tower of Psephinus was seventy cubits high,

Jerusalem.

allowing from sunrise a view of Arabia as well as of the limits of
the Hebrew territory.

The first gate of the Temple was of similar

grandeur, seventy cubits high (WJu. 5. 207), as was the highest of
four turrets of the Antonia Castle (5. 242).
One place where Josephus chose the number seventy shows
that he was aware that there were seventy rather than seventytwo translators of the "Septuagint."

In Ant. 12. 56, he gives, in

his customary paraphrase, the information found in the Letter of
Aristeas.

In

Aristeas

30,

Demetrius

proposed

to

Ptolemy

Philadelphus that he write to the High Priest in Jerusalem,
requesting six exemplary elders, legal experts, from each tribe
(7rpEa(3uripouc; OVTa<;; avllpac; Eµ7rEtpouc; TWV Kara TOV v6µov
i:aurwv, <i<t>' tKciarT1c; (j>uXfjc; Et). The king requests this in §39.

TOV

Then

in §46, Eleazar, the High Priest, replies to Philadelphus, reporting
that he has chosen "good and true elders, six from each tribe"
(KaAOt)(;; Kat aya8ouc; 7rpEa(3uripouc;,

<i<l>' tKClOTTI<;; <t>uXfjc; Et).

Josephus repeats this information (7rpEa(3uripouc;

avllpac;

Ee

<ixo (j>uXfjc; tKciarT1c;) in 12.56, but in 12. 57 he says the number of
131 Ginzberg, Le&(md3 Qf ~ 1'lu IV, 239-140.
l 32Ginzberg says that "Neither the eight miracles of Elijah nor the
sixteen of Elisha are enumerated in the Midrashim extant today." lhlil.., VI, 33344, note 3.
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elders who came from Jerusalem is seventy .133

Perhaps this is

the source of the Septuagint's name, as Thackeray suggests.1 34
The number, it would seem, was originally seventy, with the
number seventy-two resulting from the myth of six elders being
selected from each tribe.
In Ant. 12. 368 we learn that the brave brother of Judas
Maccabeas, named Eleazar, ran

seventy

stadia to the

tallest

elephant in the army of Antiochus V Eupator, sacrificing his own
life as he stabbed and killed the elephant from beneath.

Clearly

the seventy stadia traversed by this brave man accentuated the
glory of his deed.
Though Josephus does not always use the number seventy
as

an editorial device to emphasize grandeur, perfection,

sacredness, sometimes this is apparently his intent.

or

This seems to

be the reason why he gives the otherwise inexplicable statement
that there were seventy parts to the candelabrum.
Josephus, of course, was not unique among Jewish writers m
glorifying this number.

Ginzberg lists numerous citations where

l 3 3Professor Feldman writes, in a personal note, that "in the tractate
Soferim 1.8 says there were 5
Soferim 1.9 the readings vary: 70 and 72.
translators.
Megillah 9a has 72." Philo, in L.ill. Q.f. Moses 2.31 ff, does not
mention the number of translators. Had he known of the number 70, he would
have no doubt mentioned it. In I.fil Mi~ration .o.f. Abraham 169 he writes of 70
as "the holy and perfect measure of 7 multiplied tenfold." It may be noted that
even in Aristeas, at the banquet, the king asks 11 questions on the sixth and
seventh days of the feast, instead of 10 as on the first five days. Moses Hadas
writes of this:
"The eleventh questions in the last two sessions of table talk
(273 and 291) seem extra additions beyond the expected number."
Aristeas lQ
Philocrates. Edited and Translated by Moses Hadas (New York: Ktav, 1973), p.
111 (see also the "Introduction," p. 42).
1 34 See note .a.d.. Wk.,
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the number seventy emphasizes particular worth. 135

Schurer

writes that "It was part of the perfection of his [i.e. God's]
revelation that it was recorded in seventy different languages on
stones erected on Mount Ebal (Deut. 28: 2ff)."136
We noted above that Josephus explained how he arrived at
the number seventy (3.182).

"By making the candelabrum to

consist of seventy portions, he hinted at the ten degree provinces
of the planets, and by the seven lamps thereon the course of the
planets themselves, for such is their number."
impartial

reckoning

of

the

total

number

Even though an
of

parts

of

the

candelabrum does not come to seventy,137 as Josephus surely
must have known, he imposed on the candelabrum a meaning,
with the number seventy, intended to introduce astral symbolism
into his interaction with anticipated Greek readers.

(End of

excursus).
The stars were very important to Josephus, as they were to
most people in his day.
taught

the

ancient

He praised Abraham as the one who

Egyptians

arithmetic

and

astronomy . 1 38

Astronomy was, it would seem, as much a theological as a natural
science. 139 In War 5. 217 Josephus wrote that the twelve loaves
135 Ginzberg, Leiends Q.f th.e. ~ . VIII, 429. None of these explains
Josephus' use of seventy.
136 Schilrer,History of t..ru:. Jewish People in t..ru:. ~ of J.e.sJ!.S.. Christ,
revised edition, II, 351. Cf note 46 on this page which documents the rabbinic
literature in which this legend is recorded.
l 37Thackeray writes that "the component portions enumerated in Ex.
xxv. 33ff. seem to amount to 69 only (see Encycl. Bibi. i, 645 n. 3).
l38A.ut.. 1. 167. NB the alternative reading of aaTpoAoyiav (astrology) in
L Lat. Eus, cited in Rengstorfs Concordance.
l39Schilrer calls attention to 4QCryptic, or 4Q186, which was "a piece of
astrological physiognomy based on the common astrological doctrine that a
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on the table in the Temple represented "the circle of the Zodiac
and the year; while the altar of incense, by the thirteen fragrant
spices from sea and from land, both desert and inhabited, with
which it was replenished, signified that all things are of God and
for God."

The twelve loaves shared with the candelabrum astro-

theological significance.
Hengel has written of "the victorious progress of astrology m
the Hellenistic era.
more

and

more

educated." 14 0

After the end of the third century it became
the

spiritually

dominant

force

among

the

Josephus remarked in Apion 2, on the confused

idea of Mnaseas of Patrai, who seemed to be referring to the
candelabrum when he tells of "Zabidus [who] constructed an
apparatus of wood, inserted in it three rows of lamps, and put it
over his person.
appearance
earth." 141

to

Thus arrayed he walked about, presenting the
distant

onlookers

of

stars

perambulating

the

While Josephus could rebuke this confusion, he actually

seemed to share the view that the candelabrum's seven branches

person's temper, physical features and luck are determined by the
I.h.t_ History Q.L lli
configuration of the heavens at the time of his birth."
Jewish People in 1h.e. A.&.e. .o.f. J.e.s.u.s. Christ. revised edition, III, 364. He describes
as well early Genizah Fragment A (T.-S. K 21.88) that mentions the effect of the
stars at a person's birth upon his life; and the Treatise of Shem, composed,
Professor Charlesworth believes, in the late 20's B.C.E., that "contains
prognostications regarding crops, political events, personal health, and
climate, deduced from the constellation in which the year begins" (p. 369).
140 Hengel, Judaism md Hellenism, I, 236.
141 Apion 2. 113. Schiirer suggests that Mnaseas, or Mnafeam, is to be
possibly identified with a certain "student of Eratosthenes, who lived at the end
of the third century B.C.E., or the very beginning of the second.
He wrote
amongst other things a geography, in which he dealt with the curiosities and
objects of interest of individual regions and places." The History Qf ~Jewish
People in t.h.e. Ail. .o.f. k.s.us. Christ, III, 598.
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symbolized heavenly bodies.

Philo, before Josephus,

stated this

quite explicitly.
The candlestick he placed at the south, figuring thereby
the movements of the luminaries above; for the sun and
the moon and the others run their courses in the south
far away from the north.
And therefore six branches,
three on each side, issue from the central candlestick,
bringing up the number to seven, and on all these are set
seven lamps and candlebearers, symbols of what the men
of science call planets. For the sun, like the candlestick,
has the fourth place in the middle of the six and gives
light to the three above and the three below it, so tuning
to harmony an instrument of music truly divine.1 42
Philo avoided suggesting outright astral determinism by
teaching, elsewhere, "that the sun, moon, and other stars are
magistrates governing 'such beings as exist below the moon, in the
air or on the earth."

In this role they are "lieutenants" ( u1rapxouc;)

of the one Father of all, "copying the example of his government
exercised according to law and justice over all created beings."
Philo compared the Divine influence to a Charioteer who controls
the team of horses pulling a chariot.

He notes that while some

would say that the horses that pull the chariot control it, actually
the Charioteer controls it because he commands the horses with
the reins .14 3
Josephus
elsewhere.

implies

his

personal

interest

in

the

stars

In Titus' speech to his troops at the seige of Jerusalem,

Josephus reports that he said

w Moses 2. 102-03.
143 Philo, Special Laws 1. 13-14. Cf. 1.92 where Philo writes: "For of all
the things that happen upon earth, the signs are graven in the face of
heaven."
t4 2L.i.k
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For what brave man [among which number Josephus
surely identified himself] knows not that souls released
from the flesh by the sword on the battlefield are
hospitably welcomed · by that purest of elements, the
ether, and placed among the stars, and that as good genii
and benignant heroes they manifest their presence to
their posterity, I 44
Did he here give his own point of view, or Titus'?

Later on,

Josephus chided the heedless people in Jerusalem, who failed to
observe the heavenly portents of Jerusalem's doom.
. they neither heeded nor believed in the manifest
portents that foretold the coming desolation, but, as if
thunderstruck and bereft of eyes and mind, disregarded
the plain warnings of God.
So it was when a star,
resembling a sword, stood over the city, and a comet
which continued for a year. So again when, before the
revolt and the commotion that led to war, at the time
when the people were asembling for the feast of
unleavened bread, on the eighth of the month Xanthicus,
at the ninth hour of the night, so brilliant a light shone
round the altar and the sanctuary that it seemed to be
broad daylight; and this continued for half an hour. By
the inexperienced this was regarded as a good omen, but

144 :w..a..r_ 6. 47.
Cf. Goodenough, Jewish Symbols IV, 81, where he
describes an inscription from the Catacomb Monteverde in Rome, which
depicts a large menorah with the word 'AaTtfp above it. He cites the view of two
scholars, Beyer and Lietzmann, that this is a Hellenized form of the Hebrew
'Esther.' The position of this name above the candlestick says clearly that this
Esther is herself now a 'star,' gone to her heavenly abode." He writes: "The
idea of salvation as a return to the stars is documented by Cumont from
paganism, but it seems to me to be probably an old 'Orphic' notion, since it so
clearly appears in Plato's Phaedrus, whre it is said that the soul before its fall
In a personal note,
shared in the great diurnal revolution of the 'gods."'
Professor Feldman questions this identification of 'Aar~p with Esther.
LXX
spells her name Ea8np. He asks what would be the point of Hellenizing her
name to 'AaTtfp? And what would be the connection of Esther, in the Book of
Esther itself, to a star?" Indeed?!
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by the learned scribes it was at once interpreted in
accordance with after events.145
Josephus' concluding remark on the candelabrum is that "the
seven lamps (Xuxvot) [by which he surely meant the seven
branches, topped with bowls of olive oil that burned to provide
light] faced south-east ( r~v

Kat'

avaroX~v

'
TT)V

µeaT)µ~piav), the

candelabrum being placed cross-wise (Xoeooc;;)" (3. 146).

With

regard to the candelabrum's placement, LXX merely reads: "and
they will shine from one front" Kat cf>avoomv EK roo !voe;; ,rpoau5,roo
(Exodus 25: 37).

Exodus 40: 24 adds that the candelabrum was

placed "on the side of the tabernacle toward the south" (de;; ro
KXiroc;; rijc;; <JKT)vijc;; ro ,rpoc;; Norov).

Josephus employed a word for

"south" (µeaT)µ~pia), that usually was used to mean "noon." 146
Though he followed closely LXX vocabulary in naming the parts of
the candelabrum, he may have followed Herodotus in choosing a
meaning of µeaT)µ~pia to replace vorov that was in the LXX text
before him.
In Solomon's Temple, Josephus says, in a distortion of the
Biblical text (III Kingdoms 7: 49), that one of the ten-thousand
candelabra was placed Kara

vorov

<An.1. 8. 90) in the Temple

before the al>urov, in which the Ark was.

14 5 ~ 6. 288-292.

Here, of course, the star has nothing at all to do
with the candelabrum.
14 6As the first meaning iri LSJ reads. Herodotus (1.6, 142; 7.113) uses
µeoriµ~pia to mean south.
In LXX, with the exception of Daniel 8: 4, every
occurrence of µeoriµ~pta means "noon." Of the citations in Hatch and Redpath,
Symmachus uses µt01iµ~pia to mean "south" in I Kingdoms 27: 10; 30: 1; and
Ezekiel 20: 47 where LXX reads N6TOv.
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Why did Josephus add that the candelabrum was placed so
as to face "south-east,"
sanctuary?

and that it was situated cross-wise in the

First of all, it may be noted that if the candelabrum

were to shine in a south-easterly direction, it would need to be
placed cross-wise, rather than placed in either an east-west, or
north-south direction.

Second, as we have already seen, Josephus

took some care to stress the eastern orientation of the Tabernacle
its elf . 14 7

The east was the direction of the march of the Israelites

as they headed for the Promised Land.

The east was also the

direction of the rising sun, which, as Philo taught, gave light that
was an appearance of God's wisdom.148
Even though the light from the candelabrum would have
been cast equally to its front and rear, unless a reflecting screen
for each branch were provided to throw the light specially in one
direction, it was described, in Exodus, as <f>avoomv
,rpoac,57roo

.

'
EK roo Evoc;

(Exodus 25: 37). No doubt, this was because the light

cast to the south illuminated only the south wall of the sanctuary,
near which it was placed. The one face would point towards the
,

table directly, which was

near the south wall, focusing this light, a

symbol of the Divine presence, on the place where the Bread of
the Presence was

( aproc;

evwmoc; Exodus 25: 30).

If the

candelabrum were turned east-west, it would have shone both on
14 7 See the "Tabernacle Entrance" section of chapter two, above.
148 Qn. Creation 8. 18. Furthermore, it was the custom to face east, i.e.,
toward the Temple during prayer (I Kings 8: 34, 44,
Daniel (6: 11) prayed toward Jerusalem. M. Berakoth
face Erez Israel in prayer; to face Jerusalem when one
the Temple when one is in Jerusalem; and to face the
is in the Temple.
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48; II Chronicles 6: 34 ).
4: 5 states that one is to
is in Erez Israel; to face
Holy of Holies when one

the table and the veil behind which the Ark rested.
Josephus

does

not

make

any

such

statement

of

While
why

the

candelabrum faces south-east, in his unique retelling, perhaps his
purpose was to accentuate the importance of the table and the
place in which the Ark rested.

Such a change was not accidental,

and I know of no Rabbinic source where this change is made.
Perhaps

the

simpest

explanation

why

Josephus

makes

the

candelabrum face south-east is that he, a priest, saw it this way in
the Temple.
The Incense Altar
The third piece of furniture in the Tabernacle was the
incense altar.

Josephus' term, like Theodotion, Symmmachus, 14 9

and Philo, 150 was 6uµ1aT11p1ov (3.147), while LXX (Exodus 30: 1) as
reflected in Codex Vaticanus reads 6u01aanf p1ov
LSJ defines 6uµ1ar~p1ov
MT reads n1toP.

iCQP,Q n~jQ.

found in Codex

6uµuiµaroc;.151

as "censer" or "vessel for fumigation." 15 2
The Hebrew is pleonastic.

The Greek, as

Vaticanus, and the other principal witnesses

149 According to Hatch and Redpath, Concordance t.o. lh.e. Septuaiint I,

660.
150 ufe Qf Moses 2. 94, 101
151 In the critical apparatus of the Cambrid&e Septuaiint. the
following mss. read 6uµ1ar~p1ov: mM(mg)vz. John W. Wevers writes that
"Aquila has 80µ1cxaEwc; for 80µ1cxµaTo· according to Syrohexaplar." Notes .o.n. ~
Greek I.e.3.1 gf Exodus (Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1990), p. 489. Samaritan
Penteuch omits Exodus 30: 1-10, and 40: 27 having to do with the incense altar.
The Targums clarify the apparent intended meaning of MT. Onkelos: n,,cip •m'?ll
M-icipM'? Mn.:i,c ,•.:illni
"You shall make an altar for the burning of incense."
Neophiti I: iln-icip ,,cc['?] iln.:i,c ,.:i.11n,. "You shall make an altar [for] arranging the
incense."
15 2 It is used in this sense in AJu.. 4. 32, 54, 57 where the subject is the
portable censers to be brought by claimants for the priesthood at the time of
Korah's rebellion. Again it is used in Ant. 8. 92, for the censers brought to be
used in Solomon's Temple.
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followed

by

Septuagint,

the

Cambridge

translates

the

reflecting the double use of

and

Gottingen

editions

of the

literally,

though

without

Hebrew
iC>p.

Wevers notes that the Hexapla

(that is, Origen's reconstructed text) added 8oµtaTTi ptov after
"altar" "so as to equal MT." 15 3
The altar of incense, Josephus declared, was made of the
same undecayable (µ ~

arproµiva) material as the other furnishings

( aKEOTJ) in the Tabernacle.15 4

Here LXX Exodus 30: 1 repeats the

description ~oAwv <ia~,rrwv, "imperishable wood," used with the
previously mentioned furnishings.

Whereas LXX describes the

gilding of this altar, part by part (KaraxpuauSai1c;;

,
XPUat"¼)

Ka8ap<i,

T~V eaxcipav. . . Toixouc;;. . . KEpara), Josephus writes OT£p£a
,ripttA~AaT '

mh<i, A£1l'ic;;.

with solid metal.

6e

Josephus appears to suggest it was plated

Gold is a metal, but so is bronze, the metal

specifically mentioned as the material plating the altar of sacrifice
that immediately follows in Josephus' narrative (3.149).

Josephus

states that the grating (eaxcipav) and the crowns at the comer of
the altar (that formed the circle around the altar in the Biblical
account) were made of gold, rather than · plated with gold.

It

seems that Josephus intends to describe the body of the altar to
be made of wood, plated with "metal," while the grating and
"crowns" were completely made of gold.
His imprecision here no doubt implies that the reader is to
picture an altar of mcense essentially like the one described m

LXX, though this would have been known only by readers

NmtlQ.D.~Greek 'IlllQ.f Exodus , p. 489.
154 cr Ant. 3. 102 OAfl<; ,ca\ µ11~v o,ro Tri<; ari111£w<;

153
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,ra0£iv f>ovaµEva.

acquainted with LXX.

The similarity in vocabulary in Josephus

and LXX suggests that Josephus drew on LXX here directly, as he
did

m

describing

the

elements

of

the

branches

of

the

candelabrum.
The dimensions of the altar of incense in Josephus' account
are the same as Exodus 30: 2.
cubits high.

It is one cubit square and two

Josephus omits any mention of the horns of the altar

of incense as he did of the altar of sacrifice. Instead of horns
( Kipara) at the corners of this altar he describes a crown
(ariq)avov) at each corner (Kara

Josephus omit the horns here?

yooviav

.tKaar11v .
,

)

Why did

Perhaps because pagan altars of

incense he may have seen did not have horns.
LXX Exodus 30:3 describes both the horns and a "wreathen
crown of gold" (arptxr~v

0Tf4>av11v

xpoofiv)) round this altar.

Josephus (3.148) is less than clear as he states: "at each corner a
crown" ( Kara

yooviav

.tKaor11v
,

oriq)avov ), while at the same time,

"and this was encircled with gold" (Kat
xpucrtov).

roi3rov

l)'

He seems to substitute crrf4>avov for Keparov, but he

implies an encircling border of gold (EK1rtp1ol;tuovra
well.

EK1ttpt0l;tuovra

xpuotov) as

In 3. 140, the border on the table is referred to as t11.1l;.

border in LXX is the encircling crown.

The

He · uses the same word as

LXX (!crxcipa) for the grate on the upper part of the altar of
incense.155

l55wevers notes that "A popular variant here substitues ia,ccxpil)cx (sic)
"brazier" for ia,capcxv, but altars do not usually have braziers." Notes Q1l. the
Greek lJ..31 oJ Exodus. p. 489.
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Josephus, like Philo, states that the altar of incense is
situated between the table and the candelabrum. 156
rubric is that the incense altar (8ocnaarrip1ov

The Biblical

80µ1aµaroc;)

is to be

placed "before the veil that is by the Ark of the testimony"
(Exodus 30: 6; 40: 26-27).

Josephus and Philo merely explain the

same place for the incense altar in different terms from the
Biblical account.

With the table situated to the north, and the

candelabrum to the south, the incense altar would have been
between them.
Josephus does not explain the purpose of the incense altar as
the Bible does.
offering

[was]

(Exodus 30: 8)."

The Bible makes clear that "a constant incensealways

before the Lord · for

their generations

To this Philo adds that it was "a symbol of

thankfulness for earth and water which should be rendered for
the benefits derived from both these, since the mid-position in the
universe has been assigned to them (sic)."157
Josephus seems clearly to follow Philo (Life of Moses 2.101)
m describing the incense altar as 80µ1arrip1ov, and in situating it
between the table and the candelabrum.

He differs from Philo m

giving no explanation of the purpose of the altar of incense.

In

156Anl. 3. 147. L.iR w Moses 2. 101.
157 Li.k Qf Moses 2. 101. In lY.h.o.. is. 1fil. &iJ: 196-200, Philo writes of the
four ingredients of the incense (sweet spices, oil drop of cinnamon, cloves and
galbanum of sweetening, and clear gum of frankincense) which was a "pure
composition, a holy work" which was a symbol of "the elements out of which
the whole world was brought to its completion."
He concludes his discussion
here of the incense by saying: "Surely it is a fitting life-work for the world,
that it should give thanks to its Maker continuously and without ceasing,
wellnigh evaporating itself into a single elemental form, to shew that it hoards
nothing as treasure, but dedicates its whole being at the shrine of God its
Begetter."
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War

5. 216 Josephus offers a different explanation of the

significance of the 8uµ1cir11p1ov

in the Temple.

He writes that the

altar of incense there represented "by the thirteen fragrant spices
from sea and from land, both desert and inhabited, with which it
was replenished, signified that all things are of God and for
God. "158
Josephus summarized tersely the Biblical rubric concerning
the rings and rods that were passed through them when the
incense altar was carried.

LXX describes expansively both sides of

the altar of incense; Josephus merely mentions that there were
rings and rods, leaving it to the imagination of the reader the
reasonable inference as to how these rings and rods were situated
on the altar.
He changes the LXX word for rings (l>aKtuXfou<;) to KptKot;
and the LXX word for rods (lllaXtl>Ec;) to aKutaXil>E<;.
already used KptKOt and

Josephus had

in describing the rings and

aKutaXll>Ec;

rods on the Ark (3. 136), rather than l>aKtuXfou<; and ava<l>opE'i<; as
is found in LXX Exodus 25: 12-13.
his

vocabulary

m

describing

Josephus is more consistent in

the

parts

of

the

tabernacle

furnishings than LXX.
Whereas LXX merely states that the purpose of the rings
and rods was to carry [ the altar of incense] with them ( watE

,,

atpEtV

mho iv aora'i<; Exodus 30: 4), Josephus specifies their usefulness

15 810 AJu.. 3. 198 Josephus describes fill ingredients for the perfume
(80µ1cxµaTo~) which was used to anoint the priests and for burning on the altar
of incense: five hundred shekels of choice myrrh, an equal quantity of iris,
two-hundred fifty shekels of cinnamon and calamus, a hin of olive oil.
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while the incense altar was

carried by the priests on the march

( die; Ka Ta Tac; o~oi,c; U7f0 TWV iepi<.tlv bf>ipETO 3. 148),159
In summary, we may remark that Josephus is clearly aware
of both the Hebrew and Greek forms of the Biblical description of
the Tabernacle furnishings.

He seems to deliberately avoid the

use of iAaani p1ov, found in LXX, using bri8eµa instead to describe
the top of the Ark, which reflects a close translation of the . Hebrew
nie~. This is a significant difference from LXX that suggests that he
avoided using a term used repeatedly in LXX.

Perhaps he did this

because of the developing visibility of the Christians in Rome.
They used the term iAaan1p1ov christologically (Romans 3: 25).
Paul's Epistle to the Romans this term refers to Jesus. 160

In

Whereas

later Christians were able to make considerable use of Josephus'
remarks on Jesus, James, and John the Baptist, he provided no
ammunition for them in his description of the Ark.
When Josephus describes the table in the sanctuary he
freely accomodates other sources to his picture of the table.

To

liken the table to the table(s) at Delphi, and to compare the lower
part of its legs to the legs on Dorian couches shows that he was
sensitive to his Gentile readership.
In his depiction of the candelabrum Josephus' terms are so
much like those found in LXX that he must have had LXX
l59Josephus stresses this as well in describing the Ark in A.n.1.. 3. 136,
148; and 7.85. In 3. 141 Josephus uses the term 1ea-ra -rac; Mooe; as well, with
regard to the table.
160 cf Professor Andre Paul's ll Judarsme ancien llUl Bible (Relaisetudes, 3. Paris: Desclee, 1987), pp. 177 ff. Which concludes with the article
from ~ Testament Studies 31 (1985), pp. 473-480, I have mentioned above in
the beginning part of my discussion of the Ark of the Covenant.
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vocabulary in mind.

Why he did not deliberately alter the terms

significantly 1s not clear. Perhaps, as Professor Feldman has
remarked in a personal note, this is because in dealing with
technical terms one really has little choice but to stick to the
technical terms as found in one's source. Neither is it altogether
clear why he describes the pomegranates as separate elements on
the candelabrum.
symbolism.

Perhaps he intended to stress its Tree of Life

The symbolism Josephus found in the candelabrum is

not so developed as

the

candelabrum accounts.

symbolism Philo described in his

Josephus' symbolism draws attention to

the Tree of Life motif in the candelabrum, along with a pale
reflection of the astrological understanding of Philo.
Josephus, like Philo, called the incense altar 80µ1ar~p1ov.
Both stated that it was situated between the candelabrum and the
table.

This similarity on two important details in describing the

mcense altar points towards Josephus following of Philo here.
Josephus seems to have used both the Greek and the
Hebrew Bible.

Nelson has observed that "Josephus follows one

order and then another," referring to MT I and MT 11, 16 1 but from
the vocabulary Josephus used, it would have seemed LXX was
before him as well.

Clues to this may be found both in his

avoidance of iAaor~ptov

in describing the Ark of the Covenant,

and in his use of virtually the same words found in LXX's
description of the candelabrum.

The testimony from silence in the

161 Cf. note 3 above.
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first example is nearly as eloquent as the evidence of essentially
the same words found in the second.
Josephus description of the furniture in the Tabernacle,
while clearly based on the Biblical model, is offered with an eye to
both his Jewish and his non-Jewish readership.

He is faithful

enough to the Biblical model to satisfy his Jewish readers with his
adherance to the sacred text.
such as bri8tµa and

OKE11'T)

The strict use he makes of words

to refer to the cover of the Ark seem to

suggest that he avoided

i>.aoT~p1ov, a word choice that would

have endeared him to Jewish readers who rejected the use made
by Christians of this word.

But where there was no danger, but

rather some advantage, in associating with non-Jewish sacred
imagery, as in the case of the "tables at Delphi," Josephus was
"selling" his picture of the Tabernacle furniture to his non-Jewish
readers.
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Chapter IV
THE PRIES1LY VESTMENTS

The Ordinary Priests' Vestments
Whereas the Biblical account of the priestly vestments in the
Tabernacle service specifically refers to Aaron's and his sons' attire,
Josephus' account (3.151-192) generalizes the rubrics as referring
first to the "other" (roi<;

a).Xot<;) priests' and then to the high priest's

attire, before mentioning Aaron as the first recipient of the priestly
attire.

Josephus adds at the end, parenthetically, "He [Aaron] had at

that time four sons:

Nadab, Abihu, Eleazar, and Ithamar" (3. 192),

without mentioning their role as priests.

Perhaps Josephus assumed

his readers would infer that Aaron's sons were priests.

Since his

intended readership was not well acquainted with Jewish history and
worship, it would seem that he might have made this detail clearer
by explicitly stating that Aaron's sons were the other priests (ro'i<;
<XAAot<; 3.151).

Josephus had no apparent reason for disguising that

Aaron's sons were the other priests.
Whereas the Biblical account begins with Aaron's, that is, the
high priest's, vestments, 1 and then describes briefly his sons', that is,
the other priests' vestments,2 Josephus begins expansively with the
ordinary

priests' ' vestments,3 and then describes the high priest's

even more expansively.4

1LXX

Exodus 28: 2-35; MT 28: 2-39/LXX 36: 8-40; MT 39: 1-31. See also
Leviticus 16: 4.
2LXX Exodus 28: 36, 38; MT 28: 40, 42/LXX 36: 35-37; MT 39: 27-29. See also
Leviticus 8: 13.
3Ant.. 3. 151-58.
4Anl. 3. 159-178.
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Why did Josephus mention Aaron only after describing the
high priest's vestments, when Aaron was so essential to the Exodus
account?

Why does Josephus give so much more emphasis to the

lesser priests' attire than the Biblical account gives to Aaron's sons'
attire?

Why does he reverse the order · of description from the

Biblical account? In WJu. 5.228-231, Josephus first writes of the
officiating priests and then of the High Priest.

But there he did not

have the Biblical order before him, so that there he may be seen as
describing the priests in ascending order of their importance.
Does Josephus have before him the Greek, the Hebrew, or some
other form of the Biblical text?

How does he change the Biblical

picture of the priestly garb, and why?

These are the questions that

will be addressed in this chapter.
Why did Josephus mention Aaron only after describing the
high priestly vestments, and why did he virtually neglect his sons?
Though, as Goodenough has written,

Josephus "differs from Philo on

too many details to have taken his material from Philo,"5 and though
it is evident that Josephus selects his vocabulary carefully, often
transliterating

the Hebrew

terms

as

he

writes

of the priestly

vestments, which points to his close observation of the text before
him, perhaps his apologetic emphasis here was informed by Philo.
Josephus may have remembered that Philo introduced his
account of the high priest's vestments by stating that "the craftsman
(6

rexvirric;) 6 prepared sacred clothing (iepav

Judaism

5 E.R. Goodenough, Ju. L..Wu,

(Amsterdam:

e;a811ra) for the "future

L..Wu; I.h..e.. Mystic Gospel of Hellenistic

Philo Press, 1969), p. 99.

6L.i.k .oi Moses 2.109. In lY.h,Q_ ll. 1.W<. ll.tiI. 225, Philo seems to refer to
Moses, rather than the architects, as o TtXVtTfl<;, who commands (1rpoofrcxtt) the
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high priest" ( rc.i3 µEAAovn apx1tpt'i), rather than "for Aaron. "7

At the

end of this section, before explaining the meaning of the priestly
clothing, Philo again makes clear he is referring to the high priestly
office, rather than to any one who held this office.
was the vesture (ea8tfc;) of the high priest."8

He writes:

"Such

Philo did not mention

Aaron at all in this account of the high priest's attire.

In this regard,

Philo's writing here is like his other general description of the
priestly clothing for the Temple priests in The Special Laws I. 80-97;
he is interested in the office of the priesthood rather than with any
particular priests.
Later on, when Philo writes of the selection of high priests, he
tells of Moses' appointment of his. brother, from all the possible
candidates for high priest, "on his merits" (t~
aptattVl>T)V

apx1tpta), and his sons as priests.9

a,rcivrwv

'
,
tmKptVa<;

When it would have

been surely more direct and economical to write "Aaron," instead of
fabrication of the candelabrum; but in Q.n. th-'. Giants 5.23, Philo is clearly
referring to Bezalel, as ~T)µtoopy6c; 1ea\ 1't.XViTT1c;. TtXvt1'1')<; is found often in LXX
(Deut. 27: 15; IV Kingdoms 12: 12; I Chron. 22: 15; 29: 5; Cant. 7: 1; Jer. 10: 9; 24: 1;
36: 2.) Josephus uses 1't.XV1T1'1<; in A.nl. 8. 103 with reference to the craftsmen
that made the cherubim over the ark that is brought into Solomon's Temple.
In LXX Exod. 35: 32 we find the verb cipxinx1'0vt'iv and the noun cipx1nx1'0vtac;,
and in 35: 35 cipxt1'tX1'0vtac;. In LXX 36: 8 one reads of the makers of the priestly
robes: Ka\ t1roinot mic; oO<j)oc; tv 1'o'ic; lpycxtoµtvoic 1'ac; <J1'0Aac; 1'c.3v cxyiwv.
Colson here translates 6 1'tXvt1'1')<; "the master," as though he had in mind
Moses, which would seem to be born out by Philo's usage of this term in .w..h,Q_ is.
1.lu.. H..ti.r. 225. Philo may not always use this term in the same sense. At one
place he mean Moses, and in another, Basael.
Josephus uses this term
frequently, though not in the Tabernacle account. There he uses the LXX term
cipxt1't1C1'ovac; (Ant. 3.104). In A.nl. 3.200 Josephus refers to Bt<JtAtT)AO<;
and
' EAta~oc; as apto1'ot 1'c.3v lhfµtoupyc.3v.
He employs this term most consistently in
retelling the Aristeas legend in An!.. 12. 35-84
7L.i.k Qf Moses 2. 109.
81.1ili1. 2. 117.
9Life. Qf Moses 2. 142. Philo remarks that Moses by-passed his own sons
in favor of his brother's sons because the selection was on the basis of merit
alone .
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"his brother," why did Philo persist in referring to Aaron as Moses'
brother, rather than by name?

If, as Philo states, Moses' brother was

chosen "on his merits," why did he not merit the use of his own
name?

It may be because Aaron's essential function was as Moses'

spokesman. 1O
Philo here describes briefly the attire of both the high priest
and the other priests.11
priestly vestments. 12

Philo then explains the purpose of the

Despite the evident honor that Philo attributes

to Moses' brother and his sons, he avoids mentioning Aaron by name
m the Life Qf Moses . 13

Goodenough has observed that Philo

lOcf. ~ Miiration of Abraham 84, where Philo refers to Exod. 7: 12,
22, as he writes: "In this place Aaron or speech is spoken of as a 'mouth';" and
169, "For 'Aaron' is called in the Laws Moses; prophet (Exod. 7: 1), speech acting
as prophet to understanding."
Goodenough writes, "Aaron is to be simple an
interpreter, 'telling to the multitude what he gets from you [Moses] while you
tell him TCl 8ticx." B.l'., Li&ht. Li&ht, p. 184. Cf. L.wuU: Moses 1.84, where,
according to Philo, God tells Moses "If thou shouldst have need of an
interpreter, thou wilt have in thy brother a mouth to assist thy service."
11 I.hid., 143-144. "First he washed them with the purest and freshest
spring water, then he put on them the sacred garments; on his brother the
vesture ( Tov
,ro~tipri) woven with its manifold workmanship to represent the
universe, that is the long robe and the ephod in the shape of a breastplate ( TT)V
l,rwµil>cx oion\ 8wpmccx); on his nephews linen tunics (xm.3vm;
>.tvoui;), and on
all three girdles and breeches (tuSvcx<; rt 1ecx\ 1rtpio1et>.ij)"
1 2 "The object of the girdles was to keep them unhampered and readier
for the holy ministry, by tightening the loose folds of the tunics; of the
breeches to prevent anything being visible which decency requires to be
concealed, particularly when they were going up to the altar or coming down
from above and moving quickly and rapidly in all their operations.
For, if
their dress had not been arranged so carefully, as a precaution against
unforseen events, they would in their eagerness to carry out their duties with
expedition reveal their nakedness and be unable to preserve the decency
befitting consecrated places and persons." 1. 145.
13Philo does mention Aaron by name elsewhere. In Q.n.. Drunkenness
128 he states that "Aaron. . . means mountainous."
"He is the reason whose
thoughts are lofty and sublime, not with the empty inflated bigness of mere
vaunting, but with the greatness of virtue, which lifts his thinking above the
heaven and will not let him cherish any reasoning that is mean and low."
Elsewhere he often mentions Aaron with other symbolic significance.
Cf.
"Index of Names," The Loeb fh..ili2. 10, 269-270.
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distinguished between the greater and the lesser mysteries.1 4

The

greater mystery is that of Moses; 15 the lesser that of Aaron.1 6 In the
Life Qf Moses, Aaron is kept unnamed so that the greater mystery is
not in any way obscured.

Josephus may have chosen to write of his

greatness in describing the details of the priestly attire before
mentioning the less important detail that Aaron was the first to wear
this attire.

Although Josephus' discussion of the symbolism of the

priestly vestments is, as a rule, less extensive than Philo's, he does
attempt to explain their theological significance. 17

This kind of

explanation is not found in any of the Biblical accounts of the priestly
vestments.

The idea of offering such an explanation may derive

from Philo.
The neglect by Philo and Josephus of the lesser priests, by
name,

may simply reflect the small notice given to Aaron's sons in

the Exodus Tabernacle account.IS

In his account of the consecration

of the priests, Josephus mentions the sprinkling with blood of Aaron

14 Goodenough,

Ju. L.iili, L.iili,

p. 96.

Cf. ~

Sacrifices

Qf ~ arul

.c.ain.. 62 (TC.3v µty<XAWV TOUTWV TCX µucpa µooTqpta).
15 Qn_ ~ Cherubim. 49: 1ea\ yap iyw ,rapa Mwooti Tei) 8to$Att µon8t\c;
T<X µtyaAa µoo-rqpta . . .
16Philo does not speak of the mystery of Aaron explicitly as he does of
the mystery of Moses. But, in Questions a.w1. Answers o.n. Exodus 2. 27, Philo
writes: "For Moses is the most pure and God-loving mind, while Aaron is his
word, which is the underlying interpreter of the truth."
17 Clemens Thoma remarks that "Josephus is very much in favor of the
religious symbolism.
To his mind this is the very means to represent the
transcendent dimension of the Jews. Unfortunately, Josephus does not explain
whether this dimension has a sacramental character as well, in other words,
whether it influences the whole world from its inner core."
"The High
Priesthood in the Judgment of Josephus," Josephus, 1h.e. Bible, a.w1. History,
Edited by Louis H. Feldman and Gohei Hata (Detroit, Michigan: Wayne State
University Press, 1989), p. 204. Thoma does not comment on the comparison
between Philo's and Josephus' symbolism.
IScf. note 2 above.
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and his vestments, and merely adds parenthetically agam, auv

ro1.<;

muaiv, "with his children." 19
If Josephus followed the outlook of Philo's Life Qf Moses, that

Goodenough called a "primer for proselytes," 20 he may have focused
on Moses' directions that were applicable to all the priesthood, rather
than on Aaron and his sons, who had an ephemeral role as the
objects by whom the sacred rubrics were given to posterity. 2 1
Indeed, smce Josephus' expected that he would have non-Jewish
19 The LXX Exod. tabernacle account refers to Aaron's sons as oi uio't.
' Aapwv (27:21; 28: 1, 4, etc.). Ila'i<; is a less intimate term for son than ui6<;,
meaning "child," and sometimes, "servant."
Cf. Louis H. Feldman, "Josephus'
Vocabulary for Slavery," JQR LXXVI, 4 (April, 1986), 295, where he observes
that "1rai<; is used in Greek literature in the sense of 'child.' Its first occurrence
in extant literature, according to Liddell-Scott's Greek lexicon, with the
meaning of 'slave' or 'servant' is in the fifth century B.C.E. in Aeschylus
(C hoephoroe 653) and in Aristophanes (Acharnians 395); and it appears with
this meaning frequently thereafter."
The author notes that "In the War
Josephus uses the word 1rai<; 101 times (107 times, counting alternate readings)
but only three times in the sense of 'slave." Josephus' use in Anl.., and L..ik, in
In
the sense of "slave" with similar infrequency, and in Apion, not at all.
short, he concludes, Josephus use of 1rai<; is imprecise. (p. 396).
20 Goodenough, h Light, L.i&hl, p. 96. Though, as Professor Feldman
has noted, "It is not possible for a proselyte to become a priest," (personal
note), Philo's Life of Moses presented significant information about Moses'
role as legislator, priest, and prophet, which would have been useful both for
the Jew, whom Philo may have led into a deeper understanding of his faith,
and for the intelligent proselyte to Judaism, who could be introduced to the
significance of Moses. Cf. Chapter VII, "Moses for Gentiles." Martin Hengel
has written: "Anyone who belonged to the people of God--rn 1ht. proselyte
[emphasis mine]--was now invited to study wisdom, i.e. the law; and provided
that he had the application and the aptitude, he had the possibility of being a
great teacher of the law." Judaism .a.n.d. Hellenism. I, 80.
Samuel Sandmel
observes that some of Philo's writings dealing with themes derived from the
Bible scarcely mention the Biblical text from which they derive because Philo
apparently assumes his readers are Jews, acquainted with the Bible. Others of
Philo's writings begin with an explanation of the Bible passage before
proceeding to a discussion. These works may have been for a readership not
acquainted with the Bible, that is, non-Jews. fh.ilQ. QJ Alexandria (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1979), pp. 47-55.
21 Philo never mentions Aaron at all in either the descriptive or the
interpretive part of his section on the high priest's vestments (Life Q.f Moses 2.
109-116, 117-135).
Goodenough still comments that in Philo's account, "The
robe Aaron wears ... " B.y_ Light, Light, p. 99.
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readers, and since Moses already had a high reputation in the pagan
world,22 it suited his apologetic purpose to accentuate Moses rather
than Aaron.
Josephus may also have been prompted by a desire to elevate
the image of the ordinary priests of his own day.
already,

Josephus mentions the ordinary priests first, and describes

their vestments more fully than Exodus.
serving.
from

As I have observed

This motive was partly self-

Though he claimed to be descended, through his mother,

the Hasmonaean kings,

which lineage included

the high

priesthood, he probably considered himself as one of the ordinary
priests who served in the first of the twenty-four courses of
priests. 2 3
Seth Schwartz has noted that the priests Josephus favors
throughout

the

Antiquities

are

from

his

own

class,

"the

geographically scattered, numerous, diverse class of well-to-do lower
priests. . . a class which had long been influential and of which many

22 Cf. John Gager, Moses ill Greco-Roman Pa~anism

(Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1972).
23L.i,_k, 1-6. Emil Schurer writes that the high priests in Josephus' day
"belonged predominantly, if not exclusively, to the party of the Sadducees."
History o! t..b£. Jewish People il!. t..bs. Ail o_f Jesus Christ. II, 213. He calls
attention, however, to Josephus' remark that the Sadducees listened to the
Pharisees who had the ear of the people (cf. An.1.. 18. 17). Josephus, it may be
remembered, claimed to be a Pharisee (L.i._k, 12.). Gideon Fuks, in "Josephus
and the Hasmoneans," JJS 2 (1990), 166-176, replying to the objections of Cohen
(Josephus in Galilee .an.d Rome, pp. 107-08) and HHlscher ("Josephus (2)" in
Pauly Wissowa IV, 2 (1916), col. 1935) that Josephus claim to be of Hasmonean
lineage was a fabrication rather than a fact, argues, in line with Rajak
(Josephus, lfil Historian .arul.his Society. pp. 1517), that Josephus depicts the
Hasmoneans more favorably in A.Jll. than in ~ because of the more
favorable political circumstances when he wrote Ant. The stubborn resistance
of the Hasmoneans to the Romans would have made it imprudent for him to
speak favorably of them when writing of the Jewish War. In A.n.1.. he expresses
his true feelings about his Hasmonean ancestors, Fuks states.
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had not been discredited by participation in the war. "24

Perhaps it is

with this favoritism in mind that Josephus begins by describing the
ordinary priests, giving a much fuller description of their vestments
than is found in the Biblical text.
If this is so, it is odd that he did not have a parallel description

of the ordinary priests' vestments in the War 5.131-136, where he
describes in detail the High Priest's vestments.
wrote the

~

Of course, Josephus

earlier, when his purpose was different. 25

In the

Antiquities he wrote for the benefit of the entire Greek-speaking
world, telling his people's story. 2 6

It was a story that would lead up

to his own times in which he played a prominent role.

Aaron was

not nearly as important to this flow of history as Moses.
Why did Josephus play down the priesthood of Aaron's four
sons, if his intention was to magnify the ordinary priesthood, his

24 Seth Schwanz, Josephus .iUUl Judean Politics (Leiden:
E.J. Brill,
1990), p. 95.
2 5Even though, as Professor Feldman has noted, Josephus "devotes a
relatively minor pan of War to his own generalship" (personal note), this role
was not insignificant in his own estimate.
Shaye Cohen writes:
It is no
surprise that Josephus presents himself [in ~ as one of the greatest
generals of this war, hence of all time." Josephus in Galilee .a.n.d Rome: His Vita
.an.d. Development .u a Historian (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1979), pp. 91 f. The opening
lines of the Jewish ,W,.a.r. declare that "the war of the Jews against the Romans-the greatest not only of the wars of our own time, but, so far as accounts have
reached us, well nigh of all that ever broke out between cities or nations--"
Jewish ,W,.a.r. 1. 1. This high estimate of the struggle with Rome may well have
been intended to disuade Parthian Jews from considering war with Rome.
Cf.
1. 3 where Josephus alludes to the work he wrote in his own tongue for the
benefit of -roi<;
~cxp~apot<; of the interior, that is, of the East. As Tessa Rajak
observes, Josephus here uses barbarians "in an entirely Greek way, to refer to
all who are not Greeks. Even his own nation is numbered among them. . . the
recipients are to be Parthians, Babylonians, and the furthest Arabians; but
also the Jews who lived across the Euphrates, together with the people of
Adiabene." Josephus; Ill Historian I.W1. H.iJ Society (Philadelphia:
Fortress
Press, 1983), p. 175
26A.n1. 1. 5.
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kind of priesthood?

Perhaps Josephus assumed Aaron's sons' role

would have been obvious, since in 3.209, they are mentioned as
ministerin~ at the altar.

It may be, as I have noted above, that this

merely reflects the small amount of material on the lesser priests
found in the Bible.

On the other hand, Josephus was not one to follow

at all slavishly the Biblical emphases.
haggadic elements freely.

He expands and contracts

As I have noted, Josephus adds to the

Biblical account an explanation of the symbolism of the Tabernacle
and the priestly vestments.
Perhaps Josephus' neglect of Aaron's sons, while generally
accentuating the importance of the lesser priesthood, is because of
the tragic death of Nadab and Abihu for offering "strange fire before
the Lord" (Leviticus 10: 1).

Of them it was said:

"They had no

children" (Numbers 3: 4). Josephus tells of this episode without
mentioning that they were priests (An.1. 3. 209). While exceeding
Scripture in reporting that Nadab and Abihu received a dignified
burial, Josephus adds to the terror of their death, as though to
accentuate the impropriety of their even offering incense.

He adds

here a small detail that they were accustomed to bringing improper
incense (a.AA '

o'ic; i:xp<.3vro ,rportpov) which implies that they were

customarily offensive. It was their right, as priests, to serve at the
altar; but they failed to serve the incense prescribed by Moses. This
tragic element in the saga of his pri'estly ancestors would not have
helped him glorify his own kind of priests.
The Exodus Tabernacle account features Aaron prominently.
Since Josephus seems to have intentionally slighted Aaron here, it is
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useful to note that Josephus was not reluctant to write of Aaron
elsewhere.
Josephus writes of Aaron forty-one times in the Antiquities. 27
He does not hesitate to speak highly of Aaron.

In 3.188 Josephus

embellishes the terse Biblical account of God's telling Moses to choose
Aaron and his sons as priests.

The Bible reads:

"Take for yourself

Aaron your brother, and his sons, even from the sons of Israel, to
serve me, Aaron, and Nadab, and Abihu, and Eleazar, and Ithamar"
(LXX Exodus 28: 1).

Josephus retells this:

"God appeared to Moses

and commanded him to give the priesthood to Aaron his brother, as
the one whose virtue was more worthy than all others to receive this
honor."
Josephus' Moses proceeds to justify God's selection of Aaron,
while candidly stating that he would have chosen himself rather than
Aaron as high priest:

"For my part, had the weighing of this matter

been entrusted to me, I should have considered myself worthy of the
dignity, both from self-love that is innate in all, as also because I am
conscious of having labored abundantly for your salvation.

But now

God himself has judged Aaron worthy of this honor and has chosen
him to be priest, knowing him to be the most deserving among us. "2 8
Parallels to this view of Moses' desiring the priesthood for himself
are found in the Rabbinic literature. 2 9 Josephus

was apparently

27 Anl.. 2. 279, 319; 3. 54, 64, 188, 190, 192, 205, 208, 211, 307 (2x), 310; 4.
15, 18, 21, 23, 26, 33, 46, 54, 56-58, 64-65, 66 (2x), 83; 5. 361; 6. 86, 89; 8. 228 (2x); 9.
224; 10. 65; 20. 225-27, 229, 235.
2 8Anl.. 3. 190.
29 Exodus Rabbah 37: 1 reads: "When God was about to appoint a High
Priest, Moses believed that he would be made High Priest, but God said to him:
'Go and appoint Me a High Priest.' Moses replied: 'Lord of the Universe! From
which tribe shall I appoint him?' The divine reply was:
'From the tribe of
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reflecting stock ideas about Moses and Aaron from his day, that
appear as well in the midrashim.
Josephus

goes

to

an

odd

preeminence of Moses over Aaron.

extreme
He wrote:

in

emphasizing

"For Aaron, by reason

of his birth, his prophetical gift, and his brother's virtues (1<:a\
apETflV

(3. 192).

Tal>eX<t>oo)

the

Tflv

was more highly qualified than all for the dignity"

Here it is Josephus' own estimate of Moses rather than a

point of view he ascribes to Moses.
The time would come, however, when Josephus granted Aaron
a final moment to enjoy his own dignity.

Josephus describes Aaron's

death with Moses absent from the scene, even though in the Biblical
account, Moses is prominent.

Moses' absence from Aaron's death

account might be seen either as a denigration of Aaron, or as an
attempt to build Aaron up, as he is allowed center stage alone, if only
at the end of his life.

Numbers 20: 28 tells of Moses taking Aaron up

on Mt. Hor, stripping him of his garments, and putting them on
Aaron's son, Eleazar.

Josephus tells of Aaron climbing a high

mountain alone, in the sight of the Israeli army, taking off his own
high priestly robes, and placing them on Eleazar his son (a,rofn.Sum
TT)V apx1epanKT)V OTOAT)V K<ll ,rapal>oo<; <lUTT)V , EXea,ap04) T4) ,ra1M 4.

Levi.' Moses was thereupon exceedingly glad, saying, 'So beloved is my tribe!'
God further said to him: 'It shall be Aaron thy brother." In 37: 2, we read that
Moses held Aaron responsible for the golden calf episode, and was angry at
him for being a "partner in this crime." In 37 4 we read: "When the Holy One,
blessed be He, said to Moses, And bring thou near unto thee, etc., he was
displeased, but God comforted him by saying: 'The Torah I possessed I gave to
thee; . . . I could have appointed thy brother as ·High Priest without informing
thee thereof, but I wanted thee to be his superior." Ginzberg cites as well Tan.
Terumah 10; Midrash Shemuel 23, 112; Midrash Koheleth Rabbah 7: 1; Midrash
Tehillim 101, 427-428. Leiends Qf the.J.e..w..s. VI, 68, n. 351.
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83).

Aaron is not subservient to Moses here.

He ends his days

arrayed in his own dignity.
I shall now set forth Josephus description of the priestly attire,
comparing it with his description of the high priest's vestments in
the Jewish WAI., with the Biblical versions, with the Targumim, with
the description of the priestly clothing in Philo's L.i,k Qf Moses, and
with the description found in M. Y oma 7.
First I shall present the terse summary of the priestly attire
given in M. Yoma 7: 5.

"The High Priest serves in eight garments

(c;':1-=?. ), and a ordinary priest in four--in tunic (n.~ tq~ ),
(c~QpQ), head covering (n~.~~Q 4 ), and girdle (<!>~ 4~4,).

underpants

The High Priest in

addition wears the breastplate (1~11 ), apron (,1£>~. ), upper garment
(',;J?q), and the frontlet (r~J).

By these did they receive inquiries for

the Urim and Thummim
Here the Mishnah reverses the Biblical order as Josephus
does, and in this description of the Temple priests, rather than the
Tabernacle priests, the Mishnah makes no mention of Aaron and his
sons, because the Mishnah is not concerned with the history but with
the ritual, which is timeless.3 1

The Ordinary Priests' Vestments
Josephus (3.151) starts with the ordinary priests' clothing
( atoAai) which consisted of the same articles worn by the high priest

30 ~
Mishnah. A New Translation, translated by Jacob Neusner (New
Yale University Press, 1988), p. 277. Albeck edition, 2. 244.
3 l In M. Yoma 4: 2 the priest prays, mentioning "the children of
Aaron," but otherwise Aaron is not referred to here.

Haven:
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before putting on his special garments.3 2

Here Josephus uses the

same general term for clothing found in LXX Exodus 28: 3, ia\
1ro1~aoua1

T~V

uses tae~c;. 33

OTO~tlv T~V

ayiav

'Aapoov tic;

TO

ay1ov, while Philo

Josephus uses tae~c; often throughout the Jewish

War ,3 4 as well as in the Antiquities,3 5 and in the Life, 36 but not in the
Tabernacle

account.37 Rengstorf notes that Josephus uses

the Antiquities
vestment. " 38

OTOA~

in

"especially of the high priest's or the king's

Josephus does not use

OTOA~

even once in the Jewish

War.

3 2Josephus writes in An.1.. 3.159 "The high-priest is dressed in the same
way, omitting none of the things already mentioned. . . "
33 L.if.c..Q.f. Moses 2.109, 143, 146. LSJ shows that Aeschylus in the
"Agamemnon" 1270 used to811~ for the dress of prophetesses. In Herodotus,
History 3.66, etc., it is used with reference to ordinary Persians' garments.
Elias Bickerman observed that "the Seventy took pains to avoid using the
IJut klU.. in. 1h.e. Greek A.u
technical [religious] vocabulary of heathenism."
(Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1988), p. 113.
Bickerman notes that "the Seventy relaxed their vigilance when dealing with
poetry,"
but when they used pagan terms for Jewish religious institutions,
they tried to be careful to describe differently the true religion as opposed to
pagan error (p. 114). Philo did not have this aversion to heathen religious
vocabulary.
34 Josephus uses to811~ in ~ in the same context as Philo. In ~ 1.26
he explains the project of his work, which includes explaining -ra~ to811-ra~ -rwv
itplwv 1ea\ -rou a:pxitplw~. Cf. also 1.437 -rnv itpav to811-ra, and 2. 131 of the holy
vestments of the Essenes, etc. Cf Rengstorf, Concordance t.o Josephus 2, 215. In
the Gospel of Luke 23: 11 the author uses to8n~ for the apparel put on Jesus
when he was being mocked by Herod's soldiers, as well as in 24: 4 for the
apparel of the angels at the tomb on Easter morning. The same author, in Acts
4: 30 uses it for angelic apparel, and in 12: 21 for King Herod's royal attire.
35Forty-four times. In An1 Josephus does not seem to reserve ta8~c;
particularly for royal or priestly clothing, though, as in 5 .330 he refers to
King Saul's clothing as -r~v ~a<™.t1C~v to811-rci, and he thus refers frequently to
David's clothing. Ea8~c; and OTOA~ are used interchangably in Ant.
36Four times.
37For the inconsistency in Josephus' vocabulary, cf. Louis H. Feldman,
"Josephus' Vocabulary for Slavery," JQR 76 (1986), 300-01, note 41.
38 Rengstorf, Concordance 4, 47.
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The first article of clothing, that would be found closest to the
body, is

the underclothing.3 9

µavaxaariv4 0 a

Josephus refers to this first as Tov

slightly modified transliteration,

vowels (~c~~q)41, of the Hebrew term

~Q 1~Q

with different

,42 treating it as a first

declension Greek noun to which he gives an appropriate accusative
singular definite article and ending. 4 3
symbolic meaning of the priestly clothing in
the µaxavaaric;.

When Josephus gives the

Ant.. 3 .179-187, he omits

Though the underclothing worn by the priests had a

significant ceremonial purpose, to hide their private parts as they did
the sacred tasks, Josephus apparently found no symbolic significance
here.

He, like Philo, 44 restricted himself to practical comments on the

3 9This orderly approach to describing the priests' attire is like
Josephus' orderly description of the Tabernacle, working from the outermost,
the part that would be seen first, to the innermost part.
4 0Niese lists manuscripts reading µevvaxcfo11v
(SP), µavvaxao11v (L),
manachasin (manachamsin cod. Wiz.) Lat., and µaxavaativ Bernard, which
Thackeray chooses for his text.
4 1 The vowel pointing that Josephus has in mind may reflect a
different vocalization of the word in his day from the days of the Masoretes.
42 If ~Q 1~Q is transliterated into a nominative singular form, it would
have a concluding sigma.
Josephus declines this transliterated word
appropriately in the sentence.
One can only speculate if this was the
If this
transliteration Origen provided in the second column of his Hexapla.
were known, it would give some minute evidence that Origen was aware of
Josephus' transliterations of particular Hebrew words.
4 3MT Exodus 28: 42 has ,~-~Q~~Q, the masculine plural construct ending
of which, apart from , ~ - , is more like Josephus' transliteration, µaxavaa11.
though Josephus' vowel pointing is different from MT as well.
Max L.
Margolis' "Transliterations in the Greek Old Testament," JQR 16, 2 (1925), 117125 tells of Wutz's conclusion "that the oldest Greek translators, beginning
with the Pentateuch, made their version not directly from a Hebrew copy of
the Scriptures but from a secondary exemplar in which the entire text was
written out in Greek letters" (p. 118). Franz Wutz, 12.k transkriptionem 'lP.ll. d.e..r
Septuaiinta hll. n Hieronymus (Lieferung 1, Leipzig, 1925). Part II of Texte

llDJ1. Untersuchunien

m vormasoretischen Gramm atik

w

Hebrai schen.

edited by Paul Kahle.
Josephus' transliterations may have followed such a
secondary exemplar.
Professor Feldman comments (in a personal note) that
Wutz "eventually gave up his own theory."
44 Li.fe. QJ Moses 2. 143-45.
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function

of the underclothing.

Ginzberg mentions no legends

imputing special significance to the "breeches. "45
Emanuel Tov has written that all Hebrew words transliterated
in LXX were corrupted in the transmission of LXX. 4 6

Josephus'

transliterations of Hebrew words may have suffered comparable
corruption in being transmitted, or there may have been attempts to
bring

Josephus'

transliterations

Josephus' µaxavcfoT)c;

into

line

with

LXX

spellings.

~c,~i. is virtually the same term c~in~~, found in

M. Yoma 7. 5.
Why does Josephus create terms here and in the following
articles of the priestly clothing by transliterating the Hebrew words
rather than using the LXX terms or some other readily understood
synonyms, such as 1rtptaKtXtc;?

Josephus' transliterations were

intentional in a way that went beyond the phenomenon of loanwords passing from one language into another language spoken by
contiguous people.
It

would

Josephus' transliterations are of technical terms.

seem

that

his

purpose

was

to

accentuate

the

mysterious quality of ancient Israelite worship by introducing arcane
terminology for the priests' clothing.

His Jewish readers who knew

Hebrew or Aramaic would perceive that he knew the ancient terms,
and

his

non-Jewish,

non-Hebrew

speaking

readers

would

be

impressed with the mysterious sounding words.
Josephus (3.152) provides three synonyms to make clear what
1s being described in the word µaxavaaT)c;,

"under-drawers":

45 cr. Ginzberg, Le~ends of lh.e. l..c..w..s. III, 168-69.
46 Emanuel Tov , The Text-Critical ll.-". Qf tlle. Septuagint in Biblical
Research (Jerusalem: Simor, Ltd., 1981), p. 91.
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auvaKTijpa,

l>iaCwµa, and dval;upil>m;. 47

The last of these is the most

common word that would have been most instructive to his readers.

LXX Exodus 28: 3 8 refers to the underclothing l.a..s.1 in telling of
the garments of Aaron's sons.

The term in LXX is xEptaKEXij

AlV<l,

"linen drawers." Philo, in L..ifu Q..f Moses, follows LXX, calling this item
of clothing xtptaKEXtic;.4 8 In The Special Laws 1. 83, he calls the
underclothing xtpiCwµa. 49 IltptoKtXtic; is an uncommon word in the
non-biblical literature, but it occurs six times in LXX.50
Although Josephus does not repeat the word found in LXX, his
description of the purpose of this article of clothing paraphrases the
Bible's expression of purpose.
xtptOKEXij

Xtvd

LXX reads:

"You shall make for them

to cover the nakedness of their flesh, from the loins

to the thighs (<ixo oocpooc; lwc; µ11pwv).
of the µaxavao11c; was to be xtp't

Ta

Josephus declared the purpose

ail>o'ia, "around the shameful

parts. "5 1 In War 5. 231, Josephus expresses generally the purpose of
4 7 I:ova1CTijp
is found only here in Josephus' writings. LSJ lists this
occurrence as its one example.
aiaCwµa is found also in ~ 5. 231 with
reference to the high priest's attire, and in A.nl.. · 12. 78 where it refers to the
middle of the bowls ( 1epaTti pot) brought as a gift to the Temple in Jerusalem in
LSJ cites an instance of the
Josephus' retelling of the Aristeas legend.
meaning "drawers" in Thucydides' History 1.6. ' Avaeopt~ac; is found only here
in Josephus' writings. It is the most common of the three words used here by
Josephus, but it is not exactly a synonym, since it means "trousers." LSJ lists
several occurrences in Herodotus and Xenophon, p. 114.
48 L.i.k Qf Moses 2.143.
4 9 Josephus uses this term only in ~ 2. 137, 161 to describe the
underclothing of the Essenes. In 2. 129 he calls these ad1raaµa.
In LXX
1rtp1Cwµa
does not appear in the Exodus Tabernacle account, but is used ten
times elsewhere.
50Exodus 28: 38; 36: 36; Leviticus 6: 10; 16: 4; Sirach 45: 8; Ezekiel 44: 18.
Josephus never uses mpta1etXtic;.
51 Anl.. 3 .152. Cf. Exodus 20: 26 which is a general prohibition against
But the
mounting the altar steps at the risk of being exposed for all Israelites.
LXX term is 01rwc; av
<X1r01C«Al>1111J<; T1'v
daxriµoauvriv (JOO t7r' aUTOO. Here
aax11µoaov11v translates
Aiooiov is found in LXX only in Ezekiel 23: 20 as a
translation of "'171. It means, specifically, "pudenda." While aax11µoauv11 is a

µn
nn~-
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this undergarment as LXX has it, "to hide, by the under-drawers,
from the thigh to the private parts":

TOO<.; µ11pouc; µe:v axp1<.; ai~ofou

~iatc.Sµan K<XAU1TToov .s2

In Josephus' remark on the fit of the underclothing in Ant.
3 .152, he states that the purpose is to hide from the middle
downwards, which, it may be noted, 1s like the description in War
5.231: Cl1TOTEµVtTal ~E u,re:p
,rip\

' '
aOTT)V

Aayovo<.;,

ifµtau

Kat TtAtoTfiaav axp1 Tii<.; >.aycSvoc;

ci,ro<J<t>iyytTat, "it is cut above the waste and ends at the

around which it is bound tight."

Josephus' Aayu5v,53 which

Thackeray translates "thighs", actually means "flank," according to
LSJ.

Josephus draws a distinction between "waist" (ifµ1ao) and

Aayu5v, where the drawers terminate. Why Josephus used Aayu5v in the

Ant. Tabernacle account, rather than µT)po<.;, is unclear.

There (3.152)

again he uses the term ai~o1o<.; that he used previously in War 5 .231,
and would use again in the Ant. with reference to the part of the
priestly anatomy being covered.

Josephus, it would appear, referred

to the area below the ribs, which is not the thigh.

more delicate term, meaning "shameful part."
The two Hebrew terms are
equally specific in referring to the sexual organs.
Wevers, in Notes OJ!. ill
Greek I.e.n oJ Exodus. p. 321, writes that "Presumably the prohibition against
going up by stairs to God's altar is applicable to celebrants, i.e. priests; at least
in the time of Exod this could only apply to such." Philo, L.iko.f.Moses 2.144,
writes that the purpose of the 1rtp101eu.ii is "to prevent anything being visible
which decency requires to be concealed, particularly when they wre going up
to the altar or coming down from above and moving quickly and rapidly in all
their operations.
For, if their dress had not been arranged so carefully, as a
precaution against unforseen events, they would in their eagerness to carry
out theri duties with expedition reveal their nakedness and be unable to
preserve the decency befitting consecrated places and persons."
52~ 5.231.
5 3 LSJ gives the first meaning:
"the hollow on each side below the
ribs, flank." The word "thigh" is not given as a meaning for >.aywv.
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Josephus describes the second article of the ordinary priests'
clothing, first using the common Greek term evl>uµa, 54
meaning simply "garment."

usually

Josephus then gives a transliteration of

the Hebrew term n.~t-1~, xeOoµtvT),55 as the particular name of the linen
of which the robe is made, which he says is taken from the word
xtOov (1rr~). meaning linen.56 There is no such word 1~•~ found in the

Hebrew Bible, but in Rabbinic literature Jastrow lists lr-J'~ (1~•~. M~rr~).
M~~•~

meaning "flax. "57

The Hebrew word . for "tunic," found in MT

Exod. 28: 4, is n.~h=l, very close to the Greek word for "tunic," XtTWV,
which most likely derives from Phoenician.
to imply that the tunic itself is named

Thackeray (3.153) seems

xeOoµtvT), whereas in 3.156, at

the end of his description of the tunic, Josephus says it is called
54 Not found in the LXX Exodus, though Aquila has lvl>uµa in Exodus 28:
31 where MT has .,,l?q. Aquila thus uses lvl>uµa with reference to the garment of
the high priest.
Josephus uses it generically again in 3.153 with reference to
the ephod. In II Kingdoms 1: 24; 20: 8 lvl>uµa means simply "apparel," while in
IV Kingdoms 10: 22 it means "robe." Philo uses the general word imhi<; with
reference to the high priest's garments (Lik Q.f Moses 2. 109, 143.)
5 5 Only here in Josephus' writings.
Since xt8oµtvri clearly does not
give an exact transliteration of n~t-1~, Josephus' transliteration has either been
altered in transmission, or he used a source whose transliterations were of
Hebrew words different from those found in Josephus' Hebrew Bible.
Thackeray comments at this point:
"Josephus takes his terms from the
Aramaic, Hellenizes them, and perhaps traces a connexion with the Greek
xm.iSv used below." Rengstorf refers to this as the "linen under-garment of the
priests."
He is apparently incorrect in this, since Josephus writes fonv l>t
,oil,o ,o lvl>uµa 1rol>11pri<; xmiSv, a vestment reaching down to the ankles, and is
not an undergarment.
56Qnly here in Josephus' writings. BOB lists n~t-1~. or n.~h~ with many
citations in the Hebrew Bible meaning "tunic, linen," but meaning specifically
here "the holy linen tunic of the high priest." Parallel citations are found in
Leviticus 8: 7, 13; 10: 5, and 16: 4. Thackeray seems to imply that the tunic itself
is called, whereas in 3.156, at the end of his description of the tunic, he says it
is called µaaaa~aCavri<;, a rough transliteration of the Hebrew word for
"checker-work", found in Exod. 28: 4, n~}~Q.
57 Marcus Jastrow, Dictionary Qf ~ Tarium i m, Talmud Bab li,
Yerushalmi. .a.n.d. Midrashic Literature (New York: The Judaica Press, Inc.,
1982), p. 637.
Weill here comments: "ce n'est qu'en arameen que ce mot
signifie lin."
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µaaaa(3a,av11c;, which points to his awareness of the Hebrew text,
Maaaa(3a,av11<; is a rough transliteration of a cognate form of the

Hebrew word for "checker-work," found in Exod. 28: 4 r~~r-J.58 In the
Hebrew Bible, the tunic of the High Priest is made of checker-work,
and is probably not ankle-length.59

LXX here renders r~~r-J n_1h=!,

1eoauµ(3wr6v, apparently taking "checker-work to

XlTWV<X

mean "ankle-length, fringed."

Josephus would not have heard any

such change mentioned in his synagogue worship unless the Greek
Exodus was being read.
MT Exod. 28: 39.

This robe is more specifically designated in

Targum Neofiti translates r~~r-l as n,m,o, "knitted."

Targum Onkelos renders it M~~q. which is a synonym for r~~r-l.
Josephus refers to xt8ov

(flax), a word used in his time,

probably derived from the Biblical word, as the basis of the Biblical
word xe8oµtv11!
was

Aramaic was, after all, the language with which he

best acquainted.60 In the attempt to proceed from the more

familiar to the less familiar, it is understandable that he would have
cited

the contemporary

word

in

explaining

the

ancient

word,

however anachronistic this might have been.
Yet, leaving little to conjecture, Josephus prefaces his pleonastic
remarks on the linen of which this robe is made, by saying that it is
58 Nodet II, 159, note 1, remarks that "In Exod. 28: 4, 39,

p!l!n describes
of
the
tunic
while
Josephus
appears
to
make
of
n~:::i!l!r.i
the
name of the
the fabric
tunic.
He observes that before concluding that this was a bad reading of the
text, it is necessary to note that the text is defective. (Here Nodet seems to mean
that the text of Josephus is defective.)
5 910 Gen. 37: 3 Aquila translates Joseph's coat of many colors xu·wv
aaTpaya>..wv, i.e., reaching down to the ankles.
6 0Thackeray observes that "The 'language of his forefathers' (BJ 1.3 Tfj
1raTptq,
(y>..waatJ) in which Josephus composed the first draft of his Jewish War
was doubless Aramaic, of which he must have had a thorough mastery."
Josephus, 1h.e. M.a.n. .an.d W Historian (New York: Ktav Publishing House, Inc.,
1967), p. 77.
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made l>m:>..fic; . . . mvl>ovoc; ~oooivric; "of double fine linen" (3. 154).
:Eivl>ovoc;

~oooivric; is virtually a tautology.6 1 :Eivl>ovoc; was "fine cloth,

usually linen,"6 2 and ~oooivric; was "fine linen" too. 63 Buoooc; is a
Greek word in its own right, but also may be for Josephus a
transliteration of the Aramaic

M~ l~. 64

That is to say, he may be

drawing upon the Greek Exodus, or transliterating from an Aramaic
paraphrase of the Hebrew Bible.

He would have been

well

acquainted with the Aramaic from hearing it in the synagogue.

In

the LXX rubrics for making the priestly vestments, the term for
"linen" is repeatedly either ~oooivric;65 or, more commonly, ~uoooc;.6 6
Why does Josephus add

l>m:>..fic;? Weill here cites BT Yoma 71b,

upon which he makes the comment:

"D'apres la tradition egalement,

dans le tissu des vetements sacerdotaux chaque fil etait double
plusieurs fois." But, in the Gemara at this point we read:
taught:

"Our Rabbis

[All] things, in connection with which the word shesh ['fine

linen'] is said, had their threads sixfold:

twined [denotes] eightfold

[threads]; the robe [had its threads] twelvefold."

Here the word-play

is on the Hebrew word wv.i, which means both "linen" and "six."

6 l According to LSJ it was a term used by Herodotus as the material used
to wrap mummies. History 2. 86.
62LSJ, p. 1600.
63LSJ, p. 333.
64 As is found in Targums Neophiti and Onkelos Exod. 28: 5. LSJ cites
(30000<; already in the fifth-century
B.C.E. Greek author Empedocles.
This
suggests that N~ t:l is a Greek or Phoenician loan-word brought into the Semitic
vocabulary. Cf. Saul Lieberman, Greek in Jewish Palestine (New York: Jewish
Theological Seminary, 1942), p. 29-67, "The Greek of the Synagogue."
65Exod. 28: 35; 36: 25.
66Exod. 25: 4; 26: 1, 31, 36; 27: 9, 16, 18; 28: 5, 6, 8, 29, 35; 31: 4; 35: 6, 23, 25,
35; 36: 9. 10, 12, 32, 36, 37; 39: 13.
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LXX Exodus 25: 4 listed

I

KOKKlVOV

&urAouv Kat

Jh5aaov

KEKA<.0aµtvT1v among the materials brought by the people to be used

in the Tabernacle project.67 K6KK1vov
literal translation of the Hebrew

l>mAouv is the Greek hyper-

,,~iJ n11~1r-1, meaning "scarlet."

It is

conceivable that Josephus arrived at his phrase l>urAfjc;; . . .01vl>6voc;;
f3uaaivT1<;;,

by mistakenly associating the l>urAouv with {3t5aaov rather

than with KOKK1vov, making the necessary inflectional change.
Having described the material from which this garment was
made,

and

the etymology of its

describes the garment itself as
tunic." 68 Whereas

the

transliterated

,rol>~PTI<;;

x1Tu5v,

name,

Josephus

"an ankle-length

Greek word x1Tu5v transliterates

the

very

Hebrew word l~'~, that Josephus devoted some care to transliterating
xe:8oµtvT1, and for which he provided an etymology, he does not

mention any verbal relationship between x1Tu5v and l~'~ .69
LXX Exod. 28:36 (MT 28: 40-n·J~~.) does not describe the
ordinary priests' tunic as

,rol>~PTI<;; X1Tu5v, but simply as x1Tu5v.

This

tunic, it would seem, did not reach to the ankles. In MT there is
nothing to indicate that either the High Priest or the ordinary priests
had ankle-length robes.
n~n=,),

Aaron's robe was checkered (Exod 28: 4

but not necessarily full-length.

r~~n

Presumably the priests,

67The LXX 1e61C1Ctvov
~t1r>.ouv seems to be a literal translation of the
Hebrew n11~,n ,,Ill,, meaning "scarlet." Cf. John w. Wevers, Notes Qil. lh.e. Greek
Exodus, pp. 392-93. Here he notes that the Hebrew phrase 'WW n.i,',,n is usually
rendered by 1C01C1Ctvou
~tavivri aµtvou . . . or the noun alone TO 1e61e1etvov ."
68Nodet II, 158, note 2, remarks, "Likewise Mai"monides, bilk. Kele
haMiqdas 8: 17 :::ip1m 10 n',.110', ,.11 'as far as the top of the heel', repeating the prior
tradition."
691n Ant. 3.36-37 Josephus uses xmJv to reflect the sound of the
Hebrew n~tq. Nodet remarks that "The Hebrew nnn:, 'tunic' is parent of the
Greek xmJv, but FJ, for the sake of the meaning, reconciles it to the Aramaic
1n•:::i, 'linen'." II, 158, note 1.
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according to Exod. 28: , 38, particularly needed the underclothing that
was tight about the thighs because their outer ..(for the ordinary
priests', only) tunics did not reach to the ankles.

LXX Exod. 28: 42-43

declares that this undergarment is to be for both Aaron and his sons,
but since the 1rtp10KtX11 are commanded for the ordinary priests first,
in the brief postscript that outlines the garments of the ordinary
priests, before the statement that Aaron was to wear this article of
clothing too, presumably the shorter tunic of the ordinary priests, in
the thinking

of the

Greek translators,

made the

underclothing

particularly necessary.
MT does not distinguish between the length of the High Priest's
and ordinary priests' robes, thus making the breeches needful for all
of them for reasons of decency.

The High Priest's robe 1s

distinguished in MT for being made of checker-work.

MT Exod. 28:

40 describes the robes or Aaron's sons merely as riJip_. LXX adds the
ankle-length to the High Priest's robe, and Josephus goes one step
farther in adapting the High Priest's ankle-length robe to the attire of
the ordinary priests.
Josephus' ordinary priests wore 1rol>riPT1<;

xiruSv, a deliberate

change from the Biblical rubric, that decidedly gives more dignity to
their attire than is found in the Bible. These ankle-length tunics the
ordinary priests wore did not, however, have the lower fringe found
on the High Priest's tunic.

LXX Exod. 28: 4 describes the High Priest's

tunic as a 1rol>riPT1 x1rwva Koouµr3wrov, "fringed ankle-length tunic."
Philo's description of the priests' tunics, whether of the High
Priest or of the

ordinary priests,

Josephus' account.

In the

~

bears

some

resemblance

to

Qf Moses 2. 109-110 Philo refers to
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the two articles of the high priest's !a8fira (vestments) as the
inrof>1Sn1c; and the brwµic;, the robe and the ephod. The t',,ro~uTfl<;, then,

is described by the LXX term ,rol>~pflc;, "ankle-length," without x1rwv
(2. 118).
emphasizes

In Questions .a.n.d.. Answers o_n_ Exodus 2. 107, Philo
the

ankle-length of the

"sacred stole"

( aro11. ~) as

characteristics of the "glory and honor" mentioned in Exod. 28: 2.7
He writes:

"The ankle-length

°

(garment) is a symbol of that which is

woven of many and various things."

This would seem to suggest the

checker-work nature of the tunic as found in the Hebrew term
rather than being a comment on the ankle-length.

r~~~.

In The Special

Laws 1. 82 f, however, Philo refers to the priestly tunics as short
tunics

(xtrwvia1<:01).

They are short so that the priests are not

restricted in doing their perambulations about the altar .7 1

Phil o's

symbolism here comes full circle, however, when he again calls the
tunic ,ro~~PT'I<;

x1rwv (1.85), and when he expands on the theme of the

tunic symbolizing the air which reaches "from the sublunar region
above to the lowest recesses of the earth."
This tunic, according to Josephus' description (3.153), encircled
the torso and the sleeves fit the arms tightly (1rep1yeypaµµtvoc;

rci)

awµan Kat rac; XEtp1~ac; ,rep\ To'ic; f3paxiomv KaTE<J<f>tyµtvoc;). In this
70Ka\ 1r0tf10£t~ OTOA'lV <Xyt<XV ' Aap~v T<i3 ci&A4><,i> 000 t\~ nµt)v 1ea\ Meav .
Wevers, Notes .o.n. W Greek Exodus. p. 445, observes that "the term ti~ nµt)v 1ea\
Meav appears elsewhere in LXX in transposed order four times (Ps. 8: 5, 95: 7;
Job 40: 5; 2 Chr. 32: 33). When applied to the priestly garments it refers to their
splendor and beauty."
71 Here Philo first refers to the tunic as xmJv (1.83), and then as
xm.ilvt01eo~. The rationale here is this: "For in this undress, with nothing more
than the short tunics, they are attired so as to move with unhampered rapidity
when they bring the victims and the votive offerings and the libations and all
other things neded for sacrifices. The high priest is bidden to put on a similar
dress. . . " ( 1.84).
Here Philo also first describes the ordinary priest's dress ,
then adds that the high priest is dressed similarly.
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non-biblical embellishment, Josephus here . may have in mind the
Hebrew Bible's account of the long robe with sleeves made by Jacob
for his son, Joseph, which LXX calls a many-colored robe.7 2 BT Yoma
72b may describe something very similar as it

reads:

"The sleeves

of the priestly garments were woven apparently and then attached
to the garment.

They reached up to the wrist."

Josephus' description of the neck opening of the priests'
garment (3.156) appears to be a paraphrase of the LXX description of
the neck opening of the High Priestly robe of Aaron.

Since LXX

translates MT (28: 31 f) very freely here, the basis of Josephus'
rendering of this aspect of the priestly attire is difficult to assign.
LXX Exod. 28: 28 reads: Ka\ EOTat TO 1ftptaT0µ1ov
,,

EXOV

KUKA~

aovo(J>aaµtvriv

TOO

ie

,
1rtptaT0µ100

aoToo 'iva

µ

lpyov

ie

mhoo µtaov ci5av

u4>avToo

pay-fj, "And the mouth of its top shall be

in its middle, a hem shall be around its mouth, the work of the
weaver; like a breastplate it shall be to it that it may not be torn"
(Marcus' translation 73).

72 Genesis 37: 3. Here the Hebrew C'!Z>!I n,n~ is translated in LXX xm.3va
1roi1ei1'.ov. Vulgate: polymitam=wrought with many threads; Aquila
<ia-rpaya1'.n=reaching down to the ankles.
Hebrew o~ (in connection with
Joseph's coat=stripe or ankle. Feldman remarks in a personal note: "From the
painted tombs of the Bene Hassein in Egypt from the Patriarchal Age, Semitic
The Samaritan
chiefs wore coats of many colrs as insignia of rulership.
priests, who claim to be descended from Joseph, wear long striped garments.
The phrase i~ oq=the hand from the wrist to the tip of the finger." Nodet calls
attention to John 19: 23 which comments on Jesus' tunic: ~v ~ o xi-rwv cxpa<j>o«;
h -rwv cxvw&v 04><Iv-ro«; ~t ' 01'.oo, "But the tunic was without seam, woven from
top to bottom.' He remarks that Josephus' description is after (d'apres) B Yoma
72a, the sleeves were woven to the tunic (les manches etaient tissees a part
puis rattaches a la tunique).'' II, 158, note 3.
7 3 Marcus' translation of LXX here is found in the Loeb edition of
Questions llD.d Answers Qll Exodus 2.118, note c (p. 169).
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Josephus paraphrases this:

"This tunic is nowhere folded, but

has a loose opening at the neck, and by means of strings fastened to
the border at the breast and at the back is supported on each
shoulder. "7 4

There may be a significant clue that Josephus is

consciously paraphrasing LXX here in that both LXX and Josephus use
the word C.:.Sa only with reference to the hem of the neckline on the
priestly robe. It is found only here in Josephus, who, as has been
shown already, adapts aspects of the Biblical description of Aaron's
robe to the ordinary priests' robe.

In LXX C.:.Sa appears only in Exod.

28: 28; 36: 31, with respect to the Aaron's robe, and in Ps. 132: 2
again referring to the hem of Aaron's robe.

Philo does not mention

this detail of the priest's robe in the Life Qf Moses.

74 Thackeray's translation.
OoTO~ o XtTWV 1COA1tOOTCll µtv ou6cxµ68tv
)..cxycxpov l>t 1tcxptxwv TOV ~POXWTfipcx TOO cxuxtvo~ ap1ttMatv t1C Tii~ wcx~ 1CCX\ TWV
KCXT<X aTtpvov 1ecx\ µtTacj>ptvov ~pTriµtvcxt~ avcx~iTcxt v1ttp hcxTtpcxv KCXTCXKAtil>cx; In
Anl.. 12. 70, KCXTCXKAti~ means "clamp," while here it means shoulder. Josephus
is freely elaborating the Biblical text (Exod. 28: 32), which merely reads: "[The
robe] shall have in it an opening for the head, with a woven binding around
the opening Ant. 3.156 and 12. 70 are the only two places where Josephus uses
1ecxm1e>.ti~. Neofiti 28: 32 reads: "And it will have the opening for the head in
the middle; its opening shall have a border all around, the work of a weaver; it
shall be like the opening of a coat of mail. It shall not be tom." Targum
Onkelos: "And there shall be a hole in the top of it, in the midst thereof; it
shall have a binding of work of a weaver round about the hole of it as it were
the hole of a coat of mail ( 1~7q;), that it be not rent." LXX Exod. 28: 28 translates
The unclear Hebrew word,
the uncenain Hebrew (Exod. 28: 32) very freely.

~l n,n,

translated by RSV, "garment," and by Brown Ddriver and Briggs'
Hebrew lexicon, "prob. (linen corselet)," is found only here and in 39: 23, its
counterpan in the second pan of the Tabernacle narrative.
LXX, it appears,
au-roil
renders the phrase ~1110 "!;)~ .lj~, Tt)v aoµ~o)..t)v aovo<J>cxaµtvriv
(literally: the woven coming together of it). By 1eo>.1to0Tcxt
µtv
ou6cxµ68tv
Josephus may be suggesting that it lies close to the chest, rather than being
loose. In LSJ the verb 1eo)..1t6w is used to describe the bellying out of a sail with
the wind, and the cognate noun 1eo>.1tuSµcx is used to describe the bulging out of
the center in a line of battle. p. 974.

ie
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Josephus (3.154) introduces the third item of the ordinary
priests' attire, CuSvri (girdle), as a parenthesis in his description of the
priestly tunic. Philo mentions this article of the priests' clothing
briefly, saying that the purpose was functional,

"to keep them

unhampered and readier for the holy ministry, by tightening the
loose folds of the tunics."75

Josephus refers to it first with the word

used in LXX Exod. 28: 4, CuSvri, "belt," or "girdle" (3. 154), before
ending the description with a transliteration of the Hebrew word

(<iBcxvne

= c:i.,~~), 76

and its "Babylonian" equivalent (tµicxv

= Aramaic

1:~qry).7 7 This is a term used in the Mishnah.78
75 Philo, in LikQf Moses 2. 143-145, writes of Moses' nephews wearing
linen tunics, girdles, and breeches (xm.3vm; Atvou<,;, Cwva<,; n: xa\ 1rtpio1etM). In
Atvou<,; and mpiCwµa (a
synonym for 1rtpto1eu11), without any reference to the girdle.
76 According to Jastrow ( ~ ~ ~~~~ meaning "belt," is found in BT
Baba Kama 94b, and BT Yoma 6a and 12a. Nodet remarks that "the Aramaic Ml'on
(hamina) translates (!)J~M (abnet) in Targum Jonathan on Exod. 28: 39, 39: 29, etc.
The word was originally Persian." II, 158, note 9.
77 A.n.1. 3. 156. Josephus uses the term Ba~OAWVto<,; frequently, most
often in A.nl. 10, which presents the exile of the Jews in Babylon. There it
appears fifty-nine times.
The Babylonians, as conquerors of the Jews, and
destroyers of their first Temple, were an earlier type of the Romans, as seems
apparent in early Christian literature in I Peter 5: 19, and Revelation 16: 19,
where Rome is referred to as "Babylon."
See note i2 to Sibylline Oracles, I.h.e
QW Testament Pseudepiuipha. edited by James Charlesworth (2 vols. Garden
City, New York: Doubleday, 1985), I, 396, where J.J. Collins writes that "The
analogy between Babylon and Rome, both of which destroyed Jerusalem and
the Temple, underlies the fictional setting of 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch." See also
note a2, to Psalms of Solomon 2: 25, Ih.e. Qld Testament Pseudepig:rapha, II, 653.
See also Louis H. Feldman, "Abba Kolon and the Founding of Rome,"
forthcoming in JQR, where the author comments on Song of Songs Rabbah
1.6.4, which reads, "On the day on which Jeroboam made the calf of gold two
huts were built in Rome.
They kept on falling in, until an old man there
named Abba Kolon said to them, 'Unless you bring water from the river
Euphrates and mix it with the clay, the building will not stand.'. . . From that
time they used to say: Any country that has not an Abba Kolon is no country.
They called the place Rome Babylon." Of the Babylonians Josephus writes that
they were destined to conquer Egypt and King Joakeimos (10.89).
Jeremiah,
and then Ezekiel, in their day, were like Josephus in his day, in trying to
persuade his people not to rebel against the occupying king (10: 103-106).
Nodet II, 158, note 9 and Jastrow remark that the Aramaic term )O~on translates

I.he Special L.afil 1.82-84, Philo mentions only the XtTwv
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Josephus (3.154), adding to the Biblical rubric, states that this
girdle, which Thackeray appropriately translates
fingers wide {1tAate'iav

µev

<he;

de;

rtaaapac;

"sash," is four

l>a1et0Aouc;). 79 It is

embroidered with flowers of scarlet, purple, blue, and ~vaaoc;, which
is the very word for the linen of which the other garments were
made, and presumably the sash too.SO

Its open weave suggests to

Josephus snake's skin.8 1 LXX Exod. 28: 35 says of the sash that it is
~uSvriv. . .Epyov 1ro1KtAtou, "the work of an embroiderer."

But the Bible

does not state that this sash is embroidered with flowers.8 2 Exod 28:
5 speaks of the ~vaaoc; along with the colors as though it is one of

these colors as well as the material out of which the garment is
made. 83 The rioaaoc; was cream or white-colored thread. 84
in Targum Jonathan on Exod. 28: 39, 39: 29, etc. and was originally a
word.
78 The Aramaic term, 1:~qn is found in M. Erub. 10: 15 (BT Erub. 104b)
and M. Succ. 5: 3 (BT Succ. 51a), though it is not described as a Babylonian term.
Nodet II, 158, note 4, observes that Maimonides, bilk. Kele haMiqdas gives the
width of the sash as three fingers, rather than four, and was thirty-two cubits
long (as in Jerusalem Talmud Yoma 7: 3)!
79Nodet remarks that Exod 28: 39 (fnba) does not give the dimensions.
Josephus is like Maimonides, hilk. Kel'haMiqdas 8: 19, the width of the sash, for
both the common priests and the high priest, was the same, three fingers,
(close to Josephus), and it was thirty-two cubits long (like J Yoma 7: 3)." II,
158, note 4.
SOsee note 60 above.
8 1Nodet II, 158, note 5 observes that MT Exod. 28: 39 here reads cpii
iltzilm, LXX lpyov
1rot1CtAT06, which detail is developed by Josephus from the word
r~tzin in Exod. 28: 4, "checker work" which Rashi explains are "like indentations
made in the ornaments of gold for the settings (in which) were placed
precious stones and pearls." Rashi, Exodus Commentary. p. 340. This openwoven fabric, Nodet comments, is like the veil hiding the Holy of Holies (26:
31).
82 Philo, in L.i,1'..Qf Moses 2. 133 writes that the high priest "brings
upon his person. . . the flower trimming of earth, "when he sets forth to his
holy duties." He may refer to the sash here.
83 Conceming this Weill writes "le byssus n'est pas une teinture, mais
sert de fond aux trois autres couleurs." He calls attention to A.nl. 3.183, where
Josephus writes of four o<jxxv8tvTa. Buooo<; appears to be the first of the four
materials Josephus has in mind.
It is not inconceivable that there was linento~~M,

Persian
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This sash appears in Josephus to be essentially ornamental,
since the tunic seems to fit closely to the torso.

He alludes to its

beauty (tu1rpt1rt1a) and to its being longer than was functionally
necessary if its purpose were to hold in place the tunic.

When

performing the priestly duties, the priests had to throw it over the
left shoulder (avaf3aXoµtvo<.;

tm

TOV Xa1ov Jµov).85 It is wound twice

around the chest, knotted, and then hangs on one side to the ankles
(3.155). 86 Weill calls attention to Targum Jonathan on Ezekiel 44: 18
where is found the term "on their heart," which corresponds to
Josephus' KaTa

ortpvov (3.155). 87

In BT Zebal)im 18b one opinion

colored thread used as well as thread of the other three colors.
This is not
uncommon in the art of embroidery.
84 Pausanius writes of the ~,Soao~ of 'ID.£1~. that it is as find as that of
the Hebrews, but it is not so yellow (lan l>t ou1e oµofoJ~ eav8fi). Description .oi
Greece v, v, 2.
85 Weill states that BT Yoma 44a says the sash was "32 coudees de long
ou 32 plis," a figure that Thackeray cites "according to the Talmud," but I did
not find this in Yoma 44a.
86 Nodet II, 158, note 7, remarks Targum Jonathan on Ezek 44: 18 says
that the the vestments of the priests, while they serve, are fixed on the heart.
He notes that "a baraitha indicates that this sash about the heart demands the
expiation of the contradictions of the heart (B Arakhim 16a).
This baraitha
comes in a passage preceded by the question of R. 'Anani b. Sason: "Why is the
portion about the priestly garments placed next to the portion about the
sacrifices?" To which question comes the answer: "It is to tell you that just as
sacrifices procure atonement, so do the priestly garments.
The tunic procures
atonement for bloodshed. . . The breeches procure atonement for incest. . . The
mitre procures atonement for those of arrogant mind. . . The girdle procures
atonement for sinful thoughts of the heart. . . The breastplate procures
atonement for error in legal decisions. . . The ephod procures atonement for
idolatry. . . The robe procures atonement for slander. . . The golden plate
procures atonement for impudent deeds."
The Tosafot (15b, fnba) point out
that according to a midrash the priest wound the sash symbolically twice
around his heart, in accordance with his two sins.
According to others (Sita
Mekubbeset, ad loc.) thiss sash, which was thirty-two cubits long, was wound
thirty two times around the body, thirty-two being the numerical value of the
word :i ',, 'heart'."
Josephus does not appear to enter into this kind of
explanation. His detail intends only to describe the attire of the priests, rather
than to give an explanation of the meaning of these vestments.
8 7 wem, I, 178.
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expressed on the length of priestly garments, is that of Rab Judah,
who speaks in Samuel's name, that "trailing garments are fit;
garments which do not reach the pavement are unfit. "8 8
The fourth article of the ordinary priests' vestments was the
turban (m11.ov 3.157-58).89 It was unpointed (ch:oovoc;), 90 and covered
just somewhat more than half of the head of the priests.

He says it

I

was called µcxavcxE,4>8iic;, which is a transliteration of MT Exod. 28: 4
?'l~}~Q.91

Thackeray remarks that in MT Exodus 28: 40, the name given
to the turbans of the ordinary priests is nil>~~~,9 2 so that Josephus is
m error.
Josephus.

He calls this a "direct contradiction" of Scripture by
It reflects his own times rather than ancient times.9 3

8 8 Josephus, in saying that the sash is wound around the chest,
apparently as high as the armpits, appears to contradict the ruling of Abaye
that "When they gird themselves, they must do so neither below their loins
nor above their elbows, but in the place corresponding to their elbows.
R.
Ashi said: Hianna b. Nathana told me, I was once standing before King Izgedar;
my girdle lay high up, whereupon he pulled it down, observing to me, It is
written of you, And ye shall be unto me a kingdom of priests and a holy
nation" Zeba}J.im 19a.
Nodet comments on Josephus' contradiction of rabbinic
tradition here, in that rabbinic tradition said that the abnet was made of wool
and linen, that is, of a forbidden combination, (le sa'atnez cf. Maimonides bilk.
Kele haMiqdas 8: 1,2). II, 158, note 8.
89 ffi).o~ is used by Homer (l.lli.wi 10.65), Hesiod (Works .a.w1. .lla.ll 546),
Dionysius of Halicamassus (Roman Antiquities 2.64), Herodotus (History 3.12),
and by other writers whom Josephus would have had occasion to read.
90weill translates this "une calotte sans pointe."
9l Nodet observes that in Exod 28: 4, 39, ?'\ED~~ is the turban of the High
Josephus
Priest, while in v. 40, the turbans of the priests are called nil):l.m.
seems to equate the two, at the risk of freely giving the High Priest an
additional article of clothing. According to B Yoma 71b, the two turbans were
very similar, made of similar bands, but they were wound differently around
the head. According to Maimonides bilk. Kele haMiqdas 8: 19, the turban was
made of bands sixteen cubits long, which is half of the thirty-two around the
::i'?." II, 159, note 2.
9 2so also SP and 4QpaleoExodm (only the concluding letter remains of
this word here. The editors have conjectured that the word is the same as MT).
93cf. note to Anl.. 3. 157. Here Thackeray apparently derives his view
from Weill, who writes: "Cependant ce passage, par sa precision, fait croire a
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Rather than being a contradiction of Scripture, Josephus here
reflects the terminology he would have heard m the synagogue
worship.

M. Y oma 7: 5 refers to the turban of the ordinary priest

with the same term mentioned by Josephus,

n~~~~.

as do Targums

Neofiti and Onkelos.
LXX Exod. 28: 4 refers to the High Priest's turban as 1<1l:lap1<;,
which is the same word found in LXX Exod. 28: 36 with reference to
the ordinary priests. 94

Josephus referred to both as m).oc;.

MT Exod. 28: 40 refers to the ordinary priests' turbans as
ni»~p~.

It is unclear why Josephus would give the opposite of the

sense of ni»~ 1o in referring to this turban as m).ov

a1<wvov, "unpointed

turban," when the sense of n1»~ 1o is a peaked turban. 95 n1»~ 1o may be
for Josephus essentially descriptive of a kind of headwear, rather
than the technical name for the High Priest's turban.96

But it is

l'ecactitude des souvenirs de Josephe qui rapporte, sans doute, ce qu'il a vu luimeme." Weill cites BT Yoma 12b with regard to the same term for the High
Priest's and the ordinary priests' headdress. There R. Dosa is quoted that "the
four garments of the high priest on the Day of Atonement may be used by the
common priest during the rest of the year." Objections are then raised to this.
94 Hatch and Redpath's Concordance cites ,n).fov in
(?). II, 1133.
Perhaps by Sam. is meant Sm, which refers to Symmachus' recension. Ilv.ov
does not otherwise appear in LXX. Ktf>apu; is the word used in Exodus and
Leviticus for the priestly headwear, both of the ordinary priests and of the
High Priest (Exod. 28: 4, 35, 36; 29: 9; 36: 36; Lev. 8: 13; 16: 4. It is also found in
Ezekiel 21: 26 with reference to the head gear of the wicked prince of Israel,
replacing the crown; and in Ezekiel 44: 18 for the priests in Ezekiel's vision of
the Temple. Josephus uses 1etf>apt~ in An.1. 11. 35 and 331. In the first instance
1e1f>aptv
~oaa1v11v describes part of the prize offered by King Darius to the one
who could interpret his troubling dream.
In the second instance it describes
the Jewish High Priest's headress, on which is the golden plate inscribed with
God's name. Here Josephus is telling of the encounter between the Greek King
Alexander and the High Priest during the former's visit to Jerusalem. This was
also the word for the ordinary Persian headdress.
95This word is cognate to the word n~~J. meaning hill.
LSJ cites
Josephus here as its example for the word d1ewvo~. p. 59.
96 11 is cognate to the verb .rp~. "to wrap." As Nodet remarks (II, 159,
note 3), Josephus appears to be describing headwear that he had seen.
The

s..a.m.
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unclear why he would apparently contradict the sense of the Hebrew
word.

The Targums refer to the ordinary priest's turban as

lJ~ 1~,

which according to Jastrow, 1s the Aramaic term for the high turban
worn by the Persians.

Philo does not write about the ordinary

priests' turbans.
In referring to the ordinary priests' headdress as n~ ~ ~.~,
Josephus may intend to emphasize that it is a "turban," that is, a
headress composed of cloth wound around the head (tm1rruaa6µevov).
This is all held together with many stitches (pci1rrera1

1roAAciK1<;). This

turban is then covered with linen so that the layers of wrapping
beneath are not able to be seen (3.158).

It fits securely so that it

does not slip off the priest as he does his tasks.
This care for detail in describing the fit and suitability of the
priestly garments suggests that Josephus had some intimacy of
acquaintance with them.

He may have worn such garments himself,

referring to them, as M. Yoma and the Targums record, in terms that
were somewhat changed from Biblical times.

Whereas elsewhere, as

I have shown, Josephus seems to follow LXX in his terminology, he is
quite independent here of both LXX and MT.

The Hi~h Priest's Vestments
Josephus begins the description of the High Priest's vestments
by stating that after putting on the attire worn by the ordinary
priests, the High Priest puts on a second robe, or pallium, which is a
rubric for the sleeves, that they be woven, was like the rubric for the
headwear.
He cites B Yoma 72b and B Zebahim 88a, which stress that the
priestly garments were to be of woven material, rather than sewn, that is, of
one piece, rather than pieced together.
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blue, ankle-length tunic called µtttp, "in our tongue" (el;
1fE7l'01T)µtvov XlTOOV(l 1tol>riPT1<; l) '
r~v

~µt1rtpav

oaK1v8ou

eon K<ll OOTO<; µtt'tp K<lAEl.T<ll K(lf(l

y).ci3ooav 3.159). Once again he transliterates the

Hebrew term for this garment, found in Exod. 28: 4, "'l?'1· In MT this
is the proper name for the pallium.97

In Exod. 28: 31 it is specified

further as ,1E:l~i1 ',•l?'1, "the robe of the ephod." The description of the
ephod precedes the description of the robe accompanying it.

Though

LXX Exod. 28: 31 refers to this as oxol>urT)v xol>tipTJ, "ankle-length
robe,"

MT does not state that this pallium is ankle-length.
Josephus interrupts his description of the High Priestly pallium

briefly to mention a belt ((oSvTJ), which is similar in color to the belt
of the under-tunic, except that it has gold threads woven in (xpuooo
auvu<t>aoµtvou).

Philo seems to allude to this in Life Qf Moses 2.113,

when he describes the secure fastening of the xpooayoptuoµtv~
).oyti~.

"place of reason" to the ephod.98

achieved aAUOEtl>lot<;

But this he writes, is

xpuoo1<;, "with little golden chains," rather than

by a belt such as Josephus or the Bible describes.99
It is not clear from the Biblical account that there is more than
one belt, or sash among the High Priest's vestments. MT Exod 28: 4
lists five articles of the High Priest's clothing, the last of which is the
~'- ~N.

Then, Exod. 28: 39 describes: cp."l

n~~~

~-,-1~ "a belt of a

variegator's work," which is tied around the tunic of checker work

97 Josephus uses this word only here. In MT it is found in Exod. 28: 4,
31, 34; 29: 5 39: 22-26; Lev. 8: 7; I Sam. 2: 19; 15: 27; 18: 4; 24: 5, 12; 28: 14; II Sam.
13: 18; Isa. 59: 17; 61: 10; Ezek. 26: 16; Ps. 109: 29; Job 1: 20; 2: 1229: 14; Ezr. 9: 3; 5;
and I Chron. 15: 27.
>.oytt<¼).
98Colson's translation of 1rpoaayoptooµtvq,
99LSJ lists cx>.ocn~, "chain," but not cx).oat1Mov.
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linen (wiu n~n~n rr~~qJ).100

This is the tunic and the belt described in

Exod. 28: 4.
The only other belt, mentioned in Exod. 28: 27 (39: 5) is the

1lilrul of the ephod

(i1!:l~il

~~o).10 1 Exod. 39: 5 ascribes to this band the

colors Josephus ascribes to the girdle on the High Priest's pallium:
"gold, blue and purple and scarlet, and fine twined linen."
LXX omits verses 22-28 of what is found in MT.1° 2
Targums follow MT.

Where MT has

iil:>~il ~~n

The

in 28: 27, Neofiti has

~,u:,~,

m"~n',, and Onkelos

(ii!:l~il

',•.llq) described in 28: 31 is not the same thing as the tunic

described in 28: 4, 39 (~iu

Mi,1:>'M

n.,h~il

r~n',_103 The blue robe of the ephod

~~~qJ).

Neither of these is the tunic of

the ordinary priests, described in 28: 40 merely as "tunics," (riJ?;}~).
Josephus describes the bottom hem of the pallium:

Tassles

colored like pomegranates, and golden bells, alternately, are sewn
there, hanging, with great attention to beauty ( Kara

1£etav

~

' ~
a UT<½)

7rpoatppaµµevo1 8uaavo1 powv Tp07fOV EK [3a<l>fi<; µEµtµT)µEVOl cimipTT)VTO
Kat

K(J)~u)VE<;

XPUOEOl

Kara

7f0AA~V

E7flT~~EOatV

rfi<;

EU7fpE7fEtm; .

.3.160).10 4
In phrasing his description of the tassles
µEµtµT)µevo1,

powv

rp67rov

EK

~a<l>fic.;

Josephus clearly paraphrases LXX Exod. 28: 29: Ka\

7fOl~OEl<; \)7(() TO AWµa TOO

U7fO~UTOO K(lful8Ev ulOEl Eeav8ouaT)<; poa<;

lOOThe verb r~~ means "Weave in checker work."
101 BDB gives as the meaning of ~~ r:t, "ingenious work." This is missing
at this point in LXX.
Josephus writes of this band in the appropriate place
(3.171)
102 cf Nelson, Studies i.n. 1" Development Qf 1" Tu..31 Qf 1" Tabernacle,
p. 252.
103Tbe Targums' M)"On and 1•on arc equivalent to the MT ~~n .
10 4 10 lY.ll. 5. 232 Josephus writes that the bells signified thunder and
the pomegranates lightning.
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j)OlOKOU<;;

., "and you shall make under the hem of the robe

beneath, as it were pomegranates of a flowering pomegranate tree."
Josephus renders the idea of LXX ooati with rpo,rov
µiµ1µT1µivo1.105

EK

n7,?.r-J

MT here (Exod. 28: 33) simply reads:

(3a<f>ti<;;

,,"21~

'.~b"J

',32 ~'~.1?1 "you will make on its skirts pomegranates of blue ... "
Josephus (3.160) differs from LXX in that LXX calls for both
golden pomegranates (28: 29 po'iaKou<;;

ie

made of various colors (potOKOU<;;

Josephus describes only tassles
pomegranates.

Presumably,

the

xpuaou<;;)

uaKtv8ou

and pomegranates

Kat ,roP4>upa<;;.

. .). 10 6

of various colors looking like
8uaavo1 powv rpo,rov

(tassels

resembling pomegranates) and the poiKov (pomegranates) Josephus
mentions a few lines later refer to the same ornamentation.

Here

Josephus' description is like MT, which has no golden pomegranates,
but only pomegranates made of various colors (28: 33-34; 39: 2426).

BT Zebahim 88b, which clearly develops MT here,

Josephus in describing these pomegranates:
and

cnmson

thread,

twisted

is like

"Blue [wool], purple wool

together,

were

brought,

and

manufactured into the shape of pomegranates whose mouths were
not yet opened and in the shape of the cones of the helmets on
children's heads."
But Josephus (3.160) is also like LXX in explaining that the
tassels were like pomegranates (powv
pomegranates.

rpo,rov),

rather than being

Though LXX and Josephus undoubtedly give the

105 Concerning these pomegranates, BT Zeb 88b reads:
"Blue wool,
purple wool and crimson thread, twisted together, were brought, and
manufactured into the shape of pomegranates whose mouths were not yet
opened, and in the shape of the cones of the helments on children's heads."
106 Philo, Li.km Moses 2. 110 and Special L..u'..s. 1. 93 follows LXX in
telling of golden pomegranates.
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sense intended by MT, they are different from MT m this regard.
Josephus (3.160) adds a curious remark that there were not only
pomegranates between the bells, but pocJ3v
between the pomegranates."

Kool>wviov, "little bells

The Targums, unlike LXX and Josephus,

follow MT closely in referring to the tassels as pomegranates (28: 33;
39: 24-25 rJoi).107

Since the Targums follow MT closely here, it can

only be said that Josephus would have derived the same information
from either, and may be guided by either at this point.
difference

between

Josephus

and

the

other

There is no

versions

under

consideration with regard to the gold bells that alternate with the
pomegranates, except that LXX has added golden pomegranates
which alternate with the colored pomegranates and gold bells (LXX
Exod.

28:

29-30).108

Josephus was governed in content by the

information m MT, but governed in style by LXX.
Though Josephus did not specify how the ordinary priests'
tunic was constructed, he specifies that this pallium is made of one
piece of material, not two, stitched together (3.161).

This may be

based on the statement in MT Exod. 39: 22-23 which describes the
"robe of the ephod" (iti~ry '7~.s?qn) which was "woven all of blue" (n'?~Il
10 7 Nodet calls attention to BT Zebahim 88b where the skirt of the High
Priest's robe was made of "blue [wool], purple wool and crimson thread, twisted
together, [which] were brought, and manufactured into the shape of
pomegranates whose mouths were not yet opened and in the shape of the
Seventy two bells containing
cones of the helmets on children's heads.
seventy two clappers were brought and hung thereon, thirty six on each side."
Leviticus Rab bah 21: 7 presents the conflicting rubrics of R. Judah b. R.
Eleazar and "Our Rabbis." The former said the High priest should wear thirtysix bells and thirty-six pomegranates. The later said the number was seventytwo bells and seventy-two pomegranates.
Josephus does not state how many
bells and pomegranates were to be on the High Priest's tunic.
l08weill observes the detail found in BT Zebahim 88b, that there were
Another view recorded here, of
seventy-two bells on the hem of the pallium.
R. Dosa, is that there were thirty six, eighteen on each side.

',•'?~

)jM

ntQ.11~).

Josephus' view is parallel to the view expressed in BT

Zebahim. 88a:

"Our Rabbis taught:

The priestly garments were not

sewn but woven, as it is said, of woven work.'
72b records one opinion of the rabbis:

Similarly, BT Y oma

"'All priestly garments must

not be made by needle-work, but by weaving', as is said:

woven

work!"l09

The

pallium,

as

Josephus

described

it,

differs

from

the

Talmudic view in that openings were cut for the head and the arms,
and the openings were hemmed.
pallium. 11 0

There were no sleeves to the

The opening for the head was cut from front to back,

rather than from side to side.
the Biblical record.

Josephus did not find these details in

They may derive from his personal observation

of the priestly vestments.

When the Talmud states that the priestly

garments must be made by weaving, this does not necessarily rule
out hemming slits cut in the woven material for head and arms.
What it does rule out is sewing together various cut pieces of cloth
for the garment.
Again

Josephus

transliterates

the

Hebrew

term

i1E>~,

beginning his description of the mysterious ephod, £4>wl>T1<;.
describes it as like the Greek tmiJµi<;.

m

He

Were it not for the fact that this

is the term found in LXX Exod. 28: 4f as the suitable Greek
translation for the Hebrew

i1E>~,

it would appear strange that

Josephus uses this word.

109 This means that they were directly woven into the form in which
they were worn by the priests.
11 0 Weill notes the correspondence between the later views of
Maimonides and N a}J.manides and Josephus concerning the lack of sleeves on
the pallium.
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The Greek brwµi~ denoted the shoulder of a woman's tunic. 111
Apart from the Greek Exodus, I know of no instance of brwµi~ being
used in this cultic sense.

Josephus, like Philo, 112 is adopting the LXX

translation, perhaps because there was no suitable Greek word,
describing a counterpart to the ephod in a Greek cultic setting. 113 As
the first Greek biblical translators thought that the ephod looked like
the broµi~ they saw women wearing, their translation reflected this,
and the word was used by Philo and Josephus.

Since Josephus was

not bound by the vocabulary he found in the Greek text, he must
have concurred with LXX translators.

Furthermore, evidently he

found nothing adverse in using this term.
Burkert writes of the appearance of the Greek priest:

"His hair

1s usually long and he wears a head-band (strophion), a garland,
costly robes of white or purple, and a special waistband; he carries a
staff in his hand.

The priestess is often represented carrying the

large key to the temple kleidouchos."114

There is nothing here which

1s like the ephod.
111 Cf. LSJ, p. 679.
112 Life Qf Moses 2. 122 f.

In The Special ~ 1. 88-89 Philo refers to

the ephod as ,ov >.oyiiov.
11 3Rashi writes of the ephod:
"I have not heard nor found in (any)
Baraitha an explanation of its pattern. My heart however, tells me that it was
girded to him on his backside; its width (being) like the width of the back of a
man, like the kind of apron which is called pourceint in O.F., which the noble
women gird upon horses. . .And my heart tells me further that there is a proof
that it is a kind of garment, for Jonathan translates 'and David was girded with
a linen ephod" (II Sam. 6: 14) "a tunic" of linen, and he translates in like
manner "robes" in the account of Tamar the daughter of Absolom, "for thus
were apparelled the kings's daughters that were virgins with robes".
Here
Rashi appears to be making a case from Scripture for the parallel to feminine
Abraham hen Isaiah and
attire for a model of the appearance of the ephod.
Benjamin Sharfman, translators, ~ Pentateuch .arul. Rashi 's Commentary,
Exodus (Brookly, New York, 1949), pp. 338-329.
11 4 watter Burkert, Greek Reliiion, p. 97.
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Josephus states that the ephod is the third piece of the High
Priestly vestments, but actually it is the fourth. 115
explain any symbolic significance to the

Since he does not

µaxavaoT1<;,

perhaps he

intends the reader not to number this with the rest of the priestly
vestments.
According to Josephus, the ephod is a short, sleeved, jacket,
open in the front.

In the open place in the front is suspended a

breastplate, six-inches square, that has embroidered onto it twelve
stones, representing each of the tribes of Israel.

The lower part of

the ephod is fitted with a belt (again toovl'I 3. 171), with tassels
hanging from it.
Josephus describes the construction of the ephod essentially as
the LXX text does,116 summarizing the specific colors with the term
EK TE xpooµaTulV ,ravTOlulV Kat XPU<JOU

(3. 162).

There are differences between Josephus' description and the
Bible's.

The Bible seems, to Josephus,

to imply that there is an open

space m front into which the breastplate is sewn.

29: 5 reads:

Kat (J\)V(llp£l<;

mh4'

Indeed, LXX Exod.

TO o AOYlOV ,rpo<; T~V £7rulµtl>a,

you will attach for him the breastplate to the ephod."
been the source of Josephus' impression.
).oyE'iov Tri<; Kpt0£00<;

"and

This may have

The oracle of judgment

(To

LXX Exod. 28: 24; MT Exod. 28: 15 l~f'T) may just as

suitably be thought of as being sewn to the material on the front of
the ephod as fitting into an open space.
11 5The

µaxavaan~ (under-drawers), µaaaa~atavti~
µEEtp (robe of the ephod) come before.

(checkered-tunic),

11 6wevers calls attention to how LXX "has considerably simplified the
~oaaoo
KtKAwaµEvn~.
text of v. 6 by limiting the materials for the ephod to tK
omitting all reference to gold and the colored fabrics of MT."
Notes Q.!l. lli
Greek Exodus, p. 447.
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Josephus explains that the Hebrew 1~n means ).oytov. This is its
MT Exod. 28: 15 refers to it as

function rather than its "meaning."
~~~~

1~n, because of the decisions given by the Urim and Thummim,

which explains the LXX rendering

to

).oye'iov

rfic;

Kpiaewc;, but the

meaning of l~ n, or the description of its appearance, seems to be
"pouch." 111

Josephus omits mentioning this pouch, it seems, because

there is no need for it without the Urim and Thummim to go into it.
Josephus does not mention the Urim and Thummim, that LXX
calls ~ri).waic;

'
Kat

<XAri8eta (28: 26),118 which was one of the essential

aspects of the Biblical ephod, found in the pouch at the front of the
ephod.

This had long been gone from the High Priest's equipment. 119

Why did Josephus fail to mention the Urim and Thummim at all, both
here,

and

m

the

several

elaborated on them?120

places

where

other haggadic

legend

When he might have found fruitful parallels

between the Oracle at Delphi and the Urim and Thummim, which

11 7Thus BOB because of the description of it in MT, that it is "square, it
will be doubled over" (28: 16 ',u)~ i1;i1~ l13~"J). LXX 28: 16 fomt ~m).ouv.
11 8Philo usually uses the terms found here in LXX Exodus, but at other
times he calls the Urim and Thummim acx4>tivttcx
1ecx\
<XAfl&tcx. Cf. note k,
Questions and Answers QJl. Exodus II, 116 (Loeb edition), which lists Alleiorical
Interpretation 3.132, ~o.f Moses 2.113, 128-129, and Ifil Special L.m 4.69
where Philo discusses the Urim and Thummim.
l 19 As Weill has noted, See Thackeray's note b, IV, 420-21 of the Loeb
edition. "The work was completed in A.O. 93-94 (xx.267) and was probably 15 or
more years in the making.
The 200 years take us back to the close of the
theocracy at the death of John Hyrcanus (135-105 B.C.), the prophet who 'was
so closely in touch with the Deity that he was never ignorant of the future'
But the statement is unsupported.
According to Palestinian
(B.J.i. 69).
tradition the oracle orf Urim and Thummim ceased earlier, 'at the death of the
first prophets' after the return from captivity (Sota ix.14, quoted by Weill)."
Actually it is M. Sotah 9: 12, which reads: "When the First Prophets died, Urim
and Thummim ceased." This is pan of a list of catastrophes described in M.
Sotah 9: 9-15. Cf. BT Sotah 48a f.
120 cc. Ginzberg, Leiends o.f th.e.J.e.w.s., II, 329; III, 172-173, 377, 409, 414,
457; IV, 15, 51, 65, 75-76, 94, 327; VI, 69-70, 179, 212, 442.
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would surely have made more clear to his Greek audience this
mysterious element in the ancient story of his people, why did he not
do so?

He could have transliterated the Hebrew

C"r.lr-11
• •••I

C""".1~~,

as he did

each of the other of the Hebrew terms for the priestly vestments.
He specifically mentions in 3. 214 that he had omitted this
detail when he described the High Priestly vestments earlier. 121 He
explains that the purpose of these unmentioned articles was to bring
direct Divine revelation, so as not to have to trust to possibly corrupt
prophets, and to impress foreigners (~tvo1) who might be there.122
Josephus does not ignore the function
Thummim.

of the Urim and

He attributes to the two sardonyxes and to the twelves

stones sewn into the breastpiece the function the Bible gives to the
Urim and Thummim (3.215-218). 12 3

In fact, the twelve stones sewn

into the breastpiece, Josephus wrote, would shine brightly before a
battle, to indicate God's help in achieving victory.

Thus, "those

Greeks, who honor our customs. . . call the taaJlv

(Hebrew 1~11,

breastpiece), 'oracle' (X6y1ov)." 124

This was a function very much like

121 0 µtVTOt mp\ Tijc; TOO a:pxttptwc; OTOAijc; ,rapD.t1tOV ~tu8tiv ~OOAOµat.
122Thackeray observes (note c, to An.1.. 3. 215) that this second benefit
of the unmentioned Urim may derive from Numbers 27: 21 where it is referred
to as ~ijAot, "conspicuous stones."
12 3 Ginzberg writes that "The twelve stones in the breastplate with
their bright colors, were of great importance in the oracular sentences of the
high preist, who by means of these stones made the Urim and Tummim
For whenever the king or the head of the Sanhedrin
exercise their functions.
wished to get directions from the Urim and Tummim he betook himself to the
high priest. The latter, robed in his breastplate and ephod, bade him look into
his face and submit his inquiry.
The high priest, looking down on his
breastplate, then looked to see which of the letters engraved on the stones
shone out most brightly, and then constructed the answer out of these letters."
III, 172. Cf. VI, 69, note 358, which makes reference to BT Yoma 73a,b, and
Yerushalmi 7, 44c.
124 cf. Herodotus, History IV, 178.
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that of the Delphic oracle which was consulted, among other
questions,
battles. 125

with

questions

having

to do

with

the

outcome

of

The Greeks who would most honor this custom would be

the ones who honored the oracular powers of the Pythian priestess at
Delphi.
Second, since the Urim and Thummim no longer functioned in
Josephus' day, and since he described a function for the sardonyx
shoulder pieces and the twelve stones of the Xoy1ov similar to that of
the Delphian oracle,

he may have thought it superfluous to tell of the

miraculous Urim and Thummim.

The ephod was still worn by the

High Priest, and its parts could be seen.

But among these parts was

no longer the Urim and Thummim.
Had his purpose been like that of · Philo, whose allegorical
expositions were read, I presume, mostly by Alexandrian Jews, 12 .6
then it might have served Josephus well to write about the Urim and
Thummim.

But since he wrote for a non-Jewish readership, it may

have seemed to him beside the point to introduce this.

There seems

to be little other reason why he would have completely neglected
this detail, so important to the High Priest's special place in ancient
Israel.
The breastplate is attached to the front of the ephod at each
corner by a gold ring. The rings are sewn to the tunic with blue
Herodotus, History VI, 77, where the Argives consult the
Pythian priestess concerning the outcome of war with Sparta; and IX, 33,
where the Spartans try to get Tisamenus to be their leader in war after he is
told by the Pythian oracle that he would win five great victories (the five
victories are announced in §35).
12 6Though Goodenough explains that Philo wrote for the benefit of
Gentiles. Cf ~ Lia;ht. L.idU., Chapter VII, "Moses as Presented to the Gentile
Inquirer."
125 E.g.
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thread, and the i:aa~v is sewn all around to secure it in place.

The

ephod itself has epaulettes with sardonyx stones 127 ( aapl>6vuxe<.;,
Hebrew en~). mounted in gold fittings,
to the shoulders.

attached by pins (1rtp6v101v)

Josephus appears to change the kind of stone found

here in the Bible from emerald (LXX 28: 9 aµapayl>o<.;) or onyx (MT
28: 9 cnw •.r1~) to sardonyx (aapl>ovue). But LSJ (p. 1584) explains that
"The stone was called ovue when the dark ground was simply spotted
or streaked with . white, but aapl>ovue if the different colours were
disposed in layers."

Josephus evidently has in mind the same stone

mentioned in LXX, under a different aspect.
Philo follows

LXX.128

Onkelos reads M~71: •.,:~

Here the Targums read differently.

onyx (or beryl) stones.

n•J:M, precious stones.129

Neofiti reads

Mn:~

These differences found in the Targums

suggest that Josephus may have been accustomed to hearing more
than one stone described on the shoulders of the ephod.
The sardonyxes each have six names of the sons of Jacob
engraved on them, in Hebrew, with the older sons' names found on
the right side (3. 166).

The order of the names in the Biblical record

127 Thackeray seems to be incorrect in his translation that treats
!xoµi5a as the subject:
"The epomis is buckled on to the shoulders by two
sardonyxes," which leaves the impression that the sardonyxes are part of the
security of the epomis. More exactly, accepting the accusative case of t1roµi5a,
it seems that Josephus is saying that the sardonyxes are fitted on the epomis at
the shoulders. They are fastened to the ephod, which has been woven in one
piece. Cf. note 92. Wevers notes that the Hebrew name for the two stones en~,
"has been variously identified in the Greek tradition. In Exod A [i.e. the first
part of the Tabernacle narrative], the gem is mentioned three times and is
rendered differently each time. In 25: 6 aap~fou; in 28: 9 by aµapay5ou; and in
Josephus, it may be noted, chooses here his own
28: 20 by ~npu>.>.1ov.
equivalent.
128L.i.kQf Moses 2. 112. Cf. ~a~IWJ: 176. Ouestions .md.Answers
.Q.O Exodus 2.109.
129sp is the same as MT.
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is KaTa Ta<; ytviatt<; mhwv, "according to their birth" (LXX and MT
Exod. 28: 10).

Since the right hand side was the position of honor,

Josephus infers that the six older sons' names were engraved there.
Josephus tells of the twelve stones fixed on the breastpiece of
the ephod in much the same was as Exodus 28: 17-19 (3. 166).

But,

whereas the Bible merely names the twelve kinds of stones, Josephus
suggests that these are more than ordinary precious stones.

"Twelve

stones were pressed (tmam) on the !aa~v of extraordinary size and
beauty, of a sort not acquired by men, being of excessive value" (3.
166).

Josephus adds the explanation that "They were applied to the

fabric with gold wire (xpuao<;.

.Ta<;

EAtKa<;), being put together in

such a way that they would not fall out" (3. 167).

On each stone was

engraved the name of one of the sons of Jacob (3.169).

The four

rows of stones in the !aa~v, as Josephus lists them, are, with slight
changes in the form of the words, the same as in LXX, though each
row does not have all three stones in the same order.130
13 0cf. the chart in Professor Feldman's "Prolegomena," to M.R. James'
translation of IM. Biblical Antiquities Q.f. fh.il.il. (New York: Ktav, 1971), p. cxiii,
which compares the Hebrew, LXX and Philo's Allegorical Interpretation 1.81,
Midrash Shemoth
Josephus in ~ 5.234 and Anl.. 3.168, Revelation 21: 19,
Rabbah 38: 8, and Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities. Cf. also Saul Lieberman's
discussion in Greek in Jewish Palestine, pp. 56-58. On p. 59 he notes that in the
Midrash Shemoth Rabbah, "The rabbis drew from an old Greek translation of
the Bible which widely diverged from the Septuagint."
In ~ 5. 234-35,
Josephus uses the form of five of the LXX words that he changes in Ant. 3. 168.
In
in row two, rather than av8paxa, he has aµ8pax, and iaam<; rather than
foom; in row three he has Atyupiov instead of Atyopo<;, and ciµt8oaTO<; rather than
ciµt8uaa<;; and in row four he has xpoa6).i8o<; rather than xpoa6).if>t<;. for a
discussion of the Hebrew and Greek names of these stones, cf. Wevers, Notes .Q.!l
~ Greek Exodus. pp. 452-53.
Josephus' order in Anl.. 3. 168 compared with
LXX order is:
Josephus
aµcipayoo<;
aapMvuC
-r61taCo<;
av8pa1ea
iaamv
aapct,tipov
Atyopo<;
ciµtauaa<;
«X<XTJl<;
xpoa6).i&<;
ovuC
~flPllAAO<;

.w.ar.,
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In order to impress the reader with the size of the stones on
the breast piece of the ephod, Josephus describes a supplement to
the support system of the tomiv (3. 170) which goes beyond the
Bible, but seems to derive from MT 28: 27 /39:20.

This support

consisted of two gold rings, larger than the rings at the four corners
of the tootiv, sewn at the hem (T~
connected gold chains.

,rf(1J) of the neck, to which were

These were entwined with gold cords which

passed over the shoulders, connecting to another gold ring sewn to
the hem at the back of the ephod (3. 170). ·This last ring is added by
Josephus, where the Bible has "belt" (:J~n).
Finally, Josephus, reflecting MT Exod. 28: 8, 13 1 describes a belt
( (uSv11) at the lower part of the ephod, made of the colors already

described (scarlet, blue, purple and fine linen) together with gold.
Here MT uses a different word (:J~t:!) from the word for the belt (co)~~)
of the tunic (38: 4), while Josephus uses the same word for both.
Since LXX does not mention this element of the ephod, it is
reasonable to assume that Josephus has in mind the Hebrew text
here.

Targums Neofiti and Onkelos also use the same word (m,~n) in

both places.
This belt, Josephus adds, passes around the priest and is tied
again at the place where the tootiv is sewn to the ephod, and the
remainder of the belt hangs to the side.
side of the body the belt hangs.

He does not state on which

Though the Biblical text describes no

LXX
oapbtov
dv8pax
).iyuptov
xpuo6>.t8o<;

T01l'<XCtov
oa.tpo<;
CXX<XTfl<;
~11pu).).ov

oµapaybo<;
iaomo
ciµt8uoTO<;
ovvxiov

131 The pQIJlel citation is in MT 39:20.
I
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tassels on this belt, Josephus declares that golden reeds (xpoaea1
aop1yyec;) at the end of the belt gathered in all the tassels (8uaavouc;).
Josephus' description of the High Priest's turban adds to the
simple account of MT Exod. 28: 36-37; 39: 30-31/ LXX 28: 32-33.
assumes the description of the ordinary priests' m).oc;

It

mentioned

earlier (3. 157-58), to which was added the features unique to the
High Priest's turban.

The added element was apparently another

mAoc; of blue embroidery (trepoc;

oaKiv8ou

surrounded by a forged three-tiered gold crown
ar€4>avoc;

xpoaeoc;

em

,

,re,ro1 KtAµivoc;),
(,rep1ipxerm

KEX<XAKtuµivoc;).

rp10nx1av

l;e

Though Exodus

makes no mention of such a crown, Philo describes the gold plate "as
though it was fashioned into a crown," ooaave\
(Life Qf Moses 2. 114).132

arict>avoc;

e;l;riµ10upye1To

At the end of his botanical excursus on the

aaKxapov, Josephus states briefly that the gold band ( re).aµwv

l)'

tar\

xpoaeoc;, cf. LXX 28: 32 xir<XAov xpuaouv Ka8ap6v) was inscribed with
the

sacred

letters

by

which

God

is

referred

to,

1.e.,

the

tetragrammaton (3. 178).
The gold plate on the High Priest's turban as the Bible explains
it, bears the inscription (MT Exod. 28: 36/LXX 36: 32), iljii"''2 tli'JP,
'Ayiaaµa

Kupiou,

"Holy to the Lord." MT and LXX are the same.

Josephus (3.178) states that the plate 1 33 was engraved with the
letters of the name of God (ypaµµam

roo

8eou

r~v ,rpom,vopiav). 1 34

Philo calls this inscription "four incisions having a name which only
those whose ears and tongues are purified may hear or speak in the
13 2 Rashi describes the plate "as a son of cap on the mitre."
13 3Rashi explained that the plate was two-fingers wide, extending on
the forehead from ear to ear. Rashi, Exodus. p. 357.
134cf. also :w_n 5.235.
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holy place, and no other person, nor in any other place at all." l 35 In
describing the tetragrammaton, Philo shows that he is acquainted
with the four Hebrew characters,

il1il'.

Philo may well be Josephus' model here.
feature, the crown of gold, is from Philo.

Josephus added

Josephus adds his own

detail in stating that the crown was three-tiered.
It may be that Josephus added the "three-tiered" as a red
herring to disguise the fact that Philo was his source. 1 3 6

On the other

hand, Josephus may here be quite deliberately drawing upon Philo's
mystical insight.
What is the source of Josephus' three-tiered crown?

It may be

that Josephus is writing of this special part of the High Priest's
turban, influenced by Philo, who found mystical Divine symbolism in
the number three.

Philo wrote that "in order that mind may

perceive God the ministering Powers appear to be existing along with
him, and as it were they make an apparition of three instead of
one." 137

Philo goes on here to write:

"The spiritual eyes of the

virtuous man are awake and see. . . and having become an eye, he
begins to see the sovereign, holy and divine vision in such a way that
the single appearance appears as a triad, and the triad as a unity." 13 8
Josephus, in effect, gave witness to his "spiritual understanding as a
l 35L.ik cl Moses 2.114-15. Aristeas 98 also only mentions the Divine
name on a gold leaf on the front of the High Priest's mitre. Cf. ~ - Mi&ration
'
cl Abraham 103.
l 36 Josephus uses the term
-rpianxfo elsewhere only in Ant. 8. 136,
There he cites the
where he tells of the stones in King Solomon's palace.
three-tiered arrangement of the stones as an indication of its beauty.
137 Philo, Ouestions .a.n.d. Answers QD Genesis IV, 2. Cf. Goodenough, B.l'.
Li&ht. Lwll, pp. 33-47.
138 Philo, Questions llil Answers QD Genesis IV, 2.
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virtuous man," to use Philo's terminology,

by perceiving a three-

tiered crown where Philo saw only a single crown, at the place where
the sacred Name was inscribed.

There is nothing specific in what

Josephus writes to allow one to affirm apodictically that he intends
any such mystical symbolism to the High Priest's three-tiered crown.
But the correspondence between the Biblical description of the
golden plate, Philo's addition of the crown, together with what Philo
wrote about the mystical pertinence of the number three elsewhere,
and Josephus' changes to the Biblical description of the golden plate
on the High Priest's turban, is very suggestive that Josephus' was
influenced by Philo.

Since the subject of this inquiry is the High

Priest's vestments, rather than Josephus' understanding of botany, I
shall omit comment on the curious botanical excursus Josephus
makes on the amcxapov, whose calyx, he writes, resembles the top of
the High Priest's turban (3. 172-178).139
In his description of the vestments of the priests, Josephus
displays an awareness of the Hebrew and Greek texts of Scripture.
He reflects an acquaintance with Philo.

And he permits himself a

latitude found also in the Rabbinic literature.

It is safe to say that

Josephus paraphrases the Biblical material within the range of
paraphrasis found already in other contemporary Jewish literature.

l39cf. Thackeray's notes f, g, and h to §172. Cf. also Weil's note 1, p.183.
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Chapter V
CONCLUDING DETAILS CONCERNING 1HE TABERNACLE

In Ant.

3.179-207, Josephus

gives thumbnail

sketches of

various concluding details, Biblical and extrabiblical, pertinent to his
picture of the ancient Tabernacle.
The Symbolism Qf ~ Tabernacle
Sections 179-187 summarize elements of the symbolism in the
Tabernacle and the priestly vestments.

Here Josephus finishes his

explanations of the symbolism to be found in the Tabernacle and
priestly vestments that he began in the body of his Tabernacle
account.

The symbolism Josephus finds in the Tabernacle fits, m

whole and in its parts, into the cosmological order, which he saw to
be in conformity with the order set forth in the laws of Moses.

But,

as Harold Attridge has noted, Josephus was not consistent in this
view throughout his writings.
Attridge remarked, following Adolf Schlatter, that "'nature' was
presupposed in the thinking of Josephus as an objective force, which
governed the conduct of men, and with which the Mosaic law is in
conformity." 1 But, Attridge writes, "in the first half of the AntiQuities
as in all of the corpus, there is a wide variety of usages, which
indicates a lack of any systematic reflection on the subject." 2 In Ant.
1.24, Attridge noted, "Josephus had claimed that the law of Moses ls

Harold Attridge, ~ Interpretation oJ Biblical History in.~
AntiQuitates /udaicae oi Flavius Josephus. pp. 140. Cf. Adolf Schlatter, Ili.e
Theolo&ie
Judentums nach .d.Jun..Bericht d.e..s..Josefus (Gilterloh:
Bertelsmann, 1932), pp. 15-16.
2 Attridge, The Interpretation Qf Biblical History in ru..AntiQuitates
Judaicae oi flavius Josephus. p. 141.
1 Cf.

w
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in conformity with nature," a thesis Josephus developed further m
outlining the symbolism of the Tabernacle.3
But sometimes Josephus argues as though nature 1s "a force
which can act in an undesirable way."

"The Mosaic law is m direct

opposition to <t>omc; understood in this sense."

One clear example of

this contrary influence of nature is found in the Tabernacle section,
where Josephus notes that Moses wanted to be the High Priest, "from
that self love (4>111.auToc;) that is innate (4>oat1) in all" (3.190). 4 But
Moses was not to be the High Priest.
instance was contrary to God's will.

His natural inclination in this
God directed him to choose his

brother, Aaron (3.191-92).
What

was

the

source(s) of Josephus'

Tabernacle's symbolism?
having

heard

the

thinking

about

the

Sandmel writes that "Philo alludes to

interpretations

he

gives

from

'natural

philosophers,"' and that "it seems reasonable that in part Philo was a
legatee of a method already in existence among some Jews. "5
But Danielou has expressed the view that Philo began this
particular cosmic interpretation of the Tabernacle6

Josephus was

3lJili1.,, p. 141.
4 !.b.id.,

p. 142. Attridge notes that in 4.193, Josephus remarked on the
need for laws "lest through ignorance of the better way your nature should
incline you to the worse."
5 Samuel Sandmel, fhil.g_ .oJ Alexandria (New York:
Oxford University
Press, 1979), p. 23.
6Jean Danielou, "La Symbolique du Temple de Jerusalem chez Philon et
Josephe," !& Symbolisme Cosmique d.e.s. Monuments Reliiieux, Serie Orientate
Roma XIV (Roma:
Is. M.E.O., 1957), p. 83.
(Hereafter, "La Symbolique du
Temple.") Danielou remarks that while Philo, a platonist, displays a resistance
to the Stoic cosmic symbolism, he expresses an idea comparable to other people
in the Near-East, that "Yahwe is a hidden God (Dieu cache), who remains in
obscurity," but who expresses Himself analogically in creation. Danielou
perceives in Philo's :w.hi2, i1 ~ H.e.ir. 46 a summation of this cosmic symbolism
of the Tabernacle.
There Philo writes:
"The furniture of the sanctuary is
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heir to this tradition.

He may have encountered it in his formative

years in Palestine, and m so far as he had a place in the Jewish
This latter fellowship, however, among the

community at Rome.

Jews living m Rome may not have been great, because he was hardly
beloved by his fellow Jews after the Jotapata incident.
nowhere

indicates

that

he

had

any

contact

with

Josephus
the

Jewish

community in Rome.
Some of the significances that Josephus perceives are clearly
parallel to symbolisms Philo explained, which may lead to the
inference that Philo was his source.

Indeed, in the Life.. Qf Moses 2.

71-158, Questions Uld Answers

Exodus 2. 51 ff, in The Special

.QR

Laws 1.66-78, and, as I have noted in note 6 above, Who is.~ Heir,
Philo wrote

of the Tabernacle with

a special interest in the

symbolism he found there, narratives that would have later been
available

to

Josephus

Antiquities.

as

he

wrote

of the

Tabernacle

in

the

I shall develop this correlation between Philo and

Josephus more, shortly.7

threefold, candlestick, table and altar of incense. In the altar. . . we have the
thought of thanksgiving for the elements, for the altar itself contains parts of
the four elements. . . In the table we have thanksgiving for the mortal
creatures framed from these elements. . . In the candlestick we have
thanksgiving for all the celestial world, that so no part of the universe may be
guilty of unthankfulness and we may know that all its parts give thanks. . . not
only those on earth, but those in heaven." Danielou observes that while Philo
did not give the cosmic symbolism of the Temple per se, his account of the
He
symbolism of the Tabernacle provides the symbolism of the Temple.
modifies the symbolism that may have been his model, with the "biblical
conception of the transcendance of the hidden God" found in Isaiah and
Zechariah. p. 90.
7 Craig R. Koester has prepared a chart listing, in parallel form, some
of the passages in Josephus and Philo that give the symbolism of the various
elements of the Tabernacle. I.rut Dwell in& Qf ~ lfil. Tabernacle in 1fil. Q.!.d.

Testament, Intertestamental Jewish Literature, .il.Wl.1.h.e.. N..e..lY Testament
(Washington, D.C.:

Catholic Biblical Association of America, 1989), p. 60.
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But Philo is not the only source Josephus may have had,
nudging him in the direction of looking for broader significance in
the Tabernacle and priestly attire.
author

of

the

contemporary
Tabernacle.8

apocryphal

of Philo,

Craig Koester observes that the

Wisdom

of

also reflected

Solomon,
on

the

who

meaning

was

a

of the

There is an echo, in the Wisdom of Solomon, of the idea,

found in Josephus, that the laws of the Jews reflect "God's laws," m
the broader sense that seems to include the laws of nature.9 It
would seem that Josephus does not have the fascination with wisdom
found in the Wisdom of Solomon.

The author of the Wisdom of

Solomon is not interested in the allegorical significance or symbolism
of the Tabernacle or Temple.
The Biblical Antiquities of Pseudo-Philo was another work
having to do with the ancient heritage of his people which Josephus
may have read, since, as Professor Feldman has written, it "was
composed in the latter half of the first century, making it somewhat
older than Josephus' Antiquities, which . was issued in 93/94." 1 o
8!.b.i.d., pp,. 63-64.
9 Wisdom's laws are not necessarily the same as nature's laws. Cf.
Wisdom 6: 18, where following "wisdom's laws" "is assurance of immortality,
and immortality brings one near to God." But in 9: 14 the anonymous author
says, "The reasoning of mortals is worthless, and our designs are likely to fail,"
which suggests the futility of "natural wisdom." In 13: 1, "All men who [are]
ignorant of God [are] foolish by nature; and they [are] unable from the good
things that are seen to know him who exists." But (13: 5) "from the greatness
and beauty of created things comes a corresponding perception of their
Creator."
10Louis H. Feldman, "Josephus' Jewish Antiquities and Pseudo-Philo's
Biblical Antiquities," Josephus, 1h.t, Bible, .illl.d History, edited by Louis H.
Feldman and Gohei Hata (Detroit, Mich.: Wayne State University Press, 1989), p.
59.
Feldman notes the variance of opinion on the dating of Biblical
Antiquities. with Harrington choosing a date before 100 C.E. ("The Biblical Text
of Pseudo-Philo's Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum," CBQ 33 (1971), 1-17), and
Alexander Zeron ranging in his estimate from the late first century C.E. ("The
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With regard to the Tabernacle narrative, it is of interest to note that
the author of the Biblical Antiquites also differs from MT and LXX in
the number of the census.

But here, as we shall see, Josephus'

number differs from the number of the census found in Biblical
Antiquities . 11

The varying numbers found in the Biblical account,

Josephus, and Biblical Antiquities may indicate that the Biblical texts
read by the two non-Biblical writers were not the same as the texts
that are extant today.
As I have observed, Josephus' thinking about the Tabernacle
was often along the same line as Philo's.
follow

Philo's

But, Josephus does not

example slavishly in proposing

elements of the Tabernacle and vestments.

the

meamng

of

Josephus does not write

of all the same elements of the Tabernacle as Philo, and when he
does

write

about

the

same

elements,

significance is scarcely developed at all.

his

explanation

of the

Philo's symbolism arises

out of his broader allegorical interpretation of Scripture. 1 2
Swansong of Eden," JJS 31 (1980), 190), to after the second century, or even as
late as the fourth century ("Erw!gungen zu Pseudo-Philos Quellen und Zeit,"
JSS 11 (1980), 38-52).
11 While noting the basic difference between Josephus' An..1_. and
Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities. in that the former wrote a history, while
the latter wrote more in the style of midrash, Feldman discovers thirty
parallels between the two that are not found in any other extant work and
Josephus, and fifteen cases where the two may reflect a common tradition.
"Josephus' Jewish Antiquities and Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities," p. 61.
1 2 There is a clear difference between Philo's allegory and the
allegory of the Greeks who applied this method of interpretation to the ancient
poets. Whereas, as E.R. Goodenough has written, for Philo "the real was the
immaterial," and the material world "relatively unreal," (An Introduction to
f.b.ilil Judaeus, second edition (New York: Barnes & Noble, Inc., 1962), p. 134.),
his allegories were written of a body of Scripture that he accepted as a record
of actual events, rather than as a complete fabrication of myth, as were the
J. Tate has written of Comutus, a Stoic
poems of Homer and Hesiod.
cotemporary of Josephus, that he considered Homer and Hesiod heirs 'to many
and varied myths concerning the gods' (7rOAA<X<;; 1ea\ 1ro1.1CtAa<;; 1rtp'i 8tc.i3v
µu801rot'iac;;), "undertaken by those who were older and wiser than they. These
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Josephus

never

engaged

in

full-fledged

allegorical

interpretations; his perception of other significance in various aspects
of the Tabernacle and priestly vestments may not, in fact, warrant
being called "allegories."

Josephus used the verb aXXriyopioo only

once (Ant. 1.24), and the noun <iAXriyopia only once (Apion 2.255).
His suggestions of the significance of elements of the Tabernacle
account are terse; his hints are left unexplained.

It is almost as if

Josephus is · giving token acknowledgement to a kind of interpretation
that he needs to show acquaintance with if he is to be considered a
sophisticated writer.13
As

Philo's

allegory

unfolded,

he

explained

wide-ranging

symbolism in the Tabernacle that Josephus did not find; for example,
Philo "identified the tabernacle and its furnishings with the soul
several times." 14
pre-Homeric philosophers gave a mythical expression to sound doctrine; they
were, indeed, 'no ordinary men, but able to understand the nature of the
universe, and given to philosophizing concerning it in symbols and enigmas.
But in this praise the poets [Homer and Hesiod] have no part.
Blind to the
deeper meaning of the myths, they regarded them as mere romances. . .
Consequently they have transmitted to us only fragments of the original
allegories devised by the ancient philosophers." "Cornutus and the Poets," CQ
23 (1929), 41.
But Philo held no brief against the writings of Moses, as
Cornutus, Josephus' contemporary, held against Homer and Hesiod.
For Philo,
"the true mystery had been revealed by Moses in both cryptic story and Jewish
rite. . . his loyalty to Jewish law and people he takes for granted."
Yet, "he is
trying like the Greeks to show that traditional legend and rite have their true
meaning only when they are made a typological revelation of the mystic path
from man to God (p. 140).
Danielou perceives that Philo inaugurated a new
interpretation of the Tabernacle, subsequently reflected in the New Testament
Epistle to the Hebrews,
13Seth Schwartz calls attention to Carl Holladay's wry remark (Theios
~ in Hellenistic Judaism [Missoula:
Scholar's Press, 1977], p. 86, note 262)
that in AJ 3, "If Josephus is engaging in allegory at all, it is at the most
elementary level." Josephus .a.n.d. Judean Politics, p. 42, note 70.
14 Koester, The Dwellini Qf .Q.Q.d., pp. 65-66. E.g. Life of Moses 2.83,
aio8nT6v. Cf. also
where the sanctuary is likened to o voi>~. and the court to To
Questions .and. Answers o.n. Exodus 2.51, 53, 54, 55.
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Philo's perception of wide-ranging symbolism was a function of
his

persistent

use

Scripture. 15

of

the

The Jews

allegorical
inherited

method

the

of

allegorical

interpreting
method

of

interpreting Scripture from the Stoics' allegorical interpretation of
Homer and

Hesiod. 1 6 This inheritance was possible because the

allegorical method was compatible with the Jewish approach to their
Scriptures.

Wolfson has observed that "The readiness with which

Philo, and by the same token also his predecessors among Hellenistic
Jews, adopted the allegorical interpretation was facilitated by the
fact that in Jewish tradition the Jew was not bound to take his
Scripture literally." 1 7
There was a key difference between Philo's allegory, and the
significance

that

Josephus

perceived

in

various

parts

of

the

Tabernacle.

Philo's attempt to explain the. "immaterial" reality was

like J. Tate's description of Anaxagoras in the fifth century B.C.E., who
explained that in the poetry of Homer, the real "subject [was] virtue

15 Cf. Sandmel, Philo

Pi Alexandria. pp. 17-28.

Sandmel notes, for
example, with respect to Philo's interpretation of Cain and Abel, that "What
Philo has done in his allegorical interpretation has been to make Cain and
Abel types of human beings who are to be found in every age and every place.
So, throughout his writings, he transforms biblical characters, or biblical
place-names, into universal types of people, or universal characteristics of
mankind" (p. 18).
16lhlil.., p. 19-21. Cf. J. Tate, "The Beginnings of Greek Allegory," CR
XLI, 6 (Dec., 1927), 214-15, where the author traces the origins of allegory to
Pherecydes of Syros (b.ca. 600 B.C.E.), mentioned by Celsus in Origen's Contra
Celsum VI. 42, as saying that Zeus' words to Hera (llad XV. 18), "are the words
of God to matter." Cf. also the brief article, "Greek Allegory," by J. Tate in the
Oxford Classical Dictionary (Oxford: University Press, 1949), 45-46.
17 Harry Austryn Wolfson, fhil.Q. (2 vols. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1948), I, 133. Wolfson continues to say: "What is known in
Judaism as the Oral Law meant freedom of interpretation of the scriptural text,
whether dealing with some legal precept or some historical event or some
theological doctrine."
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and justice."18

Of particular heroes in Homer's epics, he wrote,

"Agamemnon was aither, Achilles the sun, Helen the earth, Paris air,
Demeter the liver, Dionysus the spleen, and Apollo the gall." 19
Similarly, though not in exactly the same way, for Philo, as
Goodenough has written, "The furniture of the tabernacle became
cosmic elements and astral bodies. . . the great personalities of the
Torah were. . . men and women who had transcended human nature
and who became the Logos and Sophia. "2 0

Yet for Philo, who was

more a philosopher than a historian, the historical Tabernacle was
not without importance in itself.
Josephus, however, never gives the impression that when he
proposes that "the partition of the tabernacle was an imitation of
universal nature" (3.123), that the physical, historical Tabernacle is
essentially to be understood in mystical terms.

The brief asides he

makes on the significance of the Tabernacle's parts never eclipse the
historical reality of the ancient Tabernacle.

The candelabrum, for

Josephus (3. 146), had seven lamps that "were reminiscent of the
number of planets" (n3v 7rAavrir<3v TOV apt8µov µEµtµriµtvot).

But the

candelabrum did not need this reminder of the planets to have a
significance.

Its significance was essentially in that Moses had

commanded it to be made.

The only association between the planets

and the branches of the candelabrum that seems significant to
Josephus, both here and in 3. 183, is found in the number seven.
Josephus nods, as it were, to the Hellenistic interest in the planets in
l8J. Tate, "Plato and Allegorical Interpretation," CQ XXIII (1929), 142.
l 9l.Jili1., pp. 142-43.
20 An. Introduction t.o. fhilo. Judaeus. p. 140.
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order to create a bridge of interest for his non-Jewish reader.

As I

shall show, this sparse correspondence between elements in the
tabernacle and their correspondent in nature holds true for other
aspects of the Tabernacle account.

One wonders why Josephus did

not specifically refer to the arboreal significance of the candelabrum
as well as the celestial.
Philo and Josephus were alike in that when they wrote of other
significances than the literal, they did not deny the literal, historical,
significance of the Tabernacle and priestly paraphernalia.

The

twelve loaves were not eclipsed in any way as simply twelve loaves
on the table in the sanctuary when Josephus proposed that "by
placing upon the table the twelve loaves, he [Moses]

signifies

( cixoaT)µaivtt) that the year is divided into as many months. "2 1

Likewise, for Philo the meaning of the parts of the high priest's
vestments did not do away with the fact that they were part of the
priest's attire.2 2
Wolfson writes that "The Palestinian rabbis of that time, unlike
Philo, happened to have no acquaintance with the literature of Greek
philosophy, and consequently they did not interpret Scripture m
terms of Greek philosophy; but they interpreted it in terms of
something else which they did happen to know, the accumulated
wisdom of ages, their own practical experience and speculative
meditations, the urging necessities of changed conditions of life, the
21 Anl.. 3.181.

22 L.i.kQf Moses 2.117 ff, Philo describes the violet gown as "an image
of the air," and the flower trimming at the end of the skirt of the robe
represented the earth, etc, but they were no less real for signifying other
things.
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call of an ever-growing moral conscience, and undoubtedly also
repercussions of all kinds of foreign lore.
the

time

of Philo

[and

Josephus],

The main thing is that by
the

principle

was

already

established in native Judaism that one is not bound to take every
scriptural

text

literally. "23

The notion that the rabbis had no

acquaintance with the literature of Greek philosophy has been
refuted by Judah Bergmann and others.2 4
Sandmel notes that "the Rabbinic literature speaks of two types
of interpreters, 'expounders of sealed-up matters' and 'expounders of
difficult matters."' 25 Josephus inherited this tradition.

He had more

intimate contact with the Palestinian rabbis than with Philo, whom
he knew, it would appear,

only through his writings,.

Josephus was not preoccupied with the allegorical method as
Philo was, even though he had a tangential interest in symbolism,
reflecting his heritage in the Hellenistic-Jewish tradition. 26

Josephus

2 3fh.i.l.Q. I, 134-35. Supporting this view is Saul Lieberman, in "How
much Greek in Jewish Palestine?" in Alexander Altmann, editor, Philip W.
Lown Institute of Advaced Judaic Studies, Brandeis University:
Studies .il.lUl
Texts, vol. 1: Biblical .arul Other Studies (Cambridge:
University Press, 1963),
123-141.
In a personal note, Professor Feldman has written:
"Inasmuch as
there we have no rabbinic literature in written form until the end of the
second century C.E. (the Mishnah), it is hard to be sure that this principle was
well established, unless, as I tend to believe, the traditions are much older than
the time when they were reduced to writing."
24 "Die stoische Philosophic und die jildischen FrHmmigkeit," Judaica:
Festschrift Hermann Cohen (Berlin, 1912), 143-166. See also Henry A. Fischel,
Rabbinic Literature ilJlil. Greco-Roman Philosophy (Leiden: Brill, 1973), and
his Essays in Greco-Roman illil. Related Talmudic Literature (New York, 1977).
Cf. also David Daube's article, "Rabbinic Methods of Interpretation and
Hellenistic Rhetoric," HUCA 22 (1949), 239-264, where the author cites prior
classical parallels to the interpretive rules (middoth) of Rabbi Hillel.
25sandmel, Ph.iliuu Alexandria. p. 21.
26 It is immediately evident from reading Ginzberg's listing of the
numerous other Jewish statements of symbolism to be found in the Tabernacle
and priestly vestments (Leiends of .the. l.e.lll.. III, 165-167; VI, 62-63, e.g. Shu'aib,
Terumah 36b-36c which explains that the Tabernacle is symbolic of the human
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did not simply reproduce Philo's explanations of the symbolism
found in the Tabernacle; furthermore, he wrote of the significance of
elements m the Tabernacle narrative that Philo did not mention.
There may be more than one reason why Josephus does not
reflect Philo more.

First, to be sure, Josephus was a proud man, not

inclined to show that he was beholden to anyone in retelling the
Scriptural story of his ancestors.

Josephus never mentioned the

names of Aristobulus or Eupolemus, or of any other HellenisticJewish historian either, though it seems clear that they antedated
him by at least a century.

Professor Rajak has observed that

Josephus viewed himself "as the only man alive with sufficient grasp
both of Judaism and of Greek to have produced the [Antiquities]. " 2 7
Thus Josephus no doubt disguised his dependence on Philo by
deliberately omitting to write of symbolism that Philo discussed in
Life 2f Moses, and by discovering significances that Philo somehow
failed to adduce.
Second, Josephus may not have understood Philo.

Philo was

not from one of the aipiat1c; he claimed, in his Life (10), to have
studied. 28

Furthermore, Philo's allegorical interpretation of Scripture

body), that Josephus' interest in symbolism was not unique to him and Philo.
As Hengel has noted (Judaism .an.d Hellenism I, 165), before Philo, the secondcentury B.C.E. Jewish philosopher, Aristobulus, took the allegorical
interpretation of myth used by the Stoics, and applied allegory as an
interpretive device to the Jewish Scriptures.
Allegory observes the other
meanings in the obvious.
Observable things become symbols for what cannot
be seen.
27Tessa Rajak, "Flavius Josephus: Jewish History and the Greek World,"
I, 188. She cites Josephus' remark in Anl.. 20.263, "no one else, either Jew or
gentiile, would have been equal to the task, however willing to undertake it, of
issuing so accurate a treatise as this for the Greek world."
2 8There is no evidence as to whether Philo was attached to one of the
sects.
Sandmel has written of Philo's consistency with "Platonic and Stoic
dualism." fh.ili2. Qf Alexandria, p. 54. The ideas of both Philo and Josephus, as I
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was abstruse and developed into a system, that was, in Sandmel's
words, "quite beyond the random, disparate individual allegorical
items

found

in Josephus

or the

ancient Rabbis. " 2 9

It may be

conjectured that Josephus' Antiquities was a historical rather than
philosophical

work,

and

that

he

intended

to

write

more

philosophically when describing the "customs and causes" in his
proposed work on this subject.

There is not much evidence to

suggest that Josephus was biding his time to show himself as a
philosopher.

Ludwig Wachter would seem to be on target in

referring to Josephus as an "educated story teller," rather than a
"philosophical thinker. "30
Since Josephus did not restrain himself from proposmg the
moral significance of his people's history, he might as easily have
found occasion to explain allegorical significance, if he understood
have already noted, bear certain resemblances to Stoicism; Josephus observed
that his chosen sect of the Pharisees was similar to the Stoics (Life 12). But
Philo's resemblance to the Stoics did not thereby define him as a Pharisee. He
more resembled the Saducees than the Pharisees. Goodenough has written that
Philo was in harmony with the Saducees in repudiating· the Pharisaic doctrine
of predestination.
He kept the doctrine of providence while rejecting
determinism. Like the Sadducees, he also denied the resurrection of the body.
angelology;
Furthermore, "Philo knows nothing of such [i.e. the Pharisaic]
his angels are only f>ovaµtt~ of God, and not of a sort remotely to provoke or
admit individual mythological elaboration.
He could not possibly have made
room for a literal Gabriel or Michael in his thinking, and allegorized away all
resemblance of the Cherubim to that Palestinian tradition which seems to have
been accepted and developed by the Pharisees."
Goodnenough goes on to
admit, however, that "Our evidence for them [i.e. the Sadducees] is so slight
that it is impossible to prove that Philo was in any sense influenced by them.
But it is at least striking that Philo agrees with every one of the positions they
are known to have taken, while if he was possibly not of priestly family he
was at least of the same general social class to which they made their appeal ."
B.l'.. Li iht. Luhl, pp. 79-80.
29sandmel, f.hiliuU: Alexandria, p. 24.
30Ludwig W!chter, "Die unterschiedliche Haltung der Pharislier,
Sadduzlier und Essener zur Heimarmene nach dem Bericht des Josephus,"
Zeitschrift fiil: Reliiions- lW.d Geisteueschichte 21 (1969), 101.
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this significance.

He did not hesitate to propose that various parts of

the Tabernacle and priestly attire had other significance than the
sacred.
Third, the very limitations of doing research in Josephus' day,
may have limited his greater use of Philo.

The awkwardness of

pursuing Philo's discussion of the significance of the Tabernacle
through his various works, when they were in scroll form, without
page

numbers,

considerably.

and

unindexed,

would

have

inhibited

him

Perhaps Josephus used the sections of Philo's Life of

Moses, or Who is. 1h.e. Heir, or Questions a.rut Answers

Q!1.

Exodus that

he could keep unrolled at the time he was writing the Tabernacle
section of the Antiquities.

The mental weariness accompanying the

comparison of various of Philo's works under these conditions may
have contributed to Josephus' lack of productivity, who, as Professor
Feldman has noted, "wrote an average of about ten lines of Greek a
day" as he wrote the Antiquities.3 1
It appears that Josephus used Philo's Life of Moses more than
he did the rest of Philo's writings.3 2

It most deals with the subjects

3 l Professor Feldman has written that "inasmuch as he spent at least a
dozen years writing the Antiguities. living on an imperial pension and, so far
as we know, without having any additional duties or responsibilities, he wrote
an average of about ten lines of Greek a day." "Introduction," Josephus, fu
Bible. aw.1 History, p. 17.
3 2The special pertinence of Philo's L.ik Qf Moses to Josephus, if this
was in fact the case, may be traced to Philo's expressed reason for writing
about Moses early in Book 1. There he writes of his purpose in words that
could very plausibly be dubbed into the mouth of Josephus: "While the fame of
the laws which he left behind him has travelled throughout the civilized
world and reached the ends of the earth, the man himself as he really was is
known to few Greek men of letters have refused to treat him as worthy of
memory, possibly through envy, and also because in many cases the
ordinances of the legislators of the different states are opposed to his. . . I will
disregard their malice (~ao,caviav Life. of Moses 1, 2). cf. Apion 1.72 where
~ao,caivov·m;.
Josephus refers to the Jews' enemies he is addressing as o\
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Josephus was interested in as he composed the Tabernacle narrative:
the grandeur of Moses, and the wonder of the ancient Israelite
Tabernacle. Indeed, Philo's description of how he composed this work
resembles closely what Josephus did as well, not only in describing
Moses, but in his narrative throughout the Antiguities .3 3
Fourth, Josephus may have disguised Philo's influence on him
m order to seem to rely entirely on the Bible as his source.

As Per

Bilde has noted, Josephus' "main purpose with Ant. was to present
the ancient history of the Jews to the Greco-Roman public," as he
found it in the Jewish Scriptures.

Josephus repeated the affirmation

numerous times, that he based his writing on the Jewish Scriptures.3 4
To copy Philo conspicuously would have taken away from his design
of making the Scriptures appear to be his source.

As Professor

3 3 I will "tell the story of Moses as I have learned it, both from the
sacred books, the wonderful monuments of his wisdom which he has left
behind him, and from some of the elders of the nation; for I always interwove
what I was told with what I read, and thus believed myself to have a closer
knowledge than others of his life's history" (lhid.., 1.4).
34 Per Bilde, flavius Josephus Between Jerusalem Gd Rome: His. L.ile...
lill Works, .a.w1. t.hili Importance (Sheffield, England:
Sheffield Academic
Press, Ltd., 1988), p. 93.
NB Josephus' affirmation in Ant. 1.17 that he is
"neither adding nor omitting anything from the details of the scriptures;
echoed in 2.347, "I have recounted each detail here told just as I found it in the
sacred books;", and 4.196, "All is here written as he left it: nothing have we
added for the sake of embellishment, nothing which has not been bequeathed
by Moses. Our one innovation has been to classify the several subjects; for he
left what he wrote in a scattered condition, just as he received each several
instruction from God." and 9.208, "I have promised to give an exact account of
our history, I have though it necessary to recount what I have found written
in the Hebrew books. . ;" and 9.214, "I have recounted his story as I found it
written down." and 10. 218, "I safeguarded myself against those who might find
something wanting in my narrative or find fault with it, and said that I was
only translating the books of the Hebrews into the Greek tongue, promising to
report their contents without adding anything of my own to the narrative or
omitting anything therefrom;" and 20.261, "I have further noted without
error. . . all as recorded by the Holy Scriptures. For this was what I promised to
do at the beginning of my history;" and Apion 1.1 "That history [A.n.L.] was
written by me in Greek on the basis of our sacred books."
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Feldman has noted, Josephus may have expected that his readers
were acquainted with Philo's writings, while not being acquainted
with the developing midrashic traditions that he drew upon.3 5
What was the principle of selection Josephus used in choosing
the symbolism in elements of the Tabernacle narrative?
have had a principle of selection.

He may not

Josephus omits mention of some

elements of the Tabernacle furniture, in his concluding section on
symbolism, that were very significant.

Some elements that Josephus

overlooks were important for Philo in writing the Life Qf Moses. For
example, Philo wrote that the ark was a symbol of "the gracious
power of God."3 6

Certainly it would seem that the ark was important

enough for Josephus to remark on its significance, but he did not do
so.

Philo explained that the cherubim signified God's creative and

royal power;37 the altar of incense was "a symbol of the thankfulness
for earth and water;"38

the great altar in the court signified the

intentions of those who sacrificed;39 the laver, made of the mirrors
and jewelry of the women, was a symbol of the blameless life, 4 0 and
it signified the desire of the women who did the weaving of the
hangings to see into themselves to find inward purity; 41

and the

"flower patterns (dv81va) [rather than pomegranates] and bells on the

35 This remark comes from a personal communication from Dr.
Feldman.
36 ~
!lf Moses 2.96.
37 Ihi.d.. 2. 99.
38Ihi.d.., 2.101.

39.lhid..., 2. 106.
401hid... 2. 138.
41 I.h.e..Miiration Qf Abraham. 97-99.
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end of the robe of the High Priest were "symbols of qualities
recognized by the senses and tested by sight and hearing. "4 2
Why did Josephus omit the symbolism of these items of the
One can only surmise that he chose to

Tabernacle furniture?

mention certain elements of the Tabernacle furniture that served his
apologetic purpose of catching the imagination of his pagan readers.
Altars were common enough, and Philo's subtle symbolism was
presumably not useful to his purpose.

The cherubim were somewhat

of an embarrassment to Josephus, as we have noted from his failure
to mention the embroidering of cherubim in the tapestry covering
the Tabernacle, because they were the forms of living creatures. 4 3
He either had a reason for omitting each item he neglected, or he
simply forgot about them as he wrote.

Josephus was not always

systematic.
But there were elements in the Tabernacle whose significance
was useful in his apologetic enterprise.
Symbolism in 1M Earlier Tabernacle Narrative
· I have already had occasion to comment on the symbolism
Josephus saw in the Tabernacle in discussing elements of the
Tabernacle's layout, its furniture, and the priestly vestments.
these

cases,

Josephus

specifically calling

the

often

implies

attention

symbolism,

of the reader

to

rather

In
than

particularly

42.lhi.d., 103.
43 Professor Feldman has noted several other examples of Josephus
simply omitting embarrassing (or problematic) elements in the Biblical
narrative. For example, when in Joshua we read the words "as it is to this day"
(8: 28), or "unto this day" (9: 27), Josephus omits introducing the troublesome
inference that what is written is not an eye-witness account by not
reproducing these words (cf. Anl.. 5.47, 57, 61). "Josephus's Portrait of Joshua,"
HTR 82, 4 (1989), 371-72.
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symbolic elements of the Tabernacle.
Josephus never uses the noun ouµf30Xov.

In the Tabernacle narrative,
Neither does he use the

verb a7ro<JT)µaivw in his discussion of the symbolism of the
Tabernacle until 3 .181,
symbolism per se. 44

when he sets out explicitly to demonstrate
Then, from 3.181 to 185 he uses this verb five

times. This use of a7ro<JT)µaivw, following the introduction to the last
section found in 3 .179-180, marks this special attention to explaining
the meaning of significant elements of the Tabernacle.
It is useful to review some of the previous incidences of
implicit symbolism m the body of the narrative.

In 3.115, Josephus

remarks that the Tabernacle faced eastward so that the sun might
shine its dawn rays into it.

Here, as I observed above, Josephus'

intent was to do something more than to describe the entry-way. The
entry of the sun's rays symbolized the presence of God in the
Tabernacle.

The prophet Ezekiel, as I have observed above, 4 5

seemed to see a like significance in this correlation between the
rising sun and the orientation of his idealized Temple, as did the
rabbis, 4 6 and

the Therapeutai of whom Philo wrote. 4 7

44 Josephus uses

Those early

a,romwaivw often, though only in A.nl. Rengstorf,
Concordance I, 206-207.
4 5Cf. the excursus entitled "Josephus and Ezekiel" in chapter two above
(p.84).
4 6cf. the section entitled "The Tabernacle entrance" in chapter two
above, in which I allude to M. Berakoth 9: 4.
47 Cf. Philo, I.he. Contemplative L.i.k IX (89). Martin Hengel observes
that "The daily evening and morning prayer of the Essenes and Therapeutae
were not a cultic veneration of the sun but were made in praise of God as the
Lord of creation and of the course of history; the interest in the sun which can
without doubt be detected was a result of ligt symbolism, which was promoted
for dualistic reasons." Judaism lll.d Hellenism. I, 246. Cf. II, 166, note 878,
which calls attention to IQS 10.10 for the Essenes', and .Q.n.~ Contemplative
Lile.., 37, for the Therapeutae's interest in the sun in their morning and
evening prayers.
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rays of the sun had sacred significance not only to Ezekiel and the
Therapeutai,

but

also

to

those

among

Josephus'

readers

who

venerated the God Apollo_'.48 . Josephus undoubtedly knew of this interest in the early rays of the sun among pagan worshipers at Delphi,
so

that

to

describe

the

Tabernacle's

eastern

direction

was

apologetically useful in communicating with non-Jewish readers.
That this was a symbolism important to Ezekiel, to the rabbis and to
fellow

Jews

in

Egypt

described

by

Philo,

allowed

Josephus'

observation to serve him well with Jewish readers too.
When Josephus wrote that the "height [of the Tabernacle] had
to be equal to its breadth" (3.115), this symmetry to which he draws
the reader's attention in a halakic addition to Scripture, is symbolic
of the Tabernacle's perfection, as befits the Place inhabited by God.
His remark (3.118) on the proportion of the frames in the Tabernacle
accentuated this symbolic perfection ( avri).oyt1 yap
ap18µ6c:;).49

'

0

~

TWV

,

KlOV(J)V

This symbolic symmetry is emphasized again in 3.123

(anticipating his more specific remark in 3.181) where Josephus
describes three sections within the Tabernacle, whereas Exodus has
only two.SO

He tells (3.123) the reason for this three-fold division:

48cf. the discussion relating to the Temple of Apollon in Delphi in the
section entitled "The Table" in chapter three above.
49 Carol Meyers remarks that "every sanctuary is constituted as an
imago mundi, with the cosmos as paradigmatic model." See note 19, page196,
where she alludes to Mircea Eliade's I.h£. Sacred ifill. lh.e. Profane (New York:
Harper and Row, 1961), pp. 45, 234-43, for a discussion of sacred space.
50 Professor Feldman observes (in a personal note) that Josephus may
here be appealing to a Greek audience, informed by its mythology that Zeus
shared his powers with his brothers, so that he assumed the sky as his special
sphere, while Poseidon ruled the sea . and Hades (Pluto) the underworld.
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"Now this part1t1onment of the tabernacle was an imitation
of universal nature (µiµnmv ti,<; rwv oi..wv <f>uaewc;); for the
third part of it, that within the four pillars, which was
inaccessible to the priests, was like heaven devoted to God,
while the twenty cubits' space, even as earth and sea are
accessible to men, was in like manner assigned to the priests
alone"
It may be a moot point to distinguish between the function of
the three parts of the Tabernacle mentioned here, and the symbolism
to which Josephus calls attention in 3.181. Indeed, Josephus, in using
the noun µiµnmc;,

~

pointing to the symbolism of the Tabernacle, but

the foundation of this explanation is the function of the Tabernacle's
rooms.

Whereas in 3.123 Josephus says that the divisions of the

Tabernacle were like nature in that the earth and sea (the first "two"
parts) are accessible to (any) man, and the heaven (the third part) is
accessible only to the priests, that is, to the men specially devoted to
serving God, in 3.181 the first two sections of the Tabernacle simply
signify (cbroanµaivw) earth and sea, and the third, the Holy of Holies,
signifies heaven.

In 3.181, the issue of to whom the parts of the

Tabernacle are accessible has nothing to do with their significance.
In describing the symbolism of the Holy of Holies in 3.181, he
alters the explanation he used in 3 .123.

In 3 .181 he declares that

the Holy of Holies is reserved for God, whereas in 3.123 it 1s
accessible to the priests.51

He made this change, I infer, in order to

stress the symbolism itself, apart from the Tabernacle's function.
This most holy Place stood for the presence of God.

I draw this

distinction only to point out that Josephus attempted something more

5 1Of course, the Holy of Holies was not accessible to the priests, but
only to the High Priest, once a year, at Yorn Kippur.
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m his concluding section on the symbolism of the Tabernacle than he
attempted

in

explaining

the

significance

of

elements

of

the

Tabernacle and priestly vestments in the body of his narrative.
The reason (3 .121) for the fittings that kept the frames of the
Tabernacle secure against the desert winds was, it would seem, more
than practical.

The Tabernacle, as God's Place with His people, ought

not to be seen as a tent that bends and flaps as it is buffeted by the
desert winds.

The term "Tabernacle," in fact, was interchangeable

with "portable temple" (3.103), or simply with "temple" (3.125, 139,
142).

The colors of the coverings for the Tabernacle (3.126) were the
very colors found in "every manner of flower that the earth
produces."

The Tabernacle, in other words, was an epitome of all

God's creation.52

The reason why no animal form could be found in

the ornamentation of this covering was obedience to the prohibition
of the second commandment, "Thou shalt not make for yourself a
graven image" (Exod. 20 4).53
worship,

the

presence

Since the Tabernacle was a place of

of even

embroidered

cherubim

rn

the

covering, an aspect of the Tabernacle that could be seen by all, unlike
the Holy of Holies which only the High Priest saw once a year, might
be mistaken by his pagan readers for objects of worship.

The Holy of

52 Philo, in Questions .illlil Answers o.n. Exodus 51 writes that the deeper
meaning of the sanctuary, in which God appears, is the world, in which "His
beneficent powers are seen and move around in all its parts, in heaven, earth,
water, air and in what is in these." In §52, Philo continues to express the idea
that the pattern of the tabernacle and its vessels are "the forms of intelligible
things and the measures of all things in accordance with which the world was
made." In L.ik o.f Moses 2.37 Philo refers to the elements of nature as "earth,
water, air, and heaven."

53LXX Ou

1roufatt~ atatmi> tif>w>.ov.
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Holies of the Temple in Josephus' day was empty.

In a day when

certain of the Jew's enemies charged that an

ass's head was

worshiped in the Temple, no image at all could be found there, not
even cherubim.54
In 3. 132 Josephus tells of the amazement expressed by those
who looked at the Tabernacle from a distance.
to them.

It suggested heaven

Here Josephus is elliptically stating that the Tabernacle was

symbolic of heaven, the place of God's throne.

As we observed in

describing the Ark, Josephus wrote (3.137) that Moses "saw the
Cherubin sculptured in bas relief on the throne of God" (nil 0pov4) Tou
0toi3

1rpooro1re1.c;).

From a distance the Tabernacle appeared so

beautiful that it was a symbol of heaven, but once inside, the
Tabernacle

was

not

merely

a

symbol

of

heaven,

but

was

"transubstantiated" into heaven itself, the place of God's throne
(though only symbolically still, of course).5 5 It may be noted that this
5 4 Thus Posidonious and Apollonius Molon in Apion 2.80 f. This is the
same as Tacitus, who gives the canard that wild asses led the Israelites to water
when they were wandering in the desert, "so that in their holy place they
have consecrated an image of the animal by whose guidance they found
~ History V, 4. 2,
deliverance from their long and thirsty wanderings."
trans. by John Church and William Jackson Brodribb, ed. by Moses Hadas (New
York: The Modem Library, 1942), pp. 658-59.
Plutarch was acquainted with
this libel. He writes in J.sis.w Osiris 31: "Those who relate that Typon's flight
from the battle was made on the back of an ass and lasted for seven days, and
that after he had made his escape, he became the father of sons, Hierosolymus
and Judaeus, are manifestly, as the very names show, attempting to drag
Jewish traditions into the legend."
Here Plutarch seems to think this is a
NB the difference between
Jewish legend, rather than an anti-Jewish myth.
this reservation on Josephus part and the unrestricted depiction of man- and
lion-faced cherubim carved on the temple walls and doors in Ezekiel's vision
(Ezek. 41: 17-25). Cf. the Excursus, "Josephus and Ezekiel" in chapter two above.
55Ginzberg cites various rabbinic authorities that the Tabernacle was
a symbol of heaven. Tadshe 2; Pesikta de R. Kahana 1, 5a; Tanhuma B. II, 90-92.
Leiends of 1M ~ VI, 63. See also VI, 67, note 346, where Ginzberg writes:
"The most elaborate symbolic explanation of the tabernacle, found in rabbinic
sources, is the one given by R. Shemaiah of Soisson in his treatise on the
tabernacle published by Berliner in Monatsschrift XIII, 225-231 and 258-264. . .
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imagery is different from

the imagery Josephus

sets forth

in

describing the three-fold division of the Tabernacle, where the first
two sections represent earth and sea, and the third alone represents
heaven.
When Josephus tells of the candelabrum (3.146), he says that
the seven lamps are reminiscent of the number of planets ( rwv
,r)..avT)rwv

noun

'
TOY

µtµT)ot<;

apt8µov

µtµtµT)µtvot).

Here he uses a verb form of the

that he used in 3.123, avoiding both the verb

a,rooT)µaivw and the noun ouµ~o)..ov.

He is saying, in effect that "the

seven lamps remind me of the seven planets," rather than that they
actually si~nify the seven planets.
The hat worn by each priest when doing the work of the
Tabernacle, he writes (3.157), "seems like a crown" (w<;

orf4,avT)

l:>oKt'iv); that is, it is a symbol of royalty as well as priesthood.5 6

Perhaps Josephus here sees a reflection of his own dual ancestry,
described in Life 1-2, from both priestly and royal lines.

The high

priest's cap (3.172) was "encircled by a crown of gold" {1rtpttpxum
or€4>avo<;

xpuoto<;).

l>e

Josephus may have drawn this combination of

royal and priestly symbolism, that increases the grandeur of the
priest's hat, and therefore of the priestly office, not only from his
own background, but, by a slight inversion, from the words spoken
by God to Moses in Exod. 19: 6 "you shall be to me a kingdom of
priests."

The priestly office represented royalty too.

Moses never

Noteworthy is the following quotation from a Midrash given by R. Shemaiah
(p. 226) which reads, 'God said unto Moses; "Behold the celestial sanctuary, and
erect the terrestial sanctuary in like fashion."
S6NB, M.Aboth 4.13 quotes R. Simeon as saying, "There are three
crowns:
the crown of Torah, the crown of priesthood, and the crown of
. sovereignty." Here the priesthood is associated with royalty too.
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wore the priestly crown; only Aaron and his successors did.5 7
Goodenough observes that the crown was a symbol of victory .5 8
Though there was nothing openly suggesting the triumph of Judaism
in Josephus' presentation of the Tabernacle, perhaps he expected that
evocative words such as "crown" would suggest the perseverance of
his beleaguered religion.
Philo too emphasized the crown on the High Priest's cap in Life
.Qf

Moses 2.114. He describes the gold plate that was shaped into the

form of a crown (oooave't
to the cap itself as

~

0TE4>avoc;

Philo (2.116) refers

µhpa, the term found in LXX Exod. 29: 6, which

Josephus never uses at aU.59
Priest's cap 6

i~riµ1oopyeiTo).

Josephus (Ant. 3.172) calls the High

71'1Xoc;, made in part like the head-wear of the other

priests (71'apa71'ATJOtwc; dpyaoµtvoc; Toic; 1l'ao1v iepeomv), surrounded by

5 7 Professor

Feldman has observed (in a personal note) that even
though the Bible (Deut. 33: 5) and Philo (L.ik .o.f Moses 1.62, 148-49, 158, 334;
2.292) refer to Moses as king; and even though one of Josephus' favorite
authors, Herodotus (3.82), agrees with the Persian opinion that if only the
king is virtuous the ideal form of government is a monarchy, Josephus never
refers to Moses as a king. Even though Moses, in Josephus' description, has all
the qualities of a Hellenistic king--lawgiver, judge, general, and shepherd of
his people, Josephus omits characterizing Moses in this way. This may be so,
perhaps,
because Josephus had to defend Moses against the charge that he
Cf. "Josephus' Portrait of
tried to seize the kingship of Egypt (A.o.1.. 2.234).
Moses," forthcoming in JQR.
Since this legend of Moses' snatching the
Pharoah's diadem and trampling it on the ground is also found, as Thackeray
has observed <Josephus IV, 267, note a), in the Midrash on Exodus 2.10, but does
not appear in the pagan reminiscences of Moses, according to Gager's Moses in
Greco-Roman Paianism. it would seem that Josephus did not have to contend
with adverse opinions about Moses from this angle.
To describe the crown
encircling the High Priest's turban, while not suggesting that Moses was a
king, emphasizes that the one who presided over the religious life of his
ancestors, was more their king than the one who led and governed them. This
accentuated the piety of the ancient Israelites.
58Goodenough, Jewish Symbols XII, 139-40.
59 See also I.he. Miiration o.f Abraham 103, where the engraving on the
gold plate on the head-wear of the High Priest "is the original principle
behind all principles, after which God shaped or formed the universe."
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a three-tiered crown of gold ( arf4>avo<;

,
xpoatoa

!m

,
rp1anx1av

KEXaA KEO µtvo<;).60

The twelve stones on the high priest's !aa~v (3.166, 169) are
not symbols per se, since they represent the twelve sons of Jacob,
who gave their names to the tribes of Israel, by having the names of
these twelve sons engraved on them.

By contrast, in 3.186 Josephus

wrote of the subtler symbolism of the zodiac signs.

The engraving of

the names on the twelve stones, in the earlier notice, makes explicit
their significance.

Their significance is not at all subtle there,

needing thought or explanation.

This significance was already set

forth in the Exodus Tabernacle account.

In 3.186, however, he

suggests the symbolism of the twelve stones which has nothing to do
with what is written on them.

Without his explanation of their

significance, it is not immediately obvious what the stones symbolize.
Josephus' Final Explanation Qf Explicit Symbolism
Josephus
elements
overlooked

of

wished
the

to insure

Tabernacle

by his readers,

su~~estive power.

and

that the
priestly

symbolism found
vestments

because symbols

was

m
not

have considerable

For this reason, as the Tabernacle account draws

to a close, he focused more carefully on some details with symbolism
6 OCf the discussion of the crown on the High Priest's turban in
Chapter IV, in which I reflect on the Divine symbolism of the number three.
A m>.o<;, according to LSJ, was made of felt, the material used in making tents. A
µfrpcx, by contrast, according to LSJ, was the word used for the badge of rank at
the Ptolemaic court. It was the term for a metal waistband in Homer's ll.l.irui
(4.137, 187, etc.). Even though LXX used this term, Josephus may have avoided
using it for the sake of introducing a greater realism.
If the High Priest's
turban is called m>.o<;, which was a word describing headwear made of the same
material tents were made, this small detail of acquaintance with the materials
the ancient Israelites actually worked with, would have suited Josephus'
project well, of describing the Tabernacle of his people in a nomadic time of
their history.
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m them.

Yet, as I have observed earlier in this chapter, Josephus

does not comment on all the objects in the Tabernacle which Philo
taught were symbolic of important realities.
Morton Smith has written that "Religious symbols are among
the objects that produce emotional reactions in their observers
(make them feel secure, hopeful, etc.).
produced

by

a

symbol

is

its

'value,'

The emotional reaction
as

distinct

from

its

'interpretation,' which is what the people who use it say it means.
The

value

of a

symbol

1s

always

essentially

the

same,

the

interpretations often change. "61
One may, with warrant, wonder what "emotional reactions"
Josephus intended to arouse in non-Jewish readers.

It would seem

that he principally wished to persuade them that the elements of the
Tabernacle and priestly vestments had symbolic significance.

He

wanted to make this significance clear because, as Smith has written,
"In the Greco-Roman world there was a 'lingua

franca' of live

symbols. "62 To show that the Tabernacle had these symbols was to
participate in this lingua franca.

The similarity of outlook between

Josephus, Philo, and the Stoics enabled Josephus to place the Jewish
symbols in the Tabernacle into a "vernacular" of nature-symbolism. 6 3
61 Morton Smith, "Goodenough's Jewish Symbols in Retrospect, JBL 86,
1 (1967), 53.
6 2 lh.i.d., p. 54.
Smith is writing here primarily about the symbols
drawn from the cult of Dionysus "which both expressed and gratified the
worshipers' hope for salvation by participation in the life of a deity which
gave itself to sacrificial death in order to be eaten by its followers and to live
in them" (p. 54). But his idea of a lingua franca of live symbols seems an
appropriate way to describe the cultural setting Josephus expected for the
readers of his account of the Tabernacle.
63Professor Feldman has written of Josephus' use of "several favorite
tomtia, and Too
1etAtuovTo~). . . [that] would make a
Stoic words (,rpovoi;acxt,
particular appeal to his audience, inasmuch as Stoicism was the favorite
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Josephus wrote that "every one of these objects [i.e. the details of the
Tabernacle and the priestly vestments] is intended to recall and
represent (cbroµ1µ11mv

Kcx\

lhcxn5m.l)mv) the universe."6 4

Goodenough numbered Josephus and Philo with "a group of
Jews . . . that used the pagan symbols together with the Jewish ones. .
. for example, the stones on the high priest's breastplate represented
the zodiac.
astralism. "65

This was indeed a mingling of Judaism and pagan
It may be noted that the prophet Jeremiah wrote:

"Learn not the way of the nations, nor be dismayed at the signs of
the heavens because the nations are dismayed at them, for the
customs of the peoples are false" (2: 2-3).

There was clearly a

change in the Jewish outlook between the seventh century B.C.E. and
the first century C.E.,

This changing would continue to take place

until the signs of the heavens would come to have a visible part in
the ornamentation of late-third and fourth-century synagogues.
Goodenough states that "in the Philonic stage. . . the ideas, the
aspirations, of pagan mysticism were appropriated--appropriated by
philosophy of the Hellenistic world."
He writes of Josephus' interest in
"answering the Stoics," in his rebuttal of their "argument for the existence of
God based on the regularity of celestial phenomena," by arguing "upon [the
basis of] certain irregularities observed in these phenomena (An.1.. 1.156)."
"Hellenizations in Josephus' Jewish Antiquities:
The Portrait of Abraham,"
Josephus, Judaism,
Christianity, edited by Louis H. Feldman and Gohei Hata
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1987), p. 138. Feldman writes, "That
Josephus is here answering the Stoics may be inferred from the fact that in
the very next sentence after the one giving Abraham's proof, Josephus refers
to the Chaldaeans, to whom Philo (De Migratione Abrahami 32.179) imputes
NB note 20, p. 152,
certain conceptions of God which are definitely Stoic."
where Feldman cites William Tam and G.T. Griffith, Hellenistic Civilization. 3rd
ed. (London, 1952), 325; and D.L. Tiede, The Charismatic Figure n Miracle
Worker (Missoula, Montana, 1976 ,. ), 207-223, which emphasizes the influence
of the motif of the Stoic sage on Josephus.
64An1. 3.179.
65Goodenough, Jewish Symbols IV, 69.

w
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finding these ideas and objectives in a symbolic interpretation of the
Torah itself. "66
From the exclamation Josephus makes

in 3.179, he was

surprised that the pagan critics of the Jews missed the universal
symbolism they should have seen, had they been ·duly observant.
Josephus was writing in their idiom.
But one may well be astonished at the hatred which men
have for us and which they have so persistently maintained,
from an idea that we slight the divinity whom they
themselves profess to venerate.
For if one reflects
( KaravonattE) on the construction of the tabernacle and
looks at the vestments of the priest and the vessels which
we use for the sacred ministry, he will discover that our
lawgiver was a man of God and that these blasphemous
charges brought against us by the rest of men are idle. In
fact, every ™ Q.f these objects is. intended 1.2. recall .a..n..d
represent (cizrouiunmv 1eq\ lhqrozrwmv) the universe, as he
will find if he will but consent to examine them without
prejudice and with understanding ( ci4>66vw<;
Kat
µua
aovtatw<;) (3.179, emphasis mine).
When Josephus writes that "every one of these objects is
intended to recall and represent the universe" (tKaara
d<;

ci,roµiµrimv

Kat

l>taru,rwmv

leading up to the following
'
,
a,roariµaivw

TWV

yap

rourwv

oXwv), he is anticipating and

narrative.

He reserves the verb

for this cadenza on symbolism at the end of the

Tabernacle account.

Though even here he does not restrict himself to

one way of designating the symbolism.
As I have observed above, Josephus never uses the noun
auµf30Xov in the Tabernacle account, though he uses it ten times
66lhid..., p. 69. NB Among the reviews of Goodenough's Jewish Symbols
listed in XIII, 229-30, are found objections to his interpretations of these
religious symbols by various scholars.
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elsewhere in Ant.67
obvious word to use?

Was this an intentional aversion to the most
Philo used ooµf3oXov repeatedly in explaining

the meaning of the Tabernacle and the priestly vestments.68

Did

Josephus avoid using a word that would have made his reliance on
Philo obvious?

As N odet has observed, there is a resemblance

between Ant. 3.179 f and Philo's Life. .Qf Moses 2.11769 that tempts
one to think the later writer was instructed by the former.
writes

(3 .180)

representing
vestments:

the

about

the

universe.

Tabernacle
Philo

writes

objects
of the

Josephus

recalling
high

and

priest's

"We have in it as a whole and m its parts a typical

representation of .the. world ilil.d. ill i.t.s. particular parts. "7 0
For Josephus, the three-fold division of the Tabernacle (3.181),
rather than the priestly vestments, signifies ( chrooT)µaive1) the parts
of creation: the earth, sea, and heaven.71

This particular emphasis on

67 Ant. 2.47; 5.100, 112; 6.28, 313; 7.4; 12.91; 14.147; 15.374; 16.56. He also
uses it in lYJu. 7 .127.
Professor Feldman has noted that there are other
instances as well, where Josephus is uneven in his use of specific terms.
"Josephus' Vocabulary of Slavery," JQR 76 (1986), 300-01.
6 8 ~ .Q.f Moses 2.82, the five pillars inside the Tabernacle were
ouµ~o1'.t1ew~ of the mind; 2.96, the ark lot1etv tlvai 00µ~01'.ov of God's gracious
power; 2.98 the two cherubim are 00µ~01'.a of the two hemispheres; 2.101, the
altar of incense is a 00µ~01'.ov of thankfulness for the earth and water; 2.103,
the candlesticks are 00µ~01'.a of the planets, then in 2.105 the candlestick and
altar of incense are 00µ~01'.a of heaven and earth; 2.115, the four letters of the
tetragrammaton are 00µ~01'.a of the numbers 1,2,3, and 4; 2.119, flowers are
00µ~01'.ov of earth; 2.121, the priest's long robe is a 00µ~01'.ov of the elements;
2.122, the ephod is a 00µ~01'.ov of heaven; 2.138, the laver is a 00µ~01'.ov of a
blameless life. Philo also uses synonyms for avµ~o11.ov: 2.82 gold tl1eaat the
mind; 2.102, 131 he uses the verb aivtT'UTat
69Nodet II, 163, note 3.
?OL.i.,k .o.f Moses 2.117 011.11 µtv ~1' ytyonv ci1m1e6vioµa ,ca\ µtµ 11µa Toil
1e6oµou, Tex ~£ µtp11 Twv 1ea8 ' l1ea0Tov µtpwv. Emphasis mine. Anl.. 3.180 is the
cxv~pa, "man
only place in Josephus' corpus where he refers to Moses as 8t1ov
of God."
This phenomenon no doubt reflects the fact that here Josephus is
writing about the symbolism of the Tabernacle, that is, its higher significance.
7 1 Philo perceived in the furnishings of the sanctuary, the
candelabrum, table, and incense altar, symbolism of thanksgiving from all
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the interior of the Tabernacle, and this symbolism are Josephus' own.
In WAI. 5.

In fact, there were only two divisions in the Tabernacle.

215-219 he described a two-fold division of the sanctuary in the
Temple. There the forty cubits of the first partition correspond to the
first "two" parts of the sanctuary in the Tabernacle, while the Holy of
Holy (ayfou

l>e

aytov) measured twenty cubits.

However, Josephus

told of no symbolism in the Temple.
Philo described elaborately the (necessary) symmetry of the
"portable sanctuary" (<l><>P11rov . . . itp6v), which reproduced the model
stamped in Moses' mind at Sinai.72

Philo did not here liken any of

the parts of the Tabernacle to specific parts of the cosmos.
however, liken the inner part of the sanctuary to
while he likened the court to ro
Josephus'

statement

that

o vouc;

He did,

, "the mind,"

aia811r6v, "the sense-perception. "73

the

three-fold

division

of

the

Tabernacle signifies (d1roa11µaivt1) earth, sea, and heaven, is the first
of five uses of the word d1roa11µaivw

m quick succession.

It is clear

that Josephus intends, by using this word, to make explicit a
symbolism that was only implicit in the examples I have cited above.
He writes (3.182) that when Moses placed the twelve loaves on
the table in the Tabernacle he signifies (d1roa11µaivt1) the twelve

creation.
"In the altar. . . we have the thought of thanksgiving for the
elements, for the altar itself contains pans of the four elements. . . In the table
we have thanksgiving for the monal creatures framed from these elements,
since loaves and libations, which creatures needing food must use, are placed
on it. In the candlestick we have thanksgiving for all the celestial world, that
so no pan of the universe may be guilty of unthankfulness." .wlul. u. trut H.ti.r.,
226.
n~ w Moses 2. 76 f.
73 1.bid.... 2. 83.
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months of the year.7 4

As I have noted in chapter three, Josephus

knew that there were twelve loaves from Lev. 24: 5.

Philo does not

mention that there were twelve loaves, but makes some allusion to
the cycle of the year when he writes that the bread on the table
stands for the food that comes from heaven and earth, when heaven
sends the rain, and earth yields the seeds that ripen under the
influence of water.75

Here Philo writes primarily about the table,

which stands for the "nourishing and fertilizing" north wind, and the
bread is only a symbol of this nourishing. 76
In War 5.217 Josephus previously wrote that the loaves on the
table represented the circle of the year and the zodiac.

Presumably,

what he wrote of the loaves in the Temple he inferred from the
loaves in the Tabernacle, even though he says only that of the twelve
loaves in the Tabernacle that "they signify that the year is divided
into as many months. "77
in the twelve loaves?

How did Josephus see the zodiac symbolized

It appears that the number twelve evoked this

symbolism, just as in 3.186, Josephus saw (with Philo78) the zodiac
symbolized in the twelve stones on the High Priest's ephod.

It may

7 4 Whereas Josephus uses the verb eµcl><xivw five times in ~ .
seventeen times in Anl.., and once in Apion. he never uses it in the Tabernacle
narrative. In ~ 5.217 eµ4>aivw is clearly a synonym for cbroariµcxivw.
Hecataeus of Abdera, who wrote during the reign of Ptolemy I in Egypt, i.e.
323-282 B.C.E., remarked that Moses "divided the people into twelve tribes
Aegyptiaca,
because it corresponded to the number of months in the year."
cited in Photius' Bibliotheca, which, in tum is citing Diodorus Siculus.
John
Gager, Moses in Greco Roman Paunism. p. 27. Similarly, Philo, L.i.k Qf Moses
2.124, 133-34 said that the twelve stones on the High Priest's ephod signified the
zodiac circle (l>iiyµcxT ' iicnv Too Cct>l>tcxxoo xux>.ou).
75~ mMoses 2.104.
76cf. Goodenough, h Lhtht, LidU, p. 98.
77 A.n.1. 3.182.
78~ mMoses 2.124-26.
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be noted that of the numerous instances where Josephus mentions
the number twelve, only in

War

5.217 and A..n..L. 3.186 does he

mention C~l>1cxK6c; in connection with the number twelve. 7 9
A Talmudic parallel to Josephus' association of the twelve
tribes of Israel and the twelve constellations is found in BT Berakoth
32b, which cites the words of the first generation Amora, Resh
Laqish, who said that the Holy One, blessed be He. . . [said]:
constellations

have I created in the firmament,

"Twelve

and for each

constellation I have created thirty hosts. . . I have attached threehundred sixty-five thousand of myriads of stars, corresponding to
the days of the solar year, and all of them I have created only for thy
[i.e. Israel's] sake."

In other words, the twelve constellations were

created for the sake of the twelve tribes of Israel.SO

Just what this

signified was left unexplained, except that they were created for
Israel's sake.
Goodenough observes that the Stoics "became drenched with
astralism, as the pantheistic cyclical determinism of Zeno was seen to
have

its

counterpart in

themselves. "8 1

the cyclical determinism of the

Even though

stars

Josephus was interested in the zodiac as

a symbol, there 1s no reason to believe that he thought in terms of
astral determinism in any absolute sense.

After mentioning that the

twelve stones signify the zodiac, there is no statement of what this
means.

Presumably, since Josephus did not elaborate on his

79 Josephus uses tqS~1ov i n ~ 5.214 to describe ornamentation ruu. on
the tapestry in Herod's temple, which otherwise had on it ornamentation
suggestive of the heavens.
SOcf. Judah David Eisenstein, "Zodiac," lli Jewish Encyclopoedia (New
York: Funk & Wagnalls Co., 1947), 12, 688.
81 Goodenough, Jewish Symbols. VIII, 178-79.
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meaning, each reader was welcome to interpret this

suggestive

correlation as he pleased. 82
In light of Josephus' lack of explanation it seems fruitless to
plumb the mysteries of Stoic astral determinism to try to impute to
Josephus a Stoic understanding in the zodiac.

Josephus' use of the

word EiµapµtvTJ, "fate," (WAI. 2.162-63; A.ru..13.5,9), which has no
Hebrew

equivalent,83 when he compares the views of Pharisees,

Sadducees, and Essenes on fate, does not associate fate with the
stars.8 4

As G. F. Moore observed, even the gods were subject to

"Destiny, "85 so that to think a Jewish theist such as Josephus saw
some ultimate control over fate by the stars is unthinkable.8 6

But,

8 2Though I take this to be implicit here, elsewhere Josephus
specifically mentions that the reader is free to make up his own mind (A.n.1..
1.108; 3.81; 4.158; 10.281).
83G.F. Moore, "Fate and Free Will in Josephus," HTR 22 (1929), pp. 379,
382. Moore notes the difficulty of translating tiµcxpµtvn into Hebrew seen in
the translation of ~ into Hebrew by Simchoni. He rendered "tiµcxpµtvn with
iiilJ, 'decree' (of God), putting the Greek word in a note and explaining it by
nnJ!Z/ii, which is modem Hebrew for 'providence."'
8 4 Cf. Luther Martin, "Josephus' Use of Heimarmene in the Jewish
Antiquities XIII, 171-3," Numen 28 (1981), 127-137. Here the author writes that
Josephus "presents to his Hellenistic audience through the more
comprehensible terminology of heimarmene, but he locates also the Jewish
people in an international setting with a universal problem. . . He presents the
Jews as the people who are freed from heimarmene by the providence of God,
and who consequently exercise free will and human responsibility in and
through their obedience to Torah" (p. 135).
851.h.i.d., p. 376 He writes of the Stoics' use of tiµcxpµtvn. "It was the
eternal, unalterable, causal nexus of the universe; as what we call the
'uniformity of nature' it was Nature itself (cl>ucn~)' looked at in terms of cause
and effect it was Necessity (civay1en); while considered theologically, as the
ordering of the all-pervading dynamic Reason (Myo~) of the world, it coud be
called Providence (1rp6vo1cx)."
86Philo wrote critically of "Chaldean" astral determinism in The
Miiration of Abraham 178-183. He chided the Chaldeans because "they made
Fate (tiµcxpµtvn) and Necessity (civav1en) divine, thus filling human life with
much impiety, by teaching that apart from phenomena there is no originating
cause of anything whatever, but that the circuits of sun and moon and of the
other heavenly bodies determine for every being in existence both good
things and their opposites."
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Josephus may have had some place for the stars in the nexus of factors by which fate is made known.

Moore observes that the Stoics

connected the word iiµapµivl'I with iipµo<; (connexion), an etymology
which prevailed over the earlier connection of the word with
dpflµEVf'I (perfect participle of t'tpttv, to speak). 87

In that Josephus

writes about the zodiac, and about the branches of the candelabrum
representing the planets, is suggestive that he believed the heavenly
bodies played some role m the revelation of Divine providence, or at
least that he wished to draw on his pagan readers' belief in the influence of the stars, in order to make them think well of the
candelabrum,

shew

bread,

and

stones

on

the

High

Priest's

breastpiece.
In 3.183
( ci1roof'lµaivi1v

the fine

linen (J3uooo<;)

lotKE) the earth."

"appears

to

The first of the three sections of the

Tabernacle also signifies the earth (3 .181 ).

And so does the High

Priest's XtTuSv (3.184), because it is made of linen (>.ivio<;,
actually of J3uooo<;).

signify

a synonym

In terms of Morton Smith's definition, here the

interpretation of the symbols varied, while their "value," that is, their
latent ability to arouse emotional reaction, remained the same. 8 8
These three significances are in different schemas.
In the first instance, the earth exemplified in the first division
of the Tabernacle, the schema is, it would seem, a variation of the
ancient Biblical tripartite division of the cosmos into heaven,
firmament, and earth.

Second, in speaking of the symbolism of the

four materials of the Tabernacle tapestries, Josephus has in mind the
871b.i.d.., p. 377.
88smith, "Goodenough's Jewish Symbols in Retrospect," pp. 53-54.
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ancient Greek four-fold primary substances of water, fire, au, and
earth as found in Empedocles, routed through the Stoics.89

In the

third earth-symbolism, of the High Priest's xirwv, he has in mind the
dynamic interaction of the heavens with earth.

In this instance

Josephus refers to the two tunics he previously described in the High
Priest's regalia; the first being of linen, and the second of blue
(3.159).

The tunic underneath signifies the earth, while the blue

tunic over it signifies the firmament, and the pomegranates and bells
represent the lightning and thunder seen in the sky from the earth.
All three examples are representations of nature.
Finally, in 3.185, the High Priest's girdle (,wvT)) signifies
( <i1roaT)µaive1) the ocean.

High Priest's clothing.
symbolism for the ocean.
image of the ocean
girdle.

Philo does not mention this article of the
Ginzberg does not list any comparable
Josephus undoubtedly is drawing on the

surroundin K

the earth for this symbolism of the

In .w.ar_ 2.378 he writes of the ocean surrounding the Britons,

which protected them no better than Jerusalem's wall protected her
against the Romans.
89 cf. Werner Jaeger, I.w.. Theoloiy of 1h.e Early Greek Philosophers
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1936), p. 70, 137. Cf. Frederick Copleston, A.
History QJ Philosophy (Garden City, New York: Image Books, 1962), I, ii, 133.
Philo, in Li.ko.f Moses 2.121 writes of the ~ elements, earth, water and air,
represented in the High Priest's robe from which the pomegranates and bells
were suspended. In 2.133, he writes that the same long robe is symbolic only
of the air (cxtpo~). and the pomegranates signify water, the flower trimming
the earth, the scarlet the fire, the ephod the heaven, the circular emeralds on
the shoulder pieces that are engraved with six names of Israel's tribes on each,
represent the two hemispheres, and the twelve stones on the ephod the zodiac.
His symbolism is not consistent, which is in keeping with the loose method of
allegory. Cf. G.F. Moore, "Fate and Free Will in Josephus," Harvard Theolo&ical
Review 22 (1929), 376 f. where the author calls attention to the Stoics who gave
currency to the term t\µapµtvn, a term figuring prominently in Josephus'
outlook.
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Josephus

then

uses

four

verbs

or phrases

that may

be

considered synonyms of <ixoal"lµaivoo to indicate further symbolism.
In 3.185 the Eaa~v is Ev rpom~ yfi<; ; EV rpom\l stands for OT'lµaivoo; then
again in §185, the synonym is l>1"1X600;90 in 3.186, first it is the
circumlocution, rfj<; Kat' EKtivov yvuSµfi<; OUK av aµaptot ("he will not
and second, l>oKti TEKµT'lptouv ("it

mistake the lawmaker's intention),
seems to me a sign").

Josephus states (3.185) that the sun and moon are signified
(l>1"1Xo1) by the two sardonyxes of the High Priest's shoulder-pieces.

The sun and moon are symbolized as well in two of the seven
"planets" suggested by the candelabrum.

Philo wrote that he was

aware of that understanding, but preferred the view that the two
circular emarald stones were suggestive of the two hemispheres of
the sky, because the two hemispheres are equal, not made so as to
wax and wane as the moon does.91

Since Philo mentions and rejects

the interpretation that the stones on the shoulder-pieces indicated
the sun and moon, a view that Josephus adopts, if Josephus did not
take his view from Philo, they either both drew upon a common
source, or they arrived at the idea independently.

Goodenough has

written, "It would seem that there was considerable variety in the
way in which Jews made the objects m the temple represent the
mystic rise from material confusion. . . but the very variety of detail
is essentially important to us precisely because so strong a unity of

90Josephus used l>~>.ow in this sense already in 3.183.
91 ~ gi Moses 2.122. ,rp<.i3TOV µh yap oi b\ TWV <h:pwµiwv aµapayl>oo
Mo >.t8ot mpt4>£p&i~ µrivuooatv, w~ µtv ofovmi nv~. aatipwv Too~ riµipa~ 1ea\
VOlCTO~ fty&µova~. fi>.tov 1ea\ <J&A~VflV.
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purpose carnes on through the variety, and hence suggests a single
and a considerable movement with wide divergences. "9 2
The verb a,roo'lµaivw

is_ implied again in 3.184 where Josephus

writes that the High priest's E<f>a,rnl)a93 stands for Too

,ravTo<;;

'
TTIV

4>u01v, "universal nature," particularly with the gold woven into it. 94
The gold oovo4>aoµtvT1v
a,raotv

"weaving together," signifies Tll<;; ,rpooou<J'l<;;

auy11<;;, "the attribute of the all-pervading sun-light."

The one-span-square breastplate (3.185)
bt>u5l;T1<;;)

in the

E<f>a,rTil,a

(or

that Josephus calls the eoo~v, represents the earth which is

situated in the middle of the universe (µioov
Yll<;;

tTa~t).

ovTa Tll<;; £4>a1rTil,o<;; ev

As I have observed above,

'
EV

TP01r4) is

synonymous with a,rooT1µaivw.
In 3.186 Josephus likens the twelve stones on the High Priest's
ephod to the twelve months, or to the twelve signs of the zodiac, in a
turn of phrase that leads one to think that he thought this symbolism
would seem natural to the Greek reader.95

The odd phrase, ni<;; KaT'

EKtivov yvu5µ11<;; OUK av aµapTOt, suggests that Josephus considered it
unlikely that Moses' symbolic intent would be missed by perceptive
readers.
The total number of parts on the candelabrum, Josephus writes

(3.182) is seventy.

This is a number he arrives at not by actually

counting the parts on the candelabrum, but by computing the sum of

Light. LWu., p. 99.
9 3 Josephus referred to this as the ephod, like the Greek brwµic;, in
The i4>a1m~a was the upper garment of a soldier, cf Polybius, History 30,
92llY

3.162.
25, 10.

94 Cf. Anl.. 3.163, where he describes gold woven into the the insert of
the brwµic;.
95see the discussion of the stones on the breastplate in Chapter IV.
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the five planets then known, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, and
Mercury, along with the sun and moon, multiplied by the ten degrees
of the celestial (solar) ecliptic allotted to each planet.96

Thackeray

observes that the reference to the seven lamps in ,WJu. 7 .149 may
indicate the honor paid

"to the week," rather than just to the

number seven.97
There is a remark in BT Shabbath 156ab which, though it does
not refer to the candelabrum, bears upon the pertinence of the
planets
Although

which

Josephus

Josephus

does

saw

symbolized

not spell

out the

m

the

candelabrum.

significance of the

candelabrum's symbolizing the planets, it may be inferred that he
expects his readers to have some preconceptions about the impact of
the planets on life.

This passage in BT Shabbath suggests that later

rabbis'

developed

thinking

considerably

beyond

Josephus'

undeveloped (or under-expressed) understanding of the pertinence
of the planets to Israel.

G .F. Moore remarks that the flow of

96 Thackeray, Josephus IV, 404-05, notes a and b. Thackeray states that
if the number of the parts on the candelabrum are counted, they total only 69.
See note c, Josephus IV, 403. In ,Wn 7.149 the seven lamps "indicate the honor
paid to that number by the Jews." Cf. Philo, ~ a th.-'.. H.tlr., 208, 221-225.
Philo puts the sun as the symbol of the middle lamp, with Saturn, Jupiter and
Mars above, i.e. on one side, and Mercury, Venus, and the moon below, i.e. on
the other side.
"So, the Master-craftsman (-rtxviTric;), wishing that we should
possess a copy of the archetypical celestial sphere with its seven lights,
commanded this splendid work, the candlestick, to be wrought." In §226 Philo
writes "In the candlestick we have thanksgiving for all the celestial world that
so no part of the universe may be guilty of unthankfulness and that we may
know that all its parts give thanks, the elements and the creatures framed
from them, not only those on earth, but those in heaven." For an explanation
of the astonomical understanding in the world of Josephus and Philo, see A.
Aaboe, "Scientific Astronomy in Antiquity," Philosophical Transactions of~
Royal Society o..t:London. Pt. A, 276 (1974), 21-42.
97 Josephus IV, 405, note b.
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comments on this subject from rabbinical sources increased after the
fall of Jerusalem.98
R. }Janina writes in BT Shabbath 156a ""Not the constellation of
the day but that of the hour is the determining influence."

The

discussion suggests that the thinking of some rabbis developed well
beyond Josephus', to include spelling out how planetary influence on
Israel took place.

Philo and Josephus represent a stage in the

development of Jewish syncretism of alien elements into Jewish
sacred thought.
Goodenough writes of a later period that "the Jews of Palestine
had as their favorite design for a mosaic floor that of Helios driving
his chariot in the center of the circle of the zodiac, set in a square
with the Seasons in the corners. "99

He remarks that "We have four

assured cases of the zodiac in mosaic on synagogue floors."100 Yet he
says that "the zodiac does not testify to the congregation's interest in,
or use of astrology."

In the note to this remark Goodenough accepts

the proposal of Hanfmann (Seasons I, 194), that the zodiac served as
a calendar . 1 O1
But in BT Shabbath 156a-b there is a long discussion of the
effect of the constellations on Israel that suggests that some Jews
believed in the influence of the stars, so that it was necessary for the

98G.F. Moore, "Fate and Free Will in Josephus," p. 380. Cf. his examples
99 Jewish Symbols XII, 152. Eg. his discussions of the Beth Alpha
synagogue which dates from the late third century C.E., in I, 241-253, and of
the Dura synagogue, which he states began as a private house, but was
remodeled in 245 C.E. for use as a synagogue in I, 227-232 (which does not
mention the zodiac).
lOOJewish Symbols XII, 168.
101Uilil.. VIII, 168
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Tannaim to address this concern.

R. Johanan and Rab teach that

Israel

influence.

is

immune

from

astral

Here

the

seven

constellations, the five bright planets observable to the naked eye,
Venus, Mercury, Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars are mentioned, in addition
to the sun and the moon.
"Go out and tell the son of Levi, Not the constellation of the
day but that of the hour is the determining influence. He
who is born under the constellation of the sun will be a
distinguished man: he will eat and drink of his own and his
secrets will lie uncovered; if a thief, he will have no success.
He who is born under Venus will be wealthy and unchaste.
What is the reason? Because fire was created therein. He
who is born under Mercury will be of a retentive memory
and wise. What is the reason? Because it is the sun's scribe.
He who is born under the Moon will be a man to suffer evil,
building and demolishing, demolishing and building, eating
and drinking that which is not his and his secrets will
remain hidden: if a thief, he will be successful. He who is
born under Saturn will be a man whose plans will be
frustrated. Others say: All [nefarious] designs against him
will be frustrated. He who is born under Zideki [Jupiter] will
be a right-doing man . . . He who is born under Mars will be a
shedder of blood. . .The planetary influence gives wisdom,
the planetary influence gives wealth, and Israel stands
under planetary influence . . . R. Johanan said: How do we
know that Israel is immune from planetary influence?
Because it is said, Thus saith the Lord, Learn not the way of
the nations, and be not dismayed at the signs of heaven, for
the nations are dismayed at them [Jeremiah 10: 2]: they are
dismayed but not Israel.
Rab too holds that Israel is
immune from planetary influence.
For Rab Judah said in
Rab's name: How do we know that Israel is immune from
planetary influence? Because it is said, and he brought him
forth from abroad. Abraham pleaded before the Holy One,
blessed be He, 'Sovereign of the Universe! one born in mine
house is mine heir.' 'Not so,' He replied, 'but he that shall
come forth out of thine own bowels.' 'Sovereign of the
Universe!' he cried, 'I have looked at my constellation and
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find that I am not fated to beget child.' 'Go forth from thy
planet [gazing], for Israel is free from planetary influence.
What is thy calculation?
If the interior of the Tabernacle symbolized the earth, sea, and

heaven,

the

candelabrum,

symbolizing

the

seven

planets,

represented the complete source of light (but not of determinism) at
work in the
geocentric.

universe,

which, 1n Josephus'

understanding,

was

That this light source did not illumine the Holy of Holies,

i.e. heaven, since it was separated from the rest of the Tabernacle by
a veil, may be seen as a theological nicety, or as an inconsistency no
doubt noticeable only to someone not in tune with the mystic's
outlook.

As a theological nicety, Josephus implied the light-

sufficiency of the Place where God is.
The materials (3 .183) from which the tapestries (<1>cxpoT1) in the
Tabernacle are woven signify nature (<1>uo1v

l>T1Xo'i). The tapestries,

representing all of nature, are the sum of their parts, that is~ nature
is made up of air, water, earth, and fire, signified in the blue (air),
purple (water), linen (earth), and crimson (fire).

The verb l>T1X6w

here is used as a synonym for dxooT1µaivw, just as when it appears
three lines later: dipa ~ouXttai l>T1Xoov

o

ucxK1v8oc;;, where Josephus

says that the blue signifies the au.
Again calling attention to the High Priest's head-dress, he
writes (3 .187) that "it seems to be a TtKµ Tl piov of heaven."

Once

again, we see that for Josephus, more than one object symbolizes the
same thing.

The Tabernacle, we have observed, looked like heaven

from afar, and the Holy of Holies, the third part of the Tabernacle,
represented heaven.

Finally, the blue head-dress, with its golden
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crown (like the calyx of the plant called hyoschamus

niger) 102 on

which the Divine name was engraved, symbolized heaven because of
its bright glow which especially delights the deity ( ij µcxX1ara

ro

xaiptt

8Ctov).

Josephus concludes the brief section on symbolism with a
remark that the credit for all this symbolism is due to Moses.

The

plans for the Tabernacle may have been delivered to Moses from Mt.
Sinai, but his own input contributed the subtleties found in the
symbolism.
The Appointment Qf Aaron

u Eill1 Hi~h Priest

Sections 188-192 introduce Aaron as the first recipient of the
high priestly honor. I have written about this above in discussing the
priestly vestments, in chapter IV.

Though Exod. 28: 1 and 29: 1

explicitly include Aaron's sons in this appointment, Josephus does not
explicitly state here that Aaron's four sons were priests, though he
concludes §192 by saying that "He had at this time four sons: Nadab,
Abihu, Eleazar, and Ithamar.

His Jewish readers would know that

the four sons were also appointed priests, but readers not acquainted
with the Jewish Scriptures may not have inferred this, unless they
assumed that the vestments of the "other priests" that Josephus
describes before describing the High Priest's attire, were to be worn
by these four sons.
Apparently Leviticus

8:

1 was

the

scriptural passage m

Josephus' mind as he tells of God commanding Moses to select his
brother, Aaron, as High Priest.

Though Josephus did not restrict

10 2cr. Thackeray, Josephus IV, 399, note f.
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himself to the details he found in Exodus, there Aaron and his sons
are chosen before their vestments are made, whereas in Leviticus 8:
1, Aaron and his sons are brought forward to be anointed to the
priesthood, with no mention of the vestments.
similar in 3.188.

The situation is

The construction of the Tabernacle was completed;

the priestly vestments were made; and Aaron was chosen to be the
first High Priest.
Josephus puts into Moses' mouth (3.190) the confession that he
would have preferred to be the High Priest because of all he had
done for Israel.
idea:

Midrash Rabbah Exodus XXXVII, 1 gives the same

"Moses believed that he would be made High Priest." 103

Coverin~s for 1M. Tabernacle Furniture
Section 193 relates a detail, apparently drawn from Numbers 4:
5-12, in which Josephus includes, as part of the plan for the
Tabernacle, the provision subsequently made to protect the furniture
of the Tabernacle in the desert wanderings.

This is not, then, strictly

speaking, a haggadic addition on Josephus' part.

Instead, it suggests

that Josephus was drawing on more than the Exodus Tabernacle
account in reconstructing his description of the Tabernacle.

103 In Mid rash Rab bah Exodus XXXVII, 2 we read concerning the
episode of the golden calf that "The intention of Aaron was really to restrain
the people until Moses came down, but Moses thought that Aaron was a partner
in their crime and he was incensed against him. Whereupon God said to Moses:
Nodet discovers similar
'I know that Aaron's intention was quite good.'"
traditions in Midrash Tanhuma Sav 8 f, Pesikta de R. Kahana 4.38, and Leviticus
Rabbah 11.6 (though I did not find this here). Nodet II, 164, note 8. Rashi saw
in Exod. 4: 14 the reason for God's choice of Aaron rather than Moses as High
Priest. Moses' reluctance to speak, which resulted in Aaron speaking for him,
aroused the Divine ire against him, so that Aaron was chosen as High Priest.
Henceforth. . .
he will be the priest and you the Levite."
Rashi, I..u
Pentateuch .ilil.d Rashi's Commentary: A Linear Translation into English, by
Rabbi Abraham Ben Isaiah and Rabbi Benjamin Sharfman, Exodus, p. 33.
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Weill

and

Nodet

explain

Josephus'

misinterpretation of MT Exod. 31: 10.

addition

here

as

a

Taking this derivation for

granted, Weill contends that Josephus was . confused by the Hebrew
term il~, which he took to be from the root of the word i"":i~ found
elsewhere

in

"survivor." 10 4

Numbers

31:

35,

and

Joshua

10:

20,

meanmg

Following the same assumption, N odet comments that

Josephus "without doubt bases this on the unclear term ,l~il "1.P
(Exod. 31: 10), which he derives from

ij~

(to be left over).

Indeed LXX Exod. 31: 10 seems unlikely to be Josephus' source
here.

LXX abbreviates MT, and neither has anything to do with

coverings for the Tabernacle furniture. 105
Exod. 31: 10, maintains that "these

ii~i1

Yet, Rashi, commenting on
"iJ.:

are the same as the

garments of blue and purple and scarlet that are mentioned in the
section of the journeyings (Num. 4), 'and they shall put thereon.

. a

cloth. . . of blue' (verse 6), 'and they shall spread a purple cloth
thereon' (verse 13),' and they shall spread upon them a cloth of
scarle'. . " 106

Rashi's association of the priestly garments, described

in Exod. 31: 10, with the coverings of the Tabernacle furniture,
appears to be an interpretation associating the instances of i J.:
appearing in Exod. 31: 10 and Num. 4: 6 and 13.

This kind of

104wem, I, 187, note 5.
105Exod. 31: 10--lCat TIX<; <J'TOAIX<; TIX<; AttTOopyi1ea<; 'Aapwv 1ea't Ta<; O'TOAIX<;
-rwv oiwv mhou itpauuttv µ01.
Wevers explains LXX Exod. 31: 10 which
"characterizes the priestly garments doubly as !d,pn ,,J: mt, ,,!dn •,J: n)t,, but
Exod economizes by omitting the second as an unnecessary doublet, which
omission hex rectified by adding 1ea1 Ta 1µana Too ay100." Notes o.n. ~ Greek
Tun of Exodus. p. 511.
106Nodet, II, 165, note 2. Rashi says: "But these ,,tm •:ll::1 are the same as
the garments of blue and purple and scarlet that are mentioned in the section
of the journeyings (Num. 4)." Commentary o.n. Exodus. p. 395.
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interpretation is characteristic of Rabbinic exegesis.

It seems less

likely that this was Josephus' intention than that he simply drew on
Num. 4: 5-12, telescoping a later event to the Tabernacle account.
The Half-Shekel Tax
Sections

194-196 1 07 tell of the half-shekel tax levied on the

people for the upkeep of the Tabernacle.

Josephus writes (3.195-96)

that "[Moses] imposed on them a contribution of half a shekel for
each man, the shekel being a Hebrew coin equivalent to four Attic
drachmas.108

They promptly obeyed this command of Moses and the

number of contributors amounted to 605,550

the money being

brought by all free men aged from twenty years up to fifty." 1 09 This
l07MT/LXX Exod. 30: 11-16 give the command to levy the tax. MT/LXX II
do not mention the collection of the tax. In Exod. 30: 12, the tax is associated
with the census, which strictly speaking, goes beyond the subject of the
Tabernacle account. Roland de Vaux sees Exod. 30: 11-16 as a reflection of "the
Priestly redaction of the Pentateuch," dating from the time of the exile.
But
Nehemiah 10: 33-35 tells of a one-third shekel per annum levy for the Temple.
Ancient l.snd (2 vols. New York: McGraw Hill Company, 1965), II, 403.
108 cf. John Wevers' Notes Wl.1" Greek Illl..o!Exodus. p. 495. "The tax
imposed on every male was a half didrachma, Exod's rendering of the Hebrew
half shekel.
The standard coin of Ptolemaic Egypt was the tetradrachma or
four drachm coin, of which the didrachma was half; thus the poll tax was one
drachm. (note 16--Aq and Sym translate ',piu 1° by oTaTnpoc;, which was equal to
a tetradrachma, according to Bauer.
On this reckoning the half shekel would
equal a full didrachma.) The standard to be used was the sacred didrachma;;
this was to guard against a debased currency. Since to later copyists the coin
was no longer current the spelling of the word became uncertain and the stem
often became f>tf>payµ-, and even occasionally f>tf>pavxµ-, but only f>tf>paxµov is
correct.
l09LXX Exod. 39: 3 reads nae; o 1rapmropto6µtvoc; T~v !moxtljrl.V chro
tixooatToilc; xai t1rcxvw, "all males from twenty years and upwards." Cf. Num. 1:
32 1rcxvTa cipotvixcx, ci1ro ti1eooatTOilc; 1ea\ bcxvw.
Commenting on Weill's
statement that Josephus was in error in determining the value of the halfshekel, Nodet remarks that Josephus is at fault only in presenting an
anachronism, as he often did, giving the didrachma in an equivalency of his
own time rather than of the times found in the Biblical account. Nodet cites
M. Sheqalim 2: 4, in which R. Judah says: "Sheqel taxes are not subject to a
prescribed limit. For when the Israelites came up from the Exile, they would
pay the sheqel in darics. Then they went and paid the sheqel in selas [double
sheqels]. Then they went and paid the sheqel in [sheqel] coins.
And they
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is in keeping with Josephus comment in Ant. 18.312 that "The Jews ..
. used to deposit there [in Nisibis] the two-drachma coins which it is
the national custom for all to contribute to the cause of God."
Likewise, Matthew 17: 24 records the custom of contributing

ra

Mllpaeµa to the Temple.

In Exod. 30: 12 f, the half-shekel assessment is tied to the
census of the people.

IV Kingdoms 12: 4, with its parallel passage in

II Chron 24: 1-11, tells of this practice, as King Joash tells the priests
to use the cipyoptov
~•~

aovnµ11aew<;, the "money of valuation," (MT 12: 5

,.;1.P ril?.f.), or census tax, to repair the temple. Josephus appears to

derive his information from Exod., even though the number of those
from whom the tax was collected, as he tells it,

differs from the

census information found in LXX Exod. 39: 3 11 0 (Josephus--605,550
µopuille<;

7rEVTCllClCJXlAt0t

'
ICClt

,

7rEVTCllCOOtOt

1rEVTlllCOVTCl], rather than the Biblical 603,550 [e:et11COVTCl

µoptalla<;

'
ICClt
'
KClt

[even] wanted to pay the sheqel in denars." Neusner, Mishna. p. 254. The
shekel varied in weight over Israel's
history.
De Vaux records that on the
basis of Exod. 38: 25-26, the talent was equivalent to 3,000 shekels. From the
data given in Ezekiel 45, the talent was equivalent to 3,600 shekels. Ancient
Israel (2 vols. New York: McGraw hill, 1965), II, 204-05. Nodet states that
Josephus' reckoning of the shekel conforms to the standard set by Ptolemy II
Philadelphus, where the monetary drachma weighed 3.58 grams, which was
equivalent to the coins found in the Judean desert. Nodet II, 165, note 4. None
of the values of the skekel and drachma given by de Vaux are the same as the
values given by Weill and Nodet.
Weill comments that the Attic drachma
Josephus is
weighed 4gr,37, while the Hebrew shekel was fourteen grams.
alluding to a Phonecian tetradrachma, Reinach comments, .ild. fil. Weill's
terminology is not clear to me here.
11 0=MT Exod. 28: 36; Num. 1: 32. Numbers 1: 46 gives the same total as
Exod. 39: 3.
Philo does not mention this census or the tax in Life CJ.! Moses. But
"And was not the
in ~ u. 1h.e. H.tiL 38-39 (§ 186-189), Philo remarks:
consecrated didrachmon portioned out on the same principle? We are meant to
consecrate one half of it, the drachma, and pay it as ransom for our own soul. .
" He does not mention the historical setting of this tax, as his interest is only
in its allegorical significance here.
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,
TptCJ)(lA101

11'EVTa1COat01

Ka\

11'EVTa~KovTa], 111 and Josephus adds a

specific upper age parameter of fifty.

The same upper parameter is

suggested in Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antig_uities 14: 1, 3, where after
stating that forty years of age was the upper parameter, we read
that Moses numbered those who were over fifty and those who were
under twenty, but apparently not so as to be included in the census
for taxation.I 12

The census recorded in Numbers 1: 3, 20, which is

taken when the Tabernacle is finished, sets the boundaries for the
census as "from twenty years old and upward, all in Israel who are
able to go forth to war." Presumably Josephus sets his age-limit for
the tax because Numbers 4: 3 sets fifty as the age-limit for the
Kohahites from the tribe of Levi who could work in the Tabernacle.
Numbers 8: 25 again sets the age limit for working Levites at fifty.

If this number reflects the retirement age of men generally, then the
tax, as Josephus explains it, was assessed only on men of working
age.113
111 Since the numbers are the same, apart from the Biblical tptO)(t>.tot
and Josephus 1rtvta1c1ax1>.10, Josephus' change may have been deliberate. On
the other hand, this may represent a simple scribal error.
Since the prefix
1rtvta appears two other times in the number, nvta
may have been
inadvertently written due to some scribe's looking at text at the wrong place.
It seems unlikely that Josephus Biblical text gave the number he used rather
than the number found in MT/LXX. Wevers does not cite any alternate reading
of a different number in this place. In Pseudo-Philo's Biblical Antiquities 14:
3, the census figure is 604, 550.
112 Sed enumeravit eos qui supra quinquaginta annos erant, quorum
numerus erat XL VII milia trecenti.
Et dinumeravit adhuc qui infra viginti
annos, et factus est numerus eorum DCCC quinquaginta milia DCCCL.
11 3The Mishnah makes no citation from ihe Book of Exodus after 34:
26, and does not cite II Kings 12: 4 or II Chron. 24: 1-11. M. Shekalim 1: 3 states
that "They do not exact a pledge from priests for the sake of peace." 1:· 4
presents conflicting views on the necessity of the priests paying the shekel,
and 1: 5 states that if they do pay the shekel tax, it is accepted. The tax is not
accepted from Gentiles or Samaritans. The reason for rejecting the shekel tax
from Gentiles and Samaritans is (1: 5), as it says in Ezra 4: 3, "You have nothing
to do with us to build a house unto our God."
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In Exod. the tax is collected as an apotropaic against the plague.
Josephus does not write of this aspect of the tax, perhaps because he
was

sensitive to Manetho's · libel (A pion

Israelites were lepers banished from Egypt.

1.235, 257) that the
In Lev. 5: 14 f, the

shekels are brought as penitential offerings.

Josephus doesn't

mention this penitential reason either, since it did not reflect well on
the piety of the ancient Israelites if the need for penance was built
into their system of worship.
Since the idea of the tax derives from MT/LXX I (Exod. 30: 13),
it can be said that Josephus derives his information from the first
part of the Exodus Tabernacle account.
find the command that the tax be levied.

However, in Exodus we only
It is not collected when the

Tabernacle is finished.
In Nehemiah 10: 32, it is recorded that "We also lay upon
ourselves the obligation to charge ourselves yearly with the third
part of a shekel (MT 10: 33

i,i?~iJ

n"W'?Ul, LXX Tpirov Toi3 l:ltl:lpaxµou) for

the service of the house of our God."

Historically, this seems to be

the first mention of the collection of a tax for the Temple up-keep. 114
In MT Exod. 38: 24 f, the shekels of gold, silver, and bronze that
are brought are part of the offerings
construction of the Tabernacle.

of the people for the

This passage seems to be the source

of Josephus' comment in 3.102 that the people brought their silver,

114 Roland de Vaux sees Exod. 30: 11-16 as a reflection of "the Priestly
redaction of the Pentateuch," dating from the time of the exile. Nehemiah 10:
32-35, which tells of a one-third shekel per annum levy for the Temple, is
historically prior to what is recorded in Exod. Ancient Israel (2 vols. New
York: McGraw Hill Company, 1965), II, 403.
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gold, and bronze, etc. for the building of the Tabernacle, rather than
for its up-keep, which is the purpose of the census tax.
Josephus' reports in War 7.218, that after the Romans defeated
the Jews, a two-drachma poll-tax was imposed on all Jewish residents of Jerusalem, which was like the sum they were accustomed to
pay to the Temple in Jerusalem.115 No doubt it is this custom of the
Jews

which they practiced even if they were far away from

Jerusalem, a sign of their loyalty to their religion (Ant. 18.312), that
stands behind Josephus' comment.

His mentioning age fifty as the

outer parameter for those the Jews taxed may be seen as a subtle bit
of evidence that the Jews were gentler on their own than the Romans
were on their Jewish subjects.
The Sanctification 2f ~ Tabernacle iU!d Priests
Sections 197-199 tell of the sweet-smelling oils and incense
used to set apart the priests for their office, and to sanctify the
The list of spices that were brought

Tabernacle from day to day.116

to make the ointment used in the anointing is the same in name and
number (five) as found in LXX Exod. 30: 23-24.

As I shall point out,

at one point, Josephus' change of term is virtually the same as Philo's,

11 5Cf. Nodet II, 165, note 3. In Suetonius, "Domitian," 12, Suetonius
writes that when he was a boy, he once saw an agent of Domitian inspecting a
ninety-year-old man, to see if he was circumcised in order to collect the tax
from him. Thackeray cites Dio Cassius, History LXVI, 7 to corroborate what
Josephus writes.
Schurer (revised edition) cites evidence from documents
found in Egypt, "namely ostraka from Edfu, listed in CPJ II, nos. 160-229, . . .
showing that the tax was paid by both males and females from age 3 to 60 or 62,
as is shown by no. 421.
Slaves and freedmen of a household were also
Jewish People in~ Ail Qf .J.e.s.u..s. Christ
included." Schurer, ~ History Qf
, revised edition Ill, 122.
116MT/LXX Exod. 30: 22-38; MT 37: 29, LXX 38: 25.

w
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in Life .Qf Moses, which leads one to infer that Josephus had the LXX
and Philo as his guides here.
Josephus lists aµopvric;

,

m:vTa1eoa1ouc;

CJtKAOU<;;

(five hundred

shekels of myrrh), 'iptwc; a11e>.ouc; 1rtvTa1eocnouc; (five hundred shekels
of iris), KtvvaµuSµou and KaAaµou ~µfot1av TWV ,rpoTtpov (half that

amount of cinnamon and kalamos), and t>.afou TE t>.atvou iiv (a bin
of olive oil).
There is only slight difference between Josephus' list and that
found in LXX.

Josephus lists the 1p1c; (iris) second, whereas LXX

mentions it last.

The order of MT is the same as LXX.

the measurement for the iris as a11e>.ouc;

LXX refers to

ayiou (shekel of the

Too

sanctuary), LXX spells out the number of shekels weight for the
cinnamon and kalamos {lha1eoafouc;

dvOoc; aµupvri<;; (flower of myrrh)

adjectives that Josephus omits:
and

1e1vvaµuSµou/1ea>.aµou

kalamos).

Josephus

,rivni 1eovTa), and LXX adds

tueaS6ou~

describes

the

(sweet-smelling cinnamon and
anointing

towlSiaTaTov, 11 7 while LXX describes it as xpfoµa

refers to the one mixing the oil as TEXVlJ
person TEXVlJ µuptwoo, and Philo

oil

as

ay1ov.

xp'i.aµa

Josephus

µuptwwv, while LXX calls this

o µuptw11e~

TEXVlJ 11 8 LXX used the

adjective touSlSouc; in describing the cinnamon and kalomos, which
Josephus omitted.

Josephus may have chosen to include this Biblical

information about the sweet odor of the ointment at the last in
calling it superlatively, like Philo, xp'i.aµa
comparison,

in

which

there is

no

towlStaTaTov.

difference

in

From this

the essential

117 Cf. Philo, !JR g.f Moses 2.146 xpiaµaTO<; towl>tcmfroo
ll8lhid.., 2.146, xpiaµaTo<; tow&aTCXTOO ).a~wv. o µups,vt1C~
ffXVIJ
1eaTt1pyaa8ri. Philo, :w.h.o.. is.1.Wl H.e.iI. 196, paraphrasing LXX, calls this person
µopov µopt'IJOO lpyov aov8fotw<; 1ea8apa<;.
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vocabulary in the two lists, it would appear warranted to infer that
Josephus bases his account on LXX, but he is aware of Philo.
Josephus (3.198) adds the explanation that the great variety of
perfumes (8uµtu5µEva 1roXXa f> ' tan raura Kai 1rotKtXa) were brought
together

on

the

golden

altar

of

incense

m

the

Tabernacle.

Presumably he means that the mixing of the ingredients took place
here.
Josephus abbreviates the material in LXX, though not nearly so
much as Philo in Life Qf Moses, who does not mention any of the
ingredients of the ointment.1 19

Josephus, as Philo, omits the warning

of Exod. 30: 32-33, that threatens punishment for anyone copying
the recipe for the anointing oil.

There would have been no apologetic

usefulness in mentioning such a harsh warning.
Josephus also omits the additional spices listed m Exod. 30: 34,
used to make mcense:
~f>uaµou

(transparent

araKrriv (stacte), 12 0 ovuxa

(onycha), 121

(sweet galbanum),122 and Xtr3avov

frankincense).123

Philo mentions these spices, though

119 L.i.k.a.f Moses 2.146. But, in :w..h.o..i.£1.h.e.H.e.i.r. 196-97, Philo quotes
Exod. 30: 34-35, commenting on the equal proportion of the four spices brought
as symbols of the elements of which the world is made: CJ1'mmiv symbolizes
water, ovuxa the earth, xcv.~civ1')v the air, and, reversing the LXX order, ~ta<Pavfi
At~avwT6v, fire.
12 0 Josephus mentions OTalCT~ only in A.nl.. 2.118 as one of the gifts
taken to Joseph in Egypt when his brothers brought Benjamin with them.
121 ovuC is also the name of a precious stone, onyx, which Josephus
mentions in :W..U. 5.234 and A.nl. 3.168 as one of the twelve stones on the High
Priest's breastplate.
122Josephus nowhere mentions the word xcv.~<XVfl.
12 310 A.!11• 3.143 Josephus mentions At~avoc; in two cups on the table in
the sanctuary, and again in A.nl. 12.140 as one of the gifts given by Antiochus
III to the Temple at the time Palestine was taken from the Ptolemies by the
Seleucids ..
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not in Life Qf Moses.1 24 The omission of some detail as this may be
due to his failure to remember these details, or to his opinion that
details such as this were unnecessary to his project.
Josephus merely mentions in 3.199 that incense had to be
burned before dawn and after sunset, which corresponds with the
rubric in Exod. 30: 7-8 that Aaron should burn incense in the
morning, and in the evening when he lights the lamps--a constant
incense

offering

before

the Lord for

their generations. 12 5

As

Thackeray notes,1 26 it was also the practice described in II Chron. 13:

11, where the 6>..oKaurooµa, the holocaust or whole burnt offering, and
0oµiaµa

oovetoeooc; is specifically mentioned for the morning and

evening.
Josephus adds a detail not found in any of the Biblical rubrics
concernmg

the

candelabrum,

that

three

of the

lamps

on

the

candelabrum were lit in the morning and the rest in the evening. 12 7
124 ~a~ litl[ 196. Here the slight differences between Philo and
LXX as we have it may be due to the form of the Greek text before him which
Philo was copying faithfully.
125M Yoma 3: 4-5 makes comment on the incense of the morning
(inw'?w ni~p ), and the incense of twilight (c~:lil>il r:1'?w) (Cf. BT Yoma 33a).
Nodet cites BT Yoma 39a, which actually doesn't contribute to the
understanding of Josephus remarks on the strength of the incense's
fragrance which made it unnecessary for brides in Jerusalem to perfume
themselves, and made goats in Jericho sneeze.
126Josephus IV, 412, note a.
127 Nodet II, 166, note 1, calls attention to the ambiguity of the Biblical
descriptions of the lighting of the candelabrum (cf. Exod 25: 37), which state
that the lamps would shine from one front [1ea\ ~avoumv t1e Tou ivo~ 1rpoaw1roo];
27: 20, which states that a lamp will shine r{va 1eah1mt >.uxvo~ l>ta1ravT6~ tv T~
a1envtj Tou µapTopfoo], where the anarthrous >.uxvo~ may refer to only one of the
seven lamps, but more probably refers to the candelabrum as a whole; 30: 8,
where it says that tl;<X1l'T1J 'Aapwv Too~ >.uxvoo~ <>\11£; which is concord with Lev.
24: 1-4, where it seems from v. 4 that all the lamps [rou~
>.uxvo\l~] are to bum
continuously; I Sam. 3: 3, where it is the candelabrum in its entirety that seems
to be implied that is simply lit, before it was trimmed, which implies that it was
night at the time; and II Chron 13: 11, which tells of lighting the candelabrum
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Here

agam

Josephus

interjects

what

may

be

an

anachronism,

imputing to ancient times the practice of his own day, as he did in
the case of the half-shekel assessment.

I osephus' Postscipt
Sections

Q.Il.

200

1M. Architects

and

201

comment

briefly

again 128 on the

architects for the Tabernacle, and, in an extra-biblical detail, on the
time frame of the construction project.

Section 200 seems to be

equivalent to the first part of the Exodus Tabernacle account, which
looks forward to the building of the Tabernacle.

Here the two

principal architects, BtaEAETJAOt.; and 'E>..iar3ot.; are chosen for the work
to come, as the two most inventive among many architects, with
BtaEAETJAOt.;

being the better of the two. From Josephus' description of

the details of the Tabernacle, it is unclear to what he refers when he
in the evening only. Nodet comments that Josephus is the only witness to the
practice during the Second Temple period, so that what he says of three lamps
being lit in the morning, and the rest at evening refers to the practice in the
Temple of his day.
M. Tamid 3: 9 E. (reading from Neusner's translation)
presumably describes the practice of the Temple prior to its destruction:
"He
who had won the right to clean the candlestick entered, and [if] he found the
two eastern lights flickering, he cleaned the rest and left those flickering in
their place. F. [If] he found that they had gone out, he cleaned them and lit
them from those which were [yet] flickering."
Here the mishnah in section
"F." would seem to indicate that at least two lamps, besides the two flickering
This
lamps, were lit at the time the priest came to care for the candlestick.
suggests that more than three lamps were lit at the time. M. Tamid 6: 1 E. seems
to describe the practice in the morning.
"And [if] he found the two
easternmost lamps still flickering, he clears out the eastern one and leaves the
western one flickering, (F.) for from it did he kindle the candlestick at
twilight. G. [If] he found that it had gone out, he cleaned it out and kindled it
Here, at some point, only one lamp
from the altar of the whole offering."
would be lit, the western one. If the western lamp was extinguished, he would
Neusner, Mishnah. pp. 867,
relight i1 from the altar of the whole offering.
870-71. M Yoma 3: 4-5 makes comment on the incense of the morning (in~',~
niC>p ), and the incense of twilight (c~~il>il r~'7!d) (Cf. BT Yoma 33a). Nodet cites
BT Yoma 39a, which actually doesn't contribute to the understanding of
Josephus here.
Here the Talmud remarks on the strength of the incense's
fragrance which made it unnecessary for brides in Jerusalem to perfume
themselves, and made goats in Jericho sneeze!
128Cf. An.1.. 3.105, where Josephus introduces them.
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states that they devised things unknown before.

This may imply

that the guidelines given to Moses, which they followed scrupulously,
resulted in their designing previously unknown objects.

One might

say that every part of the Tabernacle was unknown before; each
element was newly designed according to the commands of God.
Previously, as I have noted in chapter II, Josephus, in accordance
with rabbinic tradition, presented the two architects as equals
(3.105). In 3.204, Josephus announces that (presumably all) the
workers ( epyaoaµtvoo<;;) were rewarded for the excellence of their
labors.
Josephus writes (3.201) that the Tabernacle took seven months
to build, and that it was finished by the time of the first anniversary
of the Exodus.

Exod. 40: 17 reads that "in the first month, in the

second year after their going forth out of Egypt, at the new moon, the
tabernacle was set up" (Ev Tei) µllv't
EK1rOP£OOµEVWV

mhwv

te

Aiyo1rTOO,

Tei)

,rpu5T4)

VOOµllVl~

Tei)

~EoTtpw

EOT<l8'1

~

tTEt,

OKllVri).

According to Exod. 19: 1, the Israelites came into the wilderness of
Sinai on the third month, to the day,

after the exodus from Egypt.

The first month of the second year, as Exod.40: 17 reads, is virtually
the same date as the first anniversary of the exodus, as Josephus
explains.
There is no specific biblical warrant for Josephus remark that
the Tabernacle took seven months to build. But there was the
precedent of special significance for the seventh month in Jewish
history.
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Josephus may be tying in the completion of the Tabernacle
with Yorn Kippur.129

According to Jubilees 34: 18, on Yorn Kippur a

kid (epi<l>o<;) was sacrificed, because Joseph's coat was dipped in kid's
blood before it was taken to Jacob, his father, with the news that
Joseph had been killed.

This non-biblical detail may have been

known to Josephus, prompting him to include a kid (3.204) among
the three animals killed in the consecration of Aaron and his sons.
According to

Lev. 23: 24 the first day of the seventh month was

proclaimed by God as a day of solemn rest, a memorial proclaimed
with blast of trumpets, a holy convocation."

Thus began the

preparation for Yom Kippur, which took place on the tenth day of the
seventh month (Lev. 16: 29; 23: 27).

That Lev. stresses that the first

day of the seventh month would be a KAflT~

ayicx, a holy convocation,

may be taken up by Josephus as a day for celebration for the
completion of the Tabernacle.
The Anointin& Qf Priests fillil. Tabernacle
Josephus tells of the process of consecrating the priests and
Tabernacle in two stages: 1) 3.197-98, and 2) 3.205-06.
stage, he reflects both orders of anointing found in Exod.

In the first
In 3 .197-

198, he briefly introduces the anointing of the Tabernacle and of the

129 Ginzberg, Legends

Qf fill.e.fil III, 139; VI, 58, note 301, cites Pirke

de R. Eliezer 46 where it is written that Yorn Kippur was the day on which
Israel received the Torah.
In III, 151, Ginzberg gives the legend that God
commanded Moses to build the Tabernacle on Yorn Kippur (Cf. VI, 63, note 322,
where Ginzberg lists as his sources for this legend Tan. Terumah 5-8; Tan. B. II,
90-92; Shir 4.13; Zohar II, 148a. In Legends Qf ~ l.e.lu. II, 27, Ginzberg records
the legend found in Jubilees 34: 12-19, of the origin of Yorn Kippur as the day
(on the tenth day of the month Tishri) when Josephus' brothers brought word
to their father, Jacob, that Josephus died.
They dipped Josephus' coat in the
blood of a kid, and thus the blood of a kid was to be used to atone for sins on
Yorn Kippur.
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priests,

l)t

"HyvtCE

Kat'

'
TllV

Kat

OK11VTIV

Too<;

which

iEpta<;,

corresponds to Exod. 30: 26-30, Kat ayt<XOEt<; mha [TTIV OKllVTIV TOO
µapTopioo
XPtaEt<;.

K(lt

TTIV

Ktr3WTOV].

.Kat 'Aapoov Kat TOO<; oioo<; (lUTOO

Then, in 3 .198, after describing the ingredients of the

anointing oil, Josephus reverses the order, saying, auTou<;
itpta<;

Kat

mxoav

TflV

OK11VflV

XPlulV

TE

Too<;

Thus Josephus

KtKa8apKE.

gives, within a paragraph, the orders of consecration as they are
found in the conflicting orders found in Exod.
The text of Exod., as Nelson has written, was revised between
parts I and II of the Tabernacle account.130

Josephus may have been

writing in a time when this revision was underway, so that he
reflects the conflicts inherent in the revision process.
to have occurred even within part I.

Revision seems

In part I, Exod. 29: 4-37

describes the anointing of Aaron and his sons as priests, and then of
the altar, beginning with the words, "Y.2.ll. shall consecrate them"
' , )
( ay1aot1<;
Exod. 29: 44, then reads: "I [i.e. God] will
aoToo<;.
consecrate the tent of meeting and the altar; Aaron also and his sons
I will consecrate, to serve me as priests ( ay1<iow
,
µapTop100,

Kat'

.

. 'Aapc.i3v

Ka\

Too<;

oiou<;.

.

'
TllV

OK11VflV

.). "

This second

explanation of a Divine consecration gives the order:

TOO

tent, altar, and

priests, with the suggestion that the event was an unmediated,
Divine act.

Exod. 30: 22-30, also in part I of the Tabernacle account,

m a section that follows the description and function of the laver
(that seems out of place), describes in some detail first the anointing
of the Tabernacle, and then of the priests.
I 30Russell David Nelson,
p. 323 f.

Tabernacle Account,

Studies in ~ Development of~ Toil of ru
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In part II of the Tabernacle account MT 40: 9-15/LXX 40: 7-14
as in Exod. 30: 26-30, the anointing of the Tabernacle comes first,
and then the anointing of the priests.

Josephus attempts to distil

from the rather complicated, repetitive description now found in
Exod. a description of what essentially took place in the consecration
of the Tabernacle and priesthood.

In doing so, he changes some

steps, either intentionally, in order to compress the Biblical material,
or inadvertently, in the attempt to summarize, or simply because he
was writing from memory and forgot the details.

In any case, he was

working with sources of varying reliability.
That he was writing from memory seems to be the reason for
describing the descent of the cloud on the Tabernacle (3 .203 ), in
God's visitation, before finishing his account of the anointing of the
priests (3.205-06).

Here he makes use of a word Christian writers

used in a different, Christological sense, as he refers to this cloud as
the mxpoooia of God.131

At the beginning of the Tabernacle narrative

(3.100) Josephus had stated that the purpose of the Tabernacle was
to provide a place where God "might be present at our prayers,"
( 1raparoyxav1J
presence.

ra'i~

.

,

T')µtttpat~

iuxa'i~).13 2

The cloud showed this

It seems that he must have intended to end the

Tabernacle account at 3.203, but then decided to add something

131Cf. The Gospel of Matthew 24: 3, 27, 37, 39; and the Apostle Paul in I
Corinthians 15: 23; I Thessalonians 2: 19; 3: 13; 4: 15; 5: 23; II Thessalonians 2: 1;
as well as in James 5: 7-8; II Peter 1: 16; 3: 4; and I John 2: 28 with reference to
Jesus.
l 32 Matthew Black writes of this use of parousiva by Josephus, "This is
even closer to New Testament usage than the use in the papyri." "Language
and Script, 1. The Biblical Languages," Cambrid&e History o.f th.e. Jlihle., Edited
by P. R. Ackroyd and C.F. Evans (3 vols. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 197{) I, 9.
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more on the anointing, before telling of the sacrifices that were
offered once the Tabernacle and priests were duly consecrated.
Whereas Exod. 29: 1 gives the rubric that "one young calf
from the herd (µoaxapiov

b:

ffoc.3v

lv) and

unleavened bread

kneaded with oil, and unleavened cakes anointed with oil ( apTouc;
atoµouo 1rE4>upaµtvoi3 tv t>..ai<¼), Kat >..ayava atuµa KEXPlOµtva EV
t>..ai<¼)) should be brought to the Tabernacle before Aaron and his

sons

are

washed, Josephus omits this ceremony, proposing

describe this ritual in his projected work 1rEp't

to

8uoic.3v.133

Whereas Exod. 29: 4-9 and Philo ( ~ Qf. Moses 2.143) explain
that Aaron and his sons were washed prior to putting on their
vestments, in A..n.l.

3.205 Josephus describes

the washing

and

anointing of Aaron and his sons, who are already clad m their
vestments.

Josephus has undoubtedly simply omitted the order of

anointing and vesting described in Exod.

He omitted the order no

doubt because his purpose in writing of these matters was to give
the details that would be pertinent to his readership, rather than to
simply reproduce what was in Exodus.

l 3 3Thackeray notes that this projected work, refers to his previously
mentioned, projected work on "Customs and Causes" (first alluded to in A.nl..
1.25, specifically mentioned in A.nl. 4.198, and promised to contain four books
in Ant. 20.268). But, Thackeray observes, when Josephus arrives at a suitable
point in his narrative to describe the ritual, 3.224, he does not do so.
Thackeray writes of Josephus' text in 3.205 etc., "The text here (a parenthesis,
perhaps a p.s.) and below (§§ 213 f, 218, 223 f) betrays signs of rewriting. The
author seems to be in doubt how much to include in the present work on the
sacrifices, how much to reserve for a separate treatise, and breaks off more
than once from the subject. Probably, when the projected treatise was finally
abandoned, he incorporated much more of its intended contents in later
editions of the Antiquities." Josephus IV, 414-15, note a.
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Exod. 29: 4 f outlines, step by step, the ritual to be followed in
consecrating Aaron and his sons. 1 3 4
water of Aaron and his sons.

First comes the washing with

Second comes the vesting of Aaron,

followed by the third step, his anointing with oil.

Fourth, Aaron's

sons are clad with their special priestly garments, with the girdles
( tc3vat) and turbans ( Ktl>apttc;) mentioned specifically.

Fifth, Aaron

and his sons place their hands on the head of the calf, after which it
is killed at the door of the Tabernacle, and its blood put on the horns
and base of the altar.

Sixth (29: 15), Aaron and his sons place their

hands on the head of one of two unblemished rams, after which it is
killed, and its blood is poured around the altar.

Seventh, (29: 19 f)

Aaron and his sons place their hands on the head of the second ram,
after which it is killed, and its blood placed on the tips of Aaron's and
his sons' right ear, right thumb, and the great toe of their right
feet. 135

Eighth, blood from the altar and anointing oil were sprinkled

on Aaron and his sons , and on their vestments; thus is Aaron set
apart ( ay1aa8~atTat), together with his sons.
the

method

of passing

on

the

Orders are then left for

priesthood

to

the

succeeding

generations of priests (29: 29-30).
Josephus' order of description has little correlation to Exod.
Once again, Josephus' design was to provide an impressive picture of

1 3 4 More steps might be seen in this process if the preliminaries, and

the disposition of the parts of the calf, mentioned in 29: 13-14 and of the rams
in 29: 17-18, 22, and the wave offering, that represents the supply of the
priests' needs in days to come, are counted. I have taken into account only the
steps in the process that directly touched Aaron and his sons.
135 Philo, Li,k QJ Moses 2.150-51, explains this action: "In this figure,
he indicated that the fully-consecrated must be pure in words and actions and
in his whole life; for words are judged by the hearing, the hand is a symbol of
action, and the foot of the pilgrimage of life."
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this ceremony, rather than to reproduce the details of Scripture.

His

order in 3.205 has two steps: 1) the sprinkling of blood on Aaron's
vestments and on Aaron himself; 2) the washing with spring water
and sweet oil.

Exod. 29: 1-4 describes the sacrifice of a

young calf

and two rams prior to Aaron's and his sons' washing at the door of
the Tabernacle, but the blood from this sacrifice does not touch
Aaron, his sons, or the Tabernacle until later.
).ayava

atuµa

1etxp1aµtva

r,v

Josephus omits the

r,).ai~, the unleavened bread anointed

with oil, that was part of this preparatory ritual.
Josephus may have been generalizing about the sacrifices
Exodus describes, though from Exod. it seems that the sacrifices were
not the source of the blood used in anointing Aaron and his sons.
These were details that he intended to clarify in his projected work
8uau.i3v (3.205).

xtp\

The priests were anointed with blood taken

from animals specially slaughtered for this sprinkling of consecration
to office and dedication of the altar (Exod. 29: 1-12).

The calf and

rams were then burned on the altar, but this does not diminish the
fact that they were killed specially for the anointing.

This seems to

be the intention of Exod. 29: 28, where the animals killed for
anointing are called a perpetual and special offering (v6µ1µov
,rapa n.i3v uhi3v 'IapatiA.

'
I
(Xl(JJVlOV

eon' ap a<l><5p1aµa TOOTO).

Josephus (3.206) states that for seven days, the priests and
their vestments are purified with spring water (m1Yaio1c;

TE

ul>aat),

myrrh (µup~), and with "the blood of bulls and rams" {r<i3 ci{µan rc.i3v
raupc.i3v

1ea\

1ep1c.i3v).

Here he changes the order found already in this

sentence, from sprinkling with blood, then water, to purging with
spring water, myrrh, and blood.

That this was to be done for seven
296

days derives from Exod. 29: 35, where it reads:

"And you will do . for

Aaron and his sons according to whatever things I have commanded
you; seven days you will fill their hands" (Kat 1ro1tiat1c; 'Aapwv
TO'i<; oio'ic; aUTOU OUT(J) KaTa mxvTa oaa EVETElA<Xµnv 001.

Kat

E:7rT<X ~µtpac;

TEAElWOEl<; T<X<; Xt'ipac; aun3v).

Whereas the directions in Exod. calls for one calf and two rams,
Josephus (3.104), in a gratuitous change, writes, instead of "two
rams," Kptov

lpt.4>ov, "a ram and a kid." 1 36

This puzzling change

really adds nothing of significance to the

solemnizing of the

Kat

ordination process, since a ram and a kid are merely a full grown and
a not full grown goat.

In Ant. 11.102 Josephus again adds kids

( tpt4>ooc;) to the list of animals ( which included rams) the Jews

sacrificed, as described in Ezra 7: 17, when they rebuilt the Temple
in Jerusalem.

Nowhere in the Hebrew Bible are a kid and a ram

mentioned together in a sacrifice.
Josephus may have added tpi4><>c; because the purpose of the
sacrifice was to atone for sin.

The rubric in Lev. 4: 23 (etc.) calls for

a kid (i~l?~) in making a sin offering. .

Josephus would have

remembered this from his own experience in the Temple, and he
added this to the Tabernacle account to conform to the practice he
remembered.
Josephus specification of "spring water," 1rnyaio1c;

Tt

u~aai is

like Philo's description of this water as the purest and freshest spring
water (o~an

xnv~c;).137

MT/LXX Exod. 29: 4/MT 40: 12 merely read

136 Philo, LiRQf Moses 2.147, follows LXX,

Mo). Rams and kids
are mentioned together in LXX Jer. 28: 40, but this has nothing to do with
Jewish sacrifices.
137UR.Qf Moses 2.143.
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(1ep100~

"with water" (LXX :>..ooae1c; mhooc; i:v iS~an).138

Here Josephus and

Philo appear to be imputing to the purification of the priests the
practice described in Numbers 19: 17, of using "running water" (LXX

iS~wp

twv)

died.

N odet calls attention to M. Miqvaot 1: 7 which refers to the

in the purification after contact with someone who has

water in the mikveh coming from a spring.
spring water,

In this emphasis on

Josephus may have had the regulations for the mikveh

m mind.
Josephus is unlike Philo, however, in other aspects of the
anointing ceremony.

Philo follows the order of events in Exod.

describing the washing with water as a preparation for the anointing.
The washing, in Exod., takes place at the door of the Tabernacle, just
prior to putting on their vestments.

Philo (Life Q.f Moses 2.143), like

Josephus, does not provide the detail that the washing and robing
took place at the door of the Tabernacle.
Philo here states that "The installation was made with the
consent of the whole nation, and followed the directions laid down by
the oracles ( Ka8iarri ~E µera T~<; a1ravroc; TOU l8vooc; yvuSµ T)<;,
Aoy1a

u<f>riye1ro).

we;

T<l

Though Josephus (3.104) added to the Exod. account

that the people approved the choice of the architects, he does not
here mention the popular approval of the ordination process.

He

may have omitted mentioning this popular approval because he
already was making clear the people's enthusiastic participation, and
did not wish to overstate, so as to diminish the credibility of his

l 38Likewise Lev. 8: 6. It may be noted that LXX often uses the term
7rTJY11 uoop (Gen. 16: 7; 24: 13; Exod. 15: 27; Lev. 11: 36; Num. 33: 9, etc), so that
Philo and Josephus would have had ample occasion to read it.
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favorable account of his ancestors.

Josephus (3.207) does, however,

indicate the subsequent sign of the approval of the people when he
states that "they, vying with and striving to surpass one another m
their respective

offerings,

obeyed

these

behests,"

when

Moses

announced a feast on the day after the consecration rituals were
finished, and urged the people to offer sacrifices according to their
means.

This adds a joyous element not found in either the Exod. or

the Lev. (8-9) accounts.

In fact, the event that immediately followed

the inaugural activities in Scripture was the offering of "strange fire"
by Aaron's two sons, Nadab and Abihu (Lev. 10: 1-2).

Josephus

separates the tragedy of N adab and Abihu from the Tabernacle
account with a comment on the enthusiasm of the people when the
Tabernacle was completed.

He no doubt separated this tragedy from

the Tabernacle narrative because it diminished the glory of the
Tabernacle story.
Josephus

concluding

remark

of

the

Tabernacle

narrative

(3.207) tells of the dramatic consumption of the sacrifice that ended
the dedication ceremonies.

"And when the victims were laid upon

the altar, of a sudden a fire blazed up therefrom spontaneously
(aoroµarov), and like a flash of lightning before their eyes, consumed
everything upon the altar in flame."

Exod. does not provide this

~

detail.

Josephus

included

this

dramatic

climax,

without

any

disclaimer about the miraculous, because here his own personal
enthusiasm for his people's ancient story got the upper hand over his
concern for the sensibilities of his non-Jewish readers.

As Professor

Feldman has observed, a major objective of Josephus' changing of the
Bible

was

"to

present

a

profoundly
299

religious

and

Jewish

interpretation of history."139

Here Josephus' Jewish sensitivity was

altogether exposed, without apology.

Exod. 40: 34-35 concludes with

the descent of the cloud that filled the Tabernacle with the glory of
the Lord.
The Biblical basis for this detail is Lev. 9: 24, Ka\ tefiA8t m3p
,rapa

Kupiou,

,,

'
Kat
'

,

Ta'
'

,

OAOKaUTWµaTa, Kat Ta CJTtaTa.

e,rioav

br\.

,rpoow,rov.

' '
tm

8umaoTT1Pioo,

TOO

Kat Elut ,ra~ 0
'

~,:;.

A

'

T<l

TE

°I,
'
'
'i::,
'
AaO~,
Kat
E'-ECJT11,
Kat

Nodet observes that this was a traditional

Biblical motif Josephus drew upon.1 40
Josephus' addition of the word mhoµaTo~ seems to deemphasize the Divine element in the burning of the sacrifice which 1s
emphasized in Lev. by the term ,rop ,rap a Kupiou.

But, from the use

of this word elsewhere, I infer that he was merely selecting another
word to convey the same ideas that found in Lev. 9: 24.1 41

He was

not, in fact, diminishing the miraculous nature of this fire at this
point.
In War 6.293-95, Josephus tells of a portent of Jerusalem's
coming doom, in which a "gate was observed at the sixth hour of the
night to have opened of is own accord ( mhoµaTw~).

He follows up on

this with an explanation that God was the agent by which the gate
was opened.

In Ant. 1.46 Divine ,rpovota stands behind the good that

seems to come spontaneously (mhoµaTwv). In A.n.1.. 2.347, Josephus
139Louis H. Feldman, "Mikra in the Writings of Josephus," p. 503.
14 0Nodet II, 167, note 9 (Cf. David, in I Chron. 21: 26, Solomon, in II
Chron. 7: 1, Elijah, in I Kings 18: 38).
141 Professor Feldman has remarked that Josephus sometimes used the
"time-honored formula we; av ilcaOTotc; ~ 4>{>.ov' oihw <JlC01r£tTW<Jav <A.ol. 1.108)
and its equivilants elsewhere (see following note), as "an expression of
courtesy to his pagan readers more than a confession of his own doubt about
the veracity of these accounts." "Mikra in the Writings of Josephus, p. 506.
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juxtaposes m one sentence

KaTa

tlTt

r3ooXT)m.v

0eoo

T<XOToµaTov, "whether by the will of God, or spontaneously."

'

,,

tl Tt

K<XT<l

Here he

credits the deliverance of Israel through the sea, to the will of God
rather than to accidental good fortune, just as God delivered
Alexander's

armies

from

the

Pamphylian

Sea

when

determined that the Persian Empire was to end.

He

had

In Ant. 4.4 7,

Josephus gives Moses' request to God to "Prove now once again that
all is directed by thy providence, that nothing befalls fortuitously
( aoToµciToo<;), but that it is thy will that overrules and brings

everything to its end."

In A.nl. 4.55, Josephus tells of the Divine

response to Korah's rebellion (Num. 16), without hesitating to make
clear that the fire was from God:

"And suddenly there blazed forth a

fire, the like of which had never in the record of history been made
by the hand of man. . ., nor yet spontaneously ( aoToµciToo<;), but such a
flame as might be kindled at the bidding of God."

In Ant. 5 .24,

Josephus gives Joshua's speech to Israel that "God would deliver
Jericho to them and that, spontaneously (aoToµciToo<;) and without
effort on their part, the walls would collapse."

Here clearly, God is

the direct agent of Jericho's fall, and aoToµcfroo<; merely refers to the
lack of effort needed from the Israeli forces.

In A.n.1_.

10.278

Josephus states clearly that God governs the affairs of human life by
1rp6vo1a, against the Epicureans, who "say that the world runs by its

own ( aoToµcfroo<;) movement without knowing a guide or another's
care."
It seems clear that Josephus did not hesitate to state that God
was the source of the fire that consumed the sacrifice offered when
the Tabernacle was finished, even as he did not hesitate in other
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places to tell of direct Divine intervention.

This is in keeping with his

exhortation to the reader, found in Ant.. 1.15, to "fix [his] thoughts on
God, and to test whether our lawgiver has had a worthy conception
of His nature and has always assigned to Him such actions as befit
His power, keeping his words concerning Him pure of that unseemly
mythology current among others."

Furthermore, he does not append

the disclaimer, 1fEpt µtv

<Il<,;

TO OTC/JV'

av

E:K<XOTOl<,;

1J

<t>tAOV'

OUTCIJ

aK01rEtTC1Jaav, which he offers with elements of the miraculous

elsewhere.1 4 2
Thus, Josephus concludes the Tabernacle narrative with an
emphasis on the Divine presence, as he began (3.100) by saying that
the purpose of the Tabernacle was that God would no longer need to
come down to Mt. Sinai, but "himself, frequenting the tabernacle,
may be present at our prayers."

Whereas at the beginning, Josephus

emphasized God's presence at the prayers of Israel, at the end, God's
power is dramatically shown at a sacrifice.

14 2Anl... 1.108, 2.348, 3.81, 268, 322, 4.158, 8.262, 9.108, 10. 281, 17. 354,
:w..a.r. 5.257. Cf. H. St. John Thackeray, Josephus: 1he. M.wum.d ~ Historian (New
York:
Ktav, 1967), p. 57. This remark is found elsewhere in Dionysius of
Halicarnassus' Roman Antiquities 1.48, 1; 1.48, 4; 2.40, 3; 2.74, 5; and 3.36, 5;
Lucian's limY..10. Write History 10, and Pliny's Natural History 9.18; as well as
earlier in Herodotus and Thucydides.
Feldman, "Mikra in the Writings of
Josephus,: p. 506. Cf. H.R. Moehring, "Rationalization of Miracles in the
Writings of Flavius Josephus," Studia Eyapgelica 6 (1973), p. 376, where the
author comments on Josephus' ambiguous attitude toward the miraculous.
Cf.
the earlier article of Gerhard Delling, "Josephus und das Wunderbare," Nov um
Testamentum 2 (1958), pp. 291-209.
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CONO...USION
In this study I have attempted to make an analyis of the
description of the ancient Israelite Tabernacle found in Josephus'
Jewish Antiquities 3. 99-207.

Here Josephus described not only the

Tabernacle and its furnishings,

but also the institution of the

priesthood that served in the Tabernacle.
I have searched the Greek and Hebrew Bible, to learn what
form of the developing text Josephus had before him.

I found that

Josephus drew upon Numbers as well as Exodus, and he was clearly
influenced by Ezekiel's vision of an idealized Temple.

Sometimes he

evidently

his

wrote

from

memory,

influenced

by

personal

recollection of Temple worship as well as of the Scriptural record.
I conclude that Josephus clearly used both the Hebrew and
Greek forms of the Bible.

Nelson stated that Josephus principally

followed "a Palestinian Greek text which was related to the Greek of
Gk I and non-core Gk II. . .a text close to the present MT." 1 I have
found Nelson's view here to be correct.
However, Josephus clearly was aware of Philo's account of the
Tabernacle as well.

While not following Philo rigidly, where he does

seem to follow him, and while sometimes being very different from
Philo, there are significant ways in which he is like Philo.
Even though Josephus customarily changed the vocabulary
found in the Biblical text he used, sometimes it is his vocabulary
itself that provides fairly certain evidence when he was reading from

1 Nelson, Studies in 1h.e Development o1. 1h.e. I.e.n o.f lh.e. Tabernacle
Account. p. 282.
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a Greek or Hebrew text (for example in describing the parts of the
candelabrum, he scarcely changes . the Greek names of parts of the
candelabrum).

At times he is obviously following the Hebrew text.

One very obvious evidence of Josephus' attention to the Hebrew Bible
is found

when he transliterates the Hebrew terms for various

elements of the Tabernacle and priestly vestments.
I have also searched other Jewish and non-Jewish sources that
seem to have been of some influence on Josephus as he sought for
the appropriate means of explaining the Tabernacle for readers
whom he expected to include sympathetic, non-Jewish intellectuals,
as well as fellow Jews who were either skeptical of him, or were in
need of the encouragement he could provide by describing the
grandeur of their ancient sacred Place, the Tabernacle.
Among

Jewish

writers

I found

that

Josephus

was

well

acquainted with various of Philo's works, though principally with his
Life Qf Moses II, which was written for reasons similar to Josephus'
in writing the parts of the Jewish Antiquities having to do with
Moses.

The clear parallel between some of Josephus' hagadic extras

and remarks found in the Mishnah, Talmud and various midrashim
suggest that he was a participant in the development of early
hagadah.
The evidence I found from rabbinic sources mostly confirmed
the view that Josephus, as the rabbis, respected and mostly adhered
to the text as they found it.

Some expansions in Josephus' account

that are like expansions found in the Mishnah, Talmud, and the
midrashim, suggest that Josephus drew on a common fund of halakha
and hagadah.

Josephus is a datable witness to some hagadic and
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halakik

developments

that

appear later in

the

midrashim . and

Talmud.
The shrine of Apollo at Delphi was evidently an important
source for Josephus as he looked for pagan parallels to enhance the
prestige of the Tabernacle. Josephus may have learned of Apollo's
temple from Herodotus, or from Plutarch, or from hear-say he
listened to in Rome.

From the second-century Greek writer,

Pausanius, I found evidence of the Delphic lore which Josephus
would have heard in Rome, which he then borrowed for the purpose
of describing the grand Tabernacle of his ancestors.
Josephus' Tabernacle account fulfills well the interests of
Jewish and non-Jewish readers.

Here one does not find, overall, the

kind of concern with "anti-Semites" that is found in Apion, despite
Josephus' expression of alarm at anti-Jewish sentiments in Ant.
3 .179.

He is essentially explaining the ancient Tabernacle for the

benefit of curious non-Jews.
Josephus' attempt to explain the significance of the Tabernacle
never reached the level of allegory, but he clearly tried to provide a
bridge

of

understanding

between

his

people

and

Hellenistic

intellectuals, principally Stoics, by hinting at the cosmic pertinence of
the Tabernacle.

In this Philo probably served as his model.

Josephus

is a first-century C.E. witness to a strain of mystical interest in
Palestinian Judaism that appeared as well in the ornamentation of
diaspora synagogues in subsequent centuries.
"Omrtp tfvta xaipoucn xaTpi~a J3AE7rttv,
OUT<,J(; Ka\ TOt<; Kaµvouot J3tJ3Aiou TEAO(;.
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